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Introduction

This final report of the Group Errorless Teaching Strategies (GETS) Research
Project is organized by the objectives of the project. For each objective,
the objective, planned activities, expected outcomes, and actual activities
and outcomes are listed.

Objective 1 involved a review of the literature related to teaching students
with mild and moderate mental handicaps in group settings. This review was
completed and written. ;Three actIcles were developed based on the literature
review. One article focused on guidelines for implementing group instruction.
A second article focused on procedures for measuring chained tasks using
constant time delay. A third article describing the use of constant time
delay in groups has been written, and will be revised for submission. These
are described in the narrative of the final report and the completed documents
are included in the Appendix.

Objectives 2 and 3 involvec conducting four investigations per year that
evaluated the effectiveness and efficiency of the system of least prompts and
time delay in small group instructional arrangements. These Investigations
were planned, conducted, and described in manuscripts that have been published
and others are in the process of being published. Based on the findings of
the literature review and the first and second year investigations, the nature
of the comparative investigations fogusesi more on analysin_oiJlow_to conduct,
small group instruction and ffe f various attentional cue manipulatibiis

,in -t. than comparisons of the prompting strategies used
(-i.e., system of least prompts and tImidETW). A description of each Is
included in the narrative of the final report, and the complete documents are
included in thc Appendix. A total of 15._sekaule_exper1ment_s_were conducted

...and were described In 11 articles. Two of the articles each contain
descriptions of three experimenrs.

Objective 4 involved developing Instru Hs. le- -1. 11-0 -Is. Two
manuals were cere planned an completed. One manual presents guidelines for
conducting small group instruction with students who display mild and moderate
handicaps. STrie of the information from this manual was included in an
article that is In press from the literature review. The second manual
describft rrocedures for using time delay in small group instructional
arrangements. One instructional module for each manual has been developed.
The manuals and modules have been sent to selected training programs and
educational agencies.
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OBJECTIVE 1

This sect)on of the final report lists the first GETS Project objective, major
activities used to meet Objective 1, expected outcomes of Objective 1, and
description of completed activities and actual outcomes for Objective 1.

OBJECTIVE 1:

To conduct a thorough review of tne applied research literature that will
result in a written product describing the instructional practices in small
group instructional arrangements involving students with mild and moderate
handicaps in applied settings.

PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR OBJECTIVE 1.

1. Conduct literature review
2. Based on the literature review, develop and write recommendations for

teachers of students with mild and moderate learning difficulties
3. based on the literature review, develop and write research questions for

further research
4. Advisory Committee reviews document
5. Make final revisions of document
6. Submit document or parts of document for publication in professional

journals
7. Notify teacher preparation programs tnroug,1 Special Net that the document

is available

EMEDUED OUTCOMES FOR OBJECTIVE 1.

The major expected outcome of the first objective is a written document that
reviews the applied research literature related to errorless learning in group
instructional arrangements with steents who have mild to severe learning
difficulties. The review will desr,ribe the instructional procedures that have
been used, the effects of such use, group management strategies, teacher
skills needed to implement the procedures, and where possible, recommendations
for future use. The effects will be analyzed in terms of effectiveness
variabler, efficiency variables, and generalization outcomes. This
information will result in a document that establishes what is currently known
about effective and efficient group instructional procedures with students who
have mild to severe handicaps. The document will have potential impact for
both practitioners, teacher trainers, and persons engaged primarily in
research. The impact for teachers and other practitioners will be in the
recommendations that come from the reviewed literature. The impact for
persons engaged in research will be in the specification of future research
issues.

t)
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efi 40 ;k1 I I II: :

1. Conduct literature review. - The two Research Associates, Melinda Jones
Ault and Patricia Munson Doyle, and the Principal Investigator, Dr. David
Gast, and two doctoral students, Vincent Winterling and Belva Collins reviewed
the literature from professional journals for articles that addressed teaching
students with handicaps In small group arrangements. The reference lists of
these articles were also analyzed to identify any other articles that may be
relevant to the topic and published in other journals. A matrix describing
the purpose, methodology, and findings of each identified investigation was
developed.

2. Develop recommenOatIons for teaching In small Oro= arranaements. The
two Research Associates, two doctoral students, and the Principal Investigator
were assigned to specific respons,bilities for developing recommendations
from the described literature. One Research Associate and one doctoral
student under the supervision of the Principal Investigator developed a list
of gnneral guidelines for implementing small group instruction. These
recommendations were incorporated into an article on general guidelines. The
second Research Associate aad doctoral student under the supervision of the
Principal Investigator developed a list of recommendations for using time
delay In group instructional arrangements. An article describing these
recommendations has been developed. The two Research Associates, Co-Principal
investigator, and Principal Investigator developed recommendations for
collecting data on the time delay procedure when teaching chained tasks. An
article incorporating these recommendations was developed.

3. DeveloD,.a list of resarch guestions related to conducting small arouP
instructi_on. A list of :suggested research questions were developed. These
were incorporat=sd into the articles described above and were also included as
suggestions in the discussion sections of articles based on the investigations
conducted by the groject.

4. AdyingrijagArAssyle_tmjuligigz. The instructional research team which
consisted of the Principal Investigator, Co-Principal Investigator, GETS
Research Associates, Research Associates on other research projects, and other
faculty members of the Department of Special Education, and selected doctoral
students served as the Advisory Board. These individuals reviewed the
articles that were prepared for publication and provided feedback to the
research staff.

5. Use revisions in final documents. Based on the review of the
individuals identified above, revisions were made in the dxuments.

6. submit the documents for Publicatioa_In thegglessigail_Latutue.
Three articles were written and two of these have been submitted for
publication. The acticle describing general guideilnes (Collins, Gast, Ault,
& Wolery, in press) was submitted and accepted for publication by Education
and Training in_Mental_RtiaLdAlign. This article is included in Appendix A.
The article descr)bing data collection procedures for time delay with chained
tasks (Ault, Gast, Wolery, & Doyle, in press) was submitted and accepted for
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publication by Teachina Exceptional Children. This article is presented in
Appendix B. The third article on using time delay in small group arrangements
is being revised and will be submitted for publication. This article is
presented in Appendix C.

7. Notify personnel preparation proorams of the documents. Dissemination
involved sending a copy of the literature review to persons on the mailing
list of the GETS Project.

OBJECTIVE 2 and 3

This section of the final report lists the second GETS Project Objective,
planned activities for meeting Objective 2 and 3, expected outcomes of
Objective 2 and 3, and actual activities and outcomes of Objective 2 and 3.
The .actual outcomes" section includes an abstract of each investigation. The
activities and outcomes are presented separately for each project year.

OBJECTIVES 2 and 3

To conduct and report on eight investigations (four per year for the first two
years) analyzing the effectiveness and efficiency of the system of least
prompts and time delay in group settings for teaching functional skills to
primary and secordary aged students with mild and moderate handicaps.

o condu and report ur investig ns (third pr t year) that pare
th effectivseps and efficTric.of the syim..Qf least promp nd time ay
in t ching fun?N.,pal skills to p ary and secodary,aged studen wit
and mo ate handica

I 0: - I

Each Project Year

1. Determine which four studies will be conducted during the project year.
2. Identify five subjects

. 1r each study.
3. Secure hymen subjects review approval from University of Kentucky and

participating agencies.
4. Secure informed consent from parents of subjec:ts.
5. Implement and monitor investigations.
S. Conduct ongoing analysis of the data.
7. Analyze final results.
3. Write reports of studies for dissemination in professional literature.
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EXPECTED OUTCOMES FOR OBJECTIVE 2 AND 3

The expected outcomes of the second and third objectives are written reports
on the results of the twelve studies. Thele reports will be submitted to
appropriate professional journals. Presentations at state, regional, and
national conferences will also occur.

ACTUAL ACTIVITIES AND OUTCOMES FOR OBJECTIVE 2 AND 3

Over the course of the three project years, 15 investigations were conducted
and descriZled in 11 reports. To date, three articles have been published,
four articles have been accepted and are in press, one has been submitted for
publication, and three are in the process of being written and submitted.

5ummaries of Investinations

5tuctv t 1: Doyle, P. M., Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., & Famer,
J. A. (1990). Use of constant time delay in small group instruction:
A study of observational and incidental learning. Iggrnal of_kecial
Education, 22, 369-385.

This investigation examined the effectiveness and efficiency of constant time
delay In small group instruction. Four secondary-age students with mild and
moderate mental retarda:lon were taught to identify local and federal services
and government agencies and over-the-counter medications. The amount of
information learned when each subject was presented with two target and six
observational stimuli (same-task, different-stimuli condition) was compared to
when each student in the group was taught the same eight target stimuli
(same-U..3k, same-stimuli condition). The subjects' acquisition of incidental
information presented in the descriptive praise statement following correct
responses to the target stimuli was assessed. A multiple probe design across
behaviors was used. The results indicated that (a) constant time delay was
effective across all facts, students, and conditions; (b) the same-task,
different-stimull condition produced more efficient learning than the
same-task, same-9tJmuli condition; (c) students acquired more target
information In the same-task, same-stimull conditions; (d) observational
learning occurred in the same-task, different stimuli condition for all
subjects; (e) increased exposure to other students' target information and
differential reinforcement in the probe conditions increased the percentages
of correct observational responding in the same-task, different-stim,11
conditions; and (0 there were not differences between conditions In students'
acquisition of incidental information. These findings are discussed in terms
of strategies for designing effective and efficient small group instruction.
A reprint of this article Is found In Appendix D.
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pturly St a: Ault, M. J., Woiery, M., Gast, D. L., Doyle, P. M., & Martin,
C. P. (1990). Comparison of predictable and unpredictable trial
sequences during small group instruction. Leaulna Disability
Guarteclv, 12, 12-29.

The use of predictable (round robin) and unpredictable (random) trial
sequences during small-group instruction was evaluated in three experiments in
teaching word and abbreviation identification to four students with learning
disabilities; a fifth student participated in part of Experiment I before
moving to another school. In Experiment I, a progressive time delay procedure
was used to teach word-reading in a small group, and the effects of a
single-trial, predictable sequence was compared to a single-trial,
unpredictable sequence. In Experiment II, a progressive time delay procedure
also was used to teach abbreviation identification in a small group, and the
effects of a multiple-trial, predictable sequences was compared to a
multiple-trial, unpredictable sequence. In Experiment III, a model-test
procedure was used in a small group, and the effects of the multiple-trial
predictable sequence was compared to the single-trial, unpredictable sequence.
An adapted alternating treatments design was used in all experiments. Results
indicate that the progressive time delay procedure was reliab'y implemented
and was effective in establishing criterion-level resoonding by all grour
members. Students also learned words taught to other students through
observation. In Experiment I, the two trial sequences did not differ
substantially, and in Experiment II mixed effects were found. With the
model-test procedure in Experiment III, two students initia:ly produced higher
levels of correct responding in the multiple-trial, predictable sequence;
however, no substantial differences were found in observational learning.
Across all investigations, no consistent effects of the trial presentation
methods were noted. A reprint of this article is found in Appendix E.

tudy it 3: Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., Morris, L. L., Doyle, P. M., &
Meyer, S. (1990). Teaching sight word reading in a group
instructional arrangement using constant time delay. Exceptionality,
1, 81-96.

In this investigation we examined the effectiveness of constant time delay
(CTD) in a small group instructional arrangement. Five primary-aged students
in a self-contained classroom for students with moderate delays were taught to
read environmental sight words. In addition, we assessed observational
learning (students learning other group members' words) across each
instructional condition. The definitions of the words taught were inserted in
the descriptive verbal praise statement after correct responses. We assessed
students on their acquisition of definitions of their target and observational
learning words. We used a multiple probe design across words sets to assess
the effectiveness of the CTD procedure in the small group instructional
arrangement. The results indicate that (a) CTD was effective in teaching
sight words to four students, (b) students acquired some information targeted
for other students, and (c) students acquired a minimal amount of information
presented in the praise statements for their own and other group members'
target behaviors. A reprint of this article is presented in Appendix F.



5tudy # 4: Gast, D. L., Doyle, P. M., Watery, M., Ault, M. J., &
Baklarz, J. L. (in press). Acquisition of incidental information
during small group instrution. Education and TreatmInt of Children.

This investigation examined the effectiveness of a constant time delay
procedure in a small group instructional arrangement. Four primary-aged
students with mild handicaps were taught to read sight words representing
objects found in their environment. In addition, the students' acquisition of
incidental Infwmation, the correct spelling of each sight words, was
assessed. The teacher presented the spelling of the target word either prior
to the student reading the word, or as part of the consequent event, following
a student's response. A multiple probe design across word sets was used to
assess effectiveness of the constant time delay procedure. The results
indicated that: (a) constant time delay was effective in teaching all words to
each of the four students; and (b) each student acquired some of the
non-targeted spelling information. The findings are discussed in terms of
designing effective and efficient small group instruction for students with
disabilities. This paper is included in Appendix G.

5tudY # 5: Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., Gast, D. L., Doyle, P. M., &
Griffen, A. K. (in press a). Teaching chained tasks in dyads:
Acquisition of target and observational behaviors. lgurnal of
5pecial Education.

This investigation used a multiple probe design to evaluate the use of a
constant time delay procedure in a small group Instructional arrangement. Two
pairs of two students (i.e. dyads) with moderate mental retareation were
taught domestic and vocational chained tasks. Tasks for each dyad were
divided so that one student of the dyad was taught the first part of the task,
and the other student was taught the second part. Interactions between
members of each dyad were specifically prompted so that students delivered
both antecedent (i.e., attentional cue), and consequent (i.e., reinforcement)
events to their dyad member. Students observed each other learning their
respective part of the task and then were assessed on their ability to perform
both parts of the task (i.e., the part taught directly and the part taught to
the other member of the dyad). The results indicate that (a) constant time
delay was effective in teaching chained tasks In dyads, and (b) all students
learned a substantial amount of the tasks they were not directly taught but
that they observed being taught to other members of their dyad. These
findings are discussed in terms of designing effective and efficient
instruction for students with moderate handicaps. This paper is included in
Appendix H.
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5tudv # 6: Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., Gast, D. L., Doyle, P. M., & Mills,
B. M. (in press). Use of choral and individual spelling attentlonal
responses in teaching sight word reading during small group
I nstruct i on . KeniesilaLsmcijusallatilice,11211.

This study evaluated using choral and individual- attentional responses with a
constant time delay procedure when teaching students with mild handicaps to
read sight words. Each student learned a different set of words; a choral
spelling attentional response (i.e., all students simultaneously spelled the
word before the target student read it) was used with half of the words, and
an Individual spelling attentional response (i.e., only the target student
spelled the word before reading it) was used with the other half. Constant
time delay as used to teach all words. Studenta were assessed on reading
their words, reading others' words, (i.e., observational learning), and
spelling all words (i.e., incidental learning). A multiple probe design
across behaviors was used to evaluate the procedures. The results indicate
that (a) constant time delay was implemented reliably and was effective in
teaching word reading with minimal errors, (b) words taught with an individual
spelling attentional response were learned in fewer sessions and lower error
percentages, (n) observational and incidental learning occurred for all
students, d) choral and individual attentional responses did not influence
observational word reading, (e) spelling was greater on others' words when a
choral attentional response was used. This paper is included in Appendix I.

2Lidv # 7: Wolery, M., Cybriwsky, C., Gast, D. L., & Boyle-Gast, K. (In
press). General and specific attentional responses: Acquisition and
maintenance of target, observational, and related nontarget facts.
Exceptional Children.

This study investigated the effects of constant time delay (an errorless
learning procedure) in small-group instruction with adolescents who have
learning or behavior disorders. Two attentional responses (specific and
general) were used, and two types of praise were employed, one which included
additional tasks information and one that only provided general praise.
Students were taught four sets of information and each of the attentiv,al
responses and praise forms were present in each set. Measures were taken
students' performance on target behaviors, observational behaviors (target
behaviors for other group members), incidental learning (information provided
in descriptive praise statements), and observational-incidental learning
(information provided in praise statements for other group members). The
results indicate that (a) constant time delay was reliably implemented and was
effective in establishing criterion level performance, (b) students acquired
targeted behaviors with minimal errors, (c) students acquired some behaviors
targeted for other students, (d) students acquired some information presented
in praise statements for their target behaviors, (e) students acquired some
information presented in praise statements for other members, (f) specific
attentional rc:sponses facilitated maintenzance of observational learning, and
(g) specific attentional responses facilitated acquisition of incidental
information. This paper is included in Appendix J.
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Study # 8: Doyle, P. M., Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., & Meyer,
S. (1989). Ihri_ilfgrain_aL3212,hLlyitagualeAlLprompts in_a
small sarOUP instructional arrangement. Manuscript submitted for
publication.

This investigation examined the effectiveness and efficiency of a system of
least prompts procedure in a small group instructional arrangement. Four
primary-aged students in a self-contained public school classroom for students
with moderate handicaps were taught to read food words found on restaurant
menus. In addition, students' acquisition of incidental information (i.e.,
the approximate cost of the food and at what meal the food is normally
consumed) was assessed across each instructional condition. The incidental
information was presented in the instructional procedure's prompt hierarchy
during instruction. A multiple probe design across vord sets was used to
assess the effectiveness of the system of least prompts procedures in the
small group instructional arrangement. The results indicated that: (a) the
system of least prompts procedure was eff-lctive in teaching food words to
teach of the four students in a small grup instructional arrangement; and (b)
each student acquired some of the non-talget incidental information. The
results are discussed in terms of designing efficient small group
instructional arrangdments while using effective instructional strategies.
This paper is presented in Appendix K.

5tuy # 9: Gast, D. L., Doyle, P. M., Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., &
Baklarz, J. L. (1990). Acquisition of incidental inimmillion
presented in consequent eyents. Unpublished manuscript, Lexington,
KY: Department of Special Education, University of Kentucky.

This investigation examined the effects of presenting incidental information
in the consequent events following student responses to target stimuli. Four
primary-aged students from a classroom for students with multiple handicaps
were taught to name photographs of buildings and places of interest in the
local community using a constant time delay procedure. In addition, the
students' acquisition of incidental information related to each of the
photographs was assessed. The incidental stimuli included the street address
and/or an activity conducted at the building or place. The teacher presented
the incidental stimuli as part of the consequent event following a student's
response during instructional conditions. A multiple probe design was used to
assess experimental control of both acquisition of target and Incidental
stimuli. The results indicated that: (a) three students learned to name 12
photographs and one student learned to name three photographs; (b)
presentation of incidental stimuli in the consequent events resulted In threestudents acquiring some of the non-targeted incidental information; and (c)the type and amount of Incidental stimuli learned was consistent across
participants. These findings are discussed in terms of designing efficient
instruction for students with disabilities. A copy of this article is
presented Appendix L.
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5tucly # 10: Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., Doyle, P. M., Gast, D. L., &
Griffen, A. K. (1990). Choral and individual resvondIng in smell]
proups by students_with moderate mental retardation. Unpublished
manuscript, Lexington, KY: Department of Special Education,
University of Kentucky.

Three investigations examined the effects of two methods of trial
presentation: choral responding and individual responding in teaching four
students with moderate mental retardation in a small group instructional
arrangement. The research question was which of the two trial presentation
methods resulted in more rapid learning. In Experiment I, the number of
exposures to target stimuli were equal across the two conditions, and the
opportunities to respond were unequal. Students were taught eight
community-sign words with the model-test procedure, and the percent of correct
responding across daily probes was the dependent measure. In Experiment II,
the number of opportunities to respond were equal across the two conditions,
and the number of trials were unequal. In Experiment III, the most efficient
conditions in both Experiment I and Experiment II were compared. The results
indicated that (a) in Experiment I, the choral responding condition was more
efficient for two subjects and equal for two subjects; (b) in Experiment II,
the individual responding condition was more effective, and the efficiency of
the two procedures was mixed depending upon the measure used; and (c) in
Experiment III, the two procedures were essentially equal. A copy of this
article is presented Appendix M.

5tudv * 11: Ault, M. J., Wolery, M., Gast, D. L., Doyle, P. M., & Meyer,
S. (1990). Comparison of specific and cieneral attentional responses
Ourino small orouri instruction. Unpublished manuscript, Lexington,
KY: Department of Special Education, University of Kentucky.

The use of a specific and general attending response was evaluated in teaching
discrete tasks to 4 students with moderate mental retardation. Students were
taught discrete tasks (i.e., safety symbol identification, numeral
identification, and photograph identification) using a constant time delay
procedure in a small group instructional format. A specific attending
response condition in which students were required to match the target
stimulus before responding, was compared with a general attending response
condition in which students were required to simply look at the stimulus
before responding. An adapted alternating treatments design was used to
compare the conditions. The results indicated that the constant time delay
procedure using both the specific and general attending response conditions
were effective in teaching discrete tasks to all students. Efficiency data in
terms of sessions, errors, and instructional time to criterion were compared.
The general condition was more efficient in terms of sessions to criterion for
3 of the 4 subjects w,th the specific condition being slightly more efficient
for the fourth. The two conditions were essentially equal in terms of percent
of errors to criterion for all subjects. The general condition resulted in
less direct instructional time for the group because of the additional time
required to perform the specific attending response. Observational learning

7 `)
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(i.e., students' ability to identify other students' target stimuli) was also
measured. Results indicated that 3 of the 4 students learned more stimuli
that were taught in the specific attending response condition while 1 student
learned more of the stimuli taught in the general attending response
condition. A copy of this article is presented in Appendix N.

Presentations of GETS Research

During the three project years, presentations were made at state and national
conferences. These included the Association for Behavior Analysis,
Association for Persons with Severe Handicaps, State Council for Exceptional
Children Meetings, and various presentations sponsored by State and Local
Educational Agencies. This content was included in graduate seminars
conducted ty the Principal Investigator.

OBJECTIVE 4

This section of the final report lists the fourth GETS Project Objective,
planned activities for meeting Objective 4, expected outcomes of Objective 4,
and actual activities and outcomes of Objective 4.

OBJECTIVE 4

To develop two manuals and two instructional modules that describe how to use
(a) the system of least prompts in a group setting, and (b) the time delay
procedure in group settings.

!).LANNED_Agamliza_EQuasyzaLLIv :

The purpose of this objective is to develop documents that will allow the
results of the proposed investigations to be quickly disseminated to teachers
ard other practitioners who need the information. Research reports based on
the investigations will be prepared and submitted to appropriate outlets in
the professional 11terature. This activity will continue during the three
project years. In addition, two "how-to" manuals will be developed during the
second and third project years. Each of these manuals will describe one of
the two instructional procedures and their use in group situation. Teachers
and other practitioners will be the primary dissemination audience for the
manuals. Two instructional modules describing the procedures and how to use
them will also be written during the second and third project years.
Personnel involved in teacher preparation will be the primary dissemination
audience for the instructional modules. Each manual will be reviewed by the
Advisory Committee and made available to the respective audiences.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES FOR OBJECTIVE 4

The expected outcomes of Objective 4 are (a) two manuals describing the use of
the two instructioW procedures in group instruction which include
recommendations based on the proposed research and the literature review, (b)
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two instructional modules describing the instructional procedures and how to
use them in group arrangements for dissemination to teacher trainers.

ACTUAL ACTIVIMLUDAULDIffai

Four products were developed from Objective 4, two manuals and two
instructional modules. One manual addresses guidelines for conducting small
group instruction which includes a current review of small group instructional
research with students displaying disabilities. The second manual describes
procedures for using the constant time delay In teaching students In small
group instructional arrangements. One instructional modules was written for
each manual. These are presented In Appendix 0.
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Appendix A

Collins, B. C., Gast, D. L., Ault, M. J., & Wolery, M. kin press). Small
group instruction: Guidelines for teachers of students with moderate to
severe handicaps. Education and Training in Mental Retardation.

Appendix B
Ault, M. J., Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., & Doyle, P. M. (In press). A data

collection and graphing methods for use In teaching chained tasks with
the constant time delay procedure. Teaching Exceptimal Childrea.

Appendix C

Winterling, V., Gast, D. L., Doyle, P. M., Wolery, M. (1990). Iffectime
And efficient small cfroliD instruction: The use_pf constant time delay.
Unpublished mAnuscript, Lexington, KY: Department of Special Education,
University of Kentucky.

Appendix D
Doyle, P. M., Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., & Farmer, J. A. (1990).

Use of constant time delay in small group instruction: A study of
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Abstrac4.

This article reviews the current research literature on small group

instruction with students who have moderate to severe handicaps.

Several components of small group insti.uction are identified and

defined, and research examples are provided for each. The components

are discussed in terms of recommendations for teachers when designing

small group instruction. Future research needs are also identified.

C
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Small Group Instruction: Guidelines for Teachers of

Students with Moderate to Severe Handicav

Traditionally, students with moderate to severe handicaps have been

taught in 1:1 instructicnal arrangements. Whether tlis is the most

effe:tive and efficient way to teach these students has not bP,:ri

validated. A viable alternative to 11 instruction is teaching in small

groups. Croup Instruction may actually be more advantageous than 1:1

instruction because (a) teachers can instruct more than one student at a

time, (b) less classroom personrizil and instructional tim: is required,

(c) students may be preparee to function in less restrictive

environments which frequeri'ly use frrillp arrangements (Fink & Sanc1A11,

1978), (d) students may learn to interact appropriately with peers

(Alberto, Jobesy Sizemore, & Doran, 1980), and (e) students may learn

additional informatio from observing other members of the group

Nestling, Ferrell, & Swenson, 1982). For our purposes, small group

instruction is defined as at least 2 and no more than 10 students being

tiLught by 1 instructor.

To make recommendations on how small groups should be dPsigned, the

current literatur was reviewPd and studies conducted at the University

of Kentucky were examined. The literature reviewed focused on

acquisNion studies which :rivolveC students with moderate to severe

handicaps. From this literature, a number of comprJnents wer'e identified

that should be considered when ,4.esigning small group instructiona;

programs (Collins & Gast, 19118). The body of research has not examined

all of these components satisfactorily and c.ufficient investig4ticns

have not been conductcd to determine the best way to facilitate

acquisition in small groups. Therefore, the purpose of this
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manuscript is to inform teachers of students with moderate to severe

handicaps about decisions that need to be made when developing small

group instructional programs. A secondary purpose is to provide

recommendations pertaining to each of these decisions. The following

questions address the components of small group instruction that should

be considered by teachers.

How Will Groups Be Composed')

Some of the first decisions teachers must make when designing small

group instruction relate to the composition of the group. The teacher

must consider what students will be in the group, how many students will

be taught, what tasks will be taught, and how group members will

interact.

Group size. The size of the group is one cf the first decisions

that teachers need to make. Of the studies reviewed, the maximum number

of students taught in a small group was 7 (Winkler, Arnold, & Russell,

1987). However, most investigations included 2-4 students (Alberto et

al., 1980; Brown & Holvoet, 1982; Favell, Favell, & McCimsey, 1978; Faw,

Reid, Schepis, Fitzgerald, & Welty, 1981; Frankosky & Sulzer-Azaroff,

1978). The teacher, when making a decision on the number of students to

include in a group, should consider the following variables: (a) the

handicapping conditions of the students; (b) the students' experience in

group settingi; (c) the students' command of appropriate group skills,

(i.e., ability to sit and attend, appropriate social skills); (d) the

type of task to be taught; and (e) session length. For example,

students with more severe handicaps, may have limited experience in

groups, may not be able to sit for long periods of time, may not possess

the necessary social skills (e.g., standing or sitting in close
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proximity to others, turn-taking, compliance) and may have longer

responding times. In such cases, the teacher may want to involve a

smaller number of students in the group to shorten session length and to

instruct all members of the group adequately. On the other hand,

students who have some group experience and possess the necessary

prerequisite skills may be able to function as a member of a larger

group.

Homogeneous/heterogeneous groupings. Based on the student

population of the classroom and the tasks identified to be taught, the

teacher must decide if homogeneous or heterogeneous groupings will be

-Jsed. For the purpose of this manuscript, homogeneous groupings were

defineH groups containing sti.idents Nith the same diagnostic label

and/or with an age span of no more than 2 chronological years;

heterogeneous groupings were defined as groups containing students who

function at different levels and/or have age spans of greater than 2

chronological years. For example, Alberto et al. (1980) taught

self-help and language skills to students who all had severe handicaps

and who ranged in age from 6-8 years, while Favell et al. (1978) taught

word recognition to students whose ages ranged from 9-25 years and whose

disabilities ranged from moderate to profound levels. An advAnt4ge of

homogeneous groupings for the teacher may be the ease with which the

group is conducted since it is more likely that all students in the

group will learn the same type of task and will have the same skill

level. Howevers identifying a group ol students that are similar in age

and handicapping conditions may be difficult and unrealistic, especially

if students participate in groups in least restrictive or community

settings. Conducting a group with a heterogeneous population may be

("1

*- L-1
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more difficult since students will probably be learnin2 a variety of

skills, but students may have a greater opportunity to learn additional

information by observing the other group members.

Task selection. Students in the group may all be working on the

same type of task using either the same stimuli or different stimuli.

Alternatively, each student in the group may be learning a different

type o4 task, again with either the same stimuli or different stimuli.

An example of 'same task, same stimuli* was used by Doyle, Gast, WolNrY,

Ault, and Meyer (1989) when they taught all stuuents in the group to

read the same words o44 a menu from the community. Kohl (1981) used a

'same task, different stimuli" format when each student in a group was

taught to manually sign different stimuli. 'Different task, same

stimuli' was used by Horst, Wehman, Hill, and Bailey (1981) in teaching

leisure skills to adolescents with severe handicaps; each student in the

group learned to perform a different leisure skill with the same

stimuli, a frisbee. Finally, Brown and Holvoet (1982) used a "different

task, different stimuli" format in teaching clerical skills to students

with profound mental retardation; each student learned a different

clerical skill using different materia1s. Obviously, the needs of the

group should be assessed to determine what tasks will be taught. When

different tasks or stimuli are used, students have the potential to

learn what is being taught to other members o4 the group Wolery, Ault,

Gast, Doyle, & Mills, 1989). This is not possible when all members of

the group are using the same stimuli. The teacher should realize that

teaching the same task or same stimuli to group members increases the

ease with which the group is conducted and may aff2ct how quickly

students learn.
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Entry criteria. When choosing students to be members of the group

the teacher should ensure that each member has the skills necessary for

successful participation. These might include appropriate social

behaviors (Marchetti, Cecil, Graves, & Marchetti, 1984), eye contact

with the teacher and stimuli (Alberto et al., 1980), compliance to task

requests (Faw et al., 1981), and minimal performance on skills to be

taught (MacDonald, Dixon, & LeBlanc, 1986). It is important for the

teacher to identify prerequisite skills needed for the task to be taught

and for inclusion in a group, and then to assess these skills before

beginning the group. Failure to do so may adversely influence the

performance of other group members. Some students may need to be taught

some prerequisite skills before becoming a group member.

Group arrangements. Groups may be organized in four different

ways; intrasequential, intersequential, tandem, and 111 supplement

(Brown, Holvoet, Guess, & Mulligan, 1980). First, in an intrasequential

group arrangement, the teacher provides in7Aruction to each 1-...ember

individually within the group setting without structuring anY

interaction between group members. For example, Wilson, Cuvo, and Davis

k1986) taught meal planning skills to stuoents with multiple

disabilities. The teacher modeled for the entire group and then gave

feedback to each individual student. Second, in an intersequential

group arranoement, the teacher provides instruction and specifically

structures or reinforces interactions between group members. WolerY,

Ault, Gast, Doyle, and Griffen (1989) taught chained tasks to students

with moderate handicaps in dyads. Students 1.:.?re prompted to provide

attentional cues and reinforcement to each other. Third, in a tandem

group arrangement; the teacher begins instruction in a 1:1 format and
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systematically increases the group size. Koegel and Rincover (1974) used

a tandem group arrangement in teaching language skills to students with

autism. Initially, two students were present in the group and the

teacher systematically increased the group size until 8 members were

present. And fourth, when a 1:1 supplement is used, the teacher

provides instruction in one of the above group arrangements and then

conducts 1:1 sessions to provide extra practice on the skill. A 1:1

supplemert arrangement was used by Faw et al. (1981) in teaching manual

signing to students with profound handicaps. Instruction occurred in a

group, and students received 1:1 instruction when incorrect respohses

occurred during the group session. No comparisons of these types of

.w.00-, arrangements appear li thE 1;tVrature; thus, no empirically based

recommendations exist for guiding the teacher in choosing the most

effective and efficient arrangement. However, each has its advantages.

An intrasequential group arrangement is the least complex type of

arrangement and, therefore, it may be used with ease by teachers or

teaching assistants who may ue inexperienced in conducting group

instruction. The use of an intersequential group arrangement would be

useful ior teachers who have a heterogeneous group population since peer

tutoring interactions can be specifically structured. In addition, this

arrangement may facilitate attention to task since group members are

interacting with others in the group as well as being instructed on

their own stimuli. The tandem group arrangement is ithal for teachers

who have students who do not have the prerequisite skills to participate

in a group or for students who are unfamiliar with group instruction.

By using the tandem arrangement, the teacher can form successful groups

by systematically increasing the size o4 the group as students develop
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the necessary skills. The 1:1 supplement arrangement provides the .

teacher with increased flexibility since 1:1 instruction can be provided

in addition to group instruction for those students who do not learn or

whose learning is inefficient in a group.

Criteria for conducting a session. After teachers have made all of

the decisions concerning group composition, they must establish the

criteria of attendance to be used to hold the session. In other words,

the teacher should decide how many of the students in the group should

be present to conduct the instructional session. This decision is

important for teachers but critical for researchers who are studying the

efficacy of small group instruction, particularly if observational

learning is unCer inve"igation (Bandura, 1971). For the teacher this

is an arbitra-y one that should be made prior to beginning instruction.

If the teacher decides that all students must be present before the

group will be held, then it is possible that many days may elapse

without instruction for those students who are present at school. On

the other hand, proceeding without group members may cause the students

who are present to progress mcre rapidly than the absent student to the

point where the absent student would not be able to successfully rejoin

the group. In this case, the teacher may need to use a 11 supplement

arrangement on the return of the absent student.

Another option would be for the teacher tu use the days in which

stwients are absent to review material with the vesent students and

introduce new stimuli only when the entire ;roup is prc,sent. When

students are being taught different tasks and/or different stimuli, then

more absences maY be accepted than when students are being taught the

same task and same stimuli. The teacher should determine in advance the
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criteria that will be used which will make the most efficient use of ail

members' instructional time.

What Procedures Will B. Used')

Once teachers have made all the necessary decisions concerning how the

group will be formed, they are now ready to plan for instruction, This

involves consideration of the instructional strategy, attentional cue,

presentation o) the discriminative stimulus, trial presentation, choral

and individual responding, teacher consequences for student responding,

and individual or group criterion.

Instructional strategy. One of the first decisions teachers should

make is what specific instructional strategy will be used during small

group instructional sessions (Wolery, Ault, & Doyle, in press). In

determining the instructional method the teacher should consider the

effectiveness of the strategy, the efficiency of the strategy, and thP

principle of parsimony. Effective instructional procedures that have

been used in small group instruction include the system of least prompts

(Doyle et al., 1989; Schepis, Reid, & Fitzgerald, 1987) prompt and fade

(Fajardo & McGourty, 1983; Koegel & Rincover, 1974), error correction

c8rown & Holvoet, 1982; Favell et al., 1978), progressive time delay

(Browder, Snell, & Wildonger, 1988; Farmer, Gast, Wolery, & Winterling,

1989), and constant time delay (Gast, Wolery, Morris, Doyle, & Meyer, in

presL; Doyle, Gast, Wclery, Ault, & Farmer, in press). In determining

the efficiency of each of the prncedures, the teacher should consider

variables such as the trials, sessions, instructional time, and errorc

to criterion, and the amount of additional observatirenal information

that is learned by students. Observational information refers to

information not directly taught to a student, but that the student
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observes being taught to others. In addition, teachers shoula select

instructional strategies on the basis of parsimony (Etzel & LeBlanc,

1979). This principle states that when two or more solutions are

correct, then the simplest solution should be us.d. For example, the

least complex strategy or the strategy with which the teacher is the

most familiar should be used over other strategies. The effectiveness

and efficiency o4 these instructional strategies have not been compared

by researchers in small group arrangements, however comparisons have

been made with 1:1 arrangements (Ault, Wolery, Doyle, & Gast, 1989),

Data from these studies indicate that response prompting strategies

(i.e., system of least prompts, time delay) were more effective and

efficient in terms oi errors to criterion than error correction

strategies. Time delay procedures were more eificient in terms of

trials, sessions, errors, and instructional time to criterion than the

system of least prompts (Godby, Gast, & Wolery, 1987; Doyle, Wolery,

Gast, Ault, & Wiley, in press). In addition, constant time delay is

more parsimonious than progressive time delay since only one prompt

delay interval is used. Although these comparison results are from 1:1

rather than group instructional arrangements, one might concludi that

similar results would be found. Therefore, based on the effectiveness,

efiiciancy, and the principle of parsimony, and given that students

possess the necessary prerequisite skills, the constant time delay

procedure may be the procedure of choice when determining an

instructional strategy to use in a small group format. A more detaiied

review of instructional strategies within small group arrangements has

been conducted by Gast, Doyle, Winterling, and Wolery (1989).
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Attentional cue. When teaching in a group, the teacher may choose

to use an attentional cue, that is some cue that precedes the delivery

of the task direction or material presentation that ensures the

attention of the student to the instructional stimuli. A general

attentional cue can be used in which group members are simply asked to

attend to the stimuli in general (e.g., "Eyes forward", "Look at this"),

or a specific attentional cue can be used in which group members are

required to attend to the relevant characteristics of the stimuli (e.g.,

students match the numeral before naming it, or calls the letters of the

word in sequence before reading it). A specific and general attentional

cue was compaoed by Alig, Wolery, and Gast (1988) in teaching sight word

reading to a group of preschoolers devslopmental delays. The

general cue consisted of the teacher asking the student to look at the

stimulus cards. The specific cue entailed the teacher saying the letter

names of the words and requiring the students to repeat them prior to

reading the word. Results indicated that students learned to read

their target words regardless of the use of a general or specific

attentional cue. Students were able to expressively reaa and

receptively identify some of the other group members. words. This

occurred most often for those words taught with a specific attentional

cue rather than those taught with a general cue. When th goal of tne

grouD is 1 facilitate obser.).3'.ional learning, the teacher may want to

use a specific attentional cue. Regardless, some type of attent.r,nal

cue is important for ensuring student attention during group

instruction. The teacher also needs to decide if the attentional cue

will be presented to only the student whose turn it is or to all members

of the group on each trial. For example, Wolery et
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al. (1989) taught students with mild handicaps to read sight words. A

specific attentional cue that was presented to the target student (i.e.,

only the target student responded) was compared to an attentional cue

presented to all students at the same time (i.e., students responded

chorally). The specific attentional cue consisted of the teacher orallY

spelling the word and the student repeating the spelling. Results

indicated that no consistent differences across students were found

between individual and choral attentional responses in terms of

students' ability to read the target and observational words and spell

target words. However, students consistently were able to spell more

observational words taught with a c'ioral attentional response than with

an individual response. It is difficult to make a recommendation since

this component cf group instruction has not been studied extensively.

Until more data are available, however, the teacher may want to deliver

a specific attentional cue to all students since it is possible they may

learn additional information that is presented in the cue, and attention

to task may be facilitated. One should keep in mind, however, that

specific attentional cues that require a student response is likely to

slow the instruction and lengthen the session time.

Presentation of the discriminative stimulus. After delivery of the

attentional cue, the teacher should now present the discriminative

stimulus ..5D) or the signal for students to respond. With group

instruction, the teacher should closely attend to how students are

seated or positioned in the group. If an auditory SD is used, the

teacher must ensure that all students can hear adequately. Likewise,

all students must be able to easily ve the stimulus materials.

Students should also be able to see and htiar each other respond
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especially if stimuli can be learned through observation. Students

should be positioned so that they are not too crowded, but close enough

tLgether so they do nmt nave to strain to see, hear, or touch the

stimuli if necessary. Some options that teachers can use to ensure

optimal responding include seatin6 students around a horseshoe-shaped

table with the teacher seated on the opposite side of the table (Gast et

al., in press); having students stand on the same side of a table while

the instructor models motor responses on the table top (Wolery et al.,

1989), presenting flashcards to the entire group (Doyle et al., in

press), using a blackboard to present stimuli to all students (Boyer,

1987), and providing each student with their own set of materials if

individual responses during the group are needed such as the use of

"magic slate" boards or paper and pencil for writing tasks (Keel & Gast,

1989; Winterling, 1989).

Trial presentation. Following delivery of the task direction, the

teacher now needs to decide how the trials will be presented. Decisions

the teacher must consider include such things as

predictable/unpredictable trial sequencc, the number of trials presented

per student, and the trial presentation format. First, if the teacher

has students respond individually, a decision should be made whether

trials will be presented so that students in the group can predict or

not predict when they will receive 3 trial. Obvicusly, if the teacher

presents trials in a round-robin fashion (e.g., always presents trials

to students in order from left to right), some students may be able to

predict when it will be their turn. On the other hand, iF the te-cher

randomizes trial presentation, students cannot predict when they will

receive a turn. In a study conducted by Ault, Wolery, Gast, Doyle, and
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Martin (1988), students with mild handicaps were taught to read words

under twr conditions; a predictable trial presentation condition was

compared to an unpredictable trial presentation condition. Results

indicated that no substantial differences between the two conditions

occurred in terms of attention to task and students' ability to read

observational words. Predictable and unpredictable trial presentations

have nut been compared with students with moderate or severe handicaps.

Until more data become available on this component of group instruction,

teachers may want to use an unpredictable trial sequence since it may

help facilitate attention, thereby enhancing acquisition and

observational learning. On the other hand, if predictable trial

presentation formats are easier to implement for the teacher, they

should be chosen. Until more research is conducted, teachers should

present trials based on personal preference and analyze the effects with

their own students.

Second, the teacher should decide how many trials will be presented

each session. This should include the number of trials each individual

student will receive and/or the number of trials for the entire group.

If students respond individually during the session, the session length

will naturally increase as the number of trials presented to each

student increases. In addition to determining the number of trials, the

teacher should decide if the number of trials will be constant or

variable acriss instructional sessions. Four possible ways that trials

can be manipulated during sessions are presented in Table 1. Of these,

constant trial presentations may be the easiest for a teacher since the

teacher always delivers the same number of trials to each student and

summarizing the data is also simplified. Uariable trial presentation,
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although slightly more complicated, gives teachers flexibility during

instruction. Examples of variable trial presentations may occur when a

teacher (a) chooses to present extra trials to a student who makes an

error or needs extra help (Faw et al., 1981; Gaylord-Ross, Forte,

Store)', Gaylord-Ross, & Jameson, 1987), (b) teaches skills that are

variable by their nature (i.e., the number of trials presented during a

grocery shopping activity is dependent on the number of items on the

shopping list) (Gaule, Nietupski. & Certo, 1985), and (c) sets a time

limit on a session causing the number of trials to vary (Browder et al.,

1988).

Insert Table 1 about here

Third, the trial presenta+ion format should be selected. Trials

can be presented in a massed, spaced, or distributed format (Mulligan

Guess, Holvoet, & Brown, 1980). For purposes of this man script, massed

trials are defined as each student receiving trials that occur so

closely together that no behavior can be expected to occur between them.

Massed trials have an intertrial interval of less than 10 seconds. Use

of massed trials was reported by Brown and Holvoet (1982) in teaching

clercal skills to adolescents with profound handicaps. Thu teacher

presented three massed trials to one student on his targeted b:lhavio-s

before presenting three massed trials to the next student. Spaced

trials refer to trials that are presented so that an individual student

has a rest period, pause, or noninstructional activity that occurs

between trials from the same program. The intertrial interval , equal

to or greater than 10 seconds. Fajardo and McGourty (1983) used spacod

J-
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trialt i teaching social/leisure skills to a group of students with

moderate, severe, or profound handicaps within the context of playino a

table-top game. Students receivtd trials when their turn naturally

ocrurr'd in the game. Distributed trials refer to an individual student

'eceivin:j trials on one or several different sk;lls Llitween trials from

the same program. Writiso skills were taught in this format to a group

of elementary students w.th learning disabil ties (Stromer, 1977).

Students w, 'fed on specific writing assignments oith trials presented

only at intervals when a letter reversal occurred.

To present trials in a massed trial tormat, the teacher can use

choral responsris from the students or deliver massed trials in sequence

to ind(viduol voup members. Teachers may choose to deli..ier ihassed

trials using choral responding 14 thcir students perform better with

fasYpaced instruction or are not able o wait appropriately between

trials. When all students are learning the same target behaviors,

massed choral respulding can decrease the sesion length. Massed trial

formats can also be used in which the teacher chooses to pr...sant several

trials to one student tiefore presenting trials to another student. This

may increase the sec.sion length and the length of time a stuuent must

wait for a turn tu respond, hut it allows the teacher to present

di44erent target behaviors to each student, thus, creating an

opportunity for L'Oservational learning to occur. Finally, mzssed trials

may otfer a format for teachers to present rep9ated corrective trials to

an Individual student following an error.

Spaced trials can also be delivered using either a choral response

from al' stLdents or an individual reson.le from each student in the

group. Several advantages exist when using spaced trials. First, the
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teacher has an amount of intertrial time available to rearrange

mater.als for the next trial or to allow students time to consume

rlinforcers. Also, when students are responding individually,

observational learning opportunities are created as students watch each

Gther take turns. Teachers may be the most familiar with this format

since it is probably the most widely used group arrangement implemented

in classrooms.

The distributed trial presentation format has not been widely used

in small group instruction in the research literature, however, it does

)resent seve..al advantages for the tear.her. A teacher who is teaching

functional skills may find that distributed trials are a good option

since these skills usually occur during the naturd routine of the day.

For example, students are usua'ly required to wash hands before lunch

and after each bathroom visit. The teacher may choose to teach this

skill during those times. Some additional planning time may be Involved

in distributed trial format since the teacher must identify times during

the day when instruction on a naturally occurring event can take place

for several students at the same time. If -.:._ . teacher chooses to use a

distributed trial format during a single session, several target

behaviors will be taught. For example, students may receive distributed

trials of namewriting interspersed uith instruction on another content

area. The teacher may need to explore 9arious ways of using d;stributed

trials due to limited research regarding thi. use of th.s format in small

groLps. It is possible that the distributed trial format may prove to

be the most natural way to teach during the school day and may be

especiallY useful in facilitaOng generalization.
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In operationalizing the use of massed, spaced, or distributed

trials, the teacher may choose a combination of these formats. For

example, some teachers may choose to begin with massed trials and then

deliver distributed trials during a generalization phase of instruction.

The choice of one format over another is an arbitrary decision to be

made by the teacher depending upon the success of the students in the

classroom with each format.

Choral and individual responding. An important variable to

consider when designing group instruction is how the teacher will have

the students respond. Students can respond in unison (i.e., chorally)

or individually while .the other students watch. Few research studies

have investigated thE use of choral versus individual responding as a

component of groups. However, Sindelar, Bursuck, and Halle (1986) d d

compare a choral with an individual response in teaching sight word

reading to students with mild handicaps. The results indicated that

choral responding resulted in the students learning more words, even

though the difference between the two responding conditions was minimal.

If the teacher chooses to use choral responding, all students in the

group would be learning the same stimuli, sn opportunities for

observational learning would not be present. During sessions using

choral responding, students are always actively involved and the

opportJnities for each student to respond are incrensed. Of course, thtl

teacher must at some time test students individually to determine

mastery of skills <Heward, Courson, & Narayan, 1989). 14 the teacher

chooses to have students respond individually, there will be times

during each session in which each student is not actively involved. If

students are learning different stimuli, they will have the opportunity
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to learn non-targeted information by watching the other members of their

group.

Consequences for respondinco To keep students motivated to respond

and to live them feedback on the correctness of their response, teachers

should plan what consequences will be delivered following each type of

student response. The teacher may choose to deliver verbal feedback

only, or verbal feedback plus individual reinforcers identified for

subjects (e.g., activity, tangible, edible). These consequences may be

delivered following each correct response or at the end of an entire

session and to the target student only or to the eatire group.

Likewise, the teacher should plan consequence:, for incorrect responses

or for failure to respond. The teacher can ignore the error (i.e., say

nothing), provide a mild reprimand (i.e, say "No," or "Wrong"), model

the correct response, model the correct respohse and have the target

student repeat it, model the correct response and have the entire group

repeat it, provide massed trials on the stimuli receiving the error,

conduct a brief in-seat time-out (e.g. 10 seconds), or use a combination

of two or more of these consequeoces. Since comparisons have not been

made on the preferred consequence to use following corrt,ct and incorrect

responses, teachers should rely on their best judgment concerning the

consequences they will use. Group instruction provides an advantage

over teaching students in a 1:1 format in that students can observe the

consequences deiivered to their peers for correct and incorrect

responses; this maY positively affect their awn responding.

Individual and group criterion. As with all instruLtion, the

teacher needs to decide what criterion will be used to determine when

students have mastered a skill. In group instruction, the teacher can

t?
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decide to set an individual or a group criterion. When an individual

criterion is used, each student receives instruction on a behavior until

s/he meets the set criterion. Fo- .example, Krantz, Zalenski, Hall,

Fenske, and McClanahan (1981) taught verbal and written language skills

to students with autism. When a student attained KW. accuracy, the

difficulty of the task was increased for that student. In contrast,

when a group criterion is used, all members of the group must meet the

criterion as a unit before the skill is considered mastered. Fajardo

and McGourty (1983) taught students with mild to profound handicaps to

play a game using a group criterion. All students were required to

receive three correct unprompted responses on the game before a new game

was introduced to the group. When the teacher uses an individual

criterion, there are both advantages and disadvantages. Students in the

group are allowed to progress at their own pace and more information can

be taught to these students that learn faster than other members of the

group. Alternatively, observational learning may be minimized since the

number of trials presented on each stimulus varies depending upon the

acquisition rate of the student. The management oi an individual

criterion may also be more difficult since the teacher must closely

monitor when each student meets criterion and change stimuli

accordingly. In addition, some students may be receiving instruction on

a continuous reinforcement schedule while some are on a yariable

reinforcement schedule; still others may be receiving probe or baseline

trials. This all adds to the complexity of using an individual

criterion. Group criterion, on the other hand, is less complex since

all students remain on the same reinforcement schedule and learn the

same task until everyone meets criterion. Some tasks naturally lend
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themselves to group criterion. For example, tasks such as game playing

or vocational skills may be dependent upon the participation of all

students in the group in order for the task to be completed. Although

observational learning may be facilitated by using a group criterion,

students who progress faster than other members of the group may receive

repeated trials on a task they have mastered, thus deterring them from

learning additional information. Teachers should decide, based on the

characteristics of the group members, the size of the group, the task

being taught, and their experience in group instruction, which criterion

will best enable their students to meet with success.

How Will Learli.o Be Measured')

When designing instructional programs, the teacher should measure 14

students are learning with the chosen procedures, how well they are

learning, and if they are able to use the information learned outside of

the specific training setting and procedures.

Effectiveness measur1/4, . Obviously, the most impor,ant variable to

measure in any type of instructional program is how effectively each

individual member of the group learns individual target behaviors.

Researchers have collected these data in similar ways including:

pre-and post-test measurement (Livi & Ford, 1985), trial-by-trial

recording (Gast et al., in press), or through the use o4 permanent

products (Stromer, 1977). Teachers can collect data during small group

instruction for each individual member and/or for the entire group. It

is recommended that the teacher ensure that data on the performance of

individual members are collected regularly in order to make sure that

all members of the group are progressing. To demonstrate the

effectiveness of the intervention being used, teachers may wish to
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evaluate student learning by using an experimental design (TawneY &

Gast, 1984), and at the very least should collect baseline data prior to

implementing the intervention (e.g., AB design). Experimental designs

that have been used by researchers include: an AB design (Storm &

Willis, 1978), multiple probe design (Farmer, et al. 1989), and multiple

baseline des.gn (Brown & Holvoet, 1982).

Efficiency measures. Throughout group instruction, other measures

can anC -hould be collected. Teachers should collect efficiency

measures to determine how well students are learning with the procedures

and to determine which procedures make the best use of teacher and

student time. For example, the teacher can measure how efficiently

students learn a target behavior in terms of the number of sessions

(Marchetti et a)., 1984), trials (Oliver & Scott, 1981), errors (Singh,

1987), and minutes of instructional time (Kohl, Wilcox, & Karlan, 1978)

to criterion. Another way to measure efficiency is to evaluate whether

students learn additional information during the use of group

instruction. .at is, students may not only learn target information,

but information being taught to other members of the group (i.e.,

observational learning) as well. 14 this occurs1 the teacher's time has

been well spent since students have learned information without direct

teacher instruction. For example, when teaching students with moderate

handicaps to read words, Singh (1987) compared individual with group

instruction. During instruction, each student read a different passage

in a book. Results indicated that following group instruction, students

were able to read some of the words taught to the other menbers of their

group. Teachers should collect efficiency data on several of their

instructional programs so that comparisons can be made regarding which
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of the programs makes the most efficient use of both teacher and student

time.

Summarizino data. As with all instruction, data should be

summarized using measures such as percent of correct responses, number

of steps completed correctly, etc.. It is always important to graph

data so that a visual representation of the data is continually

available which allows the teacher to quickly recognize when a change in

the program is needed. Data for each group member as well as the entire

group should be collected (Franzini, Litrownik, & Magy, 1980) and

graphically displayed. When the data from the entire group are

summarized, the teacher must calculate a mean of all group mcilbers'

responses. While it is necessary to have individual graphs to monitor

the performance of each student, group graphing is useful when a group

criterion is used, for public posting, for monitoring group

contingencies, and for comparing group data in order to make

instructional decisions (Westling et a)., 1982; Fnanzini et al., 1980).

Generalization and maintenance. Generalization and maintenance

measures should also be collected to ensure that students can use the

skills they have learned in novel situations and maintain them over

time. Evaluation of these data will indicate if further programming is

necessary. To assess how well students can use what they have learned

in other environments, the ability of students to use their accuired

behavior should be measured in the presence of other people (Krantz et

al., 1981), in other settings (Keogh, Faw, Whitman, & Reid, 1984; Krantz

et al., 1981), and with other materials or tasks (Handleman & Harris,

19831 Krantz et a)., 1981). Maintenance checks can be collected after a

specified number of sessions, days, weeks, or months. The research
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literature most frequently reports maintenance checks collected at 2

week intervals (Collins & Gast, 1988).

How Will Group Behavior Be Manaoed?

The teacher needs to plan before th, first group session is held, how

inappropriate behaviors of students will be systematically managed if

they occur during the instructional session.

Group contingencies. To ensure that students in the group

demonstrate appropriate behaviors, the teacher should have a plan for

managing inappropriate behaviors that may occur. Independent,

interdependent, or dependent group contingencies are all options the

teacher may want to consider (Kerr & Nelson, 1989; Litow & Pumroy,

1975). First, ihuependent groui contihgencies refer to those

contingencies in which students receive reinforcement based on their own

behavior. For example, when Krantz et al. (1981) taught a group of

elementary students with autism to describe objects, tokens and points

were delivered on an individual basis when students sat quietly while

others responded. Second, interdependent group contingencies refer to

those contingencies in which all students receive reinforcement based on

a specified level of group performance. This might include all group

members individually reaching a set criterion or the average of all

group members' performance meeting a set criterion. An interdependent

group contingency was used by Gersten and Maggs (1982) in teaching

language and reading skills to students with modera*e handicaps. All

students were required to attend and respond before receiving a token

and progressing to a new task. Third, dependent group contingencies

refer to those contingencies in which all students in the group receive

reinforcement based on the performance of one or more selected group

&,;
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members. Winterling (1989) taught word reading to a group of students

with mild handicaps. On the average of every third trial, one student

was randomly selected and scored as attending or not attending. If the

student was attending, s/he .Jarned one penny for the entire group. At

the end of the session if an adequate romber of pennies had been earned,

these pennies were traded for a back-up reinforcer for all members of

the group.

Group contingencies can be used by the teacher to facilitate

appropriate social behaviors in the group and/or to facilitate attention

to task during the group session. Teachers should assess group members

for appropriate social and attent:onal behaviors when deciding if a

group management contingency will be needed. Independent group

contingencies may be used by teachers if they prefer to reinforce each

student based on individual behavior. This contingency, howevev, does

not structure any interactions between the members. If an individual

student is especially disruptive (e.g., responds out of turn, hits,

kicks, refuses to participate, inappropriately socializes with others),

specific contingencies should be developed for that individual. This

may include reinforcing students for appropriate attending, ignoring the

inappropriate behavior, reinforcing others for appropriate behavior,

issuing a warning, providing an in-seat time-out procedure, using a

response cost procedure, or removing the student from the group. With

an interdependent contingency, some group interaction take-, place.

Teachers may choose to use this contingency if they desire to develop

group Interaction skills, although it is possible that some students may

be penalized for the inappropriate behaviors of others. Dependent

contingencies may also be used when group interaction is important.

.1:
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This may be especially useful when only one or two students in the group

are not attending or are behaving inappropriately. The +Acher runs the

risk of putting undue pressure on those students, but this risk may be

outweighed by the social reinforcement students will receive from the

other group members for appropriate behaviors. There are no

'hard-and-fast" rules for the most appropriate contingency to use.

Teachers should make a decision based on their own experience and the

student characteristics of the group.

Discussion

Since an adequate amount of research has not been conducted on all

components of group instruction, many of the decisions riade by teachers

must be based on their own judgment and experience. The purpose of this

manuscript was to make teachers aware of the decisions that need to be

made when designing group instruction and to provide recommendations

based on an analysis of current "best practice" methodology and the

research literature, when possible. Because group instruction provides

several advantages over individual instruction to both teachers and

students, it is worthy of consideration as a viable format to use in the

classroom. It ts important for teachers to consider each of the

components involved in conducting gruup instruction and to

systematically implement group instructional programs to ensure the

success of their students. A checklist, for use by teachers when

designing group instruction, that summarizes these components is

included in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 about here

4 ,,
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Future research should be conducted to assess the best means of

conducting instruction in small group formats. Comparison studies of

the components of group instruction should be conducted to determine the

most effe.:tive and efficient way to conduct small groups. Until this

research has been conducted, teachers should select group components

baser: on the recommendations of this manuscript and their own experience

with what is the most useful for them and the most effective with their

students. They should then incorporate the findings of research into

their daily practice as data become available.
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Table 1

Constant and variable number of trials within and across sessions in
small group instruction

VARIABLE WITHIN SESSIONSCONSTANT WITHIN SESSIONS

CONSTANT I Each student in the group Each student in the group I

ACROSS I receives the same number of receives a different numberl
SESSIONS I trials &ring a session and

that number of trials is used
every session.

of trials, but the number
of trials received remains
the same each session.

VARIABLE
ACROSS
SESSIONS

Each student in the group
receives the same number of
trials during a session, but
the number of trials usei
changes each session.

Each student in the group
receives a different number
of trials, and the number
of trials received changes
cach session.
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Table 2

Checklist of Components of Group Instruction

COMPONENT OF GROUP INSTRUCTION TEACHER RESPONSES
(Write or circle)

Group Composition

How many students will be in the group?

How will the group be composed in terms of age? Homogeneous or
Heterogeneous

How will the group be composed in terms of Homogeneous or

diagnosis? Heterogeneous

Will the same or different 'tal.:s) be taught to
each student?
List the specific tasks.

Will the same or different stimuli be used
with each student?
List the specific stimuli.

Liit the specific entry skills needed by each
student to participate in the group.

How will the group be organized'?

How many students must be present in order to
conduct the orouo session?

Instructional Procedures

Same or
Different

Same or
Different

Intrasequential,
Intersequential,
Tandem, or
1:1 supplement

What is the specific instructional strategy that
will be used to teach the tasks?

(table continues)
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COMPONENT OF GROUP INSTRUCTION TEACHER RESPONSES
(Write or circle)

What type of attentional cue and response will None, Specific,
be used? or General

Who will be required to give an attentional Target student or
response? All students

Describe the specific attentional cue and response
that will be used.

How will the SD be presented to the group?
(Consider auditory/visual presentation, physical
setting, materials)

How will trials be sequenced? Predictable or
Unpredictable

How ruany total trials will be delivered in the
session7

How many trials will be delivered to each student
during a session?

How many trials will be delivered to each student
each time it is his/her turn to respond?

What trial presentation format will be used? Massed, Spaced,
or Distributed

How will the group members respond on target
stimuli?
Specifically, what will the teacher do following:

Correct responses?

Incorrect responses?

No Responses?

Chorally or
Individually

Will an individual or a group criterion be used? Individual or
group

What is the specific criterion?

(table continues)
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COMPONENT OF GROUP INSTRUCTION TEACHER RESPONSES
(Write or circle)

Measurement and Evaluation

What type of data will be collected to determine
if students are learning?

What experimental design will be used?

How will the teacher monitor how well students
are learning?

Pre- Post-
testing,
Trial-by-trial
recording,
Permanent
products, Other

AB, Multiple
probe, Multiple
baseline, Other

Number o4
sessions to
criterion,
Number of trials
to criterion,
Number/percent of
errors to
criterion,
Minutes of
instruction time
to criterion,
Other

How will student response data be summarized? Line graph, Table,
Cumulative
chart, Other

How will generalization by assessed')

How frequently will maintenance data be
collected?

Across persons,
Across setting,
and/or Across
materials, Other

Group Management

What type of contingency will be used to manage
group behavior?

1)

Independent,
Interdependent,
Dependent, or
None
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A Data Collection and Graphing Method for Use in Teaching Chained Tasks with

the Constant Time Delay Procedure

Instructional research with persons who have developmental disabilitles

has produced several instructional strategies for teach...ng new skills (Wolery,

Ault, Doyle & Gast, 1986). One of these instructional strategies is the

constant time delay procedure (Snell & Gast, 1981) . The constant time delay

procedure initially involves the simultaneous presentation of the stimulus

being taught and a controlling prompt (i.e., the prompt that when given

ensure.; the student makes the correct response). After a specified number cf

trials or sessinne using this simultaneous presentatlnn (i.e., 0-sec delay

trials), the teacher delays the controlling prompt by inserting a given number

of seconds between the presentation of the stimulus being taught and the

controlling prompt. In constant time delay, the prompt is delayed for a fixed

amount of time (e.g., 4 seconds). This delay interval is used for all

remo.ning trials until the student consistently responds tc the stimulus being

taught without the need for the prompt (Wolery, Ault, & Doyle, in press;

Wolery, Bailey, & Sugai, 1988).

The constant time delay procedure has been used to teach many different

discrete and chained tasks to students with a variety of handicapping

conditions ranging from mild to profound mental retardation. Discrete skills,

or skills that require a single response, that have been taught with this

procedure include matching (McIlvane, Withstandley, & Stoddard, 1984), sight

word reading (Doyle, Wolery, Gast, Ault, & Wiley, 1990), manual signing

(Kleinert 4 Gast, 1982), spelling (Stevens 5 Schuster, 1987), and numeral

identification (Ault, Wolery, Gast, Doyle, & Eizenstat, 1988). More recently,
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investigators have used the procedure to teach chained tasks, or those tasks

that involve a number of behaviors sequenced together to form a more complex

skill. These have included cooking (Schuster, Gast, Wolery, & Guiltinan,

1988), banking (McDonnell & Ferguson, 1989), laundry skills (Miller & Test,

1990), domestic and vocational skills (Wolery, Ault, Gast, Doyle, & Griffen,

in press; Wolery, Ault, Gast, Doyle, & Griffen, 1989) and self-help skills

(Schoen 5 Sivil, 1989) . The constant time delay procedure is an efficient

procedure in that it may require fewer sessions and trials to criterion than

other instructional strategies such as the system of least prompts procedure

and may require fewer minutes of instructional time (Wolery, Ault, Gast et

ai., in press; McDonnell, 1987). Other rationale also exist for using

constant time delay. The procedure frequently results in students learning

new skills without errors or with errors on less than 6% of the trials

(Wolery, Ault, & Doyle, in press) . As a result, students perform correctly on

nearly all trials and are reinforced frequently by teachers. Thus, the stage

is set for positive child-teacher interactions. Further, the procedure is

relatively simple to use resulting in little teacher training time and

consistent implementation. Also, the procedure is quite flexible in that it.

can be used to teach many different behaviors including discrete responses and

chained tasks such as those found in curricula for independent living. Given

the current emphasis on teaching independent living skills to students with

moderate and severe handicaps (Snell, 1987), the presence of a procedure that

is generalizable across skills reduces teacher training time and planning

efforts.
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An essential part of a constant time delay program is using appropriate

data collection and monitoring procedures. Har,ng and Kennedy (1988)

presented a graphing method to be used when chained responses requiring task

analyses are taught. Their method involves graphing the percent of correct

responses and coding those data points on the graph to indicate when competent

performance has been met. For example, some behaviors in a task analysis may

not be critical steps for the student to perform in order to be competent at

the task being taught. Although those steps may not be critical, they may

increase the ease and smoothness of execution or completeness of the chain.

Thus, students may not receive 100% correct responses :)n the graph, but they

may have 100% correct responses on those steps that Are considered crltical

for the student to be competent at the task. A special symbol is used,

therefore, to indicate competent performance on the graph. In addition,

Haring and Kennedy (1988) suggest that a grid for recording performance on

each step of the task analysis be placed at the bottom of the graph; each step

cssf the task analysis is listed to the left of the grid. This gives the

teacher a visual analysis of the student's responses on all steps of the task

analysis over trials or sessions. They suggest that this method of graphIng

most accurately represents the data and provides a means to analyze data

efficiently.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate an adaptation of the Haring

and Kennedy (1988) graphing method for constant time delay programs when

teaching chained tasks. We used this graphing method with several teachers in

several studies and found it beneficial on at least three counts. First, it

provides an excellent form of documenting progress including progress on
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criti:nl and non-crtical steps. Second, the method allows the teacher to

record data and display it with the use of one sheet. This reduces transfer

time from data collection sheets to graphic displays. Third, and perhaps most

important, the method provides teachers with the information needed to make

necessary procedural changes when students do not progress as planned. It

allows for detailed analysis of the performance which in turn allows for tne

application of specific data-decision rules and procedural modifications.

Examples of these are presented later in the paper.

Getting Ready to Use the Data Collection Sheet

Before teachers can use the data collection sheet, ..tiey must be awaLe

the different types of student responses that can be scored with tne constant

time delay procedure. During tiae delay instruction, 5 types of student

responses are recorded. Two types of correct responses can occur; unpromptel

corrects and prompted correct responses. Unprompted correct responses are

those correct responses that occur before the teacher delivers the prompt.

These are, of course, the responses that the teacher is trying to establish

and the only responses that count toward criterion. Prompted correct

responses are also considered correct responses and occur after the teac'her

delivers the prompt. Three types of incorrect responses can occur; unprompted

errors, prompted errors, and no response errors. An unprompted error occurs

when the student responds incorrectly before the teacher delivers the prompt.

A prompted error occurs when the student responds incorrectly after the

teacher delivers the prompt, and no response errors occur when the student

does not respond after the teacher delivers the prompt. It is important to
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record all types of responses, since data decision rules may be specific to

the type of correct or incorrect response the student is making.

Steps for Using the Data Collection Sheet

A sample data cQllection sheet and graph that includes actual recorded

and graphed data for a shirt folding task are presented in Figure 1. The task

was taught to a 10-year old girl with moderate mental retardation (Wolery et

al., 1989) . In this example, three sessions of probe or baseline data were

collected; however, any number of probe sessions can be used with this

graphing method. Also, in this example., two instructional sessions at the

0-second delay interval were used because the first session did not result in

100% prompted correct responses. Six steps are described below for using this

graphing method.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Step one. When planning instruction, the teacher fills out the

situational information on the data sheet such as the student and instructor

names, the task to be taught, and the steps of the task analysis.

Step two. Immediately prior to beginning instruction, the teacher

indicates on the data sheet the date, session number, notes the start time of

the session, and the delay interval (e.g., 0 sec or 5 sec, etc.) to be used

during the session. The start time and stop time are used to determine

session length and can be collected by using a stop watch or noting the times

at the bottom of the form and subtracting the start time from the stop time.
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Step.three. During instruction, the teacher uses the response grid on

the bottom half of the data sheet to record student behaviors. Examples are

shown in Figure 2. The 0.iagonal line in each grid square represents the point

at which the prompt was given so a response that occurred before the prompt

would be recorded above the diagonal line and a response that occurred after

the prompt would be recorded below the diagonal line (See Display A of Figure

2) . A "+" is used to indicate a correct response, a "-" is used for an

incorrect response, and a "0" is used to indicate a no response. Examples of

these are shown in Figure 2, Display B and C. In addition, the teacher can,

if he or she chooses, record three specific types of errors. A "-T"

represents an incorrect topography response. This indicates that the student

performed a response other than the correct one which was not another step cf

the task analysis and which occurred within the designated response interval.

For example, step 3 of the task analysis in Figure 1 is "place shirt

button-side down on table"; if the student placed the shirt button-side up on

the table this would be a topographical error. A "-S" response represents a

sequence error. This means that the student correctly d d a response in the

task analysis, but that it was not in the correct sequence (e.g., performed

step 5 rather than step 3) . Finally, a "-D" or incorrect duration response

indicates that the student performed the correct response but did not complete

it within the designated response interval. For example, if the student had 5

seconds to complete a step but took 10 seconds, this would be a duration

error. These definitions of errors are mutually exclusive; thus, only one

type of error is recorded. Examples of each of these responses are shown In
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Figure 2, Display D. During baseline or probe sessions, all responses are

recorded before the prompt since no prompt is given (see Figure I).

Insert Figure 2 about here

Step four. At the end of the session, the teacher nntes the stop time

and records the session length. The teacher is now ready to review the data

for the daily session. Each response is now coded on the response grid so

that in the future, a visual analysis can easily be made. For each unprompted

correct response that occurred, the teacher blackens in the entire grid square

for that response. For each prompted correct response that occurred, the

teacher blackens in only the lower half of the grid square for that response.

By recording both types of correct responses, the teacher is able to analyze

with precision the student's correct responses. The darkening of the grids c,r

portions of the grid make the visual analysis easier. For all error

responses, the grid squares are left as is. By coding the responses in this

way, the teacher is able to analyze data at a glance.

Step five. The data should now be summarized at the bottom of the grapn

in terms of the number and percent of each type of response that occurred

during the session or trial.

Step six. From this summary data, the teacher plots the responses at the

top of the data sheet on a line graph. The session, trial, or date is labelea

along the abscissa and the percent or number of correct responses are labeled

along the ordinate. Typically with constant time delay data, both unprompted

and prompted correct responses are graphed. A closed triangle is used to
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represent unprompted correct responses, an open circle is used to represent

prompted correct responses.

Advantages of the Graphing Method

After use of this graphing method with several studies and teachers, we

have found it particularly helpful. Although it requires effort on the

teacher's part, several advantages result. This method provides teachers with

(a) a systematic means to document progress, (b) an efficient use of time and

materials, and (c) an effective way to monitor progress so that appropriate

data-based decisions can be made when students are not progressing as

expected.

First, the use of the line graph in addition to the response grid, allows

the teacner to document progress in a systematic and famjliar way. Because

line graphs are easily read and understood, they can be used when reporting

progress to parents, school officials, documenting progress for school

records, presenting data at an educational conference, or when publishing data

for an educational journal. Unfortunately, a standard line graph usually does

not permit the teacher to analyze a student's performance by each step of the

task analysis, thus the addition of the response grid is needed.

Second, this graphing method helps teachers in efficiently using their

time and materials. Because the data are collected and plotted on the same

data collection form, and all the data are quickly at hand, there is no need

for the teacher to shuffle through many data collection sheets when changes in

programming are being made.

Finally, the data collection and graphing method allows the teacher to

make informed data-based decisions when students are not progressing. This
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data co714.-ction sheet provides the teacher with information on the student's

abiliLy to perform on all steps of the task analysis during baseline.

Frequently, when collecting baseline data on chained tasks, teachers ask

students to perform the task and simply record what steps they did or did not

do rather than assessing each step independently. Usually, students perform

some of the initial steps, encouter a difficult step, stop responding, and are

not assessed xi subsequent steps. As a result, the baseline performance may

be an accurate description of whether the student can perform the entire chain

correctly, but it may under estimate the student's ability to perform each

step in the chain. If this assessment. prfJcedure is used with the graphing

method described here, the teacher should identify on tne data collection

sheet which steps were not assessed.

A more accurate method of collecting baseline performance, however,

requires that the teacher assess the student's ability to perform each step of

the task analysis. To do this. the teacher should give the student tne

opportunity to perform each step of che task analysis. If the student

rer..ponds incorrectly or does not respond on a step, the teacher should perform

that step and then allow the student to continue on the next step. For

example, if the teacher is assessing a student's ability to tie his shoes,

then the student would be presented with an untied shoe. If the student

grasped each 3tring and pulled them tight, then the first steps of the task

anlaysis (i.e., grasp one string in each hand, pull on each string to tighten

them) would be scored as correct. However, if the student did not wrap one

string under the other to make the first knot, then the teacher would perform

this step, and present the wrapped strings to the student to see if he would
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pull them to tighten the first knot. This would continue until the student

had an opportunity to perform each step of the shoe tying task analysis. Ey

assessing baseline performance in this way, the teacher obtains an accurate

record of the number of steps in the task analysis the student could actually

perform before instruction. Thus, the effects of the instructional procedures

are more adequately described.

The use of the line graph also provides an immediate visual display of

the transfer of correct student responses from prompted correct responses to

unprompted correct (independent) responses. This transfer ic represented by

the plotted unprompted responses intersecting with the plotted vompted

responses on the line graph. In Figure 1, this is shown betweftn the second

and third instructional sessions. If this transfer is not occurring or is

doing so slowly, then the response grid can be used to determine possible

modifications to be made. In addition, the response gr'.d allows the teacher

to monitor student's progress on each step of the task analysis and make

modifications for isolated steps. For example, the student may perform on cne

or two stept- .f a task analysis with prompted correct responses, error

responses, or inconsistent responding over several consecutive trjals. By

having the ability to isolate these "troublesome" steps, mr ifications can te

made on only those steps in which the student needs the extra help. For

example, the shirt folding data in Figure 1 indicates that the student was

having trouble with step 8 of the task analysis. During instructional sessIcr.

15, the teacher used a 0-sec delay for step 8 only. In such cases, data would

only be collected on that step. The following sessions were conducted using a
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5-sec delay for all steps. Following this modification, the student was able

to respond with unprompLed correct responses on step 8.

In addition, since error responses are coded, specific modifications can

be made based on the specific type of error response that is occurring. A

variety of different response patterns are possible with constant time delay.

Potential correct and error patterns are shown in Table 1 along with potential

procedural modifications for each type of pattern.

Insert Table 1 about here

Grapning,Compc:tent Performance

Haring and Kennedy (1988) also suggest that teachers code the plotted

data points cn the line graph to represent when competent performance on a

task has been achieved. This means that some task analyses contain steps in

which the student does not have to perform to be competent at a task. For

example, students can still competently brush their teeth even though tney cc

not put the top back on the toothpaste. Therefore, the teacher identifies tne

steps in the task analyses that are not critical for the ctudent to do to

still be able to perform the task adequately. Then, when the student receives

100% correct unprompted responses on all critical steps, a special symbol is

used to plot the data for this session. The special symbol could be leaving

the data point for unprompted corrects open, or any other symbol the teacher

wants to use. This lets the teacher readily identify when the student is

competent at a task even though they may not have reached a 100% criterion for

all steps in the task analysis.
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Conclusion

The constant time delay procedure is an effective and efficient

instructional strategy that has been used to teach a variety of skills to

students with different handicapping conditions. This paper focused on the

use of the procedure in teaching chained responses. The efficiency of the

procedure can be enhanced by using the data collection and graphing method

that combines a line graph with a response grid that provides data on each

step of a task analysis. By using this method, teachers can systematically

monitor performance, use their time and materials efficiently, and make

informed decisions on procedural modifications based on the substantial and

easily read data nbtained with th.!. method.
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Table 1

Response Grid Patterns and Potential Procedural Modifications

Modifications

1 7

F.espcnse :2t:ern/Description

Unpromptea Consistent 1.:nprompted

Corrects Errors Occur: C. one or

Not more steps, S responas

Occurring: incorrectly before tne

S waits for prom2t tor a nmuer of

prompt, but consecutive trials

does not

respond before

prompt Types of Errors: t

Top. Sea. '..' r.

Consistent Prompted Consistent No Responses

Errors Occur: On one or

nore steps, S responds one or more steps,

incorrectly after the S does not

prompt for a number of respond for a number

consecutive trials of consecutive trials

Types of Errors:b

7.7.b. Seq. our.

Differentia,,y reinforce

prompted and unprompted

corrects. ?rompted

corrects receive more

reinforcement tnn

noronoLed cc.rrects

X

Ttacn a ita/Lihg

res onse

A A

Return to 0-sec

delay for 1 or more

trials

Modify/cnange tne

controlling prompt

Modify task ana1ysis

breaxing tasx into

finer steps

se massed tr.a,s on

isolated step until

reaches criterion

:-crease tr'e eiay

interval

:Jse more powerful

reinforcers

Add/change consequent

event for errors

3 S student

D Top. - topography errors, Seq. sequence errors, Our. . duration errors
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Sample constant time delay data sheet and graph for a chained

response (folding a shirt).

Figure 2. Examples of recording different responses in the grid squares.

Display A is a blank grid; Display B indicates unprompted and

prompted correct responses; Display C indicates unprompted and

prompted error responses and no responses; and Display D provides

examples of prompted and unprompted topographical, sequence, and

duration errors.
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A. Example of a blank square grid:

Student response I

recorded here if ----> I

it occurred before
I

the teacher's prompt I

Student response
recorded here if

I <---- It occurred after
the teacher's prompt

B. Examples of correct responses before the teacher's prompt and after the
teacher's prompt:

Correct Response Before Prompt

I

Correct Response After Prompt

C. Examples of error responses before the teacher's prompt and after the
teacher's prompt, and of no response after the teacher's prompt:

Error Before Prompt Error After Prompt

-- --711

./

No Response

D. Examples of different types of errors before and after the ceacher's
prompt:

Topographical
Error Before Prompt

Topographical Sequence Error
Error After Prompt Before Prompt

-7
Sequence Error Duration Error
After Prompt Before Prompt

Duration Error
After Prompt
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Effective and Efficient Small Group Instruction:

The Use of Constant Time Delay

Teachers should give careful attention to the acquisition of

new behaviors when providing instruction to students with

disabilities. Teaching new behaviors requires decision-making by

teachers on at least two levels. First, teachers must prepare

for instruction. They decide the type of behavior to be taught,

the number of target behaviors, and the number of students who

will be taught. For example, a teacher may decide that she will

teach an academic behavior such as sight word recognition to

three to four students in a small group instructional

arrangement, or to teach photograph identification to one student

in a one-to-one arrangement. Second, once teachers identify the

target behaviors and arrange the instructional format, they must

decide how to teach the behaviors by selecting an instructional

strategy. Wolery, Ault, Doyle, and Gast (1986) define an

instructional strategy as a systematic approach for providing

instruction that addresses what uccurs before and after a student

responds. A teacher's decisions in preparing for instruction and

selecting an instructional strategy should be based on measures

of effectiveness (e.g., Has the student learned a new behavior

when taught with a patticular instructional strategy?), and

efficiency (i.e., Will the use of a particular small group

instructional 41rrangement free the teacher to train additional

skills that she might have otherwise been unable to teach?).
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The purpose of this paper is to describe the use of the

constant time delay procedure in small group instructional

arrangements. It is a "how-to" guide for using the constant time

delay (CTD) strategy, with students of varying ages and ability

levels, in small groups. First, a rationale for the use of group

instruction for studentE with disabilities is presented; followed

by a description of the constant time delay procedure. Finally,

the procedure is illustrated within the context of small group

instruction.

Rationale and Supporting Research

Historically, decisions regarding whether to teach students

in small groups or in one-to-one contexts were dependent on the

clinical judgement and professional preparation of the classroom

teacher. The teacher assessed the "readiness" skills of the

students and the types of behalviors to be taught and made a

decision. The prevailing zeitgeist and an absence of research

tended to support the notion that students with mild handicaps

could participate in small groups while students with more severe

handicaps were best instructed in one-to-one arrangements.

Recently, however, an emerging research base has provided

support for the use of small group instructional arrangements for

students with more severe handicaps. This support has come from

two sources. First, a number of .Audies involving students with

moderate and severe handicaps which compared one-to-one

instruction to swa1l group instruction have found that effective
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learning can occur in small group arrangements (Favell, Favell, &

McGimsey, 1978; Oliver & Scott, 1981; Storm & Willis, 1978;

Westling, Ferrell, & Swenson, 1982). Second, several studies

have found that group instruction has been effective in teaching

language and academic skills to students with severe handicaps

(Oliver, 1983), moderate handicaps (Doyle, Gast, Wolery, Ault, &

Farmer, 1990; Gast, Wolery, Morris, Doyle, & Meyer, in press) and

expressive language skills to preschoolers with various

developmental delays (Cybriwsky, Wolery, & Gast, in press).

Group instruction has also been used to teach tasks in other

skill domains. For example, Wolery, Ault, Gast, Doyle, & Griffen

(1989) taht pairs of prinary-aged students with moderate deiays

domestic and vocational skills, while Schoen and Sivil (1989)

taught self-help skills to pairs of preschoolers with

developmental delays. Based on the results of the aforementioned

studies, it is clear that small groUp instructional arrangements

represent a viable alternative to one-to-one instruction for

many, if not most students with moderate and severe handicaps.

While a number of investigations have demonstrated the

effectieness of small group instruction, some investigators have

suggested that small group instruction also increases the

efficiency of classroom instruction in several ways (Brown &

Holvoet, 1982). First, small group instructional arrangements

may increase the probability that students will generalize skills

(Brown, Holvoet, Guess, & Mulligan, 1980). Second, small groups
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can be a more efficient use of teacher time, that is, the teacher

is able to provide additional direct instruction of target

behaviors to more students (Brown et al., 1980; Fink & Sandall,

1980; Smith & Meyers, 1979; Snell, 1983; Storm & Willis, 1978).

Alird, small group instruction provides the opportunity to

increase tne amount of information acquired by students through

observational learning. For example, several recent

investigations have shown that group laembers will acquire their

own target behaviors and some of the target behaviors taught to

their peers (Doyle et al., 1990; Farmer, Gast, Wolery, &

Winterling, 1990; Gast et al., in press; Shelton, Gast, Wolery, &

Winterling, in press; Winteriing, in press). The interpretation

of these findings suggest that by programming for observational

learning it may not be necessary to provide direct instruction on

all target behaviors.

Descrintion of the Constant Tinie Delay P ocedure

The previous discussion suggested that small group

instructional arrangements are a viable alternative to one-to-one

instruction when teaching new skills to students with

disabilities. The decision to use a small group arrangement,

however, does not preclude the individualization of instruction

or the use of systematic instructional strategies (Brown et al.,

1980). The use of a near-errorless response prompting procedunt,

constant time delay, is an example of a systematic instructional
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strategy that can be easily implemented in small group

instructional arrangements.

In the constant time delay procedure, the teacher delivers

both a task direction (i.e., information that tells the student

to respond, such as "What word is this?" or the printed word in

context), and a controlling prompt (i.e., information that

ensures that the student will respond correctly, such as the

teacher verbally modeling the correct response). Initially, the

task direction and the prompt are presented to the student at the

same time. These instructional trials are called zero-second

delay trials because the teacher does not allow the student the

opportunity to respond before the prompt is uelivered. For

example, Ms. Andrews is teaching Barry to identify kitchen

utensils. She presents the task direction "Find the spatula,"

and immediately points to the spatula in the kitchen drawer.

Because Ms. Andrews has identified a controlling prompt for Barry

(i.e., a point), she knows that Barry will respond correctly when

she points to the spatula. However, because she warts Barry to

find the kitchen objects without her assistance, Ms. Andrews

begins to "fade" her prompt after a pr3determined number of zero-

second teaching trials. This is accomplished by inserting a

specified amount of time between the task direction and delivery

of the prompt. This type of instructional trial is referred to

as a delay-trial because it allows the student time to respond

before assistance is delivered. For exarple, Ms. Andrews
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presents the task direction, "Find the spatula" but now she waits

four seconds for Barry to respond before pointing to the correct

object as she counts silently to herself, "one-one thousand, two-

one thousand, three-one thousand, four-one thousand" etc. She

continues to wait the same amount of time on all remaining

instractional trials; that is, the time inserted between the task

direction and the prompt stays "constant" until Barry

consistently finds the kitchen utensil before the prompt is

delivered.

Five different responses are 3ssible when using the

constant time delay procedure. There are two types of correLt

responses and three types of incorrect responses. An unarmultad

correct response or "anticipation" occurs when the student

responds correctly during the delay interval that has been

inserted between the task direction and prompt. A pronrnt

correct response or "correct wait" is defined as the student

waiting silently for the prompt if he does not know the correct

answer and then responding within a reasonable amount of time

after the prompt has been delivered. Although the objective Of

the constant time delay procedure is to teach the student to

respond correctly before delivery of the controlling prompt, both

types of correct responses (i.e., unprompted and prompted) should

be reinforced during instruction. However, only unprompted

correct responses count toward criterion. If the student

responds incorrectly before the teacher has the opportunity to
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deliver the prompt, then the student has made an unprompted

ing==_Llammal or "non-wait" error. An incorrect response

made after the delivery of the controlling prompt is a prompted

incoIrect response or "wait" error. Finally, a no-response error

occurs when the student does not respond within a reasonable time

following delivery of the prompt. The consequences that follow

each type of correct or incorrecl ,:esponse are dependent upon the

characteristics of the student and the target behavior.

Descriptive praise and a tangible or token reinforc.,- frequently

are provided for correct responses. Incorrect responses may be

corrected, ignored, or the student may be reminded to wait for

teacher assistance i; doesn't know the correct response.

Constant time delay has been used to teach a wide variety of

skills to persons with a variety of learning handicaps (e.g.,

Ault, Gast, & Wolery, 1988; Browder, Morris, & Snell, 1981;

Schoen & Sivil, 1989; Stevens & Schuster, 1987). Constant time

delay has been shown to be effective in teaching receptive,

expressive, and signed language tasks (Ault, Gast, Wolery, Doyle,

& Eizenstat, 1988; Browder et al., 1981; Gast, Ault, Wolery,

Doyle, & Belanger, 1988; Kleinert & Gast, 1982; Wolery, Gast,

Kirk, & Schuster, 1988), and functional adaptive behavior skills,

including banking (McDonnell & Ferguson, 1989), bedmaking (Snell,

1982), sandwich-making (Schuster, Gast, Wolery, & Guiltinan,

1988), and self-help sKills (Schoen & Sivil, 1989).
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In summary, the constant time delay procedure has been

effective and efficient in teaching different types of responses

in near-errorless fashion in small group instructional

arrangements. For example, it can be used to teach discrete

behaviors; that is, behaviors that consist of a single response.

Discrete responses might be receptive tasks such as Barry

pointing to the spatula in the drawer, or as an expressive

behavior, such as a student reading a community-referenced sight

word. The constant time delay procedure also can be used to

teach complex skills which have been task analyzed (i.e., chained

tasks). In the section that followr several small group

instructional programs which use the constant time delay

procedure are described. The first program describes how to

teach a discrete receptive response to three students during a

small group instructional arrangement. In the second program, we

describe how to teach an expressive sight word recognition task

within the context of a gruup. In the third program, teaching a

chained task in a small group instructional arrangement is

described. In each instructional program the critica... decisions

facing the teacher are outlined, followed by a description of the

way in which the constant time delay instructional trials are

iresented. Each program is accompanied by a sample data

collection sheet to record students' responses.
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ve T

Time Delv Procedure

t e stude ts a d_id ta Three

students, all female, were selected from a classroom for

preschoolers with moderate mental retardation. The three girls,

Carrie, Jessica, and Maria ranged in age from 3 years-3 months to

4 years-6 months. Each student was able to sit at a table for a

period of 10 minutes without engaging in disruptive behaviors,

make eye contact with the teacher, follow simple verbal

directions, and imitate gestures. All students previously had

received systematic instruction in one-to-one teaching contwcts.

The students could not receptively identify photographs of common

objects found in their environments. The speech pathologist

suggested that this was an important behavior for later language

levelopment. The teacher, Mr. Juarez, did not have time to

conduct one-to-one instructional sessions with each of the three

students so he decided to implement a small group teaching

activity in which he would teach the three students to identify

two objects depicted in photographs.

rou After Mr.

Juarez identified the students and decided which skill he would

teach, he made several other decisions to ensure the successful

implementation of the instructional program. These included:

(..) deciding whether to use a predictable or unpredictable trial

sequence, (b) whether to have students respond individually or

'.
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chorally, (c) selecting the photographs to teach and the number

of trials per photograph, (d) ensuring student attention

throughout the instructional session, (e) specifying consequences

for student responses, (f) identifying a controlling prompt, (g)

selecting the time delay interval and the number of zero second

delay sessions, and (h) establishing a reasonarde criterion. The

decisions made by a teacher in planning and implementing a small

group instructional program are summarized in Table 1. (A more

comprehensive discussion of the planning and decision-making

process for small group instructional programs is provided by

Collins, Gast, Ault, & Wolery, in press.)

Insert Table 1 about here

Mr. Juarez was concerned that the students had never

received instruction in a small group instructional arrangement,

and that he was going to be teaching a difficult task. Thus, he

selected an unpredictable trial sequence. This type of trial

sequence ensured that opportunities to respond were randomly

alternated among the students throughout the session. Mr. Juarez

hoped that the students might be more attentive throughout the

session if they didn't know when it would be their turn. Mr.

Juarez selected 10 photographs of household items the students

regularly used (e.g., knife, bowl, plate). He decided to teach

the same two photographs to all students, and to use the
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remaining eight photographs as distractors. That is, photographs

that were presented along with the target photographs during

instruction that would ensure that the student was discriminating

the target photo from among the other three photos. Because the

students were able to sit for periods of no longer than 10

minutes, Mr. Juarez decided that three trials per target

photograph for each of the students (a total number of 18 trials

per session) would be sufficient to teach the new skill, and

could be scheduled daily without difficulty.

Ensuring that the students remained attentive throughout the

instructional period was a conccrn for Mr. Juarez. Thus, in

addition to the unpredictable trial sequence, he included several

other procedures. First, he decided to use a group attending

cue. That is, before the preseatation of each instructional

trial, he stated "Everybody look" and required eye contact from

each student. Second, he provided supplemental reinforcement on

the average of every third instructional trial to those students

who attended to the students whose turn it was. That is,

immediately after Mr. Juarez provided consequences for responding

to the photographs, he would praise each student who was

attending (e.g., "Maria, I like it when you watch Jessica and

Carrie working."). It is important to note that procedures to

ensure attention are not always necessary. They are, howcver,

useful adaptations to ensure the attention of students with more
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severe handicaps or students who have had little previous

experience in small group instructional arrangements.

As with any systematic instructional program, clear

consequences for student performance should be specified. These

include reinforcement for correct performance and some type of

corrective when errors occur. Mr. Juarez knew from previous

experience that providing stickers to his students was an

effective reinforcer. Thus, he provided descriptive verbal

praise and a sticker to the students for each correct response

during the instructional sessions. Although the constant time

delay procedure is described as near-errorless, s;:udents may make

mistakes on about 5% of the trials. Mr. Juarez decided he would

respond to errors in the following manner. If a student made an

error during the first two sessions at four second delay, he

would tell the student to "wait if you don't know the answer,"

and then provide error correction. During error correction Mr.

Juarez would model the correct answer and the student would

imitate his model. The student would receive a brief statement

indicating correctness (e.g., "Right."). Errors in subsequent

sessions would be manavol by using the error correction procedure

alone.

Mr. Juarez's nrxt decisions concerned the selection of a

controlling prompt, the number of zero second sessions, and the

selection of a delay interval. To identify a controlling prompt,

Mr. Juarez conducted brief ind4.viduel screening sessions. During
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these sessions, he presented objects and told the student to "Do

what I do." For example, he asked the student to "Point to the

scissorc," and modeled the pointing response for the students.

All students consistently imitated the pointing response.

Therefore, he selected a model as a controlling prompt because

all of the students successfully imitated him. Because the

students were preschool-age and had never been exposed to

constant time delay procedures, Mr. Juarez elected to conduct two

zero-second delay sessions. He decided to use four-second delay

trials in all subsequent sessions because the students could

respond correctly to other known tasks within four seconds. A

final issue that needed to be addressed was to establish a

reasonable criterion. Mr. Juarez decided to adopt a conservative

criterion in order to ensure the students had learned the

behaviors. Thus, he decided to provide instruction until all

stUents in the group Lad attained 100% unprompted correct

responding for two consecutive sessions when reinforced each time

they made a correct response (continuous reinforcement), followed

by one session in which all students performed at 100% unprompted

correct responding when reinforced approximately every third time

they made a correct response (intermittent reinforcement).

Constant time delay instructional trials. Instruction began

with the zero-second delay trials on two photographs. At the

beginning of each zero second trial, Mr. Juarez stated,

"Everybody look." When all students were looking at him, he
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presented a target photograph among the three distractors to one

of the students. He then asked the student to point to the

target photo ("Maria, point to the fork."). Immediately

following the task direction, Mr. Juarez pointed to the

photograph of the fork. The student then imitated Mr. Juarez ard

pointed to the correct photograph, at which time she was

reinforced with descriptive verbal praise and a sticker. The use

of zero-second delay trials was repeated for all of the students

on all trials in the first two sessions.

Because all of the students made 100% prompted correct

re.aez.onses in the first twu sessions, Mr. Juarez began his next

session (the third session) by inserting a four-second delay

interval between the task direction and the delivery of the

controlling prompt. These sessions were very similar to the

zero-second delay trials, except that after providing the general

attention cue ("Everybody look") and the task direction ("Maria,

point to the fork"), Mr. Juarez counted, "One-one thousand, two-

one thousand, three-one thousand, four-one thousand" to himself

before he modeled the correct answer. Mr. Juarez provided

consequences to the members of the group based on their

responses, as he had done during the zero-second delay trials.

After each instructional trial, Mr. Juarez recorded the student's

response on a data sheet designed for the receptive task he was

teaching. This was followed by presenting an instructional trial

to another student in the group. The session continued until
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each student had received six instructional trials (i.e., three

trials on each of the two photographs). Mr. Juarez continued to

provide four-second delay trials each session until all of the

students met the criteria he established at the outset of the

instructional program.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Students

Constant Time Delay Procedure

Selec the students and identif the t raet skill. Ms.

Smith had two male and two female students (Jon, Michael,

Sabrina, Cheryl) aged 10 years-1 month to 11 year-2 months, with

moderate to severe mental retardation, who were participating in

community based instruction. However, there were a number of

sight words that the students frequently encountered in community

settings thac they were consistently unable to recognize despite

repeated exposures. Before deciding which of the sight words to

teach her students, Ms. Smith conducted a prescreening. session.

The prescreening session confirmed her suspicion that of the

approximately 20 community-referenced sight words the students

frequently encountered, her students could recognize

approximately two of the words. Thus, Ms. Smith decided to teach

five different unknown words to each student in a small group

instructional arrangement.
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e s rol r ctio a a . After she

had determined the words that each student would be taught, Ms.

Smith decided to use an unpredictable trial sequence. In

addition, the target words for each student were alternated daily

to ensure that the order of the words would be different. She

used the unpredictable trial sequence for two reasons. One, like

Mr. Juarez, Ms. Smith wanted to ensure her students were

attentive to each instructional trial. Two, she thought that if

the students attended to the instructional trials given to their

peers, then they might learn additional words through

obr.ervational learning.

To facilitate student attention and observational learning,

Ms. Smith used a group attending cue (e.g., "Everybody look"),

and she instituted a dependent group attention contingency. This

contingency specified that each student would have five trials

(also presented in an unpredictable sequence) on which Ms. Smith

would note whether the student was attending when she gave the

group attending cue (i.e., "Everybody look"). If the student was

attending on his respective instructional trial, then he could

earn additional reinforcers for the entire group.

Ms. Sm:.th decided to provide three trials on each of the

five words she was teaching to the four members of the group.

This meant she would be presenting a total of 60 trials per

session. Given the number of trials in each session, Ms. Smith

took some extra time to prepare hcr instructional materials. She
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made separate index cards for all of the target words (a total of

60 cards). Having each word on an index card saved time during

instruction because the cards only had to be shuffled once each

session. She saved extra time during instructional sessions by

listing each student's name and target word in the random order

they would be presented during instruction on the data sheet.

She recorded each student's response on the expressive task data

sheet after each instructional trial throughout the session.

Insert Figure 2 about here

Ms. Smith also decided to use token reinforcement and

descriptive verbal praise during instruction. After each trial

on which the student responded correctly, Ms. Smith stated,

"Good, that is the word Pepsi," and gave the student a penny.

Pennies could be used to purchase items Ms. Smith knew each

student found reinforcing, including free time. When d student

made an error, Ms. Smith told the student he was incorrect, and

to wait for her to provide the answer if he didn't know the

answer.

Ms. Smith's students could verbally imitate all of the

target words consistently. Thus, a verbal model cf the target

word was used as the controlling prompt throughout training. Ms.

Smith provided one 60-trial session at zero second delay and all

subsequent sessicns consisted of four-second delay trials.
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Finally, she employed a criterion that specified individual and

group performance. This type of criterion specified that each

student had to achieve an individual criterion of one session at

100% unprompted correct responses when reinforced each time he

made a correct respunse. When all students had achieved the

individual criterion, the group criterion specified that all

students in the group had to perform at 100% unprompted correct

responses when reinforced on the average of every third correct

response. He adopted this type of criterion to ensure the

students had learned the words before conducting generalization

training in the community.

Constant time delay instructional trialg. Instruction began

with one session at zero second delay. During this session, Ms.

Smith provided the general attention cLe ("Everybody look"),

presented the word card to an individual student, asked "What

word is this?", and then immediately stated the correct response.

After the student imitated the correct response, Ms. Smith

provided descriptive praise and a penny. She repeated this for

the 60 trials that comprised the first session.

Beginning with the second session and for all subsequent

instructional sessions, Ms. Smith used four second constant time

delay trials, which were conducted in the following manner. Ms.

Smith provided the attention cue, presented the word card to a

student, and asked, "What word is this?" She then counted four

seconds (e.g., "One-one thousand, two-one thousand," etc.) to
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herself. If a student responded within the tour second interval,

he was reinforced with descriptive praise and a penny. lf the

student did not respond within four seconds, Ms. Smith modeled

the correct response, and the student imitated her model within

five seconds. The student was reinforced with descriptive praise

and a penny. When a student responded incorrectly, he was told

that the response was incorrect and asked "to wait if you don't

know the answer." This was followed by presenting an

instructional trial to another student in the group. The session

continued until each student had received 15 instructional trials

(i.e., three trials on each of the student's five target Lords).

Ms. Smith continued presenting four-second delay trials until all

students had achieved both the individual and group criteria.

Teaching a Chained Task to a Group of Students usinova Constant

Time Delay Procedure

students Mr.

Jones had three students (Billy, Ralph, and Freddy) aged 16-18,

with severe mental retardation who were employed at a local

business. Because the students worked during the lunch hour, his

students needed to bring tneir lunch to the job site. This

provided an opportunity to teach his students to make a sandwich.

Mr. Jones wanted his students to learn to use a variety of

sandwich materials, thus he decided to teach the students to make

three different sandwiches. After he decided what sandwiches to

teach his students to make, he developed task analyses for each
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sandwich. The task of making sandwiches was a difficult one for

his students, therefore, each step in the task analyses consisted

of a small amount of information to ensure that the students

could learn in a reasonable amount of time.

plannina the small aroun instructional nroaram. Because Mr.

Jones wanted the students to perform the ilehaviors of each task

analysis in sequence, he elected to use a predictable trial

presentation; that is, one in which trials were always presented

in the same order. To ensure that the students remained

attentive throughout the teaching sessions, Mr. Jones required

that the students make a choral response on each step of the task

analysis. In choral responding the teacher presents the task

request to all students in the group and all students respond in

unison. Finally, due to the difficulty of the task, Mr. Jones

decided to teach the task as a backward chain. He did so for the

following reasons. First, when the task analysas for the three

sandwiches were completed, he found that in order to make each

step sufficiently discrete, he would need to teach approximately

twenty to twenty-five steps for each sandwich. He decided that

teaching this much new information in each session probably would

be too difficult for his students resulting in a high percentage

of errors. Thus, teaching one step at a time would be easier for

his students to learn and therefore was a more reascnable

approach. Second, because he was teaching this skill in a group

instructional arrangement, it would be easier to collect data on
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one training step as opposed to 20-25 steps. Third, Mr. Jones

decided to capitalize on the use of backward chaining by having

the students practice each step leading to the target step during

each instructional trial, in the hope that this practice would

facilitate acquisition of future steps. The students performed

one complete task analysis each day. When the target step was

acquired by each student in the group, they began training on the

next (i.e., second to last) step. This continued until they had

learned all stens in the task analysis. Mr. Jones then began

instruction on the next type of sandwich.

Before selecting a model as P controlling prompt, Mr. Jones

conducted several screening sessions in which he asked the

students to perform individual steps of non-targeted food

preparation skills. During these sessions, he assessed the

students' abilities to imitate his behavior. The results of

these screening sessions revealed that two of the three students

could correctly imitate Mr. Jones' behazior. However, the third

student imitated Mr. Jones inconsistently. As a result, Mr.

Jones decided that he would use a model as a controlling prompt
for two of the students and a physical prompt for the third

student. During instructional sessions, instead of modeling the

behaviors of the sandwich making skills for the group to imitate,

Mr. Jones used the student who required a physical prompt as the
model for the other students. That is, he provided a physical

prompt to the one student who required it, and the other students
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were instructed to imitate the behavior of the student receiving

the physical prompt.

Consequences for performance included the use of

reinforcement for correct responses and error correction for

incorrect responses. Correct performance on all training steps

was reinforced with descriptive praise (e.g., "Good, you spread

the mayonnaise on the bread."). If a student made an error on a

training step before the prompt, he waa told to "wait if you're

not sure what to do," and the correct step was modeled for the

student. Following the teacher'fs model of the step, the student

imitated tt ,c! teacher's model. Errors on non-traininq steps were

ignored and the teacher arranged the student's sandwich materials

to facilitate completion of the next step.

Mr. Jones elected to use a group criterion to evaluate the

students' performance of the sandwich-making skillG. The

criterio:1 specified that the students had to pel.form for two

consecutive days at 100% unprompted correct responses when

reinforced for each correct step, followed by one day at 100%

correct when reinforced on the average of every third correct

response and finally respond at 100% unprompted correct responses

when reinforced only at the end of the tasks (e.g., after 25

steps).

leCC-9.13a:----L@JAY--i-tIstin---lct.altrialsstattin. The zero-second

delay instructional trials were conducted in the following

sequence. The teacher presented the task direction, the student

1
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who required a physical prompt was guided through all of the

steps in the chain, and the students imitated that student.

Immediately following the completion of the next to the last

step, Mr. Jones delivered the controlling prompt for the target

step. The students imitated the behavior of the student who

received the physical prompt. Following completion of the task

analysis the students were reinforced with descriptive praise.

During five-second delay trials, the steps were modeled as

described above. 14owever, immediately following the completion

of last non-training step, Mr. Jones began counting to himself

(i.e., oneone thousand, two-one thousand, etc.) before he

provided the controlling prompt. During five-second delay

trials, Mr. Jones provided consequences in the followiilg order.

First, he provided reinforcement to the students who made an

unprompted correct response. These students received descriptive

verbal praise. Second, students who made unprompted errors, and

thc,se waiting for a prompt, received consequences at the same

tlme. The students who made an i:icorrect response were told to

wait and receiv .d a correction trial which served as the

controlling prompt for the students waiting for assistance. Ms.

Smith recorded data on the students' responses on a data sheet

for chained tasks after the last student received consequences on

each training step. Training proceeded in this sequence until

all students had met the group criterion for each sandwich.
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Insert Figure 3 about here

Problems Implementing Small Group Inqtructional Arrangements

Implementing systematic instruction in small group

arrangements occasionally may prove problematic. Some problems

are specific to conducting group instruction (Collins et al., in

press), and some are specific to the use of constant time delay

procedures (Schuster & Griffen, in press; Snell & Gast, 1981;

Wolery, Ault, & Doyle, in press). Problems that might be

encountered when implementing group instruction may include the

selection of students with disruptive behaviors, those who lack

prerequisite skills or wno attend school infrequently, the

identification of a skill which is too difficult for some group

members, and the use of ineffective consequences for performance.

Solutions for these types of problems can be addressed by

carefully assessing prospective group members prior to their

inclusion i.4 the group and by employing systematic instructional

practices (e.g., SneLl, 1987; Wolery, Bailey, & Sugai, 1988).

Problems that might be encountered with the use of the constant

time delay procedure include a high percentage of unprompted

errors (i.e., more than 25% of the total amount of the student's

responses for a session), a high percentage of prompted error7,

and the failure to make unprompted responses. Unprompted errors

can be managed by reminding many students to wait if they do not
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know the correct response, providing negative consequences for

failing to wait, or by shortening the delay interval. For some

students wait training may be necessary (Snell & Gast, 1981).

High percentages of prompted errors indicate the need to

reevaluate the controlling prompt and identify one that ensures

correct responses. Students who fail to make an unprompted

correct response often need to be taught that it is okay to make

a response if they know it. Some students may require a change

in the way consequences are delivered. That is, the teacher may

want to tell the student that rewards will only be provided to

students who respond before the prompt is provided (i.e.,

differential reinforcement of unprompted and prompted correct

responses). This latter contingency should be used only when tt .

teacher is certain that the student has acquired the target

behavior, but for some reason resists making an unprompted

correct response.

Summary

In summary, teaching students in small group instructional

arrangements of three to five students with constant time delay

can be a successful approach to providing instruction to students

with a variety of handicapping conditions. The examples of

instructional programs and the data sheets that are provided in

this paper are based on actual instructional programs that have

heen successfully implemented by teachers. Thus, after some
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initial adaptation by the classroom teacher, these programs can

be implemented successfully by most teachers.
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Component of Group Instruction Teacher Decision

Select students

Prerequisite skills

Instructional trial sequence

Student responses

Identify task, select stimuli

Attention (individual)

Attention (group)

Consequences for performance

Procedure

Controlling prompt

- NJ

Identify homogeneous or
heterogenous students.

Identify students with
good attendance, minimal
disruptive behaviors,
previous experience with
systematic instruction
and delay, reliable wait
response, attending
behaviors, work for 10-20
minute sessions.

Predictable or
unpredictable.

Individual or choral.

Same task, same stimuli;
different task, different
stimuli; functional,
chronologically age-
appropriate.

General or specific
attention responses.

Independent, dependent,
or interdependent.

Correct, incorrect, no-
response.

Constant time delay.

Verbal, mcdel, gesture,
physical.

(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)

Component of Group Instruction Teacher Decision

Time delay interval Specify time delay
interval.

Number of zero-second sessions Specify number of zero-
second sessions.

Criterion Individual, group, or
both.

i
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Figure Caption

Ligure 1. Sample data sheet for a receptive language task

conducted in a small group instructional arrangement. This data

sheet uses Before and After columns to record student responding

during a group instructional session when teaching a receptive

task. Prior to the instructional session, the teacher would

complete the situational information (e.g., teacher's name,

session number, etc.). This would be followed by placing an "x"

in the attending column when supplemental reinforcement for

attending will be given to all students. The delay interval

column will tell the amount of time between the task direction

and prompt. The Sd column is the target object and Distractors

indicate the choiceE that the student can select from. If the

student responds correctly before the prompt, record a "+" in the

Before column; an incorrect response before the prompt is

recorded by placing a "-" in the Before column. If the student

responds correctly after the prompt a "+" is placed in the After

column; if an error is made after the prompt, the teacher records

a "-" in the After columA. If the student makes no response

after the prompt, the teacher should record "o" in the After

column. Atsthe end of the session, each type of response would

be counted and the percentage calculated.



Teacher

Session Number

Date I /

Session Time

Tr. Attn.

Cue

Delay

Inter-
val

Student name:
Carrie

Response :.'tudent name:
Jessica

Response Student name:
Maria

Response

Sd DisPiactors
Bef Aft

Sd Distractors
Bel Aft

Sd Distractors
Bef Aft

1 fork hat bowl
2 X knife coat bowl plate
3 fork coal late
4

5
...,

6

etc

18

Total Number
of Each Response
T 4,

Correct Bef Correct Aft Correct Bef Correct Aft Correct Bef Correct Aft
Errors Bef Errors Aft Errors Bef Errors Aft Errors Bcf Errors Mt

No Ift_sw_._1
Correct Aft

No Rcspon
orrect Afz Conect Bef

No Re
COMX t AftTotal Percent

of Each Response
T j

Cotmi Ref Owrect Bef T
Errors lief &ruts Aft

No Re
Errors Bcf J LErrcws Aft

I No Respon
Errors Bef Errors Mt

No Respoo
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Figure Caption

figurs_Z. Sample data sheet for an expressive task (sight word

reading) conducted in a small group instructional arrangement.

This data sheet uses columns for each type of response that can

occur during the instructional session. The teacher begins by

recording the situational data (e.g., name, date, etc.). In

addition, the teacher records the name of the stimulus and the

student who will receive the trial in the order they will be

presented. The teacher then places an "x" in the attending cue

column indicating when supplemental reinforcement for attending

during another student's instructional trial should be provided.

Also, the teacher records the aeiay interval to be used on each

trial. When a student responds during instruction the teacher

would place a check in the appropriate "type of response" column.

After the session the number of checks from each column would be

summed and divided by the number of trials to determine the

percentage of each type of response for each student.



Teacher - Date Procezure

Start Time

Task:

Stop Time Total Time

TRIAL STUDENT STLMULUS Atm.
Cue

Delay
e

Unpro
Com

Prom.
Corr.

Unpro.
Error

Prom.
Error

No
R esp.

JohnMae Exrr
PEPS I

3 Sabrina ENTER

Michael
IONE_...C21...TELEPI

EMERGENCY
"Tallna ROSPITAL

7 ervl . sH
John RRE

9 Sabnna PULL I.10 ervl TELEPHONE
etc.

Michael MERGENCY
tudent: OW Number of Each Response Type

"Percent ot Each ResponseType

Student: Total N um be r of Each Response Pipe

Percent or Each Response Type

talent: Total Number ot Each Response rypc

Percent ot Each Response Type

tudent: otal Numbcr ot ach Response Type

'ercent ot Each Response Type
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Figure Caption

Figvre 3. Sample data sheet for chained task conducted in a

small group instructional arrangement. Although the narrative

describes teaching sandwich making using backward chaining, this

particular data sheet can be used with forward chaining or total

task presentation. The teacher initially completes the

situational data at the top of the form fellowed by recording

steps in the task analysis. The teacher then records the delay

interval to be used for the steps in the task analysis. If usjng

backward chaining, in the first session the tfacher would simply

model steps 1-241 record "0" in the delay column for step 25 and

provid Lh controlling prompt for that step. This would be

followed by recording the student response on step 25. If the

student responds correctly before a prompt, a "+" is placed in

the Before column. If the student responds correctly after the

prompt, a "+" is placed in the After column. Incorrect responses

before the prompt are recorded with a "-" in the Before column

and errors after the prompt are recorded with a "-" in the After

column. If the student makes a no-response after the prompt is

delivered, the teacher places an "o" in the After column. At the

end of each session, the teacher adds up the total number of each

response type and calculates the percentage for each student in

the group.



eacner

session

Date

Time

"Steps in as An. ysis ay
Interv.

tusent ame:
BILLY

tu ent Name:
RALPH

t sent ame:
FREDDY

Betore Alter Before
f

After Before After
1. Bread from cabinet

. Get ignaraieese, ma o,
C In %Tr

........--
. n . ..2...3
:_: emove rfue'Ces

671..av flat on counter
-7.-Tiose breaaba:
irlteturn to ca. wet

9 I n ma onnaise
I. D ip kni e in mayo

etc.
ni e in sink

ummary Data or-
reCts

0=
%

0=
% % % %

CM-
!VMS %

0=
%

0=
%

0=
t:-

0= 0
/o

0
Res..

#=
%

#=
%

#
cr.0
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USE OF CONSTANT TIME DELAY IN
SMALL GROUP INSTRUCTION: A STUDY OF

OBSERVATIONAL AND INCIDENTAL LEARNING

This investigation examined the effectiveness and
efficiency of constant time delay in small group
instruction Four secondary age students with mild
and moderate mental retardation were taught to
identify local and federal service and government
astr.n:- r::tizahs Th'
,.7,evilit of ir:ormation le irned when each aubicc,
was presented with two target and six observa
tional stimuli isame-taset. different stimuli condi .

lion) was con pared to when each student in the
group was taught the same eight target stimuli
Isame task. same stimuli condition) The subjects'
acquisition of incidental information presented
in the descriptive praise statement following cor
rect responses to the target stimuli was assessed
k multiple probe design across behaviors was
used The results indicated that 141( unstant time

Patricia Munson Doyle
David L. Gast
Mark Wolery

Melinda Jones Ault
University of Kentucky
Jacqueline A. Farmer

Jessamine County Public Schools

delay was effective across all facts. students, and
conditions; tb) the same-task. different-stimuli con
dition produced mole efficient learning than the
same task. same-stimuli r Jndition: (c) students
acquired more tarp informatior..,.
:1:7

ing occurred in the sarriP-,14li rlifferent %toH.
condition for all subjects: le) increased exposure
to other students target information and differ
enttal reinforcement in the probe conditions
increased the percentages of correct observational
responding in the same-task. dtfferent stimuli con
ifitions and itithere were no differences between
conditions in students acquisition of incidental
information These findings are discussed in terms
.)1 strategies for designing effective and efficient
small group instruction

Instruction of students with mcderate and severe handicaps requires careful
analYsis of the efficiency of the strategies used. In recent years. investigations have
evaluated the use of errorless learning procedures in classroom settings )ne suih
procedure. constant time delay, has been effective in teaching food preparation
to moderately delayed adolescents (Schuster. Gast. Wolerv. & Guiltinan. 19881.
manual sign production to adolescents with severe mental retardation (Browder.
Morris. tk Snell. 19811. receptive identification of pictures and addition problems
to an adolescent with moderate mental retardation (Johnson. 19771. and sight ssord
reading lo primar% -age students with rnoderalc developmental disabi htie i \ult.

hast Wiilerv. P.188)

.iddress David L l;ust. Principa/ Investuzator. (ETS Project. Department of Special Education. 574 iderholti
Flail. t'niversitv of (;yorgla, them. c,A 30602
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Also, studies have compared the efficiency of constant time delay to that of other
response prompting procedures on measures such as the number ot trials, errors.
and minutes of direct instructional time to criterion. It has been shown to be more
efficient than the system ot least prompts in teaching sight words to prescl.00lers
with developmental delays (Doyle, Wolery. Gast. Ault. & Wiley, in press), grocery
words to primary.age students with moderate handicaps (Gast. Ault. Wolery, Doyle.
& Belanger. 1988. ) and manual signs to students with mode.-at to severe retarda.
tion (Bennett. Gast. Wolerv. & Schuster, 1986). With these same measures. constant
time delay was at least as efficient as progressive time delay (Ault et al,. 1988).

Another means ot increasing the efficiency of a procedure is to use group
instruction. This instructional arrangement has been successful in teaching stu
dents with moderate handicaps a variety ot behaviors (Browder, Hines, McCarthy.
& Fees. 1984: Fink & Sandall. 1980; Orelove, 1982). Recent evidence suggests that
constant time delay can be effective in small group arrangements with develop
mentally delayed preschoolers (Alig. Wolerv. &Gast. in press: Schoen &Sivil. 1989)
and secondary.age learning disabled students (Wolery. Alig, Gast. & Bovle.Gast.
in press). An advantage of group instruction is the possibility of observational
learning, including social as well as academic behaviors (Westling, Ferrell. &
Swenson. 1982).

tretns appropriate hat ftiturt instructional resnrch should foct....7. z;1,.
efficieno. group trr.1-tiigcrnontc More spec-WuDr. Icgur,.1.
research should be on how group instructional procedures (turn taking, material
presentation, attentional cues, prompting strategies, and consequent events) can
be manipulated to facilitate observational learning. If an instructional program
results in students' learning target behaviors in near errorless fashion, as well as
other group members target behaviors, then a truly efficient strategy has been
identified. Although some students may acquire new behaviors simply bY observ
ing and imitating the performance of others without reinforcement (MacDonald.
Dixon. & LeBlanc. 1986.) other students may require additional manipulation of
ambles to ensure that observational learning occurs (Browder. Schoen. & Lentz.
19S71. A challenge to current instructional strategies research is to identity those
procedural variables that increase observational learning of all group members.
In a recent studv, for example. Wolerv et al. (in press) used different attending
cues to securt students attention in small gToup instruction Specific versus general
attentional responses were compared to determine it the tspe ot attentional
response required ot students would differentially affect the students' acquisition
of target and observational informatic.i related to overthe.counter medications
and local and government agencies. he results showed that requiring specific
attentional responses facilitated the learning of other students' target beha lots
Schoen and il9H9) taught pairs d preschoolers wit help skills. Iii their
ioe,tigatiou, one student la the th.uf teceRed ditect instruction ot the tat get
behavior IA hile the second student in the pair simpl observed instruction. Results
indicated that observational learning occurred in this condition tor the students
not directly taught.

Another index of efficiency is the extent to which incidental, related, but non
target, information is learned (Stevenson, 1972). Such information can be

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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presented systematically in a number of ways, such as being a part of the attend .
ing cues, part of the prompt sequences, and part of the feedback statements. Recent
research has begun to focus on this issue. For example, Alig et al. (in press) required
preschoolers to repeat the teacher's spelling of a target sight v. ird prior to reading
the word aloud. Although correct spelling was not specifically reinforced, the
resuks showed that the percentage of correct spelling for words taught with the
specii,..: attending response was greater than for words taught with a general attend.
ing response. Another method for presenting the incidental information is to select
information related to the target behavior and to use it as a prompt. For exam.
ple, Gast, Doyle, Wolery, Ault. and Farmer (in press) embedded incidental infor .
mation in the prompt hierarchy of a system of least prompts procedure when
teaching students with moderate handicaps to read recipe sight words. This
resulted in students learning to identify information related to the recipe words
such as the utensil used to perform the recipe word action. Another method for
inserting incidental information during instruction is to systematically deliver it
as part of the consequent events following correct performance of the target
behavior. Doyle et al. (in press) presented the function of a sight word in the
descriptive praise statement following correct responding, which resulted in
increases in the studeins' ability to expressively ide- '''y the functio:i wiieli
reouested to do n hy invegtlrtfir In another study, Wukry et al. OP
presented additional information about the target (over.the.counter medications
and agencies) behaviors, in the praise statements following correct responses to
the target stimuli. Their study showed that the students were able to learn some
of the incidential information for both their target and observational facts when
it was a part of the consequent event following correct responses.

The current investigation had three purposes: (a) to evaluate the effectiveness
of a constant time delay procedure when used in a small group instructional
arrangement: (b) to evaluate the went to which students !earr otner gioup
ila..,u6ers information through observation; ana (c) to compare the acquisition
of related but nontargeted information across two instructional conditions (i.e.,
same.task. sarne.stimuli and samelask, different.stimuli).

METHODS

Subjects and Setting

Four students enrolled in a self.contained classroom in a rural, public high
school participated in the study. Prerequisite skills for participation included (a)
intact auditory and visual systems (students consistently responded to auditory
a id visual stimuli with corrective appliances when necessary); (b) appropriate
attending behaviors in a group (students sat and made eye contact with the teacher
and materials for 20 minutes within a small group instructional arrangement);
(c) verbal imitation (students orally imitated a verbal model); and (d) wait response
(students could wait for a teacher.delivered prompt).

Terry, an 18.year, 2.month.old female, was able to follow simple instructions
and work with minimal supervision at a local fast food restaurant, telephone her
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employer when she had to miss work, cash her paycheck, prepare simple meals.
complete simple household chores, and shop for groceries with a printed list. Her
full scale IQ score on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (WAISR)
(Wechsler, 1981) was 61. Walt, a 17.year, 9.month.old male, was also employed
at a local fast food restaurant. He was able to work with minimal supervision, read
direction signs, count money, and cash checks. He could prepare simple meals
at home and was able to play age.appropriate board games 3nd to participate in
other activities. Walt received a full scale IQ score of 55 on the Wechsler Inteili
gence Scale tor Chiiciren-Revised (WISCR) (Wechsler, 1974). Jake was a 16-Year,
7.monthold male with an IQ score of 45 on the WISC.R. He could socialize with
peers and take part in a variety of leisure activities such as board and card games.
He was able to sweep and complete other custodial duties with simple directiors.
work for 2 hours, cash checks, count money, and read direction signs. Erin. a
17-Year. 7month.old female, was diagnosed as having Down syndrome. Her tull
scale IQ score on the WAIS-11 was 56. She could prepare simple snacks with super
vision, groom herself, complete household chores surh as simple ironing, use the
telephone, cross streets, locate basic food items in the grocery store bv brand name,
socialize appropriately with peers, and work for I hour with minimal supervision.

Instructional sessions were conducted by the rlacsroom te.3.ther in the
(5,1.m x 5 2.m) self-contained classroom. All subiects were cegt-d together a

(1.u.m x 3.0m) table located in the back c ' classroom. The instructor and
students were arranged so that all stimulus carkss and corresponding responses
were visible and audible to all group members. Students not involved in the study
participated in regular classroom activities with the classroom assistants.

Materials and Instructional Format

A total of 32 facts related to the function of local service agencies, federal ser
vice agencies, local and federal governmenzs. and overthecounter medications
were selected. The classroom staff was given a list ot information to ensure that
target stimuli were not taught during classroom or communitybased instructional
activities. The questions that were asked of the student (e.g., "What agency gives
you organized recreation activities?") were presented both orally and visuallY Each
question was printed in black uppercase and lowercase letters on ('.24.()A x

:56.0.cm) cards. The incidental information for each question was written on the
back of each card as a cue to the teacher. The tangible reinforcer selected for
the students was money; pennies were presented for correct responses and
deposited in each student's classroom bank account. Target stimuli, incidental
information, and the order ot instruction are presented in Fable I.

Experimer'il Des gn

A multiple probe (Tawnev & Gast. 1984) design across behaviors, with reinforced
probe Londitions, was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the constant time delay
procedure. Differential reinforcement of correct and incorrect responses on probe
trials increa6ed the probability that students would respond correctly during the
probe condition and decreased the probability that probe data were a deflated



1ARLE 1
STUDENTS. 711E OMR OF INSTR,4 !ION. DIS( RI AINA71VE STIMULI. TAR ;EF RESPONSES. AND INCIDENTAI INFORMATION

Condition,
SO, Student Target cluc-tion

Same-task, differenrsinnull

Set 1 14/hat gosemment agency c ol;.sr ts
Ten tAihat agenc gives counseling for lanin

problems?
A'hat agent y
What °nu ial
What genc
Sc hools
What agenc helps farmer, and people who are
hungo,
What agent
programs?
11 Int ()fin i.iI is head of th, slow gei w.imvnI/

Set 1
Wall
Set 1

fake

Set 1

Erin

gives you rec reation iU 11\ tie s?

is head of the federal go\ ernment?
gises moncl tor the pubh

pros ides health edin anon

Sante-task, same-41,mill

Set 2 What agent y gives intormation about
All empliqment?
Students What agent y gives inform.inon about besmess?

What agent y gives nione for emergenc
expenses?
What awn( y gives information ab)ut e Inc a-
tional rights?
What wn( marls So( ral .,er wity r k. ear h
month/
What ohn 1.11 helps make the jaws iii tl .ate?
What agenc y improves working condit,nn ?

hat obi( iii is head of Mr. ity gm ernar .nt ?

drget respcnise

Internal Resenue k.ervice

Comprehensise Care Center
The Y.M C A
The President

I he [due anon irtment

I he Agric ulture Dep.atment

The Health Departinvilt
1 he Governor

Dept of Emplomelt Servic es
The Better Busir ess Bureau

1he Comnuint4 Aa tie iii ..," it e

Protection and /.dv

lealth and 1 Itm.an Servic es Dept
T he State Repre.en alive
The tabor Departreern
1he 1\1a or

,

In( !dental information

ass relict. Gibbs is the Director

They refer you to others for
They help with exercise programs
The president is Ronald Reagan.

Ihe dire( Inr is Vtlhain Bennett

Illy duet IOC is Ric hard t yng

They will give physic als
The governor is Wallace Wilkinson

They set up lob interviews
They will listen to complaints

They find emergenc y honws

They help with guardianship

The direc tor is Dr Ohs Bowen
Our representative is foe Barrows
The director is 1.Villiam Broc Ic
1he mayor I% 1,11TleC Mas011

(«minion?!



Condition,
set, student Target question

Same.task, diffeient-stimuli
Set 3
Terry
Set 3
Walt
Set 3

lake
',el 3
Erin

What drug wil
What drug wil
What drug wil
What drug wil
11'hat drug wil
1\ hat drug wil
What drug wil
bac teria?
What drug wd

Same-task, same-stimuli

Set 4
All
Students

TAB! E. 1

(CON/llsilIM

help indigestion?
help itching of dandruf ?
help itching of poison ivy ?
help coughing?
stop nasal congestion?
heal acne or pimples?
reduce underarm wetne- and

stop pain arid lesers?

What drug will heal babies diaper rasb?
What drug will heal a sore throat?
What drug will heal cuts scrapes, and owns?
What drug kills and stop, the spreading of
germs?
What drug stops allergies?
What drug slows breathing arid the heart?
What drug will help in case of poisorm g?
What drug will remose warts?_ _

target respon,...

Arita( id
Coal tar shampoo
Calamine
Suppressants
Decongestanh
Bentoyl peroxiiles

Antiperspirant'
Aspirin

Zinc oxide
Bentocaine
Antibiotic hydro( ortisone

Antiseptics
Antibistimines.
Cepressar.ts
Activated char oa
Salicylic acid

_

I

fru !dental information

Milk of Magrwsia is an antac id
Tegrin is a coal lar shampoo
Caladryl has c alamine.
Pertussin is a cough suppiessant
Akin is a decongestant.
Oxy 10 has benzoyl peroxide

Ban is an antiperspirant
Bayer is an aspirin.

Desilin has /Ha oxide.
Chlorasepm has benzocame
Cortaid has hyduxortisone

Isopropyl akohol is an antiseptic
Dimetane is an antihistimme.
Barbiturates are depressants
Chart odate has activated c liar( oal
Off-f zy has salic ytic ac id
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representation ot students abilities. In addition. reinforcement of correct
responses nunimil.ed the differences between the probe and constant time delay
ins..7,onal conditions. thereby permitting one to attribute ch.'nges in perform.
..ince to the time delay procedure alone. Each of the 4 students was taiight two
facts (sarrtasl., different.stimuli condition) or eight facts tsame.task, sarsestimuii
condition ) across four instructional sets of facts. Experimental conditions were
implemented .n the following sequence: probe all 32 target facts: teach two dii
ferent stimuli to each member of the group: probe all 32 target facts: teach eight
identical target stimuli to all members in the group: probe the 32 target facts:
iepeat this sequence until all target tacts have been learned. The alternation of
the two t xpr. ,ental conditions tsame.task. same.stimuli and same.task. different
stimuli) across g.ie :1 ot target information permitted a simple cornpavison of
each. relative to the amount of Information learned. This design reduced thc
possibility of multiple treatment interference by separating the instructional
conditions in time. If. for example. the parallel treatments design (Gast & Wo:erv,
1088) had been used. students would have becn ning 16 rather than 8 stimuli
during the same time period. This might h...ve 3lowe.1 ;;,.. sate of acquisition:
therefore, a slow ;..lternation ot conditions wis appropriate. As with aiiv staggti7ed
comparison design. there was tne potentia: for stquential confounding. Since all
students were taught in the same small group it was not possible to counterbalance
the order of the introduction of the two conditions across students.

Prcredures

(,erterni Ptoredures. Each session in probe and instructional conditions consisted
Id 3:2 trials with a maximum length of 20 minutes. Probe sessions were conducted
in a one.to.one arrangeme.u. rhe small group instructional seslions occurred when

leai.t 3 of the 1 students were present. Indit idual ti talr, %,ei e prtisented to each.
student. Following each probe condition, students were taught targetoci tacts using
a constant time delay (C.TD) procedure. The 32 facts were di. rided into four sets
of eight facts each. In order tn assess students' observationa! learning during small
group instruction. tv,o ins,ructional conditions were artiated across the tour
sets ot target facts. In the same.task. same.stimuli condition. all 4 studrnts were
ta aght the same eight f2.cts: one trial on each of the eight facts each se5sion. Inthe same.task, direrent.stimuli condiLion. each student was randomly assigned
two tarkc: fIcts: the remaining six facts were measures of observational learning
that were assessed in probe corditions. Under tills condition, students had four
trials on each of their two target facts each session and no trials on the observa.
tiona: learning :3Cts. During instruction, students did not receive more than two
consecutive wins. and no facts were presented on more than two successive trig Is.
A general group attending cue (e.g.. "Everybody, look.") was presented print to
earn trial. On the average of every third trial, students who were making eye con.
tact with the teacher received descriptive praise and a penny. All students were
required to l.00k toward the stimulus prior to presentation of the target question
(e.g.. -What eleewci official is head of the tedrral government?"). All correct
responding t.'laring probe and instructional conditions resulted in the delivery
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of descriptive praise, confirmation of the correct response (e.g., "That's right, the
president is head oi the federal government"), and a penny. During instruction.
incidental information was pi esented immediately after the praise statement (e.g.,
"Ronald Reagan is the president"). The criterion was 100% correct responding
1.-y all members in the group on their targetec' facts for one session when rein
iorced on a continuous reinforcement (CRF) schedule. followed by 100% correct
group responding for two consecutive sessions when reinforced on an average
of every third correct response (VR3) before moving to the probe condition.

Incult,,ial Information Test Procedures. Students were tested on their acquisition
of information related to each of the 32 facts, as shown in Table I. The tests
included (a) orally giving the tact when presented with the incidental informa-
tion tn a question format (e.g.. the student says "Y.M.C.A." when asked, "What
agen- V helps with exercise programs?"); and (b) orally providing the incidental
:nformation wh presented with the target fact in a question format (e.g., th:
ttudent says. "Exercise programs" when asked "What else does the Y.M.C.A. do?").
This information was assessed individual!y prior to Probe 1, following each instruc
tional (-Tradition, and a fier thP final pr e, by one of :ht. alvt.st;ga:cra. 17.4e1-:
was tested it least twice in ezsch :tccmrn.,rit, f'nr7czt 777^nco'S :,:inforceu
on a CRF schedule and all incorrect resprnses were ignored.

Probe Procedures. Prior to beginning instruction, each subject received a mini-
mum of three individual probe sessions on all 32 facts. A probe condition was
repeated after the stucknts met criterion on each of the four instructional sets.
The purpose of the probe condition was to (a) establish preinstruction perform
ance levels, (b) assess maintenance of previously taught facts, and (c) evaluate obser-
vational learning. Each trial consisted of the instructor placing the stimulus card
un the iable in front ot the student, precenting tne attending cue ("S. look het e
securing the student s attention. asking the target question. and allowing tne stu
tIcnt 4 seconds to respond. All correct responses were followed bv the delivers
of descriptive praise and a penny. All incorrect responses -,- ignored. followed
hi/ the teacher waiting 3. to 5.sec intertrial interval.

Constant Time Delay (CTD) Procedure. Each M the four sets of facts was taught
svnti a U. to 4.sec constant time delay procedure. Ail instruction occurred in a small
group arrangement. The controlling prompt tor a't students was t:le teacher stating
the answer to the question. The initial session of c. ach instructional condition used

(J-sec dela- The instructor provided the attending cue, ensured the attending
response presented the task question (e.g., "What elected official is head of the
state goveinment."), and immediately delivered the controlling prompt (e.., "The
governor."), lf the student correctly repeated the answer to thc ciuestion. th v. teacher
provided dewriptive verbal praise ("Good, the governor is head of the state govern.
ment "), the incidental information (e.g.. -The governor of Kentucky is Wallace
Wilkinson."), and a penny. After one session at the 0.sec delay, all subsequent ses
sions re.-e conducted at a 4-sec delay (i.e., the teacher waited 4 seconds between
the fine she prtnented the question and delivered the controlling prompt). Col--
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rect responses before (unprompted corrects) and after (prompted corrects) the
controlling prompt resulted tn descripuye verbal praise. presentation of inciden
tal information, and the delivery of a pennv. Errors occurring before the model
(unprompted incorrectsi resulted in a mild verbal reprimand and an instruction
to wait for the prompt (e.g., "No, wait."). If the subject emitted an error fol!owing
delivery of the prompt (prompted incorrecu or made no response within 3 seconds
atter the teacher's model. the instructor removed the target stimulus. wai,ed the
intertrial interval, and initiated the next trial. Only unprompted corrects counted
toward criterion. Students moved to the next probe condition when all four
reached critenon on their target facts.

Rem frtats. Beginninw, with instruction on the second set of target facts. each
student received two dailv review trials on previously learned facts. The procedure
for conducting review trials was identical to that used in the probe condition with
the exception that (a} each correct response was folloyed by the presentation of

:r1ricntai information and fb! 2.!! reTonses h%

errr procedur- t ni I rrtlid verb:d reprirnlinci an,i .oral
model of the correct responses.

Reliability

Dependent Measure Reltabauv Estimates ReliabibtY observations were conducted
by a research associate twice weekly and at least once during each experimental
( ondition on student responses to both the attending cue and task direction on
each trial. point.bpoint method (number of agreements divided b% num
her ;,r,reernents plus disatzreements multiplied 1)% inn) was used to alcu'ate
reliability.

Proreaurul lieltabthil Lohman). rile distructtn %ith the procedures acr(ss
both probe and small group instructional conditions also was assessed tBillingsles.
White. 8c Munson. 1980). These meas..!res included recorc'ing total session length.
presenung the correct task card, dehvering the attending cue. securing an attend
ing response from all students. presenting the task question, waiting the specified
prompt delay n.:.erval. delivering the appropriate consequent event, and waiting
the specified intertrial interval. The instructor's behavior was observed and com-
pared to a dc..ription ot the experimental procedures. Because a stopwatch was
thought to Le cumbersome, the teacher's wait.ing the delay Interval was synchro .
nized with that of the reliability observer thrJugh repeated practice prior to begin
ning the investigation. As a result of the practice sessions. some 1sec variation
was likely. Procedural rehabilitv estimates were cakulated bY dividing the number
of actual instructor behaviors bY the number of planned behaviors and multipk-
ing by 100. Estimates were calculated at least once for each conditions on each
of the above behaviors, for each student in the group.

1 :;
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RESULTS

Reliability
The mean percentage of agreement on student responding during probr condi-

tions as 100% across all students and 99.8% (range= 95.8% to 100%) during
instructional conditions. In the probe conditions, the mean percentage of agree
ment on procedural reliability was 100%. un all behaviors except delivery ot the
correct consequent event (mean =99.8%, range = 99.5% to 100%). In the CTD con
ditions. the mean percentage of agreement was 100% on all variables except ?res
entation ot the correct task card (mean = 99.6%. range.. 96.9% to 100%), waiting
the 4sec prompt delay interval (mean = 99.6% . range =96.9% to 1onc7, ). and
delivering the correct consequent event (mean = 99.6%, range = 96.9% to 100% ).

Effectiveness and Efficiency

The mean percentage of correct responses (unprompted and prompted) tor
all 4 students across experimental «mdeions is presented in Figure I. Prior to
instruction, the percentage ()I corre,:t AA i 32 facts was zero across ail
probe ((moutons tor eac;:, student in greuv. Introduction of the constant time
(Icia. 1,1.4 eclure across sets ot lacts resulted in criterion level responding on aH
torget t. s t)r all students. No) modifications u) the CTD strategy were necessan.
Criterion level responding on all target facts tor all students was maintained across
probe conditions. Each student was taught a total of four target facts in thc
sametask. different.stimuli c(,nditions and 16 facts in the sametask. samestunuli
«autumns.

Although students learned their target facts in each of the instructional condi-
tions, the same.task, same-stimuli contlitions in which students were directly taught
, lacts per t iLquired a total of :44 instructiolial niais to criterion compare::

couditiuns, iii w:iich students were Laugh: t.
tacts per set, hich required 304 trials. Similarly. the amount of direct instruc
uonal time tor the same.task. same.stimuli conditions required more than 7 hours
0.t direct instruction compared to 2 hours and 27 minutes for the same.task.
(Iifferent stimuli conditions. .Acquisition of target Lids was accomplished in a near
errorless tashi-in for all students (mean = 2.9%. range =0% to 7.5%). Analysis of
errors hs condition showed a slightly higher percentage ot errors for the same
task. same-stimuli condition (mean = 3.8%, range =0% to 7.5%) compared to learn
ing under the same.task, differ.mt.stimuli condition (mean = 1.3%, range = 0% to

). Table 2. t+hich summarizes all efficiency measures across sets of facts In
condition. shows a ererease in the number of trials and errors, percentage ot
errors. and instructional time across the two introductions of .he same condition.

Observational Learning

In the sarne.task, different.stimuli condition, acquisition of other students' target
facts occurred. A summary of the mean percentage of correct responding to all
observational stimuli for students across sets of facts and assessment times is
presented in Table 3. During Probe I. the percentage of correct responding to
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Figure 1. The mean percentages of unprompted and prompted correct
responses using a constant time delay procedure for the group.
Closed triangles indicate unprompted correct responses, and open
circles indicate prompted corrects. The target facts in Sets 1 and 3
were taught in the same-task, different-stimuli condition dnd target
facts trom Sets 2 and 4 were taught in me same-task, same-stimuli
condition.

all 12 ohservational stlmuh tstx per Set 1 and Set :I} %Nas icro tor all students.
Some observatiot.al learnirq; simultaneously occurred as students were learning
their two target facts: however, performance improved with repeated exposure.
An exposure was defined as hearing the correct response to other students facts.
An exposure included a correct response (a) emitted by a student during instruc
min or on a review trial. (b) delivered by the teacher when students waited for
the prompt. and (c) modeled by the teacher as part of the error correction pro.
cedure on a review trial. Figure 2 shows how repeated exposure to Set 1 and Set
3 observational facts improved students' performance. In that correct responses
to observational qumsuons were reinforced during the probe condition, one
cannot attribute the improvement to repeated exposure alone. The extent to
which students learned the observational facts without reinforcement is reflected
in the "to criterion" data presented in Table 3 (mean 43.7%. range 16.7% to
66.7%).
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TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF EFFICIENCY MEASURES ACROSS STUDENTS

AND INSTRUCTIONAL CONDITIONS TO CRITERION

Set Number Number Number Percentage Direct
condition of target of of of instructional

tacts trials errors errors time trnini

Summary by Set

Set 1 Total 168 3 1.7%

Same-task. 2 mean 42 .75 1.7%

different- Range 16-56 0-3
stimuli

83

Set 2 Total 328 15 4 5%
Same-task. 8 mean 82 3.75 4 5% 278
same- Range 24-176 0-6 0%-7 5%

muli

Set 3 Total 136 1

Same-tacl,. i- 'Jur 14 .25
oillerent- Range 16-5A 0-1
stimuli

70/0

10",

Set 4 Total 216 6 2.7%
Same-task. 8 Mean 54 1.5 2.7%
same- Range 24-104 0-4 0%-3.8%
stimuli

Summary by Conditions

',et, 1. 3 Total 304 4 1.3%
comi.-task. 4 mean 1FA 5 1 3%

ditterent- Range 16-jo 0-3 0% -6 3%
stimuli

Sets 2. 4 Total 544 21 3.8%
Same-task. 16 mean 68 2.6 3 8%
same- Range 24-176 0-6 0%-7.5%
stimuli

0-t

176

147

454

Incidental Learning

The mean percentage of correct responses to incidental information tor both
target and observational facts is presented in Table 4. Students performed better
when the incidental information was presented in a question format and they had
to answer with the fact (Task A) than when they were presented with the tact and
had to answer with the incidental information (Task 13). This was consistent across
all 4 students. Although students learned more incidental information for target
facts. they did acquire some incidental information for observational facts, as
shown in Table 4. No difference existed in the total amount of incidental infor
mation learned under the samelask. same.stirnuli (mean =74.4%, range = 25% to
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TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONAL LEAPNING FOR THE SAME-TASK,

DIFFERENT-STIMULI CONDITIONS "CROSS SETS AND TIMES

Set Probe I To cntenon Through cntenon Final probe

Set 1

Set 3

N.lean 0% 15 5' 95 8°.:,

Range 0%-( ';, 1 6.7%-66.713 0%-77.8% 87.5%-100%

Mean 0% 37,5% 76.3%
Range 0%-0",;. 16.7%-50% 55 5%-100% 66. 7 `);., - 1 00

Total
Sets 1 & 3

Mean 0% 43.7% 65.9% 92.1"-
Range On In-0 1 6.7% -66.7% 1 00% 1 00°A,

TARI r 4
SUMMARY OF INCIDENTAL LEARNING FOR BOTH TARGET

AND OBSERVATIONAL FACTS BY TASK

Condition

Set

Incidental intormatIon

Task A' Target Observational
Task B facts facts

Mean Range Mean Range

5,1,73P-task, dItterent-ctimult
'4,1 I

Set 3

i() 100", -0 8 n6 7.: i 3'

87.5 5t.rio-10u% SU% I t. / J. "c.)

A 100% 100-100°. t13.3° 83.3%-83
-7 5 50%-100". 8 3".. 13 3"..-8 3 3"

Total
Sets 1 & 3 A 93.71% 500/o-1000;u 77.3% 66.7",o-83

B 81.2n- 50%-100",,, 54.1"... 16.7 "A, -8 3.3..

Same-task, came-stimuli

Set 2 84 3",, 75%-100% Not applicab!e
75% 50%-100°,.,

Set 4 87 5°, 75%-100% Not applicable
50% 25% -75%

Total
Sets 2 & 4 A 85.9% 75%-100% Not applicable

B 62.5% 75%-100%

'Task Aoral labeling ot the target response when presented with the Incidental information
'Task Boral labefing of the incidental information when presented with the target response.
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100% compared to the sametask. differentstimuli conditions (mean =
range = 33.9% to 100%1.

DISCUSSION

This investigation taught facts related to the funuton of .ocal and federal ser .

vice agencies, local and federal governments. ane over.thecounter medications
in a small gToup instructional arrangement using a constant time delay procedure.
From this study five results are apparent. First, the constant time delay procedure
was reliably implemented in a small group instructional arrangement. The mean
procedural reliability estimates were above 95%. Second. the constant time delay
procedure was an effective szrategy in teaching all students all targeted tacts. Fhis
replicates earlier findings with preschool students (Alig et al.. in press) and sec .

ondarY students with learning disabilities (Wolerv et al.. in press). In addition.
it extends to small group instructional arrangements previous research demon
stranng the effectiveness ot constant time delay procedures in oneto-one instruc
tional arrangements (Ault et al.. 1988: r)oyle et al., in press; Gast et al.. 19881. Third.
al' f'.1:dents learned some informanon through observation during the sametask.
different stimulus condition. but no student learned di! rum facts aurinv Hitial
instruction. However, through exposui e to tne words during ieview trials and rein
forced probes. 2 students were able to learn all eight responses. .An analysis ot
observational learning showed that no student had a preference tor another
student's set ot facts. The analysis did show that with repeated exposure and dif
ferennal reinforcement, students consistently improved their performance on
observational stimuli. More specifically., the mean number ot facts learned through
observation at the point students reached their individual criterion was 2.6
(range = I to 4). compared to 4.2 (range =0 to 6) at the group criterion. and 5.5
(range = to i» during the tinal probe condition. Upon comparison ot the tinal
probe data, students learned tewer tacts under the sametask. different-tirnull con
dition (mean = 15. range = 14 to 16) than they did under the sametask. samestimuli
condition (mean =16).

Fourth, although students learned more tacts under the sainetask. sainestimuli
ondition. the same task, modiimo has mote ettic MU in IcrIlls

ut trials, direct instructional time. and errors to criterion. File decision as to h liii h
condition a teacher might select should take into consideration the importance
ot the intormation being taught and the effects errors has e pre% musk had on
students behavior. If the behaviors to he taught are important to all group ineni
hers. it is reeommended that all information he targeted tor direct instruetion
tor all students in the group rather than relsing on obsersanonal learning. It is
also recommended that neh sets ot tacts he introduced to students as the% reach
their individual c merlon. In the present study. students received us erlearn ing
trials on their set ot facts until all students re:.ched criterion. the group criteri.,n
was used to facilitate observational tear ning and to simplify the procedures tor
the instructor, lt permitted students the opportunin to tocus on other students
facts atter the% learned their ow n. and it prevented the teacher trom hasing (fit-
terent students under different conditions (e.g.. Usec delas, isee dela% LIU. I see
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delay VR3) during the same instructional session. Although procedural', inure
complex for the teacher, allowing students to move at their own pace may be more
efficient in terms ot the amount ot information that can be taught during a set
time period (Wolery. Ault. Gast. Doyle. & Mills, in press). Fifth. students learned
incidental information that was presented by the teacher in the verbal praise state .
merits following correct responses to the target task, although tht.re were no
programmed consequences for performance. Based on these data and those of
previous investigations Alig et al.. in press: Do(,le et al.. in press; Wolerv et al..
in press) it is recommended that teachers add information related to the targettask to their verbal praise statements following correct responding lit their
students. The acquisition ot such information adds to the efficiency of instruction.

In summary, the constant time delay procedure was effective in teaching students
with moderate mental retardation in a small group tructional arrangement.
In addition to learning their target facts, students also learned other students target
facts through observation. Incidental information about these facts was also learned
by being embedded n the consequent event following correct responding. Future
rescarch should address variables that might improve the effectiveness and ern-
Liencv of small group instrurtion TecificallY. investigators nPed to focus un the
use of %a:mu:, tpes (1f AimuliAs anti response prompting strategies, the clit..c!,.
of hom.TJs and heterc,gt.heo...3 giuupiiig. gitct strategics tot tacilitating obser
tational and incidental learning.

Authors' Notes
1 los invest lotion wrt% suppnrwd the L S Dcpartment of EdutAtion. ()rant No toons730217,I Iowetc, . the opinions expressed do not necessdrilv reflect the polics of the U S Department of Educinow and no offic IA endorsement of die S Department of Education should lw inferred
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COMPARISON OF PREDICTABLE AND
UNPREDICTABLE TRIAL SEQUENCES

DURING SMALL-GROUP INSTRUCTION

Melinda Jones Ault, Mark Wolery. David L. Gast,
Patricia Mun. on Doyle. and Carol Precious Martin

Alsrtract. The ty , o: predictable iround robin) and unpredictable (random) vial
sequences during small-group instruction was evaluated in thre2 experiments in
teaching word anti abbreviation identification to four students with learning
disabilities: fifth student participated in part of Experiment 1 before moving to
another school. In Experiment I. a progressive time-delay procedure was used to
teach word reading in a small group and the effects of a single-trial, predictable
sequence was compared to a single-trial. unpredictable sequence. In Experiment
II. a progressive time-delay procedure also was used to teach abbreviation identifies-
tion in a small group, and the effects of a multiple-trial. predictable sequence was
compared to a multiple-trial. unpredictable sequence. In Experiment HI. 2 model-
test procedure waft iurvi in. td thC t'ff2CtS e
able sequence 14ida crirnpar.d tn the aim:I:4740 wirreditt:zt::, istquen,,. n a0,4,0,a
alternating-treatments design oils used in all experiments. Results indicate that the
progressive time-delay procedure was reliably implemented and was effective in
establishing criterion-level responding by all group members. Students vlso learned
words taught to other students through observation. In Experiment I. the two trial
sequences did not differ substantially, and in Experiment 11 mixed effects were found.
With the model-test procedure in Experiment III, two students initially produced
higher levels of correct responding in the multiple-trial. predictable sequence
however. no substantial differences were found in observational learning. Across all
investigations, no consistent effects of the trial presentation methods were noted.

Several effective instructional procedures exist
for teaching students with handicaps including
progressive and constant time delay (Handen &
Zane. 1987). the system of least prompts (Doyle.
Wolery. Ault. & Gast. 1988). mostto-least prompt-
ing, and integrated prompting strategies (Schoen.
1986). The literature companng the efficiency of
tnese procedures is developing (Ault. Wolery.
Doyle, & Gast, 1989). For example, the progres-
sive time-delay procedure appears to be as effi-
cient as the constant time-delay procedure with
students who have moderate retardation (Ault.
Gast. & Wolery, 1988), and more efficient with
such students than the system of least prompts
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(Bennett. Gast. Wolery, & Schuster. 1986: Godby.
Gast. & Wolery, 1987). Much of this research.
however, has been conducted in 1:1 instructional
arrangements. Another body of research clearly
indicates that students, even those with severe
handicaps, can learn in small groups (Reid &
Fayed. 1984).

Small-group instruction is advocated as a means
of (a) increason access to less resmctive settings
(Fink & Sandal 1978), (b) facilitating generahrs-
non (Koegel & RIncover, 1974), (c) providing a
context for peer interactions (Alberto. Jobes.
Sizemore. & Doran. 1980), id) promoting obser-
vational learning, (e) enha icmg student motwa-
don (Brown, Holvoet. Guess. & Mulligan, 1980),
(f) using teacher time efficiently (Westing, Ferrell,
& Swenson, 1982), and (g) increasing access to
natural reinforcement conditions (turn-taking,
obtaining turns contingently, wading for anennon.
tolerating intermittent attention. and recewing rein-
forcement from peers as well as adults) (Snell &
Zirpoh. 1987). Despite these potential benefits.
research is needed on how to organize anri imple-
ment small-group imtruction.

When planning to teach students in a small-
group arrangement, teachers make several deci-
sions. Some of these decisions include whether
students of different ability should be taught in the
same group, whether students should be taught
the same or different behaviors, whether students
should respond chorally or individually, whether
interactions between students should be pro-
moted. how inappropnate or inattentive behaviors
should be controlled. and many others. If students
are to respond individually rather than chorally,
the teacher must decide how the trials are to be
presented: in a predictable. round-robin fashion
or in an unpredictable or random sequence. No
research was found that addressed this issue; how-
ever, some related findings suggest that unprechct-
able mal presentation should be used. For exam-
ple, distributed trial presantation is seen as "best
practice when teaching students with severe hand-
icaps (Guess & Helmstener. 1986). Further, a
substannai body of literature is developing that
supports vaned task presentation. Using vaned
tasks appears to facilitate skill acquisition and
generalization (Dunlap, 1984; Ned, lwata, & Page,
1980) while reducing off-task behavior (Dunlap,
1984) and aberrant behavior (Winter ling, Dunlap,
& O'Neill, 1987).

The purposes of this study were (a) to evaluate

BEST COPY MMLABLE

the progressive timedelay procedure in a small
gmup and (b) to compare the effects of predict-
able and unpredictiole trial presentations in small-
group instruction on skill acquisition. attenbon to
tasks, and observational leamOg. A twofold ration-
ale ousts for these purposes. Fir,t few studies have
invesngated the Triplication ci extent. errorleu
learning procedures in the cc mat of small groups.
Given their rich history in 1:1 in:Auction. appbca-
tions in small groups might inctvase the efficiency
of small-group Mstruction and open such instruc-
tion to students who otherwise woule require 1:1
arrangements. Second, although small-group ar-
rangements are frequently used, re.gively little
research has explored ways to impiement such
teaching. Thus, investigating the relAhve ment of
rredictable or unpredictable ma sequences would
extend the current knowle&ge on how to imple-
ment small-group instruction.

LYPERIMENT I
METHODS

ParticApants and Stating
qubjecn ware five hilLiren t niemeb am 2

(emales), ranging in age from 8 years 9 months
to 10 years 10 months, who were enrolled in pub-
lic school regular and specie eJucation classes.
All children were served in two special education
resource rooms tor students with :earning disabdit-
ies, behavior disorders, and mild mental retarda-
tion. All met the following prerequisite skills: nor-
mal visual and auditory funcnonmg with or with-
out apphances as well as the ability to (a) work
in small groups for 15 min. (b) wait 8 sec for a
prompt from the teacher. (c) pronounce target
words accurately, and (d) respond correctly to
"What wordr when shown known words. (The
students are described in Table 1. One student.
Mason, moved before the study was completed.)

Sessions were conducted by one of the two
resource-room teachers (fifth author) in her class-
room (6.4 X 8.5 m) at a kidney-shaped table (1.8
X 1 m). The teacher was seated on one side of
the table with the children on the other so they
could see the snmuli and hear the instructions;
students sat in the same seat each day. Other stu-
dents were involved in individual work activities
during experimental sessions,
Materials

From a second-grade basal reader, 50 target
words were selected and hand printed in Iowa-case
letters in black ink on white cards (7.6 X 12.7 cm).

Volum. 43. Winter 1990 :3



Tau.
?ascription pf Students and List of Target Stimuli

Stamm* Goader Age Garda Target
Ness Readable

Trial Sonoma

Wards

Uspradietabla
Trial liareaues

Diagnosis wad Dasalptioar
of T. Ronda

Hank Male 10 yr 10 mo 4ei daughter

though

guie
whole

Ake r:efnais 9 yr 2 mo 3rd busy

sudden

touched

usually

waren

Frank Male 9 yr 4 mo 3rd between

earth

leaned

manta
trouble

Female 9 yr 5 mo 4th enough

subtraction

.1trough

quickly

wire

Mason Male 8 yr 8 mo 3rd causes

sample
travel

qWte

weigh

ft..ri..49-. . *".! *-

became

caught

neghborhood

owned

ttny

answer

braugnt

figure
late

probAblv

bought

crowd

few

soived

teams

abie

change

&moons
instead

loin

behind

CMOs

suppose

thousand

"Mildly characterise: of

learning disability";

Fulkcals IQ 90 (WISC);
Word-recogneon grads level.
2.4 on &Vance Diagnostic

!memory al Buie Sias

ISrlipiica. 1977)

Learrung disability;

Full.scale IQ 118 (W1SC.R) ,

Word-rocogneor ads level.
1.8 on 801135;

()swag grzde kneel as 2.5

Peatodu individual Aerhkwynern
T. IPIAT) (Dunn &
karkwardt. 1970)

Attentiondaficit disorder and
learn ng &WAN:

Full-scale 1C) 11 32 (WIS C R) ;

Oral reading level less than

pone an EID!':..

Reading age of 6 yrs o moo on
The Test el Early Reedzng

Atift Med. Hresko. &
Hammill. 19811

Laarning &nix*:
Full.scale 4- 100 (W1SC-R);

Word-reasaution grade loyal.
1.5 on 80185:

Overall grade level- 2.2 on
PIAT

LAarrung disabilities;

Tee mule not wadable
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Pennies were used as tokens which could be ex-
changed for a vanety oi back-up reinforcers (pen-
cils. notepads. candy).
Procedures

General procedures. One small-group in-
structional session occurred each school day if at
least three students were present. The group was
charactenzed by several factors: (a) all students
were taught words but each student learned dif-
ferent words (i.e., to assess observational learning);
(b, students responded individually rather than
chorally; (c) each student received an equal
number of trials (15 per session); (d) a progressive
time-delay procedure was used to teach all stu-
dents: and (e) the mal sequences (predictable and
unpredictable) were randomly alternated across
days. Ten different words were targeted for each
student five with the predictable and five with
the unpredictable condition. Words were assigned
to the two conditions to minimize differences in
difficulty. That is. all words were at the second-
grade level and each condition containeo words
that had a similar number of 5yllahle5 ArICI Mat
tecian with different initial letters. Worris ascfro-t
to each student are shown in Table 1: other sub-
Acts' words served as observational learning words.

Predictable and unpredictable trial se-
quence conditions. In predictable sessions. the
teacher began by providing one trial to the stu-
dent on her left followed by a trial to the student
seated next to the first child, and so on in order
around the table. This left-to-nght sequence con-
tinued until the end of the session. In the unpre-
dictable sessions, however, the teacher delivered
tnals to students in random order with each stu-
dent receiving no more than two Mais in a row.

Baseline. Prior to instruction, one-to-one daily
sessions were conducted with each student to
assess his/ her performance on all words in the
study (individual target words ani other students'
words) for a minimum of three days or until stable
performance was evident. These sessions con-
sisted of 55 mats, 1 trial on each of the students
10 target words. 1 trial on each of the other stu-
dents' target %I:ads (40 observational learning
words), and 1 trial on each of 5 known words (in-
cluded to ensure reinforcement for correct res-
ponding during baseline sessions).

luring baseline, the teacher Held up the word
card and said. "(name), look7; ensured that the
student looked; said. 'What word?"; wafted 3 sec
for a response (teacher !dandy counted "1001.

I 4 ".')

1002. 10031; provided appropriate conse-
quences: and recorded the trial during a 2-5 sec
intertnal interval. Responses were scored as (a)
correct student said the word within 3 sec of
'What word?"; (b) incorrect student said any
word other than the correct one within 3 sec of
'What word ?"; (c) no response student said
nothing within 3 sec of "What word?". For correct
responses, the teacher said. 'Good.", repeated the
word, and delivered one token to the student. For
incoi-rect or no responses. the teacher removed
the word card and initiated the intertnal interval.
Comet responses were reinforced during baseline
to ensure that any behavior change was a result
of the intervention alone, not reinforcement and
the intervention. Students were also reinforced for
looking at the cards on the average of every 10
trials to maintain attention. At the end of each ses-
sion. students exchanged tokens for back-up rein-
forcers (pencils, candy, etc.).

Progressive time delay. Each time-delay in-
structional session occurred in a smai'd group and

wierl 75 troals. 15 for e7.0...;:udont These 75
trith 9,nr^ divided three blue:t..; of 25 so thet
students received one trial on each of their five
words before any of the words were repeated. The
contlolling prompt in the time-delay procedure
was the teacher's vocal model of the target word.
In the first instructional session within each con-
dition. the teacher presented the first 25-trial block
with a 0-sec prompt-delay interval. The teacher
held up the card and said. "Everyone. look.' She
then said the target student's name. ensured that
the student was looking, asked. 'What word?". and
immediately said the word name. Correct imitations
of the model were reinforced. On the second 25.
tnal block, the teacher waited 1 sec after asking,
'What word?", before modeling the word name.
The response interval was increased by 1 sec on
each successive 25-trial block to a maximum of
8 sec.

During instruction, five potential responses were
recorded. Unprompted correct responses: when
the student stated the word correctly before the
teacher modeled the correct response: prompted
correct responses: when the student correctly im-
itated the teacher's model; non-wait cams: when
the student stid any word other than the correct
one before the teacher's model; wait errors: when
the student said any word other than the correct
one after the teaches model; and no responses:
when the student did not say any word within 5

Vokm. 23. Mawr 1590 15



sec of the model. For correct responses. the
teacher said. *Good :. repeated the woro. gave one
token to the student. and initiated the 2-5 sec inter-
trial interval. Only unprompted correct responses
counted townd criterion. For non-wait and wait
errors. the teacher said. 'Veit if you don't know.".
removed the card, and initiated the intertnal in-
telval. For no responses. the teacher removed the
card and initiated the intertnal interval. When
students had accumulated 13 of 15 possible tokens.
they exchanged them for one back-up reinforcer
at the end of the session. If they did not have 13.
they could save any tokens they had earned.
Criterion was 100% unprompted correct responses
for one session on a continuous reinforcement
schedule (CRF) followed by a group criterion of
100% unprompted correct responses for two con-
secutive sessions on a vanaole rano-three schedule
VR3). When individual group members met the
CRF criterion. that student was placed on a VR3
schedule until all members of the group had met
cntenon.

Group-management contingency. .113 en-
sum mat siucieria responded when 1, was
their turn, the following contingencies were used.
The first time a student said another's word, a warn-
ing was given. The second time this happened
within a given session, the teacher took one token
away from the violator, but let the student keep
any remaining tokens. However, the student was
not allowed to select a back-up reinforcer that ses-
sion. The third violation resulted in removal of all
tokens, and the student was asked to leave the
group. Any time another student interrupted a

it was delivered to the target student at the
end of the session.

Measurement of responses to attentional
cue. In both predictable and unpredictable con-
ditions. studenti responses to the attentional cue.
-Everybody look.: were recorded by an observer.
When the teacher provided the cue, the observer
glanced from left to nght at the eyes of the first
three students. They were scored as attending
eyes looking at the card or the student who was
answering or nonanending eyes directed at
anything other than thecard or the bnswering stu-
dent. On the next Mal, the obsetver measured the
remaining student in the group.

Measurement of observational learning.
During instruction, students were able to observe
40 words being taught to other members of the
group. Their ability to read these words was mea-

16 Limning Otubaty Quarts/eV

sured (a) during the baseline condition, tb) when
each student individually met the CRF criterion,
and (c) when the group VR3 criterion was met.
All assessments occurred in 1:1 arrangements,
with the latter two conducted by the research
associate to assess generalization. The assessor
held up the word cam. said "What word?", and
waited 3 sec for a response. Descnpnve praise was
provided for correct responses: for errors and no
responses. the card was removed and the inter-
tnal interval was initiated.
Experimental Design

An adapted alternating-treatments design
(Sindelar. Rosenberg, Ck Wilson. 1985) was used
to compare the effects of the predictable and un-
predictable mal sequences. This design is similar
ro the alternating-treatments design in that two or
more treatments are applied in alternating fashion
across experimental sessions (days). However,
rather than applying the compared treatments to
the same behdvior. they are applied to different.
but equally difficult. behaviors (two
sets of second-crade level words with an eqL
numoer of f, yilabiesi. Atter tne baseline condition,
students learned one group of words using the
predictable trial sequence, the other with the un-
predictable sequence. The use of these conditions
was randomly assigned to days. with no more than
three consecutive days in the same condition.
Reliability

Reliability assessments on student responding
(to the attention cue and task direction) and pro-
cedural fidelity (Bilhngsley. White. dc, Munson.
1980) were conducted at least once outing the
baseline condition and at least once every five
days for each experimental condition. For proce-
dural reliability, the following behaviors were mea-
sured: presenting the correct card to the correct
student: presenting the attention cue and ensuring
a response: saying *What word ?*: waiting the cor-
rect response interv;.!: providing the prompt when
appropriate: providing the correct consequences,
and waiting the intermal interval.

RESULTS
Reliability Estimates

Reliability estimates were calculated usitig the
point-by-point method (the number of agreements
divided by the number of agreements plus dis-
agreements multiplied by 100). The percent agree-
ment on student responding during baseline con-
dition was 96.3. 95.1, 98.7, 99.3, 98.7 for Hank,



Mason. Alice. F-ank. and Nellie. respectively. In
group instructon, agreement was 100% for ail stu-
dents in predictable sessions and 99 6% in unpre-
dictable sessions. Percent of agreement on stu-
dents' responses to the attennonal cue was 83
(range 80-87), 92 (range 89-97), 83 (range 80-86).
83 (range 80-86), and 91 (range 83-100). respec-
tively, for Hank, Mason, Alice. Frank. and Nellie.
Procedural rehability was calculated by dividing the
number of actual teacher behaviors by the number
of planned behaviors and multiplying by 100 (Bill-
ingsley et al., 1980). Mean estimate for the teacher

behaviors during baseline condinon was 99.5
(range 98.9-100): in the predictable condition it
was 99 4 (range 98.2-100): and in the unpredict-
able condition it was 99.4 (range 97.3-100). Pro-
cedural errors were distributed across behaviors.
Effectiveness and Efficiency

The percent of correct responses is shown in
Figure 1. For all subjects. correct responding for
both predictable and unpredictable words in the
baseline cundition was 0%. With the introduction
of the progressive time-delay procedure. all sub-
jects reached criterion on both predictable and un-
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predictable words. Thus, the time-delay procedure
was effective in teaching students the target words
regardless of the tnal presentation sequence used.
One instructional modification was made on the
last day of the predictablecondition. Because stu
dents were reinforced on a VR3 schedule. they
could earn back-up reinforcers without performing
at 100% unprompted correct responses. The
teacher told them before the session that all their
respctises must be correct to earn a back-up rein-
forcer. As a result of this modification, all students
emitted 100% correct unprompted responses.

Number nf sessions and percent of errors to
criterion were calculated for the predictable and
unpredicukble conditions to determine whether
either condition resulted in more efficient leam-
ing. Data on sessions to aiterion were based on
the first instructional session until each student met
the CRF criterion. Mason was not included in this
analysis as he moved before meeting criterion. In
the predictable condition, Hank required 7 sessions,
Alice 5, Frank 6, arid Nellie 5; in the unpredict-

18 LANIUMg Dissbiltv OvArterty
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able condition. Hank required 7. Alice 4. Frank
7. and Nellie 5. The percent of errors in both con
damns was low 3% in the predictable condition
and 2% in the unpredictable condition. Overall.
neither trial-presentation condition appeared more
efficient than the other.
Observational bearning

The percent of words students learned through
observation is presented by condition in Table 2.
As shown, all students learned some words taught
to other students in both conditions. The greater
amount of observational learning appeared to oc
cur from basehne to CRF cntenon rather than from
CRF to VR3 critenon. For Hank and Nellie. the
differences were minimal between the predictable
and unpredictable conditions, but Alice and Frank
appeared to learn more words taught in the pre-
dictable than the unpredictable condition.
Attention Data

Data on the mean percent of trials in which
students attended to the attentional cue were col-
lected in 63% of the predictable and 83% of the

14. :;



unpredictable sessions. As presented in Table 3.
rrunimal differences appeared between conditions.

DISCUSSION
According to the results from Experiment I, no

substantial differences existed between the predict-
able and unpredictable conditions. Experiment II
was Implemented to increase the differences in the
two conditions. Specifically, its purpose was to
compare a multiplemal, predictable sequence
with a single-mai. unpredttable sequence on ac-
quisition, attention, and observational learning.
The multiple-trial, predictable sequence was
similar to the predictable sequence in Experiment
1 except that students received four mals rather
than one during each turn. The single-mal, un-
predictable condition was identical to th-
dictable condition in Experiment I.

EXPERIMENT //
METHODS

Participants and Setting
Four participants of Experiment I Hank. Alice.

ord Nellie aiso participated Expen-
melt I!, and the sertngs weri
Materials and Tasks

From the school distnct's cumculum. 32 ab.

breviations were selected. Each student was taught
eight abbreviations, four in each condition. Other
materials, tokens, and back-up reinforcers were
identical to those described in Experiment I.
Procedures

General procedures. As in Experiment I, one
small-group instructional session was held each
school day. and the abbreviations were taught using
the progressive time-delay procedure. Two instruc-
tional conditions were randomly alternated across
days students learned four abbreviations with
the multiplemal. predictable sequence and four
with the single-trial, unpredictable sequence.
Other subiects' target abbreviations served as
observational learning stimuli. Abbreviations were
assigned to the two conditions so that abbrevia-
tions learned in one condition were of the approx.
imate difficulty as those learned in the other. based
on length. use of upper- and lower-case letters, and
beginning letters. In the multiple-mai, predictable
condition, Hank was taught M.D.. Rd.. in., qt.,
Alice was taught yd.. sec.. Govt.. Inc.; Frank was
taugnt No.. hr. . tsri oal o off Ncl!::- 111Pf

P.O., Cu.. lb.. Dent For tho
able condition. Hank was taught Jr.. Ave., Mt.,
tbsp.; Alice was taught Ms., Capt., doz.. mi.; Frank
was taught ma, P.M., oz., wk.; and Nellie was

Table 3
Petcesit of Comet Response. to the Attention Cue lot AB Subject. for Both Condi-
tion. Across the Three Experiments
iSehiect

Eepwlieeet
Pemba. Umpredict.

Experimise

Espenimmea U

Predict- Uepndict.
Eepartmesa W

Predkt Uspredict

75 81 51 sa 73 72

75 76 59 44 70 58

Frank 79 84 79 70 as 90

Nei, 86 86 76 66 75 81

Tapenreere 1 end pactaremne lime deity nd compared aMsle-trial, precactehis to enple-elei. impracticable VI m-

cptmese; Eceriment wad promotive eine didep and compared multiple-mai, walkable to drogliNnal. unpredict-

obis mei aagewials: and Eeponment ID used a modeles" modem and cormaered mukipleaael. predictable m singie4nal,

ungradicaabk etal sequences.
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taught A.M.. pt.. Bldg., and Sr. Procedures for col
lecting attention data, observational learning data.
and reliability assessments werc identical to those
used in Expenment I. In addition, the same group-
management contingency was in effect.

MultIple-trial, predictable sequence and
single-trial. unpredictable sequence condi-
tions. During mukiple-mal, predictable sequence
sessions, the teacher provided four consecutive
trials one trial on each of the four target abbre-
viations to the student on her left, followed by

20 Learrunq Dasibtka, Quanwriv
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the same number of trials to the student seated
next to the first student, and so on until all students
had received four consecutive trials. This pattern
was repeated until all trials had been presenteo
The single-mal, unpredictable sequence sessions
were conducted as in Expenment I. Before each
session, the teacher told the group which condi-
tion was in effect.

Baseline conditions. Prior to instruction. all
32 abbro.nations plus 5 known words or abbrevia-
tions were presented in 37 trial sessions. Baseline



sessions were conducied for a minimum of three
days or until stable performance was evident. Pro-
cedures were identical to those used in Exponent I.

Progressive time-delay procedures. As in
Experiment I. the progressrve time-delay procedure
was used. During each session, students received
four tnals on each of their four abbreviations. Ses-
sions were divided into four. 16-trial blocks for a
total of 64 trials. All other procedures were id-n-
tical to those described for Experiment 1.
Experimental Design.

As in Expenment I. an adapted alternating-
treatments design was used to compare the effects
of the multiple-trial, predictsble sequence and the
single-trial. unpredictable sequence. The use of
each condition was randomly assigned to days
with no more than two consecutive days of the
same condition.

RES ULTS
Reliability Estimate,

Reliability estimates were rAlrul:ed using the
point-by-point method. Percent agreement on stu-
lent responding dwiny bastiiiiig waS 90.2, WO,
100. and 96.2 for Hank. Alice. Frank, and Nellie,
respectively. Mean percent agreement during the

predictatile sequence was 100 and
98.4 (range 97.5-99.3) during the single-trial. un-
predictable sequence. For students' responses to
the anentional cue, the mean percentage of agree-
ment was 86 (range 83-90). Procedural reliability
estimates were calculated as in Experiment I.
Mean estimates for all teacher behaviors were 99.4
(97.9-100) in baseline. 95.7 (70.5-100) in the
multiple-Mal. predictable condition. and 98.9
(97.5-99.3) in the single-Mal, unpredictable
condition.
Effectiveness and Efficiency

The percent of correct responses for all subiects
is shown in Figure 2. As illustrated. ale progres-
sive time-delay procedure was effective in estab-
lishing aiterion-level performance with all students
on all abbreviations regardless of the trial sequence
used. No procedural modifications were necessary.

The number of seasons and the percent of errors
to criterion also were calculated for the multiple-
trial, predictable and the single-trial, unpredictable
conditions to determine whether one resulted in
more efficient learning. Data on sessions to criterion
were based on the first instructional session until
each student met the CRF criterion. In the multiple-
trial, predictable condttion. Hank required 4 ses-

1 .1

sions, Alice 3. Frank 3, and Nellie 3; in the single-
trial, unpredictable condition, Hank required 3,
Alice 3. Frank 7, and Nellie 9. These data appear
to indicate that the sequence of trial presentation
did not influence learning for Hank and Alice.
However, for the single-mal. unpredictable con-
dition Frank and Nellie required more than dou-
ble the number of sessions needed in the multple-
trial. predictable condition, As in Erperiment I, the
percent of errors in both conditions was low: P.:.
in the multiple-trial, predictable condition and 3%
in the single-trial, unpredictable ctindition. Thus.
for sessions to criterion and for two students
Frank and Nellie the multiple-trial. predictable
condition resulted in more rapid learning.
Observational Learning

The percent of words students learned obser-
vationally by condition is presented in Table 4. As
in Experiment I, all students learned some ab-
breviations taught to other students in both con-
ditions. but more observaaonal learning appeared
to occur from baseline to CRF cntenon rather thAr.
from CRF to VH3 criterion. The differences be-
tween the two conditions (multiple-trial, predict-
able and single-trial. unpredictable) were mixed:
Hank appeared to learn more of the multiple-mal
abbreviations whereas Frank learned more of the
single-tnal abbreviations; Nellie and Alice achieved
similar results in both conditions.
Attention Data

Data on the mean percent of trials in which
students attended to the artennonal cue were col-
lected for all sessions in both conditions. (These
data are shown in Table 3.) Although student at-
tention was greater in the multple-tnal, predictable
sessions, differences were not large. When com-
pared to Experiment 1. however, Hank and Alice
appeared to attend less regardless of condition.

DISCUSSION
The resuits from Experimentll were mixed. Two

students appeared to learn faster and to attend
more in the multiple-that, predictable condition,
two others were relatively unaffected. In addition,
some differential effects were noted in initial ses-
sions. For Hank and Alice, the single-trial. unpre-
dictable condition produced higher percentages of
correct responses; however, the reverse was true
for Frank and Nellie. When one instructional pro-
ce, Aire is clearly more efficient than another for
r Me but not for all students (e.g,, the multiple-
trial, predictable condition for Frank and Nellie),
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the more efficient procedure snould cleariy be used
with students whom it appears to benefit.

Since this expenment did not produce conetitent
substantial differences across students, we hypo-
thesized that the progressive ume-delay procedure's
effectiveness may have obscured the differences be-
tween the two tnal sequences. Thus, the purpose
of Experiment 111 was to compare the multiple-trial.
predictable sequence with a single-trial. unpredic-
table sequence when words were taught using a pro-
cedure that was not considered errorless. The
procedure model-testemployed a model on the
first presentation of each word: thereafter all vials
were presented without a model (Fink & Bnce-Gray.
1979). Again. data were collected on acquisition.
attention, and observational learning.

EXPERIMENT III
METHODS

Participants. Setting, and Materials
Subjects and setong in E.xpenment III were iden-

;mai to those of Expenment II. Forty words from
the school district's curriculum were selected and
taught: each student was taught 10 words. All
words were individually hand printed on cards as
in Experiment 11.
Procedures

General procedures. As in Experiment 11.
one small-group instrucnonal session was held
each school day. Words were taught using the
model-test procedure. Two instructional conditions
were randomly alternated across days. Students
learned five words in the multiple-trial. predictable
sequence and five words in the single-mal, un-
predictable sequence. Other subjects' target words
served as observational learning stimuli. (Students'
target words are shown in Table 5.) Each session
consisted of 15 trials per group member. Pr,-
cedures for collecting attention and observanonal
learning data were identical to those of Experiment
11. Further. the same group-management con-
nnrncy and expenmentai design were employed.

Table 4
.Percent of CorrectResponse. and Percent of Net Gain on DimermtionalAbbreWa.done for Experiment U

&Weft 111amitio CRF VRS Perm* Not Pomo NotCosdittos °Martin% Criterion Gen Iron G. item
Illsoolimo S000liso to

4:1F Criterions VRS Critionow
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Table 5
Target Ube& by lostroctiossi Candid*. and Student for &puissant 111
Seimiont Setlip IsoTold / hediesaide ftehe4dal / theareiiciabla
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Hank
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sort
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mange

enclosure

smooth
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spread

continue

prepare

Inektde
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peal
COMM

Inset
record

Multiple-trial. predictable sequence and
single-trial. unpredictable sequence condi-
dons. During multiple-tnal, predictable sequence
sessions, the teacher provided five consecutive
trials one trial on each of the five target words
to the student on her left. She then presented the
same number of trials to the student seated next
to the first student, and so on until all students had
received five consecutive trials. This pattern was
repeated until all trials had been presented. The
sligle-tnal, unpredictable sequence was conducted
exactly as in Experiment I. Before each session.
the teacher told the group which condition was
in effect.

Baseline conditions. Prior to instruction. all
40 words plus 5 known words were presented in
45 tnal sessions. Three baseline sessions were con-

ducted pnor to a one-week school district vaca-
tion, with one session after students returned
Other procedures were identical to those used in
Expenment II.

Model-test procedure. Model-test sessions
were divided into three blocks of trials so that stu-
dents received three trials on each of their five
words. Model trials were presented during the first
model-test session only. During model trials. the
teacher held up a word card. iaid ("Target students
name): ensured that the student was looking at
the card, and immediately provided a vocal model
of the word. The teacher waited for a 2-5 sec inter-
trial interval before presenting the next card. Stu-
dents were not required to imitate the model, and
no student responses were scored during model
trials. The teacher continued to present model
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trials until students had received one trial on each
of their five target words. Immediately following
model trials, the teacher presented test mails as
follows. The teacher held up the card. said "(Target
swdent's name)," ensured that the student was
looking, asked "What word?", waited 3 sec for a
response. provided appropnate consequences.
and recorded the responses. Dunng test trials stu-
dent responses were scored as correct the stu-
dent said the COITOLI word within 3 sec of the ques-
tion, 'What word?: incorrect the student said
any word other than the correct one within 3 sec
of 'What wordr; or no response the student did
not say any word within 3 sec of What word?"
After a correct response the teacher said. "Good".
repeated the word. and delivered one token. In-
correct responses resulted in the teacher saying,
"No" and saying the correct word. For no res-
ponses. the teacher removed the card and waited
the intertrial interval. Only test trials were
presented during the second and all subsequent
sessions. Students exchanged tokens after the ses-
cions If they had riccurniqatod seven tckcric
less. they chr,se klack-un reinforce, 4rnIn a dif-
ferent box than if they had 8.15 tokens. The first
box contained reinforcers of less value, as deter-
mined by a survey of students preferences. Crit-
erion was identical to that of Experiments I and II.
Reliability

Reliability assessments on student responding
and attention were collected as in Expenments 1
and 11. For procedural reliability, the following
behaviors were measured: presenting the correct
snmulus to the appropnate student. presenting an
attentional cue and ensunng a usponse. asking
*What word?", waiting 3 sec for a response. pro-
viding correct consequences, and waiting the inter-
trial interval.

RESULM
Reliability Estimates

Reliability estimates were calculated using the
point-by-point method. Percent agreement on stu-
dent responding durino baseline condition was
100, 97, 96.7, and 96.7 for Hank. Alice, Frank.
and NeVie, respectively. Mean percent agreement
during the multiple-trial, predictable sequence was
97.6 (range 91.1-100) and 99.2 (range 97.7-100)
during the single-trial, unpredictable sequence. For
students' responses to the attentional cue, the
mean percentage of agreement was 85.8 (range
80-97). Procedural reliability estimates were

24 Lsoming DlMi, Qum.*

calculated as in Expenment 1. Mean estimates for
all teacher behaviors were 98.4 (97-100) in base-
line. 99.8 (99.5-100) in the multiple-trial. predict.
able condition. and 99.6 (98.5-100) in the single-
trial, unpredictable condition.
Effectiveness and Efficiency

Due to the end of the school year. the VR3
criterion was not met in either condition. For all
students. however, the trend of both conditions
was increasing when the study ended (see Figure
3). Hank met the CRF critenun in the multiple-
mai. predictable condition only; Frank met the
CRF cnterion in the single-trial, unpredictable con-
dition only; whereas Alice and Nellie met CRF
critenon in both conditions. For Hank and Nellie.
the data series for each condition were similar in-
dicating no substantial differences. For both Alice
and Frank. initial sessions suggested that the mul-
nple-mal. predictable conaition produced a higher
percent of correct responses than the single-mal.
random condition as evidenced by 0% overlap for
all sessions to cntenon fnr Alice and for the first

y. %nstnivinnal sessions for Frank (3 eat.h trial se-
quenee). litiwever, while Alice reached critenon
first in the multiple-trial, predictable condition,
Frank reached criterion in the single-trial, un-
predictable condition and did not meet criterion
in the multiple-trial. predictable condition by the
end of the school year.

A calculation of the mals to cntenon revealed
no notable differences. Hank and Frank did not
reach criterion. and Alice required four sessions
with the multiple-mal. predictable condition, com-
pared to six sessions in the single-mal. unpredict .

able condition; Nellie required five sessions in both
conditions.

Percent of errors to cntenon presented mixed
data. For the multiple.mal. predictable condition,
Hank's percent of errors was 13. Alices 7, Frank's
19, and Nellie's 21. For the single-mal. unpredict-
able condition. Hank's percent of errors was 5.
Alice's 20. Frank's 29. and Nellie's 13.
Observational Learning

The percent of words students learned obser-
vationally by condition is presented in Table 6. As
in the other expenments. observational learning
occurred, much of it taking piece pnor to the CRF
criterion, and no substantial differences were
found between conditions.
Attention Data

Students' responses to the teacher's attentional
cue were collected on 78% of the multiple-tnal.



predictable sessions and on 89% of the single-trial
random seuions. (These data are presented in
Table 3.) As illustrated, Alice attended more on
multiple. predictable trials: Frank and Nellie more
on single, unpredictable trials, whereas Hank's at-
tending was similar in both conditions. The per-
centages for Alice and Hank increased horn Ex-
penment 11 in both conditions.

DISCUSSION
The model-test procedure was effective in in-

creasing all students percent of unprompted cor-
rect responses. Specifically, it was effectwe in
establishing cntenon-level responding with Alice
and Nellie in both trial sequence conditions. with
Hank in the multiple-trial. predictable sequence.
and with Frank in the single-trial. predictable se-
quencP. For two subjects. Alice and Frank, the in-
itial level of correct regnonses was higher using the
multiple-trial, predictsble sequence, but this initial
advantage did not maintain. nor was it evident for
Hank and Nellie. Error percentages were higher
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for all students with the model.test procedure than
in Expenments I and II where the progressive time-
delay procedure was used. but it was not differen.
tially affected by the mai presentation sequence

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The purpose of these expenments was to (a)

evaluate the effects of a progresswe time-delay
procedure in a small-group arrangement: (b) com-
pare the effects of an unpredictable trial sequence
with a predictable trial sequence on acquisition.
attention, and observational learning; (c) compare
the effects of a multiple-trial, predictable sequence
with a single-trial, unpredictable sequence on the
efficiency measures: and (d) compare the effects
of a mutaple-tnal, prec:ictable sequence with a sin-
gle-trial, unpredictable sequence when a model-
test procedure was used. Several statements can
be made based on the findings.

First. in Expenments I and II, the progressive
time-delay procedure was used in a small group

26 Leanseng &Wilkey Quarterk

by an expenenced teacher with few procedural er-
rors. This supports previous research indicating

that the procedure could be reliably implemented
in 1:1 instruction (Ault et al.. 1988; Bennett et al..
1986: Godby et al.. 1987). Second, the progres-
sive time-delay procedure was effective in teaching
word reading and abbreviations to a group of stu-
dents with learning chsabibties. All students reached
cntenonlevel performance with the introduction
of the procedure. To date, this procedure has been
used more often in one-to-one instructional ar-
rangements in teaching discrete skills to students
with moderate and severe handicaps (Ault et al..
1988: Bream & Polling, 1983), but it has also been
used successfully with students with mild handi-
caps (Precious, 1985). The current findings extend
those investigations to include effective use of pro-
gressive time delay in group instruction with stu-
dents who were learning disabled and extend pre-
vious research showing that constant time delay
was effective with this population in 1:1 (Stevens
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& Schuster. 1987) and small groups (Wolery.
Gast. & Boyle-Gast. in press). Efficiency measures
from Expertmentslandllare similar to progreuivetime-delay Inver:dye:ions in 1:1 arrangements as
the percent of error; was low (5% or less) and
stimuli were learned qwckly (9 sessions or feweri.
Compared to the model-test procedure, substan-
tial differences were found in the error percent-
ages. However. it is unclear to what extent these
findings are replicable: (a) with larger groups of
students, (b) in group arrangements where sub-
stannally different content is being taught. (c) in
contexts with more students in the classroom. or
(d) in situations where the teacher was less skilled.
Clearly, these areas constitute topics for future
research.

Third, no consistent effects of the trial presen-tation methods were found across investigations.No substantial difference between the two condi-
tions occurred for all four subiects in Experiment

This may be becateie the students were exper-
ienced learners and because the progressive time-delay procedure was a noworful orrogy produc
in3 rapid acquisition with minimal error; In Ex.
penment 11, when differences between the two trial
presentation sequences were increased, some dif-
ferential effects occurred, but the results weremixed. In both conditions. Hank and Alice re-quired a similar number of sessions, but for Frank
and Nellie, the multiple-trial, predictable sequenceresulted in fewer sessions to criterion and a lower
percentage of errors to otenon than did the single-trial. unpredictable condition. Although some dif-ferences were noted, it is likely that the progreuive
time-delay procedure, because of its frequent
prompts and gradual fading of prompts in
may have overridden the effects of the trial presen-
tation sequence. To investigate this possibility, the
model-test procedure that involved fewer promptsand removed those prompts more abruptly wasused in Experiment 111. Due to the end of the
school year, criterion was not reached in all trial
sequence conditions. However, the results in-dicated that the multiple-trial, predictable se-
quence produced higher levels of correct respond-ing for two students in the initial sessions. Thus,for experienced learners such as those included
in this study, it appears that manner of trial presen-
tation does not affect learning. Teachers should
feel free therefore, to select a trial presentation se-
quence that fits their needs,

The failure to find consistent differences across
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expenments suggests that factors such as the trial
sequence may be important only for some studentsor during some phases of instruction. Clearly, theemerging data on task variation (Dunit.,.., 1984:Neel et al.. 1980) were not replicated in these ex-
periments. Previous research on task variation.
however, used different types of tasks rather thanthe same task presented in different ways. Future
research should address the combined effects ofvaried tasks and vaned trial presentation formats.

Fourth. it is interesting to note that, as measuredby the observers, attention was relatively low, yet
acquisition of target and observational items oc-curred. It may be that attention, as measured inthese experiments (i.e.. looking at the stimulus cardwhen the instructor gave the group attention&
cue), was not a sensitive index of students' atten-tion to instructional stimuli. Since attending data
were taken only at the time the instructor gave the
anennonal cue and only when the observer glancedat the student, some attending beraviors may
have occurred but were not measured.

Fifth, each student involved in me group leameu
4dditional stimuli by observin uthers in the group.
The maprity of observational words were learned
from the first session of instruction until the in-
dividual CRF criterion was met. Some additional
words were learned after the CRF criterion, butnot to the same extent. This indicates that dunng
acquisition of their target words students simultan.
eously learned other students' words. After stu-
dents had learned their own words, however, and
were given overleaming trials to fulfill the group
cntenon. less observational learning occurred. I:
may be that during acquisition of their target words
they were more actively attending to all instruc .
tional stimuli. This assumption is supported. inpart, by increased variability and decelerating
trends in the attention data over the course of each
expenment.

In addition, a student who was seated near butdid not participate in the group activity a/so learned
a substantial number of the target stimuli. This stu-dent was noted watching the sessions during Ex-
periment 1, and it was decided to measure the ef-
feta of that exposure. Thus, he was pre- and post-
tested on all the subiects' stimuli in Experiments
11 and 111. No contingencies for responding or at-
tending were in effect. In Experiment II, he ac-
quired 91% of the abbreviations and In Experi-
ment 11143% of the words taught to the subjects.It is not clear what controlled his learning other
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than the opportunity to observe the instruction.
Althougn proximity appeareo to be necessary. it
is unlikely that it was sufficient to ensure sucn
learning.
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Teaching Sight Word Reading in a Group Instructional
Arrangement Using Constant Time Delay

David L. Gast.' Mark Wolery.: Lowry L. Morns.:
Patricia Munson Doyle,2 and Stacie Meyer'

' Group E.rrorless Teaching Strategies Proiect. Department ot Special Education. University ot
Georgia. 370 Aderhold Hall. Athens. GA 30602. USA. University 01 Kentucky Lexington.
KY. USA. ' Fayette County Public Schools. KY. USA

Abstract. In this investigation we examine( the effectiveness of constant time delay
(CTD) in a small group instructional arrangement Five primary-aged students in a self-
contained classroom for students with moderate delays were taught to read environ-
mental sight words. In addition, we assessed observational learning (students learning
other group members' words) across each instructional condition. The definitions of the
words taught were inserted in the descriptive verbal praise statement after correct
responses. We assessId students on their acquisition of the definitions of their target
and observational learning words. We used a multiple probe design across word sets to
assess the effectiveness of the CTD procedure it, the small group instructional arrange-
ment. The results indicated that (a) CTD was effective in teaching sight words to four
students. (h) students acquired some information targeted fur other students and fcl
students acquired a minimal amount of information presented in the praise statements
for their own and other group members' target behaviors.

Researchers have found constant time delay (CTD) to be an effective and
efficient instructional strategy tor teaching students with handicaps in one-to-
one instructional arrangements (Handen & Zane. 1987). The procedure is quite
straightforward. It begins by presenting several trials in which thc discrimina-
tive stimulus (e.g.. printcd word) and controlling prompt (e.g.. spoken word)
are paired. Aftcr one or two zero second delay trials on each target stimulus.
the controlling prompt is delayed a specified number of seconds (e.g.. 3 s). All
subsequent trials are presented at this delay until criterion is reached. Typi-
cally. within thc first two sessions. subjects begin to respond prior to the dcliv-
:rv ot the prompt .ho me i transter ol stimulus control from th.: prompt the

targct stimulus.

This investigation was supported by the U.S. Department of Education. Grant G008730215. How-
ever. the opinions expressed do not necessanly reflect the policy of the U.S. Department of
Education. and no official endorsement ot the U.S. Department of Education should be inferred.
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Small Uroup insiruciwn

Table 1. Students. target wnrd pairs. order ot instruction, and target stimuli

Order ut
instruction

Student.;

Colin Brent Andrea Tummy Delberi

Set i closed doctor enter nurse push
county dentist esit name pull

Set :. clams Jmbulance cold police telephone
state cotrance city poison emergency

Set 3 operator no swimm ns warning ladies nu tresnassine
hospital elevator caution danger no bareteet

Set 4 lire escalator open employees only lire escane
lazi no admittance stop emergency exit lire exii

making cyc contact with the word card within 4 s thc group attcridint,
This was followed by the teacher ensuring an individual attending response
from the targeted student and prescnttng the task direction "(Student's namel.
look. What word?"

Probe procedures. Individual probe sessions consisted of 40 trials: um. iri'd
on each of thc 8 target words and one trial on each uf thc 32 observation-al
words. The teacher conductcd a minimum of three probe sessions in each probe
condition, or until thc data stabilized. Probe conditions occurred prior tu in-
struction on the first word pair and after all students mct criterion on their word
pairs. During probe conditions, the teacher presented thc word rard. said
"(Student's name), look." secured an attending response, and provided the
task direction. -What word?" Thc student had 4 s in which tu respond. a

student made a correct response within the 4. response interval, the teacher
provided verbal praise and thc choice of an edible ur toy un a continuous
reinforcement schedule (CRF). No response and all incorrect responses were
ignored, followed by the teacher waiting the 3-5 s intertrial interval. To main-
tain student attention, the teacher delivered verbal praise and an edible on a
VR3 sc.t.cdule for making eye contact with the word card and sitting appropri-
ately. During the last two sessions uf Probe IV and Probe V. she reinforced
correct responses un a VR3 rather than a CRF schedule, and reinforced attend-
ing behaviors on a VRIO rather than a VR3 schedule. This was done tu mainkun
subject responses following the final instructional condition.

Constunt tune dela: The teacher conducted instructional sessions in a small
group arrangement usine a 0-4-, CTD procedure. Each session consisted ol
trials: 6 trials per subject. three trials per word from each pair. We do. Wed e.n
session into six blocks of five trials with students receiving une trial in each
block. Words were randomly intermixed across thc six blocks. During session
I. we implementcd a 0-s delay in which the teacher provided the group and
individual attending cues. presented the task direction. and immediately mod-
eled thc correct word name. In all subsequent sessions, we inserted a a 4..
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delay interval between the presentation of the task direction and the teacher's
delivery of the model. Both correct responses betore the prompt (anticipations)
and correct responses after the prompt (correct waits) resulted in the teacher
providing descriptive verbal praise and an edible or toy. The descriptive verbal
praise statement included the teacher saying. "Good." repeating the word
name, and providing an abbreviated definition of the word (e.g.. "Exit means to
go out"). Only anticipations counted toward criterion. Errors occurring before
the prompt (nonwait errors) and after thc prompt (wait errors) resulted in thc
teacher saying, "No." waiting the 3-5-s intertrial interval, and presenting thc
next trial. A no response resulted in the teacher waiting thc intertripl time. and
presenting the next trial.

In order to move to a probe condition, a group criterion had to bc met. That
is. all students had to perform at 100% anticipations on thcir two target words.
when reinforced on a CRF schedule for one sc.._ a. followed by two consecu-
tive sessions at 100% anticipations, when reinforced un a VR3 schedule. If a
student attained criterion on his targeted words before other members of thc
group met criterion on their words, hc or she remained in the group and re-
ceived trials as usual.

Observation Learning

We defined observational learning as a student learning the target words of
other students. Fur each student and each instructional condi:ion, thcrc was
one word pair (two words) receiving direct instruction, and four word pairs
(eight words) that students could learn through observation. Wc collected ob-
servational learning data un thc first day a student met criterion un his ur hcr
target pairs (to criterion). Each assessment session consisted of eight trials, unc
trial for cuch observational word, conducted by the teacher using thc probe trial
procedure. The purpose of this session was to determine whcthcr observational
learning occurred simultaneously with thc acquisition of target words. When all
students in the group met criterion (through criterion), observational learning
was again measured i ....!ch probe session.

Incidental Information

During each probe condition. une of thc investigators individually assessed the
students on thcir acquisition of sight word definitions. The teacher provided
definitions as part of the descriptive praise statement during CTD instruction.
During Probe I. we assessed all 40 word definitions. Beginninc %kith Probe II.
we assessed only those definitions of words just presented (e.g.. Pair 1) and
those to be presented in the ncxt inctructional condition (Pair 2). The investiga-
tor tested students on definitions fol their two target words, as well as those
words taught to the other members of the group. A total of 20 word definitions
were tested each session: one trial per word. A trial began with the investigator
securing the student's attention and providing the task direction, "(Student's
name), look, what does (word) mean?" The student had 4 s to respond. The
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Small Group Instruction x7

investigator reinforced correct responses on a CRF schedule with verbal praise
and an edible, but ignored incorrect and no responses.

Experimental Desikn

We used a multiple probe design trawney & Gast. 1984) across four word
pairs. with reinforced probe conditions, to evaluate thc effectiveness of thc
CTD procedure. Differential reinforcement of correct and incorrect respooses
on probc trials increased thc probability that students would respond correctly
during probe conditions and decreased the probability that probe data were a
deflated representation of students' abilities. Experimental control was demon-
strated when probe performance remained stable until thc introduction of the
CTD procedure. upon which there was an abrupt change in level and trend that
stabilized at criterion. The sequence of experimental conditions was as follows:
probe all word pairs in one-to-one sessions: tcach one word pair to each student
in thc group until all students meet criteria: probc all word pairs: and repeat this
sequence until all word pairs have been taught. The fourth word pair served as
a control for each student. An experimental analysis of students acquisition 01

observational and incidenta learning was also possible using this design.

Agreement

One of thc investigators collected interobservcr agreement data on student
responding at least once ever y condition. or every five days. We used a point
by point method to calculate agreement estimates in which the numbcr of
agreements is divided by the number of agreements and disagreements multi-
plied by 100. We collected procedural agreement data (Billingsley. White. &
Munson. 1980) simultaneously with interobserver agreement data. Data were
collected on the teacher's compliance with written procedures. Instructor be-
haviors measured for all experimental conditions included: presenting the cor-
rect word card: securing thc group and individual attending response: present-
ing the task direction: waiting the appropriate response interval: delivering ,hc
appropriate consequence based on a student's response: and waiting thc cor-
rect intertrial interval. In addition, we collected data on whether the teacher
waited the appropriate delay interval before delivering thc model and complied
with group-oriented contingency procedures during CTD instruction. We cal-
culated agreement estimates on each of these tcachcr behaviors using thc for-
mula, number of observed teacher behaviors divided by the number of planned
teachcr behaviors multiplied by 100.

Results

Agreement Diita

The mean iercentages of agreements on student responding for Colin. Brent.
Tommy. Delbert. and Andrea in prcbe conditions were 98.3% (range 95-
100%). 99.1% (range 95-100%). 98.9% (range 95-100%). 99.6% (range 98-
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Table 2. Mean percentages co correct revonding during probe
conditions using CTD procedure

Student
Target
limull

Probe
I.

Probe Probe
r4

F. )e
IV.

Probe
r;

Cu lin Pair I ii OK) 100 100
Pair 2 0 0 1(X) lOO
Pair 3 o o o 92.9
Pair 4 0 0 U 0

lirent Pair I o UK) 11K) '1.4 100
Pair 2 0 0 100 CO too
Pair 3 o o o 92.9 -g
l'...ir 4 o 0 0 0 (I

Andrca l'air I o 1011 101) WO ilk)
Pair 2 0 0 100 15.7 tiK1
Pair 1 o 0 0 92.9 !oil
Pair 4 ii 0 0 0 0

Tummy No 1 ii 100 100 115.7 100
Pair 2 0 0 100 'X 6 100
Pair 3 it 0 0 92.0 lot)
Pair 4 (I

11 0 I) 11

.10.

6.1St et 41.

100%). anti 99.6% (range 98-100%). respectively. The mean percentages ofagreement for student responding during CTD conditions were 98.5% (range83-100%) for Colin. 98.3% (range 83-100h) for Delbert. and 100% for Brent.Tommy. and Andrea. Procedural agreement estimates, that is, mean percent-age of compliance, during probe conditions was 99% (range 98-100%) torColin. 100% for Brent. 98.4% (range 85-100%) fur Andrea. 99.6% (range 95-100%) for Tummy. and 99.3% (range 85-100%) for Delbert. During CTD in-structional sessions. thc range of agreements fur the group across all behaviorswas 93-100% compliance. All teacher behaviors were at (00% agreement withthe exception 01 the teacher waiting thc specified delay interval (mean 98 5`..;range 93-100%). providing thc ccrrect consequence mean 99.4%; range 97WA). and presenting thc group attending cue (mean 99.7.*;.; range 96-10()M.

Effectsueness of Cmistam Time Delay
Tile mean percentages a correct r:sponding (anticipations and waits) for thegroup across word pairs arc shown in Fig. I. The mean percentages of correetresponding in thc probe conditions for individual students are shown in Table 2.As shown in Fig. I nd Table 2. all students responded at 0% across untrainedtarget word pairs during probe cond'lions. During CTD instruction on the firstword pairs from Set I. responding increased to criterion level without anvprocedural modifications for Colin. However. because Brent. Andrea. Tumm..and Delbert consistently waited for the controlling prompt (teacher model), weimplemented differential reinforcement with these students. Procedurally, thismodification meant that anticipations received descriptive verbal praise and an
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edible or toy, whereas corrcct waits received only thc descriptive verbal praise.
This modification was effective in producing criterion level responding tor
Brent. Andrea. and Tommy. However. it was ineffective for Delbert. Elie

effectiveness of thc CTD procedure was replicated for Cola. Brent. Andrea.
and Tummy without any procedural modifications across thc ncxt two pairs of
words from Sets 2 and 3. In Probc IV. Brent, Andrea. and Tummy did not
maintain criterion level responding on all of their target words. Consequently.
the tcacher implemented a retraining instructional condition with thcse stu-
dents using the CTD procedure. After retraining, we conducted a final probe.
and each of the students maintained criterion level responding un all target
words. Word pairs from Set 4 were not taught to any student due to time
restrictions and served us untreated control words.

In addition to differential reinforcement. we instructed thc teacher to im-
plement various procedural modifications throughout the investigation for
Delbert. These modifications included: tal thc addition of a specific attentional
response in which hc was required to name the letters uf thc word in sequence
after thc teacher's model prior to giving him thc opportumty to read the word:
(b) thinning the schedule of reinforcement for group attending; tC) teaching one
word in isolation: and (L) conducting supplemental one-to-one instructional
sessions while he continued to participate in group instruction. However, these
modifications were not effective in establishing a conditional discrimination
with this student. Thc lost modification attempted before thc end of thc school
year was teaching Del'oert in a one-to-one arrangement and reassigning words
to the pair. One word from the initial pair tpull) was taught with one word he
had learned through observation (exit) during the first CTD condition. he
original 4-s CTD procedure was used. This modification was effective in teach-
ing Delbert to respond differentially to the words "pull" and "exit."

Ofickney Data

The number of trials, number of errors. percentage uf errors. and number 01
minutes of direct instructional time to criterion for Cu lin. Brent. Andrea. and
Tommy arc presented in Table 3. These efficiency data lo criterton are based on
the first instructional session that a student met the 1110% CRF criterion on his
or her target word pair. As .00wn in Table 3, the total number of trials, errors.
percentage of errors, and direct instructional time decreased with each subse-
quent CTD instructional condition. Thc mean numbcr of trials to criterion m.as
82.5 (r = 30-108) in thc first CTD condition. 39 (r = 30-60) in thc second. and
27 (r 18-48) in the third and final instructional condition. rhe numbcr or
errors and percentages of errors to criterion showed similar decreases. In the
first CTD condition, the mean number of errors war. 7.75 (r = 0-13) and the
mean percentage was 9.417( = 0-13.5%). Thc second application of CTD in
the small group resulted in a mcan numbcr ot errors of 1.74 (r = I-2) and a
decrease in the percentage uf errors to 4.5% (r = 3.3-6.6%). The mean number
and percentage uf errors decreased to 0.5 (r = 0-2) and 1.9% (r =
respectively, in the third CTD instructional condition. Finally the total amount
of time spent by the teacher and students engaged in group instruction until
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Table .3. Efficiency measures to criterion Jcross three instructional
conditions

Word pair
Student

Number ut
trials

Number ut
errors

Percent ul
e ?TOM

Word Pair 1
Culin 30 o 0

Brent % 13 13.5

Andrea ION 13 12

Tummy 96 5 1 2

.rutals 330 If 9 4

Word Pair 2
Culin 10 , o is

Brent Iti I 1 3

Andrea 30 s h h
Tommy NI 1 1 :i

Totals I ch 7 4 5

Word Pair 3
Colin 1)4 U o

Brent IN 0 II

Andrea 24 1 m 3

Tummy 18 I) U

Totals 1011 s 1 9

Instructional
1 Irfle'

1 h:32 min
4 h:45 min
5 h:42 min
4 h:5I non

5 h:42 min

i h:26 min
I h:47 min
I h:32 min
1 h:OM min

1 h:Oli min

1 h:15 min
I h:07 min
1 h:32 min
2 h:55 min

2 h:35 mIn

The total amouni ol instructional mime to crrerion is equal to the
number ut hours and minutes it took the slowest student in the group to
reach oi ir,srrstass level resounding.

criterion. decreased by 2 11 34 min trom the first to the second CTD instruc.
tional conditions, and by 2 h 47 min from thc intual CTD condition to thc final
CTD instructional condition.

Olmeruatwind Lcurnink,

Thc percentages of correct responding for observational words for Win.
Brent. Andrea. and Tummy arc shown in Table 4. Prior to thc first instructional
condition. Colin was thc only student who was able to identify any of the words
targeted for other group members. He correctly mad onc word from a pair
assigned to Andrea in the first instructional condition (12.5C4.1 and one word
from another pair assigned to Andrea in thc fourth instructional condition
(12.5%). All correct responding to the remaining observational words was at
zero perccnt across word pairs and students prior to instruction. After reachina
criterion level responding on their pairs of target words. we assessed students
for acquisition of observational words (Called: "to criterion"). We also as-
sessed thcm in the probe condition after thc group met criterion on each sct. In
all cases. students learned some of thcir group members words, and much of
this learning occurred before they met crLerion on their target words rather
than during overlearning trials. We also measured maintenance of observa-
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fable 4. Pie percentaces nt correct nhservatIonal resnondine

Word Probe To Probe ro Probe Tu Probe

Student r:ur I criterion. ; 11. criterion. r.; ill. ; criterion. .; IV. r;

Cohn

Brent

1 0 12.5 91 7 x7 q ,c
1 12.5 12.5 100 143.3 145.7

1 (1 0 o 1181 ni) li
4 12.5 8.3 12.5 12.5

4 Ii

%ndrea
Li

(I

4

roIlUnv
(1

(I

4 (I

Tutak 1 0
1Acros. 4 1

Ntudenis 1 1)

4 i i

-4) nn 7 '9 2 33.9

4) S) 4i 8 21.4

o 0 c7 h0 7

(I 0 0

'7 5 hh 7 41 7

25 vi 3
0

47 5 (.4

0

0

2 17 5

25 In 7

1S.h

28.6

11 9

In I

Ak

0

28.6
lh I
33.9

144 119.01 tsI. 42.9
4 2 1-1 4 4 ti 14 PI

II 0 g3.6 47.3

2.1 1 I IA

tiunal learning. Sudents tended to maintain some, hut nut all. of their observa-
(tonal learning.

Incidental Inlarination

During instruction. the teacher included thc definition of the words (incidental
information) in thC descriptive praise ltatcmcnt following corrcet responses.
Thc percentages of correct responding on target and observational v,ords when
measured in thc probe condition% arc shown in Table 5. All student% learned
some of thc incidental information. definitions, from the descriptive praise
statements. Further, learning oLcurred in a relatively equal manner :ieross
target words and words taught to other group members. l'hus. students were
able to learn definition% to about a third of the words taught simply from hearing
the teacher say the definition in thc praise statement. Interestingly. there were
substantial differences in the amount that each student learned: for example.
Brent learned considerably more than Thmmv. Thc controlline %ariable respon-
sible tor this difference is not known.

Discussion

The purposes of this study were to (a) evaluate the effectiveness of a CTD
procedure in a small group instructional arrangement. 031 report thc efficiency
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Table 5. The nercentuees of correct incidental resnondine lor target and oh.ervational twirth

Student
Word
pair

Probe 1 Probe II Probe III Probe I V

Target. Observ . Target. Observ . Target. Observ . Tatiret, ()bury

Cohn 1 0 0 0 17 3 0 4 2

2 0 0 0 0 66.7 :5 3.3 i 2.5

3 0 0 0 0 0 33 3
Prciest 0 0 Posttest 22.2 31 9

Brent I 50 12.5 100 95 1 50 45 8
1. 0 12.3 16.7 4 2 i00 62.5 0 62.3
3 50 1.3 0 0 50 54 2

Pretest 33 3 i 1 I Posttest 43 3 "0 8

Andrea 1 16.7 8 3 50 41 7 3 37 3
2 13.3 16.7 50 19.2 50 45 1 16.7 33.3

3 0 12.3 0 12.3 0 20.8
Pretest 16.7 12 3 Posttest 33 3 16 t

Tommy I 0 0 16 7 16.7 0 8 3
2 0 0 0 12.5 16.7 20.1 0 8 3

3 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pretest 0 0 Posttest 11 I 12.3

Totals 1 16.7 5 2 41 7 47 9 12.5 23 9
W0112 2 8 3 7 3 16 7 11.3 18.4 38.5 5 0 :6.7
students 3 12.5 5.2 0 3.1 12.5 27.1

Pretest 12.5 5 9 Posneu 375 37 8

data of this pri,cedure. tc1 identify the acquisition of words through observa-
tional learning, and (d) investigate the acquisition of incidental information
presented in the descriptive praise statements. Based on thc findings of this
investigation, we can draw four conclusions.

First. tcachcrs can successfully implement the CTD procedure in a small
group arrangement in order to teach ncw skills. This procedure. althouch effec-
tive in one-to-one instructional arrangements (Ault et al.. 19H8). has not been
used extensively with small groups (Alig. Wolery. & Gast, in press). Data
presented in Fig. I and Table 2 indicate that four students with moderate
handicaps reached criterion level performance across three sets of word pairs.
The CTD procedure was initially ineffective in establishing cnterion level per-
formance with Delbert: however, he eventually established a conditional
discrimination after various procedural modifications were implemented in a
one-to-one instructional arrangement. Although there were a series of
manipulations that occurred prior to successful criterion level performance. It
appears that the difficulty ot the initial discrimination between words in Pair I
(push/pull) may have contributed to Delberes inability to reach critenon level.
The tinal manipulation of re-pairing thc stimuli resulted in his reaching criterion
level responding. Although we found that a classroom teacher could implement
this procedure both effectively and reliably, additional research is needed to
extend its use with other populations and tasks. In addition. investigations
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should attempt to compare this procedure to other instructional strategies
shown to be effective in one-to-one instructional arrangements (e.g.. system ut
least prompts and most to least prompting).

Second. CTD became morc efficient over time. Although each of thc stu-
dents had a history of learning with this procedure. the teacher had nut used
CTD with these students in a small group arrangement. This may have contrib-
uted to the greater number of trials, errors. and direct instructional time to
criterion in the first instructional condition. This initial application of CTD
resulted in twicc the total number of trials tu criterion as thc second CTD
condition and 3 times the numbcr ot trials as thc third condition. Similar results
are shown for thc numbcr of errors. That is. in the first CID condition. students
made 4 ort:es thc numbcr ot errors as in the second instructional condition and
15 timcs the numbcr of errors as in thc third. Dircct instructional time also
decreased over timc as thc students learned to learn with CTD in the small
group arraneement.

Third. all students acquired some target information through observation.
although thc percentages of correct responding were not maintained in subse-
quent probe conditions. This is particularly evident based on a comparison of
students performances in thc final probe condition with their to criterion per-
formances. The exception was thc percentage of net gain in correct observa-
tional responding un words from thc first instructional set. Fach of the students
in thc group responded at higher levels in Probe II than whcn i criteruin. This
increase may he attributed to thc numbcr of overlearning trials Colin. Brent.
Andrea. and Tommy received as they waited for Delbert tu reach ci;,..,;,11. It
might hc expected that the increase in the number of exposures to information
uf other students would result in greater percentages of observational learning.
However, the percentages of corrcct responding in Probe 11 for Set I words did
not maintain in subsequent probe conditions. The percentages of correct re-
sponding may have maintained at thc to critenmr levels if wc had specifically
programmed for maintenance le.g., review trials on previously learned target
behaviors. Doyle. Gast, Wolery, Ault, iSc Farmer. 1989). We need additional
research on how to tat measure observational learning in small group instruc-
tion. (b) arrange small group instruction in order to facilitate observational
learning, and fel maintain observational learning once the student demonstrates
acquIsition.

Finally, each student acquired incidental information inserted in the de-
scriptive praise statements. Minimal differences ousted in thc amount of inci-
dental information learned for target and observational words. Thc low per-
centages of correct responding tu thc incidental information may relate tu the
difficulty of the target task (i.e.. students did nut know the referents or word
meaning for the sight words). This intbanation. thc definition. %kas presented in
the descriptive praise statements as the incidental learning task. In summars..
future investigations should focus un the use of various instructional strategies
in small group arrangements. In addition, research should investigate strategies
for facilitating the acquisition ot target and nontarget information through ob-
servational learning.
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Abstract

This investigation studied the acquisition of incidental information

(spelling) wnen subjects were taught to read sight words. Four

primary-aged students with mild mental retardation placed in a classroom

for students with multiple handicaps, served as subjects. Instruction

occurred In a small group arrangement using a constant time delay

procedure. The teacher presented the spelling of the target word either

prior to the student reading the word, or as part of the conr,quent

event, following a student's response. A multiple probe design across

word sets was used to assess experimental control of both the

acquisition of incidental information and the effectiveness of the

constant time delay procedure The results Indicated that: (a) each

student acquired some of the non-targeted spelling Information and b)

constant time delay was effective In teaching all words to each of the

four students. These findings are discussed In terms of designing

effective and efficient small group Instruction for students with

disabilities.



Acquisition of Incidental Information During Small Group Instruction

Smai, group instructional arrangements have Peen an effective ana

viable alternative to one-to-one instruction in classrooms serving

students with a variety of disabilities (Alberto. Jobes, Sizemore, &

Doran, 1980: Browder, Hines, McCarthy, & Fees, 1984; Fink & Sandal],

1980: Oliver & Scott, 1981). An often cited advantage of group

instruction is that it allows for observational learning (Browder,

Schoen, & Lentz, 1987; Oliver & Scott, 1981; Orelove, 1982: Westling,

Ferrell, & Swenson, 1982). Bandura (1986) defined observational

learning as the ability to acquire new skills through the observation of

the behavior of a model. In the context of group instruction,

observational learning may occur by a student imitating either the

teacher's, or another student's model of (a) the correct target response

or (b) incidental Information presented by the teacher or student that

Is related to but not targeted for direct Instruction.

The use of a small group instructional arrangement does not

preclude the use of systematic and empirically verified instructional

methods (Brown, Holvoet, Guess, & Mulligan. 1980). The constant time

delay procedure entails inserting a fixed amount of time (e.g., 4

seconds) between the presentation of the discriminative stimulus (task

direction or material) ana a controlling prompt (e.g., teacher's maul)

after a series of simultaneous or 0-sec delay trials. This strategy
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effectively transfers stimulus control from the controlling prompt to

the novei stimulus (Demchak, 1990; Wolery & Gast, 1984).

Recent investigations have shown that the constant time uelay

procedure can be both effective and efficient ln small group

Instructional arrangements. Schoen and Sivil (1989) arranged students

into dyads and compared the system of least prompts and constant time

delay procedures in teaching self-help skills to preschoolers with

developmental delays. Although both were effective in establishing the

new skills, the time delay procedure was found to be slightly superior

terms of the number of sessions to criterion. Each of these

procedures resulted in students learning the other dyad member's target

information through observation alone. Wolery, Cybriwsky, Gast, and

Boyle-Gast (in press) used a constant time delay procedure with either

specific or general attending cues to teach facts about local service

and government agencies and over-the-counter medications to a group of

four secondary-aged students with learning disabilities. In this

Investigation, the constant time delay and efficient in teaching these

facts. The students acquired not only their own target information, but

also other student's target behaviors and related but non-targeted

incidental information. In addition, the results showed that requiring

a specific attentlonal response facilitated both types of observational

learning.

Another investigation which used a constant time delay procedure in

a small group arrangement (Cybriwsky, Wolery, & Gast. In press) taught
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beginning sight word reading to preschoolers with developmental delays.

The investigation required the teacher to spell each of the target sight

words and tor the student to repeat the correct spelling as part of a

specific attending cue during instruction. The results showed that the

constant time delay procedure was effective in teaching the target

words, that some observational learning of other students' carget words

did occur, and that the percent of correct spelling for words taught

with the specific attending response was greater than for words taught

requiring a general attending response e.g., orienting toward the

target stimulus).

Doyle, Gast, Wolery, Ault and Farmer (1990) in replicating the

Wolery et al. (In press) investigation with four students with moderate

mental retardation, presented non-targeted, related information in the

descriptive praise statements following correct responding. The results

showed that the students, when taught with a constant time delay

procedure, learned the target information with very few errors, learned

other students' target information, and learned the incidental

information when presented In the consequent event following correct

responding. It appears from the results of these investigations that

although there were no structured environmental arrangements maae

between students to facilitate the learning of the other students'

target behaviors or of the incidental information (e.g., structured peer

interactions or interdependent contingencies), observational learning
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did occur through the systematic presentation of a model of the correct

response alone by other students and/or the teacher.

The primary purpose of this investigation was to assess the extent

to which a group of primary aged students with mild mental retardation

could acquire incidental information ' 'rough observational learning.

The targe task was sight word readin- and the Incidental Information

task was the spelling of target words. Observational learning was

defined as the students' ability to spell target words after observing a

teacher model. In this investigation, no direct instructions or

consequences were programmed for spelling of the target words. Correct

spelling, in addition to the delivery of a corresponding manual sign,

has been used to facilitate sight word reading (Sensing, Mazeika & Topf,

1989). In the present investigation, however, the question raised was

whether students would learn to spell words through observation of a

teacher's model when presented either before (antecedrnt condition) or

after (consequence condition) the student was required to read the word

aloud. In addition, this investigation was an attempt to replicate the

effectiveness of the constant time delay procedure in a small group

arrangement while teaching sight word reading. It did not, howeve-,

attempt t.) compare constant time delay to other sight word reading

procedures or programs (Brown, 1984; Freeman & McLaughlin, 1984; O'Shea,

Sindelar & O'Shea, 1987; Cohen. Torgesen & Torgesen, 1988; Torgesen,

Waters. Cohen & Torgesen, 1988).
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Supjects and Setting

Four males, ranging in age from 7 years 10 months to 8 years 8

months, who were enrolled in a public school classroom for students with

multiple handicaps and who functioned in the mild mental retardation

range participated In the study. Parental permission was secured for

all students prior to beginning the study. All 3tudents exhibited the

following entry skills: (a) intact auditory and visual systems (students

consistently responded to auditory and visual stimuli with corrective

appliances when necessary); (b) appropriate attending behPviors in a

group (students sat and made eye contact with the teacher and materials

for 20 minutes within the small group arrangement); (c) previous history

with the constant time delay procedure (students waited up to 4 sec for

a prompt and orally imitated an expressive teacher model); and (d)

minimal reading skills (all students could read a variety of

consonant-vowel-consonant words and basic survival words such as EXIT,

STOP, MEN). A more detailed descriptIon of the students is presented in

Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

Instructional sessions were conducted by the special education

classroom teacher in the students' (6.4 m x 8.9 m) classroom. All

students were seated together at a (2.0 m x 1.0 m) table located in the
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back of the classroom. The instructor and students were arranged so

that all wora cards were visible and all student responses were audible

to each memer in the group. Students not involved in the study

participated in regular classroom activities with the instructional

assistant.

Materialg

A total of 12 words representing objects found in the students'

environment were selected as target stimuli by the teacher based on

students' Individualized Education Program objecvtives. The classroom

staff were given a list of words to ensure that target words were not

taught during regular classroom activities. Each word was printed in

black lower case letters on the front of 10 cm x 15 cm white cards. On

the back of each card a written cue Informed the teacher (a) If she was

to spell the word (i.e., present the incidental information) and (b)

when the incidental Information was to be presented In the trial

sequence (before or after the students' target response). For each

target word there was a colored picture which was used to test the sight

word referent. These pictures were presented on 17 cm x 22 cm caras.

Target words and the order of instruction are presented in Table 2. The

tangible reinforcers selected as prizes for the students were

age-appropriate toys and games (e.g., magic tricks, Micro Machines,

hand-heid puzzles) aria a wide variety of edibles (candy bars, M & M s,

3' ittles). These items were given to students after each session,



non-contIngenr of performance, In keeping witn the teacher s classroom

practice.

Insert Table 2 about here

ExperImenLal Deslon and Assessmekt CondltIons

fxnerlmental desiciii. A multiple probe design across word sets and

replicated across students (Tawney & Gast, 1984) was used to evaluate

the acquisition of incidental Information (spelling) through

observation, and the effectiveness of the constant time delay procedure.

Following individual pretests to assess the students' ability to read

and spell each of the 12 targeted words, students were assessed on their

reading of all words and spelling of Word Set 1 in individual probe

sessions. Differential reinforcement of correct and incorrect reading

responses during probe sessions was used to increase the probability

that students would respond under the probe condition, which permitted a

more stringent test of the effectiveness of the constant time delay

procedure alonr!. After the first probe condition, students were taught

the same three words from Word Set 1 in a small group Instructional

arrangemr:nt. Prior to daily instructiona) sessions, one individual

probe trial was conducted on reading the three taregt words with each of

the students. When all students reached criterion level responding, a

probe condition was conducted which asLessed sight word reading of all

12 target words and spelling of the words Just learned (e.g., Word Set
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1) and the words to be learned in the next instructional condition

(e.g., Word Set 2). This sequence was repeated until all four word sets

had been taught.

mci f tion

This investigation included a number of measures used to select the

target words ana assess student acquisition of incidental and

generalization information prior to Probe 1, following each

Instructional condition, and after the final probe. Descriptions of the

tests, the times of assessment, and criteria for selecting words as

target words are shown in Table 3. Procedures followed were identical

to those used during probe conditions.

Insert Table 3 about here

apbe conditions. Prior to Instruction on each set of words,

students were assessed in three individual probe sessions on their

ability to read the 12 target sight words. Before each test session

students selected a prize which was delivered immediately after the

session and non-contingent on performance. Each student was tested

individually and received a total of 26 trials per session (two trials

on each of the 12 target wora and two trials on known words). The two

known words were randomly intermixed with unknown words to ensure that

the students would respond and receive reinforcement (descriptive

praise) for correct responding during )e probe sessions. All probe
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trials were conducted by the instructor placing a word card on the table

in front of a student, presenting the attending cue ("S, look here."),

waiting for the attending response, delivering the task direction ("What

wore"), and providing a 4-sec response interval. If the student

responded correctly during the response interval, the teacher affirmed

the correct response (e.g., "Good that Is the word toaster."). If the

student did not respond or responded incorrectly during the response

Interval, the teacher ignored the error, removed the word card, waited a

3-5 sec intertrial interval, and presented thil: next trial.

Dallv probe trijals. In addition to the probe conditions, daily

probe trials were presented prior to beginning each group Instructional

session. The teacher approached an individual student and conducted one

trial on each of the three target words currently receiving Instruction.

When the three individual probe trials were completed, the teacher told

the student to go to the table for reading group. Thls continued until

all students were seated at the table. Daily probe trials were

conducted to assess whether a student's correct reading of a target word

in the group arrangement was a function of having learned the word or a

result of imitating other stgdents' models of the correct response.

Correct performance by all students on the three daily probe trials, as

well as 100% correct responding during group instructional sessions, was

required before moving to the next probe condition.

Review Trials. Beginning with instruction on the second set of

target words, each stLident received one review trial on a previously
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learned target word to monitor maintenance of learned words. The review

word was randomly selected from all previously learned words. No word

was reassessed until all words received an equal number of trials. The

trial presentation for review trials was identical to that used in the

probe condition with the exception of the consequent event for errors.

All Incorrect responses were followed by an error correction proceduce

consisting of a mlid verbal reprimand (e.g., "wrong") and a vocal model

of the correct response.

Instruct1ona1 Procedures

Group arrangements and general procedures. Twelve sight words

representing known objects were targeted for Instruction. These were

selected by the classroom teacher based on students' IEP objectives.

The 12 words were divided into four sets; each set consisting of three

words. Each set was taught in a small group Instructional arrangement

using a 0-4-sec constant ,Ime delay procedure. All students were taught

the same set of target words. Instruction continued until all students

reached criterion level responding on each word in a set. That is, 100%

unprompted correct responding during grcup instruction and 100%

unprompted correct responding on the Individual probe trials, one

session using a continuous schedule of reinforcement (CRF), and one

session with approximately every third correct response receiving

descriptive verbal praise (VR3). The target words were randomly

presented within each instructional session of 24 trials with six trials

presented to each of the four students; two trials on each of the three
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target words across students. A student ala not receive more than two

consecutive turns and no word was presented on more than two successive

trials. A general group attending cue (e.g., "Everybody, look.") was

presented prior to each instructional trial.

In order to assess (a) whether students would learn to spell target

words when the cortect spelling was modeled by the teacher and (b)

whether it made a difference if the teacher modeled the correct spelling

before or after the student's reading of a target word, each word in a

set was randomly assigned to one of three experimental conditions. In

tk. "antecedent condition," the teacher spelled the target word aloud

for the student in the presence of the word card prior to the task

direction (e.g., "T-A-B-L-E." "What word?); in the "consequence

condition," she modeled the correct spelling after the student's reading

response as part of the consequent event (e.g."This Is the word table,

T-A-B-L-E."); and In the "no spelling condition," the teacher did not

spell the word aloud. During the Instructional and testing sessions,

students were au required to spell the words and they did au receive

reinforcement If correct spelling occurred.

Constaul time delay (CTD). A constant time delay procedure with a

4-5ec delay interval and a verbal model of the correct reading of the

target word as the controlling prompt, was used to teach all words to

criterion. Before beginning Instructional sessions, the students were

allowed to select a small prize to be delivered non-contingent of

performance at the end of tne session. This was In keeping with the
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classroom teacher's typical practice. The initial Instructional session

was conducted using a 0-sec delay interval. Prior to each instructional

trial the teacher provided the group attending cue, "Everybody, look,"

anki ensured attending responses from all students. Individual

Instructional trials consisted of the teacher securing the attention of

the student whose turn It was by calling his name, presenting the task

direction, and modelling th6 correct word name. If a word was assigned

to the antecedent condition, the teacher spelled the target word aloud

before presenting the task direction. Correct responses following the

teacher's model (prompted corrects) were reinforced with descrirtIvP

verbal praise including confirmation of the correct response, in the

antecedent and no spell conditions. If a word was assigned to the

consequence condition, the teacher spelled the word aloud after

providing the descriptive praise. Following incorrect responses after

the teacher's model (prompted errors or no response errors), the

instructor delivered a model of the correct reading of the target word

In the antecedent and no spell conditions, and a model of the correct

reading and spelling of the target word in the consequence condition.

Following the first instructional session, the delay Interval was

Increased to 4 sec and remained there through all subsequent sessions.

The trial format was identical to that presented during the 0-sec delay

session. During 4 sec delay sessions, five types of student responses

were possible: (a) the student could respond correctly before the prompt

was delivered (unprompted correct): (b) the student could respond
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correctly after presentation of the controlling prompt (prompted

correct); (c) the student could respond incorrectly before the prompt

(unprompted error); (d) the student could respond incorrectly after the

prompt (prompted error); or (e) the student could make no response

following the prompt (no response error). The same consequent events

were used in these Instructional sessions as described for the 0-sec

delay trials.

RellabIlltv

Dependent measure reliability estimates. Reliability observations

were conducted by a research associate twice weekly and at least once

during each experimental condition on student responses to both the

attending cue and task direction on each trial. A point-by-point method

(number of agreements divided by number of agreements plus disagreements

multiplied by 100) was used to calculate reliability.

Pracsau_Lcitra. The instructor's fidelity with

the experimental plan In conducting probe sessions and small group CTD

instructional sessions also was assessed (Billingsley, White, & Munson.

1980). These measures included recording total session time, the

teacher presenting the correct task stimulus, delivering the attending

cue, securing an attending response from all students, modelling the

spelling Information at the appropriate time, presenting the task

direction, waiting the specified delay Interval prior to delivery of the

prompt, delivering the appropriate consequent evtnt, and waiting the

specified lntertrial interval. The instructor's behavior was observed

tb)
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ria compacet.: (o a oe5cciption ot the expecimental plan, Pcoceaucal

reliability estimates were calculated by dividing the number of actual

instructor tehaviors by the number of planned behaviors and multiplying

Dy 100. Estimates were calculated for each condition, on each of the

above behaviors, for each student in the group.

Results

Reliability

The mean percentage of agreement on student responding during probe

ana instructional conditions was 100% across all students in the group.

In the probe conditions, the mean percentage of agreement on procedural

reliability was 100% on all behaviors except delivery of the correct

consequent event (mean=99.4%, range=92.3-100%). In CTD conditions. the

mean percentage of agreement was 100% on all variables except waiting

the specified delay interval (mean=99.6%, range=95.8-100%).

Effectiveness

The mean percentages of prompted and unprompted correct responses

for all students to the four sets of three target words during probe and

instructional conditions are shown in Figure 1. The percentages of

correct responding for individual students during each probe condition

are presented in Table 4. Prior to beginning the first three

instructional conditions, the percentage of correct responding to the

untrained target words was z.lro for all students in the group. The

staggered introduction of the CTD procedure In each instructional

condition resulted In criterion level responding on the target words for

I
J.
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all students. In Probe IV, although one student responded at 100%

correct on one of the target words assigned to the final word set prior

to introducing CTD instruction, the mean percent of correct responding

across students remained low (mean=12.5%, range=0-33.3%). Introduction

of the CTD procedure in the fourth instructional condition resulted in

criterion level responding for each of the students. In the final

probe condition, criterion level responding was maintained for three of

the four students. One student, Vance, required one additional

individual probe session to attain 100% correct responding.

Inser: Figure 1 and Table 4 about here

Efficiency data on the CTD prodecure across word sets are

summarized in Table 5 and show the total number of trials, errors,

percentage of errors, and direct instructional time through the group

criterion. Because these efficiency measures were calculated through a

group criterion rather than individual criterion, and the number of

trials per student per instructional session was held constant. the

nuober of trials and amount of direct instructional time through

criterion in each instructional condition was the same across group

members. Therefore, these data (trials and time to criterion).are

inflated since they represent the slowest learners performance. The

total number of instructional trials necessary to teach 12 words to each
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member of tne group was 552 (mean=138, range=96-168 across word sets)

and the total number of minutes was 127 (mean=32 min, range=19-46 min

across word sets). In addition, the CTD procedure was near errorless in

teaching the target words to all students. There were seven unprompted

errors across the four Instructional conditions with one student

emitting a total of four errors (2.9%), one student making two errors

(1.4%), one student one error (.7V, and the remaining student had zero

errors through criterion. Because of the small number of errors In this

study, no significant differences were found when the errors were

analyzed by spelling condition for each student.

Insert Table 5 About Here

incidental Learning

The mean percentage of correct responding to incidental Information

following instruction is presented in Table 6. In the initial s

pretest and in subsequent tests that occurred during probe conditions,

i.e., prelnstructIon tests, correct responding on each of the oral and

written spelling tests was zero across all students and all untrained

target words. Results from the test sessions that occurred immediately

following CTD instructions show that the mean percent of correct

spelling was greater for words that were spelled by the teacher in the

antecedent condition (mean=68.8%, range=50%-100%) as compared to woras

spelled In the consequence condition (mean=50%, range=25%-75%), ano nc
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spelling condition (mean=12.5%, range=0%-25%). There were no

differences In performance on oral and written tests (I.e., if a student

could orally spell the target word could also produce the correct

written spelling of the word with the reverse also being true). In the

final posttest, the percentage of correct spelling was greater for the

words presented In the consequent condition (mean=67.5%, range=75%-100k)

as compared to those words assigned to the antecedent condition

(mean=68.8%, range=50%-75%) end ro spelling control condition

(mean=31.2%, range=0%-50%).

Insert Teble 6 about here

Generalization

Prior to Instruction, the plrcentage of correct responding on each

of the generalization tests, receptive identification of the target

words and matching the written stimulus to a photograph of the referent,

was 25% or less across students and target words. Following reading

Instruction on each set of target words, the students performed at 100%

criterion across all words and both tests of generalization in the

posttests immediately following instruction. Each student maintained

100% correct responding on these tests In the final assessment.

Discussion

This investigation taught sight words that represented common

objects found in the students' environment in a small group arrangement

.1;)1
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using a CTD procedure. The words were selected based on a

recommendation by the teacher that we target noun words for which (a)

the students knew the referent and (b) the teacher could Integrate into

the reading program currently In use in the classroom. Flve statements

can be made in response to the findings of this investigation. First,

the 4-sec CTD procedure was reliably implemented In a small group

instructional arrangement by the classroom teacher. Second, CTD was an

effective strategy in teaching each student the 12 tatTeted words.

Third, the combination of CTD and small group instruction resulted in

few errors to criterion for all students, i.e., students averaged .14

errors per word beforc the group criterion was reached. Fourth, all

students learned some Incidental information through observation (i.e.,

the spelling of the target words) when the teacher modelled the spelling

as part of either the antecedent or consequent event. No student,

however, learned more than 87.5% (mean=78%; range=75%-87.5%) of the

spelling information. Fifth, each student demonstrated crossmodal

transfer (Sidman, 1971) based on their performance on both receptive and

comprehension tasks. SpecItically, each student was able to receptively

identify the written word after being taught to read the word. In

addition, each student was able to match the word to its referent

picture although these stimuli were never paired during instruction.

This finding Is consistent with the principle of transitivity discussed

by Sidman and Tallby (1982).
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Althougn the strength of this experimental design was that it

allowed for a comparison between three treatment conditions during the

same time period, a number of potential problems were identified.

First, one student acquired one target word from the fourth word set In

Probe IV. This may have been a result of repeated exposure to the

target words In both the extended pretests or to the previous success of

the student in "sounding out' simple consonant-vowel-consonant words.

It should be noted, however, that each student received a maximum of six

trials on each tar:let word In each probe condition. Therefore, the mean

percentage of correct responding per session for each instructional set

was calculated on only two trials per word In the set. It Is our

recommendation that a minimum of five trials be conducted for each

stimulus in order that one response does not Influence performance by

more than 20 percent.

The second potential problem is related to measures of efficiency.

The group of students selected for this investigation was homogeneous by

both age and diagnosis, and a group criterion was selected as the most

parsimonious method for implementing the CTD procedure in the small

group instructional arrangement. This allowed the teacher to use the

same trial sequence for each student In each instructional sessicn

(e.g., she did not have sessions where one student was receiving 0-sec

trials, one student was in a probe condition, and two students were at a

4-sec delay). Although the group criterion was easier to implement, It

decreased the time efficiency (trials and minutes to criterion) of CTD

I ,1
.1 a. ai
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instructicn with this group of students. For example, the total number

of trials to individual criterion across the four word sets and four

students was 200 (4.2 trials per word) as compared to the 552 total

rials (23 trials per word) required to reach the group criterion. This

was a difference of 352 additional instructional trials (14.7 per word)

in the I.Nvestigation. Thus, an individual criterion is recommended over

a group criterion when efficiency data are the primary dependent

measures of an investigation. For the practitioner, a decision is

necessary as to whether adopting a group criterion, which likely will

decrease the efficiency of instruction for some students, is Justified

because of the ease In Implementation. Variables the teacher will want

to consider prior to deciding on an individual oc group criterion

include the number of students in the group, the previous learning rates

of group members, the complexity of the instructional procedures, and

the magnitude of the differences on efficiency measures between the two

criterion models.

Third, In this investigation listening to other students respond

correctly to identical target words (same-task, same-stimuli) may have

contributed to the )oth the effectiveness and efficiency of CTD

instruction in terms of the number of trials and errors through

criterion. However, since each student was taught the same target

stimuli, observational learning of other students' target behaylors

could not be measured. The use of different sets of target words for

each student (same-task, different-stimull) might have increased the

1 (
.4:
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efficiency of the small group instructional arrangement relative to the

total number of words acquired during Instruction If students learned

through observation (Cybriwsky, et. al., In press; Orelove, 1982).

This study was noc however, an attempt t:o compare the efficiency of

the constant time delay piocedure to other sight word reading procedures

used In group instructional arrangements. Direct comparisons of sight

word reading programs have been made (cf. Brown, 1984) and future

investigations will surely compare CTD to oth9.4r efective reading

procedures.

Although students were not afforded the opportunity to observe and

acquire other group members' target words, observational learning did

occur in the form of their acquisition of non-targeted spelling

Information. Thls Information was incidental to the specific behavior

that was being taught (Becker & Glidden, 1979). The correct spelling of

the turget word was modelled by the teacher during instructiona!

sessions. Student demonstration of knowledge of this information was

not required during instruction (Brown & Holvoet, 1982), but In the test

sessions that occurred prior to and following instruction on the target

words. A comparison of effectiveness was made between spelling the word

before the trial (antecedent condition), to spelling the :d after a

response was emitted (consequence condition), to a no spelling control

condition. Although acquisition of correct spelling of the target worcs

was greater for words spelled in the antecedent condition, correct

spelling of words from the consequent event and the no spelling

1:
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conditions increased in the final posttest. Although this information

was not modeled by the teacher subsequent to instruction for the

consequent event word or never spelled for the third word, the increase

in correct spelling of words from each of these conditions may have been

a result of continued exposure to the written words in review and probe

trials. The proximity of the spelling model to the written stimulus may

have increased the probability that students would cue into the relevant

characteristics (correct sequence of the letters) of the written

stimulus and covertly practce the correct spelling of the words they

were learning to read. In addition, although not at the same 1 iel of

correct responding as the words spelled by the teacher, correct spelling

of words assigned to the no spelling condition mav have been a result of

multitreatment interference. The students may not have been able to

discriminate between spell/antecedent, spell/consequence, and no spell

words. Therefore, once the students acquired the correct spelling of

some words, generalization of correct spelling occurred to oTher target

words in subsequent assessments. Anecdotally, at the beginning of the

final posttest session, each student asked the experimenter, "Are we

going to spell our words today?", although the reason for the assessment

sessions was never specifically mentioned by the experimenter. In

addition, the classroom teacher also reported that each of the students

had a previous history of learning to spell the words they could already

read.
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in summary, because group instruction is an integral part of the

delivery of instruction to students with disabilities, additional

research is needed to replicate the effectiveness of this study In using

not cily CTD but other procedures demonstrated to be effective in

one-to-one Instructional arrangements with other populations and tasks.

In addition, Browder, Schoen, and Lentz, (1987), reviewed the

observational learning literature and found that "observational

opportunities can be easily and readily provided in group formats" (p.

458) and that a variety of model formats designed to facilitate

observational learning could be made a part of existing instructional

arrangements. Additional research should focus on how group

instructional variables such as number of members, number and kind of

stimuli taught, turn-taking, prompting strategies, and so on, can be

manipulated to facilitate varying types of observatlmal learning,

resulting in the increased efficiency of classroom instruction.

1 (
4
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Table 1

Gender C.A.

Name
Test Score

Diagnosis
Functioning
Level

8yr 4mo
Jay

8yr amo
Vance

8yr 2mo
Evan

Chad

Stanford
Binet

Stanford
Binet

Hiskey
Nebraska
Test of
Learning
Aptitude

7yr 10mo Kaufman
Assessment
Battery for
Children

10 52;

speech and
language
delayed

10 65
4. or - 8;

speech and
language
delayed

10 68;

speech and
language
delayed;
cleft
palate

composite
score 73;
hearing
impaired;
speech
delayed

Sequences * and * words
to 100; counts by five;
simple addition; tells
time to 15 min; reads
survival and CVC words;

Counts in sets tc 30;
Identifies *, # words
to 100; simple add;
tells time to 15 min;
reads survival and CVC
words; writes letters;

Identifies coins; does
addition with # line;
identifies letters;
reads basic survival and
beginning CVC words;
tells time to half-hr;

Identifies * and * words
to 100; simple addition
tells time to 15 min;
identifies coins and
ualues; reads survival
and CVC words;
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Table 2

,40 ." a. i S. - 'II" I 1 .

Information across Studtml:

Instructional
(Word Sets)

Target
Words

Incidental
Information

1

2

3

4

broom spell antecedent
table spell consequences
radio no spelling provided

shovel spell antecedent
boat spell consequences
towel no spelling provided

toaster spell antecedent
knife spell consequences
bathtub no spelling provided

blanket spell antecedent
stove spell consequences
bucket no spelling provided

21, _
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Table 3

Descriotion of Incidenlal and Generalization Tests ant Order Ln Which lbev

Occurred

Test

Description
Selection Criteria

Expressive: ENTRY

Oral identification
of plcture/referent;
("What Is this?") a

100% across !tudents 4

Word Set Conditions

ScreeningiProbelProbelProbelProbelProbelPost-
Pretest 1 1 I_ 1 31415Itest

Expressive: TARGET

Oral Identification
of written word;
("What word?")
0% across students

Receptive: GENERALIZATION

I

1 x 1x1x1x1x1x1x
2 x 1xl_xlx1xl_xlx
3 x lx1x1x1x1x Ix
4 x Iklxl_x IxIxIx

Point identification 1

of written word; 2
("Show me .1) 3
25% or < across students 4

xlxI x1 I L lx
x I 1A1x I 1 I x
x I 1 lxix_l_ I x

Comprehension: GENERALIZATION

Match written word to 1 x xlx1 I I I x
picture/referent of 2 x L JC [ x A I j x
the word; ("Find same." La x I Lxixl I x

25% or < across students 4 x I i IxIx1 x
Expressive: INCIDENTAL

Oral spelling of the
sight words;
("Spell

Ok agross students

1 x xIxI I I 1 x
2 x lx1x1 I lx
3 x I l_x_lxl Ix
4 x 1 I Ixlxix

Expressive: INCIDENTAL

Written

2
3

of

4
the sight d
("Spell

xA.,x 1 I
I

ixIx Ix] I Ix
I lx1xl lx
I I Ilt Ix IX
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Table 4

Mean Percentages of Correct Re5cond1na Miring Probe_ Czaltians

Student Word
Set

Probe
I

Probe
II

Probe
III

Probe
IV

Probe
V

i

Jay 1 0% I 100% 100% 100% 100%
I

2 0% 0% I 100% 100% 100%
1

3 0% 0% 0% I 100% 100%
I

4 0% 0% 0% 33% I 100%
I

1

Vance 1 0% I 88.7% 100% 100% 90%

2 0% 0% I 100% 100% 95%
I

3 0% 0% 0% I 100% 85%
I

4 Ok 0% 0% 0% I 86.4%
I

1

Evan 1 0% I 91.7% 100% 100% 100%
I

2 0% 0% I 100% 91.7% 100%
1

3 0% 0% 0% I 100% 100%
1

4 0% 0% 0% 0% I 100%
I

I

Chad 1 0% I

i

100% 100% 100% 100%

2 0% 0% I 100% 100% 100%

3 0% 0% 0% I 100% 100%
I

4 0% Ot 0% Ot I 100%
1

2 (;
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Table 5

The Measures clf Efficiency Throuah Criterion- Across Students and

Instructional Conditiong

Word Set

Number of
Trials

Efficienc Measures
Number of Percent of
Errors Errors

11=1M

Minutes of
Instruction

Set 1
mean
range

Totals Across
Students

42

42-42

168

0-2

4

2.4%
0%-4.8%

2.4% 46

Set 2
mean
range

Totals Across
tudents

24

24-24

96

1

0-1

1

1%

1% 19

Set 3
mean
range

Totals Across
Students

36
36-36

144

1

0-1

1

.7%

.7% 27

Set 4
mean
range

Totals Across
Students

36

36-36

144

1

0-1

1

.7%

.7% 35

Totals Across Instructional Conditions and Students

mean 138 1.8 1.3% 32
range 96-168 0-2 U%-4.8% 19-46

Totals 552 7 1.3% 127
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Table 6

The Mean Percentaciepoldental Soellina Tests

across Students

Teacher
Spelling

Incidental and Written Spelling
Conditions

Word Screening ProbelProbelProbelProbelProbelPost-

a_t_alleaL_L1_4_1_1.5_110.1
antecedent 1 0% 0% I 100% 100%
consequence 0% 0% I 50* 100%
no spelling 0% 0% I 25% 25%

10111111
antecedent 2 0% 0% I 50% SO%
consequence 2 0% 0% I 50% 100%
no spelling 2 0% 0% I 0% 50%

antecedent 3 0% 0% I 50% 50%
consequence 3 0% 0% I 75% 75%
no spelling 3 0% 0% I 0% 0%

antecedent 4 0% 0% I 75% 75%
consequence 4 0% 0% I 25% 75%
no spelling 4 0% 0% I 25% 50%

Totals Pretest Probe Test3 Posttest
mean range mean range mean range

antecedent 0% (0%-0%) 68.7% (50%-100%) 68.7% (50%-100%)
consequences 0% (0%4%) 50% (25%-75%) 87.5% (75%-100%)
no spelling 0% (0%-0%) 12.5% (0%-25%) 31.2% (0%-50%.)
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Figure Caption

Flaure 1. The mean percentages of unprompted and prompted correct sight word

reading responses using a constant time delay procedure for the group. The

closed triangles indicate correct responses during probe conditions. The open

triangles indicate unprompted correct responses and the open circles indicate

prompted correct responses during instructional conditions.
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Abstract

This investigation used a multiple probe design to evaluate the use of a

constant time delay procedure In a small group instructional arrangement. Two

pairs of two students (i.e., dyads) with moderate mental retardation were

taught domestic and vocational chained tasks. Tasks for each dyad were

divided so that one student of the dyad was taught the first part of the task,

and the other student was taught the second part. Interactions between

members of each dyad were specifically prompted so that students delivered

both antecedent (i.e., attentional cue), and consequent (i.e., reinforcement)

events to their dyad member. Students observed each other learnirg their

respective part of the task and then were assessed on their ability to perform

both parts of the task (i.e., the part taught directly and the port taught to

the other member of the dyad). The results indicate that (a) constant time

delay was effective in teaching chained tasks in dyads, and (b) all students

learned a substantial amount of the tacks they were not directly taught but

that they observed being taught tc the other member of their dyad. These

findings are discussed In terms of designing effective and efficient

instruction for students with moderate handicaps.
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Teaching Chained Tasks in Dyads: Acquisition of Target and Observational

Behaviors

The time delay procedure is a response prompting strategy in which

stimulus control Is transferred from a controlling response prompt to a target

stimulus. Two types of time delay procedures have been studied; progressive

and constant time delay (Handen & Zane, 1987). Progressive time delay

involves simultaneously presenting the target stimulus and controlling prompt

for a specified number of trials. Following these simultaneous trials, the

time between the stimulus and prompt is gradually Increased over trials

(Touchette, 1971). Constant time delay (CTD) also involves the simultaneous

presentation ot tne controlling prompt and stimulus. However, following these

trials, the time between the stimulus and prompt is increased to a fixed

interval for all remaining trials (Kleinert & Gast, 1982). CTD has been used

effectively to teach students with a wide range of handicapping conditions

discrete skills such as matching (McIlvane, Withstandley, & Stoddard, 1984),

sight word reading (Gast, Ault, Wolery, Doyle, & Belanger, 1988), manual

signinq (Browder, Morris, & Snell, 1981), and spelling (Stevens & Schuster,

1987). It also has been used to teach chained tasks such as cooking

(Schuster, Gast, Wolery, & Guiltinan, 1988), banking (McDonnell & Ferguson,

1989), and laundry skills (Miller & Test, 1989). Previous research has shown

CTD to be an efficient strategy. When compared to the system of least prompts

procedure, CTD was more efficient in teaching both discrete and chained tasks

on measures such as trials, errors, and instructional time to crItarion (Ault.

Wolery, Gast, Doyle, & Eizenetat, 1988; Doyle, Wolery, Gast, Ault, & Wiley,

1990; Wolery, Ault, Gast, Doyle, & Griffen, 1990). When compared to a

most-to-least prompting strategy in teaching chained talks mixed results were

found. Miller and Test (1989) trifidelay to be more efficient In teaching
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laundry skills, but McDonnell and Ferguson (1989) found the most-to-least

strategy to be more efficient in teaching banking skills.

All of these tasks were taught to students within an one-to-one

Instructional arrangement. An alternative to one-to-one instruction that has

not been well researched with CTD, Is small group Instruction with students

with moderate and severe handicaps. The use of small group instruction may

hold several advantages over one-to-one Instruction (Reid & Favell, 1984).

First. small group Instruction diminishes the demands on teacher time since

more than one student can be taught simultaneously. Second, generalization to

less restrictive settings Is enhancer since group instruction more closely

represents regular and vocational Instructional settings (Fink th Sandal!.

1978). Third, students have an opportunity to learn appropriate interaction

skills (Alberto, Jobes, Sizemore, & Doran, 1980). And fourth, the efficiency

of Instruction may be increased since students may learn behaviors taught to

their peers through observation (Browder, Schoen, & Lentz, 1989.

When teaching chained tasks, small group arrangements may cause logistical

problems. However. Schoen and her colleagues have conducted two studies using

oyad Instruction. Schoen and Sivil (1989) demonstrated tha. the efficiency of

instruction can be enhanced through observational learning. They compared a

CTD procedure and a system of least prompts procedure in teaching self-help

-skills to 4 pairs of preschoolers with developmental disabilities. One member

of a dyad was taught a skill, while the other member served as an observer. A

teacher verbally Instructed the observer to attend, praised attending, and

provided intermittent reminders to attend. The results indicated that both

procedures were effective In teaching self-help skins, but the CTD procedure

was more efficient that the system of least prompts prodedure. Observing
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fuostantial &mount of the chains taught to the other

--la.

Ind Suppa (198E) compared the effects of decreasing

:7:7:mated guidance in teaching self-care skills to dyads of

-- :lin Syndrome. One member of the dyad was directly taught

t other member observed. As in the Schoen and Slvil (1989)

.7'r-4 member was cued by the teacher to watch the instruction

. the end of the chain. The results indicated that both

===mmures were effective and that the observing student .

-=mle amount of the skills without d1rec6 instruction. In

:?s, however, tho observing students were probed daily on

7-1 their dyad memoer. This frequent assessment of

7:ng may have communicated to the observer that they were

skills. In the Schoen and Sivil (1989) study,

.rovided during daily probes, but this did not appear to be

=en et al. (1988) study.

--7 -.his study was to extend the prevl^us research by

of the CTD procedure In teaching chained tasks in dyads

! -.aught a different "half" of the response chain. This

nsure that each student in the dyad received direct

of the rosponse chain and that each student was the

7% :ather than present multiple trials as Schoen et al.

daily, total-task trial was used In each Instructional

-*led purpose was to assess observational learning when an

..est=mo strategy was used that involved having one member of the

_.===mr and having the observing student deliver the token to the

-lemma of the chain. This was different from the research by
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Schoen and her colleagues because they used a teacher to cue and reinforce the

attention of the observer.

Methods

Participants and Settlnq

Four students (I male, 3 females) who were enrolled In a self-contained

public school class for students with moderate mental retardation

participated. The members of one dyad were Colin and Alma; the other dyad

consisted of Tara and Sally. Students were selected to be paired in dyads

based on teacher reports of students who learned at slmilar rates and had

previously been grouped during instruction.

dge 12 years, 5 months, was dlagnosed as a student with Down

syndrome and an unilateral moderate hearing loss corrected with a hearing ald.

He received a full scale IO score of 33 on the Stanford-lInt_latellIciente

$cale and had a mental age of 3 years I month (Terman & Merrill, 1973). He

spoke In 2-3 word phrases and had a severe articulation disorder. Colin was

able to read most community-sign Words, match ano fold socks, and set a table,

but was unable to Independently locate and purchase an Item In a grocery

store. Alma, age II years, 5 months, was diaviosed as a stAent with Down

syndrome. She received a full scale IQ score of 42 on the Stanford-Binet

jaelliaence Scale and a mental age of 4 years, 4 months (Terman & Merrill,

1973). Alma spoke In 2-5 word phrases. She was able to read second grade

level Dolch words, anu could Independently take and communicate a message to

another person. She was unable tc make a drink from a powdered mix or tie her

shoes. Tara, age 10 years, 8 months, recelved a full scale IO score of 42 on

the yechgler Intellthence Scal_e_fgr ChIldreft-2exlsed (Wechsler, I971). She

was diagnosed as being In the mcderataly mentally retarded range ant having a

controlled seizure disorder. She communicated by using manual signs in
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mailing, (c) cleaning overheads, and (d) cleaning a sink. These tasks were

selected from interviews with the teacher concerning chained tasks she

considered beneficial for the students to learn that could be easily taught in

the classroom. The task analyses and materials used for each of the tasks are

presented in Table 1. For each task taught, 5 x 1.5 cm plastic chips were

used as tokens and a plastic box was used to hold a variety of back-up

reinforcers (e.g., stickers, candy, charms, coins, etc.).

Insert Table 1 about here

i'roceuure:

General Procedure:. Instructlonal sessions were conducted in dyads (i.e.,

2 students were taught by I teacher). One instructional session with each

dyad occurred every school day If both students In the dyad were present. A

CTD procedure was used to teach the chained tasks In a total task format

(Kayser. Billingsley, & Neel, 1986). Each chained task taught was divided

into two parts. One member of the dyad was taught the first part of the task

while the second member observed, and then the second member was taught the

second part while the first member observed. The order of instruction was

counterbalanced so that the same student that learned tile first part of task

1, learned the second part of task 2 and vice versa. Each dyad learned one

task to criterion before another was taught. The steps of the task directly

taught to a student were defined as that student's target steps and were the

observational learning steps for the observing student. Criterion for each

member of the dyad on their part of the task was 100% unprompted correct

responses for one session on a continuous reinforcement schedUle (CRF)
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follower by both members of the dyad simultaneously obtaining 100% correct

unprompted responses for two consecutive sessions on a variable ratio three

schedule (VR3).

probe Procedures. To assess a student's ability to perform both target and

observational steps of each task. Individual probe sessions were conducted

before instruction occurred on any of the chained tasks and the day after

criterion was met by the dyad on each successive task. For each probe

conoltion at least 3 probe sessions were conducted for each student or until

data were stable. The first session of a probe condition for each student

consisted of one trial on all four tasks, followed by 2 sessions of 1 trial on

tn, task just caugnt ano 1 trial un the task to be taught next. During the

initial probe condition, since no tasks had been taught, the second and third

probe sessions consisted of 1 trial each on the first two tasks to be taught.

A correct resoonse was defined as the student initiating a correct response

within 5 sec and completing the response within 10 sec. Three specific types

of incorrect responses were recorded. Duratiokerrors were defined as the

student initiating a correct response within 5 sec but not completing the

response within 10 sec. Torioaraphv errors were defined as the student

initiating a correct response within 5 sec but incorrectly completing It

within 10 sec. Sequence errors referred to responses In which the student

initiated a step within 5 sec that was out of the correct sequence according

to the taWc analysis. No resoonses were defined as the student not initiating

a response within 5 sec. During probe trials, the teacher arranged the

materials for the task, said "Are you readyr, presented the task direction

specific to each task, and waited 5 sec for the student to respond on step I

219
of the task analysis. For each step in the task analysis If a correct

response occurred, the teacher recorded the response, said 'Keep going', and
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waited 5 sec for the student's responb on the next step of the task a,alys1:4.

If an incorrect response occurred, the teacher interrupted the response,

completed the correct response behind a screen or while the student was turneci

away, placed the correct materials before the student, said 'Keep going', ard

waited 5 sec for the student to respond on the next step of the task analysis.

If a no response occurred, the teacher completed the step, said "Keep going',

and waltec 5 sec for the student to respond on the next step of the task

analysis. The teacher provided descriptive verbal praise for looking at

materials and attempting the task on a VR3 schedule of reinforcement to

malatain the student's attention during the sessions. At the end of each

task, the teacher said, "Good Job (oerforraina the task)." and gave the stvdent

one token. The teacher then waLed an intertrial interval of at least 30 sec

ano arranged the materials for the next task. At the end of the probe

session, the stucients exchanged their tokens for a back-up reinfor r. This

probe procedure yieldeci data on the student's ability to perform each

Individual step In the tasi4 analyses.

Constant ttme delay procedure. Each CTD instructional session involved 1

trial on one task presented In a total task sequence. In addition, an

intersequential group strategy was used during the CTD instructiona! sessions

Ir. which interactions between the dyad members were specifically prompted

(Reid 8. Favell, 1984). The initial session wal conducted using a 0-sec delay

and continued until both students simultaneously received 100% correct

prompted responses for 1 sebsion. All subsequent sessions were conducted

using a 5-sec delay. The controlling prompt for each step In the task

analysis was the teacher simultaneously providing a model Id a verbal

description of the step. On 0-sec delay trials, the teacher arranged th42()

materials for the task, and asked both students, "Are you ready?'. Following
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an affirmative response, the teacher prompted student A (1.e , the student

learning the first part of the task) to say or sign to utudent B (i.e., the

student learning the second part of the task) 'Watch me; prompted student B

to say or sign to student A, "O.K."; and then provided the task direction to

9tudent A. The teacher then immediatelu provided the prompt for step 1 of the

task analysis. After providing consequences for step 1, the teacher

immediat.ly provided the prompt for the next step In the task and continued

this process for all steps in student A's part of the task. The teacher then

prompted student B to hand student A a token and say or sign 'Good work.' The

teacher then repeated these procedures with student B serving as the performer

and .=dcnt A a the observer. Students were allowed :o trade thelt tokens .

for a be0c-up reinforcer when OP tntire task was completed.

On 5-sec delay trials, the instructor arranged the materials for the

vask, ,Isked both students, "Are you ready?', and waited for an Mfirmative

response. The i.'acher then prompted student A to give the attending cue to

student B, prompted student B to reply, anC then immedia.cly provided the task

direction to student A. The teacher now tiilted 5 sec (I.e., counte0 silently

"1001," "1002," etc.) before providiNg thl prompt for step 1 of the task

analysis. After providinc consequences for step 1 of the task analysis, the

teacher again waited 5 sec before providing the prompt for step 2 and so oa

until al! steps of the task were completed. The process zontinued as in 0-sec

delay trials for student B except the teach*r waited 5 sec before providing

the prompt on all steps In the task analysis. At ao time during the sessions

did the teacher direct the obscLving student to attend to the target student

beli, int.4ructed on their part of the task.

TWo types of correct responses were recorded: unprompted corrects and

prcepted corrects. Unoranted correct responses were recorded when thee% A
4r-1 I
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student initiated a step of the task analysis before the prompt and completed

It correctly within 10 sec. Prompted correz, responses were recorded when a

student initiated a response within 5 sec after the prompt and completed it

correctly within 10 sec.

Three types of Incorrect responses were recorded: non-walt errors, walt

errors, ana no responses. Non-wait errors were defined as the student

initiating the response before the prompt but (a) not completing it within 10

sec (i.e.. Incorrect duration); (b) incorrectly completing it within 10 sec

(i.e., inccrect topography); and (c) initiating a step but not in the correct

sequence (I.e., Incorrect sequence). Walt errors were defined as the student

initiatillg a response witnin 5 sec afIer, the prompt but (a) not completing it

within 10 sec (i.e., Incorrert duration). (b) incorreotly completing the

response within 10 sec (i.e., Incorrect topography), or (c) initiating a step

but not in the correct sequence (i.e., incorrect sequence). A no response

error was scored when the student dld not Initiate any response within 5 sec

after the delivery of the prompt.

When a correct response occurred, th: teacher said, "Good' and described

exe!ctly what the student did (e.g., "Good, you put the pants on the table.").

When a non-wait error occurred, tne teacher Interrupted the response, sald

"Walt. let me snow ','ou if you don't know," modeled the correct response, and

allowed the student to Imitate the model. When a no response occurred, the

teacher said. "Let me show you if you don't know," modeled the correct

response, and allowed the student to imitate the model.

MAZIOLLICIALILitinInci. Following probe sessions, when the student's

4b1lit7 to perform both the target and observational steps of the trained

tasks had been measured, if a student did not obtain at least 75% correct

responses on the observational steps of a task, then the observational steps
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were directly taught to that student so he or she would be able to perform the

entire task. Massed trial training was conducted using CTD Instructional

procedures in a 1:1 arrangement on the entire task. The student continued

learning another task during dyad training at another time during the day. In

massed trial training, the teacher delivered at least 2 trials per session

until the student reached the criterion of 1 trial of 100% correct unprompted

responses on a CRF schedule followed by 2 consecutive trials of 100% correct

unprnmpted responses on a VR3 schedule for all steps of the task analysis.

Review trIal procedures. Following Probe II, review trials were

conauctea on the tasks taught to maintain criterion level responaing. At a

time otner than instructional sessions, the teacher couducced one review trial

a aay on one task with one student. Review trials were conducted exactly like

5-sec CTD instructional trials except In a 1:1 Instructional arrangement.

Each Individual student received a review trial either (a) once every other

day when only one ayad had met criterion on task 1, or (b) once every fourth

day when both dyads had met criterion on task 1.

Experimental Design

A multiple probe design across tasks and replicated with 4 students was

used to evaluate experiment.,.! control (Hoener I Baer, 1978; Tawney I Gast,

1984). Experimental control was demonstrated when student responding on

tarc,eted fiteps Increased only follo,ing CTD instruction and did not increase

on untrained steps prior to inteevention. Experimental conditions were

Implemented In the following sequence: Individual probes conducted on all

four tasks scheduled to be taught; individual probes conducted on the first

two tasks to be taught; one part of a task taught to each student In a dyad

using the CTD procedure until criterion was met; individual probes conducted

2113on all four tasks scheduled to be taught; individual probes conducted on the
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task just taught and the task scheduled to be taught next; this sequence

continued until each dyad learned two complete tasks.

Pel1ebil1tv

Reliability assessments on student responding and prccedural fidelity

(Billingsley, White, & Munson, 1980) were collected at least once each week or

at least once during each experimental condition. A point-by-point method

(the number of agreements divided by the number of agreements plus

disagreements multiplied by 100) wam used to calculate Interobserver agreement

percentages. For procedural reliability, the following teacher behaviors were

measured: giving the attentional cue "Are you ready?', ensuring an

afficmative response, prompting student to delivcr attentional cue (time delay

condition only), prompting student to reply affirmatively to attentional cue

(time delay conditirn only), providing the task direction specific to each

task, waiting the correct response Interval, providing the prompt when

appropriate, providing the correct consequences, waiting the intertrial

interval, providing a token (probe condition), prompting student to praise and

provide a token (time delay condition). Procedural reliability est!mates were

calculated by dividing the number of correct investigator behaviors that the

observer recorded by the number of planned behaviors which should have been

emitted in the session, and multiplying by 100 (Billingsley et al., 1980).

Results

Reliability Resultg

Reliability assessments on both student responding and procedural

rellablity were conducted during 45%, 71%, 50%, and 50% of the probe sessions

for Colin, Alma, Tara, and Sally. respectively. During CTD sessions,

reliability assessments were conducted during 48% of the sessions for the

224Colin/Alma dyad and 42% of the sessions for the
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Tara/Sally dyad. The mean percent of agreement on student responding during

probe sessions was 94.8%, 95.6%. 91.6%, and 95.4% for Colin, Alma, Tara, and

Sally, respectively. During CTD instruction, student responding relabllity

was 99.6% for the Colin/Alma dyad anl 99.2% for the Tara/Sally dyad. During

probe sessions across all students, procedural reliability was 100% for the

behaviors of y'iving the attentional cue, giving the task direction, and

providing the token. Other mean (and range) reliability estimates across all

students were 99.7% (range 99.1-100%) for waiting the response interval, 95.8%

(range 94-97.9%) for providing the correct consequences, and 93.5% (range

80-100%) for the teacher waiting the intertrial interval. During CTD

training, across moth dyads, procedural reliability was 100% for the behaviors

of the teacher giving the attentional cue and the teacher prompting the

observing student to praise the performing student. Other mean (and range)

reliability estimates across both dyads were 98.7% (range 97-100%) for

prompting the performing student to deliver the attentional cue, 97.4% (range

95-100%) for ensuring an attentional response, 96.1% (range 94-98%) for giving

the tank direction. 97.8% (range 97-99%) for waiting the appropriate delay

lfittflidi an] PCOVIOliWi thr PCOMPt. na 98.5% (c ange 06-Q9%) for providing the

correct consequences.

Effectiveness of Constant Time_Delav

The percentage of correct responding on target steps for Colin, Alma,

Tara, and Sally during probe and constant time delay conditions are shown in

Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. Two of the four tasks were taught to

each dyad and instruction was then stopped due to the end of the school year.

Since the probe procedures allowed for the student's response to each step of

the task anlaysis to be assessed, all students were able to perform some of 225
thel,- target steps prior to intervention on the two task analysis that were
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taught. On the two tasks taught, for each student, the CTD procedure was

effective in raising responding to criterion levels. During probe conditions

Immediately following training, students maintained high levels of responding

on the target steps Just learned. Probe data immediately following training

ranged from 92-100% for Colin, 50-100% for Alma, 86-100% for Tara. and

75-100% for Sally.

Insert Figures 1. 2, 3, and 4 about here

Modifications of the procedures as written were needed to r.-Alse

responding to criterion levels for all 4 students. During the first few

sessions of the eggnog task. Colin and Alma made 25% or greater unprompted

Incorrect responses for 3 sessions; therefore, wait training procedures were

implemented until they were able to consistently wait 5 sec for a prompt.

Wait training procedures (Snell & Gast. 1981) were conducted in individual

sessions using a chained task that s%....ients already had the response

requirements to perform. Following wait training procedures, both Colin and

Alma had I step in which they consistently waited for the prompt, while they

responded independently (I.e., correct unprompted responses) on all other

steps in the task analysis. For these steps, the teacher reminded them before

the session about the step they needed to remember. This was successful with

both students, and the reminder was removed t)efore probe procedures were

Implemented. Finally, when Alma's unprompted correct responses did not

Increase for 3 consecutive sessions during the eggnog task, a differential

reinforcement procedure was used. Receipt of the token was made contingent

upon an increase in unprompted corrects from one day to the next. This

modification did not Increase unprompted coeAeAresponding, and was combined
40-1J
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with an additional prompt in which if Alma had not responded within the 5

second delay interval, the teacher said. "If You know what to do, do it.", and

then waited 5 sec and provided the model prompt If needed. This was

successful in raising responding to

criterion levels on the eggnog task and was also successful when It was used

with Alma again on the cleaning overhead task.

Modifications also were needed for Tara and Sally. First, Tara and Sally

aid not accurately imitate the teacher's model (I.e., controlling prompt) on

some steps of the preparing envelope task during 0-sec delay trials. When

this occurree. for 2 consecutive 0-sec delay sessions, the teacher provided a

phyical prompt tor that step of the task analysis and used a physical prompt

as the controlling prompt for that step throughout intervention. Second, when

errors occurred consistently on a given step (two steps for Sally and one for

Tara), the teacher provided one trial in one session at the 0-sec delay on

tnose steps, and then she returned to the 5-sec delay. This was effective

with both . udents on one step. Sally required a physical rather than model

prompt on the second step where she was performing inconsistently. And third,

during Instruction on preparing envelopes, Tara was able to closely

approximate putting the mailing label In the middle of the envelope, out was

not performing the skill with enough accuracy to meet the response definition.

Therefore. Immediately prior to this step, the teacher prompted Tara to point

to the place on the envelope where the mailing label was to be put. This

extra prompt was successful in teaching Tara to correctly place the label, and

It was faded before probe conditions were Implemented.

The number of sessions, the percentage of errors, and the number of

minutes of direct instructional time through criterion for all students are

presented In Table 2. The figures for individual students were based on data
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from the first session of training until that student met the VR3 criterion.

The figures for the dyads represent data from the first session of training

until both students In the dyad simultaneously met the VR3 criterion. The two

dyads learned the tasks In a mean of 21.25 sessions (range 15-28), in an

average 173 (range 99-213 minutes) of minutes of direct Instructional time,

and with a mean percentagl of errors of 8.4 (range 5.3-12.1%). Across all

tasks and all students, 53% of the errors were topography errors, 41% were

sequence errors, and 6% were duration errors. In terms of dyads, the

Colin/Alma dyad had more sequence errors (69%) than topography errors (22%),

while the Tara/Sally dyad had more topography errors (68%) than sequence

errors c44%).

Insert Tdble 2 about here

In addition, across all tasks and students, when each target step was

analyzed individually, at least two target steps were learned without error

whereas other steps had a high percent of error during Instructional sessions.

Specific target steps in which errors during Instructional sessions were above

20% iacluded step 7 (30% errors) of the eggnog task and steps 16 (26% errors)

and 22 (26% errors) of the overhead task for Alma, step 8 (53% errors) of the

folding clothes task and steps 10 (36% errors) and 11 (29% errors) of the

envelope task for Tara, and step 10 (33% errors) of the folding clothes task

and step 6 (36% errors) of the envelope task for Sally. All individual target

steps for Colln were learned with 9% errors or less.

Maarlatigniall2=1122

The mean percent of unprompted correct responses on observational steps

that occurred during the probe immediately prior to intervention and

628
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Immediately following intervention are presented in Figure 5. These data

represent the steps that each student was not directly taught but that they

observed being taught to the oth.:r member of their dyad. All students, except

Colin on the cleaning overhead task, were able to independently perform some

of their observational steps prior to training. Following training, all

students' ability to perform observational steps increased, ranging from a

net gain of 38-80k (X = 62.75%). Only 1 student, Sally, on the preparing

envelope task required massed trial training following Intervention since she

aas able to perform an average of only 50% of the observational steps ,

following dyad intervention. After massed trial trainin, subsequent probe

aata indicated that Sally was able to perform 88% of the observational steps

on the preparing envelope task.

Insert Figure 5 about here

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to (a) evaluate the effectiveness of a CTD

proceaure In teaching chained tasks In a dyad when each member was taught half

of the steps, and (b) to evaluate the use of the CTD procedure and an

intersequential group strategy used in dyads on cbservational learning.

Results Indicated that CTD was effective In teaching chained tasks In dyads of

students with moderate mental retardation. This supports and extends previous

research In which CTD has been shown to be effective In teaching chained

behaviors in one-to-one instructional settings (Schuster, et al. 1988; Miller

& Test, In press) and In small group arrangements (Schoen & SIvil, 1989;

Schoen et al., 1988).

no (1
414.L7
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The students learned their target steps with a mean percent of errors of

9.3 (range 2.4-16.8%). These percentages are slightly higher error rates than

some that have been reported in ':me delay Investigations (Handen & Zane,

1987); however, three different types of errors were recorded which could have

contributed to the higher error percentages. Overall, 41% of the errors that

occurred during training were sequence errors. In this Investigation,

students were required to perform steps in the same sequence as written In the

task analysis to be considered correct. It was critical that some steps be

performed in a specific sequence so that the final product was correct,

howeve: other steps could have been performed In any order and the task would

nave stiii been finished correctly. The advantage of teaching in a sequence

was that procedures were more parsimonious and recording students' behavior

was leas complex. The disadvantage, however, Is that students may have been

considered incorrect even though they performed a behavior correctly. The

number of sessions to criterion may have been lower if these non-critical

sequence errors had been recorded as correct. This Issue of teaching using a

fixed sequence, and the procedural complexity questions which surround lt,

warrant further investigation.

For ail students, observational learning occurred although students were

not directly instructed or reinforced to attend by the teacher. All students

learned a substantial percentage of steps without being directly taught those

steps. This finding is surprising given the functioning level of the students

involved, the minimal cues to prompt students to learn the steps taught to

their peer, and the Infrequent assessment of their performance on

observational learning steps. Previous research (e.g., Schoen et al., 1988;

Schoen 8 Sivil, 1989) with observational learning of chained tasks In dyads

used daily monitoring of the observateorit)ark behaviors. This daily measurement
A;Li
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may have cued students to learn those steps taught to their peer In the dyad.

However, in thls study, daily measurement of observational learning steps did

not occur; in fact, these behaviors were only assessed during probe conditions

(prior to the instructional condition and after the dyad had met criterion on

the task). Further, students In this study were not cued by the teacher to

ttend to the observational learning steps and were not reinforced by the

teacher for attending to those steps. In addition, multiple daily trials on

the chain were not needed. Previous rL,earch (Schoen et al., 1988) used

multiple trials per session; the current Investigation used a single

total-taak trial each dai. it is possible that in this study some learning of

nontargec steps occurred due to stimulus generalization. Some taeks required

similar responses In both parts of the task. For example, opening and closing

a variety of containers was taught across both parts of the making eggnog

task. However, students were required to perform this response In the correct

sequence and many other observational responses were learned that were not

similar to target responses. Thus it seems likely that observational l;;arning

was responsible for much of the acquisition of observational steps that

occurred. Future research should examine requiring students co emit attending

responses versus not requiring attending responses on acquisition during

observational learning trials, and should examine the parameters of attending

that facilitate observational learninq. For example, comparison of teacher

and peer delivered attentional cues and reinforcement needs study.

In this Investigation, an intersequential group strategy allowed for

prompted Interactions between group members. Over sessions, the teacher

provided only the amount of prompting necessary for students to deliver an

attentional cue at the beginning of each half of the chain, and praise and

tokens to each other at the end of the,610. Initially, the teacher needed
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to model the behaviors to control the student's response, but later an

indirect verbal cue such as, "What do you say to Tara?", was sufficient in

controlling the behavior. Finally, no prompt was necessary during some

sesions for Colin and Alma who Independently prompted or reinforced one

ar.other. Although considerable observational learning occurred, it cannot be

attributed soley to intersequential group interactions. Future research

should examine the effects of the intersequential group strategy on the

acquisition of observational steps and the parameters of the strategy which

lead to the most effective and efficient learning.

In this investigation, the task was structureJ so that students learned a

part ot the same task that was divided Into 2 parts. Other ways to structure

the task could be examined In terms of their effects on target and

observational learning. Students could be taught cwo separate chains that

occur consecutively In a routine. For example, one student could be taught to

set the table, and another to place the food on the table. The students'

behavior could be assessed on their ability to perform the entire routine.

Second, one student could be taught an entire skill while the other student or

multiple students observed. These observing students could be assessed on

their ability to perform the task (cf. Schoen et al., 1988). Third, a task

could be divided Into separate parts all of which are taught to each student

but on alternating days, so that somc days the student is learning a part of

the skill that he observed being taught to another student on another dal,.

Anc fourth, research needs to examine the optimal number of students In a

group which can learn observational and target information on chained tasks.

Most previous research on observational learning focuses on discrete

responses.

232
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Four implications of this investigation exist for classroom teachers.

First, the CTD procedure can be used effectively in dyads of students with

moderate mental retardation to teach chained tasks. Second, an experienced

teacher was able to Implement the procedure In dyads reliably. Third, when

two students need to learn the same chained task, ea:1h of them can be taught

part of the task and considerable observational learning Is likely on the

steps taught to a student's peer. This may result in a considerable reduction

of Instructional time each day because the chain only needs to be performed

one time. Some chained responses occur only once during the natural flow of a

day. Thus, the current investigation suggests that the single nature time

for performing a response chain can be used to teach two students

slmultaneoulsy !Dv having each student perform part of the chain. An important

area for additional research is the effects of dyad instruction on chained

tasks when Implemented In community-based settings. The current investigation

occurred In a classroom, and the application of the procedure to

community-based instruction remains an unexplored area. Fourth, promoting

observational learning of chained tasks In dyads may require minimal

programming. In the current study, each student instructed their peer to

watch them perform their parts of the chain, and at the end of the chain

praised them and gave them a token for watching. It should be noted, that

some of the students learned to independently cue observation and deliver the

praise/token. Further, the praise and tokens were not presented contingent

upon observation, and no cues to observe were provided during the chain.

233
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Table 1

Behaviors in ;ach Response Chain and Materials Used

3d11

Sawa of Rewceses Materials

Making eggnog

1. Open esg carton Curt of milk

2. hove 1 esg, crack into boil. throw shells In trash Cartce of eggs

3. Clam egg carton Vani la

4. (Oen sugar container !Mug
5. Ntasurt Om tablespoons auger, place In bowl Nixing toll

6. Close sugar container 1 cep measeleg cup

7. Beat mixture with eggbeater, place teater on rig 1 tablepoce

8. Otem milk labia*
9. Measure 1 cup milk, pour in bowl 2 glasses

10. Close milk

11. Open vanilla

12. *awry 1/4 tem= vanilla, pour !r. boql

13. Cloee vanilla

14. Mix with eggbeater, place eggbeater on rag

15. Pour mixture Into two glasses

16. Open nutmeg

17. SprInkle nutmeg on top of eggncg In two glasses

18. Clcee nutmeg

Cleaning overheads

1. Get overhead and white sheet, place on table

2. Separate overhead and white sheet

3. Get sponse, place on table

4. Get paper tcwels, place ce table

5. Get bowl, sv to sink, fill bowl with water, place oft table

6. Place sponge In water

7. Vring out sponge

8. Hold overhead WO me hand, wipe with sponge

9. Place gnome In water

10. Wring out sponge

11. Bold overhead with one hand, wipe with sponge

12. Place sponge in witer

13. Vrlog out wage, place on table

14. Remove me papertcwel from roll

15. (fold °who'd with one hand, wipe with papertowel

16. Pick up overhead, wipe table under overhead with towel

17. An overhead over, place ea table

18. lipe back side of overhead with papertmel

19. Place white sheet behind overhead

20. Place overhead and sheet in basket

21. Throw papertmel la trash.

22. Take bowl to sink, empty water. Place beel 00 shelf

23. Place sponge ce shelf

24. Place papertowel on shelf

8 x 11' Inch overhead transparancies

8 x 11' utite paper

Paper tray to hold trammarancies and paper

*Me
Roll of paper todels

Bowl

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Table 1 continued

Skill

Sequen:e of Responses
Materials

Making fudge shako

1. Get Jar, place on table

2. Get mewing cups/place on table

3. Get rag, place on table

4. Get salt, place on tahle

5. Get chocolate sauce and milk, place on table
6. Get glasses

7. Open Jac

6. Open chocolate sauce

9. Measure 1/4 cup chocolate sauce, pour In jar

10. Close chocolate sauce

11. illpe off tap of chocolate sauce with rag

12. Open milk

13. *mire two cups of silk, pour In Aced

14. Close milk

15. Open salt

16. Pour salt In hand. oet Ire conch of salt. put 1n Jar

17. Throw rest of salt In trash

18. Close salt
19. Clots jar

20. Shake jar vigorously

21. Open Jar

22. Pour mixture into two glass's

23. Pick up rag, Jar, tco, measuring cups; place In sink
24. Place salt on shelf

25. Plck up chocolate sauce, milk; place in refrigerator

Cleaning sink

1. Get bucket

2. Get powdered detergent

3. Get sponge

4. Take all items to sink, place on counter
5. Place bucket in sink

6. Open detergent

7. Pour detergent into hind, empty into bucket

8. Close detergent, place co counter
9. Fill bucket halfway with water

10. Remove bucket, Place on counter

11. Use spume to mix detergent and water IA tucket

12. *lag out Wage
13. Wipe sides of Molt

14. Place posse is bucket, vring out

15. 1111)1 tette of slmk

16. Place posse Is bucket, wring out
17. WIpe faucet amd sobs of slak
18. Place 'pomp is bucket, wring out
19. VIlle arced tap of silk

20. Place sponge is bucket, wring out, place on ccunter

Ouart of milk

(tocolate syrup In neeu tattle
Salt

1 cup treasuring cup

1/2 cup measuring cup

Dishrag

Jar and top

Bucket

Box of powered cleaning detergent

Spono

Classrccs sink

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Table 1 continued

lil

avow of boom
Nateilals

Cleaning sink continued

21. lipty cootents of tecket In sink

22. Take sponge, doterent, and bucket to storage area

29. Place detergent ce shelf

24. Place sponge cm shelf

25. Place bucket on shelf

Folding clothes

1. Get laundry tesket, place ct floor beside table

2. Remove dirt fro bioket

3. Place shlrt, button side doin, on table

4. Turn shirt so collar Is facing left side of table

5. Grasp amd fold 1/3 of the WY WAY frail body

6. Grasp and fold 1/3 of the vay toward tody

7. Pick up collar, fold In half

8. Pick up shirt, place In storage basket

9. Rowe pants fro badcet

10. Place pants, zipper side down. on table

II. tiro pants so waist Is facing left side of table

12. Fold pants la half so side seams placed together

13. Pick up vaist, fold In half to hem

14. Pick up fold, fold in half to waist

15. Plck up pants, place on shelf

16. Pict up laundry basket, place oo shelf

Preparing melon
1. Pick up letter, place cm table

2. Gra) bottom of letter, fold 1/3 of of the way up

3. Crap tcp of letter, fold down

4. Pick up envelcpe, place flap side up on table

5. Hold envelope open, insert letter

6. Move damp specie over gummed area

7. Seal envelope

8. Turn envelme over

9. Peel off mailing label, hold In two hands

10. Place milling latel In center of envelope

11. Pick up rubber stamp, opem Ink pad

12. Place rubber stamp on Ink pad, stamp return address on envelope

13. Close ink pad, place rubber stamp on top of pad

14. Plck up damp, lick gummed area

15. Place stamp ce envelope

%art -sleeved shirt

Pair of pints

Laundry basket

Storage bisket

8 1/2 x 11' typed letter

Legal sized-envelope

aibber stamp

Ink pad

Milling latels

Pcatage stamp

BEST COPY AMIABLE
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Table 2

Number of Session. Percent of Errors. and Minutes of Direct instructigriaL Time
Through Cr ter ion for Each Student and Task

Task Sessions through Criterion Percent of Errors throusti Criterion Direct Instructicm Time (Minutes)

Through Criterion

Subject:

Dyad 1

(Colin Alma)

Dyad 2

(Tara Sallyl

Dyad 1

(Colin Algal

Dyad 2

(Tara Sally)

Dyad 1 Dyad 2

(Colin Algal (Tara Sally)

Task 1

20 23 15 15 6.1 9.2 9.2 10 185 213 99 99

Task 2

13 19 23 16 2.4 9.6 16.8 12.5 146 192 161 125

Total Across

Tasks 33 42 J8 31 4.3 9.4 13.5 11.3 33! 405 260 224

Dyad Total

Task 1

23 15 7.3 9.6 213 90

Dyad Total

Task 2

19 28 5.3 12.1 192 188

Dyad Total

Across Tasks

42 43 6.2 11.2 405 287
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Figure Captions

figure l& The percentage of correct responding on target steps in probe and

training conditions across chained tasks for Colin. Sessions are labeled

along the abscissa and the tasks are labeled along the ordinate. Unprompted

corrent responses are represented by the closed triangles and prompted correct

responses are represented by the open circles.

flcure 2. The percentage of correct responding on target steps in probe and

training conditions across chained tasks for Alma. Sessions are labeled along

the abscissa and the tasks are labeled along the ordinate. Unprompted correct

responses are represented by the closed triangles and prompted correct

responses are represented by the open circles.

floure 3. The percentage of correct responAng on target steps In prnbe and

training conditions across chained tasks for Tara. Sessions are labeled along

the abscissa and the tasks are labeled along the ordinate. Unprompted correct

responses are represented by the closed triangles and prompted correct

responses are represented by the open circles.

flours 4. The percentage of correct responding on target steps In probe and

training conditions across chained tasks for Sally. Sessions are labeled

along the abscissa and the tasks are labeled along the ordinate. Unprompted

correct responses are represented by the closed triangles and prompted correct

responses are represented by the open circles.

flourc 5. The mean percent of correct responses on observational steps during

probe conditions conducted immediately before and after intervention.
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Abstract

This study evaluated using choral and Individual attentional responses with a

constant time delay procedure when teaching students with mild handicaps to

read sight words. Each student learned a different set of words; a choral

spelling attentional response (i.e., all students simultaneously spelled the

word before the target student read It) was used with half of the words, and

an individual spelling attentional response (i.e., only the target student

spelled the word before reading it) was used with the other half. Constant

time delay was used to teach all words. Students were assessed on reading

their words, reading others' words, (i.e., observaticaal learning), and

speillng ail wuras ki.e., incidental learning). A multiple-probe design

across behaviors was used to evaluate the procedures. The results indicate

that (a) constant time delay was implemented reliably and was effective in

teaching word reading with minimal errors, (b) words taught with an individual

spelling attentional response were learned In fewer sessions and lower error

percentages, (c) observational and Incidental learning occurred for all

students, (d) choral and individual attentional responses did not influence

observational word reading, and (e) spelling was greater on others' words when

a choral attentional response was used.
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of Choral and Individual Attentional Responses with

Constant Time Delay when Teaching Sight Word Reading

Me need for effective and efficient instructional procedures is widely

acknowledged in the special education literature (Mercer & Mercer, 1989;

Wolery, Bailey, & Sugai, 1988). As a result, a number of effective teaching

practices and strategies have been developed (Borich, 1988; Wolery, Ault, &

Doyle, in press). The effective teaching practices include using curriculum

based assessment, managing instructional time, managin% student behavior,

presenting instruction clearly, monitoring student performance, adjusting

in3truction as necessary, and providing frequent and relevant feedback Nolery

et al., in press). Effective teaching procedures include response prompting

strategies such as progressive and constant time delay (Handen & Zane, 1987),

srstem of least prompts (Doyle, Wolery, Ault, & Gast, 1988), and most-to-ltast

prompting kBHlingsley & Romer, 1983). Stimulus modification procedures and

integrated prompting strategies also have been developed (Ault, Wolery, Doyle,

& Gast, 1989; Schoen, 1986).

On.e of these strategies, the constant time delay procedure, has recently

received research attention. The constant time delay procedure involves two

types of trials, 0-second trials and delay trials. The 0-second trials are

presented durinz initial instruction and Involve delivery of the target

stimulus followed immediately by a response prompt (called a controlling

prompt) that ensureu the student will respond correctly. After use of the

0-second trials, the delay trials are presented. The delay trials involve

inserting a fixed number of seconds between delivery of the target stimulus

and controlling prompt. These trials remain In effect until performance

reaches criterion levels.
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The constant time delay procedwe has been effective in teaching a

variety of skills to students with a wide range of handicapping conditions.

These include manual signing by secondary-aged students and adults with

moderate to severe retardation (Browder, Morris, & Snell, 1981; Klei;icrt &

Gast, 1982); numeral identification by elementary-aged students with autism

(Ault, Wolery, Gast, Doyle, & Eizenstat, 1988); sight word reading by

preschoolers with developmental deIatve4 (Cybriwsky, Wolery, & Gast, in press)

and elementary students with moderate retardation (Gast, Ault, Wolery, Doyle,

& Belanger, 1988); spelling to students with learning disabilities (Kinney,

Stevens, & Schuster, 1985; Stevens & Schuster, 1987); stating factual

information by junior high school students with learning and behavior

disabilities (Wolery, Cybriwsky, Gast, & Boyle-Gast, in press); and community

living skills such as cooking (Schuster, Gast, Wolery, Guiltinan, 1988)

purchasing (McDonnell, 1987), and banking (McDonnell & Ferguson, 1989) to

secondary-aged students with moderate and severe retardation. The constant

delay procedure has been found to be more efficient than the system of least

prompts (Doyle, Wc1:ry, Gast, Ault, & Wiley, 1990; Gast et al., 1988; Schoen &

Sivil, 1989; Wolery, Ault, Gast, Doyle, & Griffen, in press) and as efficient

as progressive time delay (Ault, Gast, & Wolery, 1988).

However, the bulk of the teaching strategies literature has occurred in

one-to-ow,: rather than group instructional arrangements. Reid and Favell

(1984) and Oliver and Scott '1981) suggest that group instructional

arrangements are a viable alternative to one-to-one instruction. In fact,

group instruction may be preferred considering factors such as demands on

teacher time, generalization of skills to less restrictive settings (Fink &

Sandal], 1978), appropriate interaction with peers (Alberto, Jobes, Sizemore',

& Doran, 1980), and increasing the efficiency of instruction (Westling,
252
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Ferrell, & Swenson, 1982). Small group instructional sessions may enhance the

efficiency of instruction because students may acquire information taught to

other students in their group (i.e., observational learning) (Browder, Schoen,

& Lentz, 1986). Thus, there is a need to evaluate response prompting

procedures, such as constant time delay, in small group instructional

arrangements.

A potential problem with group instruction is that students' attention

may be difficult to maintain. Since attention to instructional materials is a

prerequisite to learning, teachers need methods of ensuring that students are

attending. One way to do this is to require students to emit a specific

attentionai vesponse before responding to thA target stimuli. For example,

before providing the answer to an addition problem, they could be required to

state the numerals being added; or before read:ng a sight word, they could be

required to name the letters of the word. In small group instruction where

students are each learning different behaviors, the teacher could require

individual students or the group as a whole to perform the attentional

response. Logically, it would seem that if all group members were required to

provide an attentional response to all students' indIvidual timuli, then

observational learning might be facilitated. This issue was evaluated in the

present study. Students in a small yroup were each taught to read different

sight words. On half of these words, all students were required to name the

letters of the target word in unison (choral attentional response) before the

target student read it; on the other half of the words, only the target

student was required to name the letters of the target word prior to reading

it (Individual attentional response).

When specific attentional responses are used such as those described

above, it is possible that students could incidentally learn new behaviors (Ire,
44)1/
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from them. In the present study, for example, students said the letters of

the words before they read them; it was therefore possible that they could

incidentally learn to spell those words as well as learn to read them. This

study was not designed to study spelling directly; rather it was designed to

determine whether a method for ensuring attending during sight word reading

instruction would have the additional benefit of teaching spelling. Effective

means of promoting spelling are important because the majority of students who

have a diagnosis of learning disabilities, mild mental retardation, and

behavior disorders display spelling problems (Graham & Miller. 1979).

Although spelling was investigated in this study, the procedures used

should not he viewed as the primary means of spelling instruction. A complete

spelling curriculum involves integrating spelling into reading, writing, and

other language arts activities (Mercer & Mercer, 1989; Templeton, 1985);

selecting words and word patterns for spelling that are understood by

individual students and reflect the individual student's developmental

Progression (Templeton, 1986); addressing spelling from a conceptual

perspective (e.g., application of rules) rather than a memorization approach

(Graham & Miller, 1979; Templeton, 1986); assisting students in developing

methods for studying new words (Graham & Miller, 1979); promoting spelling

directly rather than incidentally (Graham & Miller, 1979); facilitating

students' ability to identify spelling errors, proofread, and correct their

own spelling (Graham & Miller, 1979; Templeton, 1986); facilitating the use of

a dictionary (Graham & Miller, 1979); and establishing and maintaining

students' motivation to engage in spelling activities (Graham & Miller, 1979).

The purposes of this study were (a) to evaluate the effectiveness of a

constant time delay procedure in a smarl group using an individual criterion.

and (b) to evaluate the use of a choral or individual spelling attentional
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response on observational and incidental learning. For the purposes of this

study, observational learning was defined as acquisition of behaviors directly

taught to other members of the group. Incidental learning was defined as

acquisition of behaviors that were not directly taught and were not reinforced

by the teacher, but to which all students were exposed to during instructional

sessions (i.e., spelling of words).

Method

Participants and Setting

Four male children who were enrolled in public school participated. All

children attended first grade classes and received support services in a

special education resource room fur students with learning disabilities,

behavior disorders, and mild mental retardation. Phil, age 8 years, 1 month

received a full scale 10 score of 69 on the Stanford-Binet Intellioence Scale

(Terman 8. Merrill, 1973). He was able to identify 23 of 26 lower case

letters, could read most primer level sight words, and received formal

spelling instruction during his school day. Sam, age 7 years, 3 months

received a full scale score of 79 on the Kaufman_Assessment Batterv_for

Children. (Kaufman & Kaufman, 1983). He was able to identify 23 of 26 lower

case letters, could not read any primer level sight words, and was able to

spell only his full name and two other words. Dennis, age 7 years, 9 months,

received a full scale IQ score of 81 on the Wechgletjatelligence_grraaju

Children-Revised (Wechsler, 1974). He was able to identify 10 of 26 lower

case lettem could read two primer level sight words, and was able to spell

his first name only. Joel, age 7 years, 2 months, received a full scale 10

score of 70 on the Stanford-Blnet Intellioence Scale (Terman & Merrill, 1973).

He was able to identify 24 of 26 lower case letters, could read three primer

level sight words, and could spell his first name.
e34)e--40t)
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Prerequisite skills exhibited by all students included: (a) Intact

vision and hearing, (b) remain on-task in a small group setting for 10

minutes, (c) wait 4 sec for a prompt from the teacher, (d) imitate the

teacher's verbal models, (P` respond correctly to "What word?' when shown

known words, and (f) select a reinforcer from an array.

Sessions were conducted by the resource room teacher (fifth author) In

her 4.7 x 5.4m classroom at a kidney-shaped table. The teacher was seated on

one side of the table and opposite the children so that they could see and

hear the instructions; students sat in the same seat each day.

Materials

?limn and first graae level tauget words were selected from the Dolch

Basic Word List (Dolch, 1936) and were hand printed in lower case letters in

black Ink on white cards (7.6 x 12.7 cm,. Pennies were used as tokens, and

each student used a cup as a container for their tokens. A plastic box

contained a variety of back-up reinforcers (e.g., stickers, candy, charms,

toys, etc.). Tokens were used in prlbe and instructioaal sessions.

Procedures

general Procedures. One amall group instructional session occurred each

school day if at least 2 students were present. A constant time delay

procedUre was used to teach target words. Two sets of -iords were targeted to

be taught to each student; one set to be taught using a choral spelling

attentional response, and the other taught using an individual spelling

attentional response. During instructional sessions, each student learned two

words which were randomly Intermixed; one taught with a choral attentional

responre and the other taught with an individual attentlonal response. Ea-h

word received five trials for a total of ten trials per student. The words

were randomly intermixed for presentation with no word presented on more than 256
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three consecutive trials. Students were assessed for observational learning

on other students' target words. The words taught to each student and the

type of attentional cue used are shown in Table 1 and 2.

Probe procedures. To assess a student's ability to read his target

words, probe sessions were conducted in the small group arrangement. For each

student, a probe condition consisted of at least four probe sessions of ten

trials each, or until stable performance was evident. During probe

conditions, at least five trials on each of the eight words were presented

across the four sessions. Probe conditions were conducted prior to receiving

instruction on any words, and the day after crit4r1on was met CA each

successive word pair. A total of eight words was always prerented during

probe conditions. For each student, beginning with Probe III and continuing

on each successive probe, two new words replaced the two words that had been

previously taught and had been measured in previous probe conditions. This

ensured that probe measures were obtained on a continuous pool of new words to

be taught.

For each probe trial, the teacher held up the word card, said 'Everybody

look.", ensured that the target student looked at the card, said, "(Target

student), What word?', waited 4 sec for a response, and recorded the response

during a 2-5 sec intertrial interval. No reinforcement for correct cr

incorrect responses was given during probe sessions, but students received

verbal praise and a token on the average of every third trial (1.e., VR3

reinforcement schechile) for appropriate attending behaviors such as looking at

the cards or sitting appropriately in their chairs. No spelling attentional

responses were used during probe sessions. Responses were scored as (a)

correct student said the word within 4 sec of 'What word?"; (b) jncorrect -

student said any word other than the correct one within 4 sec of "What word?' ;257
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and (c) no response - student did not say any word within 4 sec of "What

word?". Students exchanged tokens for back-up reinforcers at the end of tach

probe session.

Choral and individual spellina attentional responses. On instructional

trials receiving a choral spelling attentional response, the teacher held up

the target word, said "Everybody look" and then said, "Everybody spell this

word.". The teacher then pointed to and named each letter in the word while

ensuring that all students in the group named the letters in unison within 1

sec after each letter model. On trials using an individual spelling

attentional response, the teacher said, 'Everybody look' and then said,

4(lArge_LI-itudent), spell this word.". The teacher then pointed to and named

each letter in the word while ensuring that only the student who was assigned

this target %lord named the letters aloud within 1 sec after each letter model.

Constant time _delay. Each time delay instructional session included ten

trials per student; five trials on a word using the choral spelling

attentional response and five trials on a word using the Individual spelling

attentional response. In the first instructional session for each pair of

words, the teacher presented the trials using a 0-sec delay Interval between

the task direction (i.e., "What word?') and controlling prompt (i.e., verbal

model of the word). That is, after presenting the task direction, the teacher

immediately stated the correct word. In all subsequent sessions, the teacher

presented the task direction and then waited 4 sec before delivering the

controlling prompt (4-sec delay interval). A criterion of 100% correct

prompted responses at the 0-sec delay interval was required before a 4-sec

delay was implemented.

During instructionaltrials, the teacher held up the word card;.sa-id

"Everybody look," ensured the target student locked at the word card, gave the 258
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appropriate spelling attentional cue, and said "(Target student), What word?".

If the student did not respond within the 4-sec delay interval, then the

instructor delivered the controlling prompt and waited 4 sec for a response.

During instruction, five potential responses were scored. 1120011Mild.22=21

responses occurred when the student stated the word correctly before the

teacher's model; a pssznpAr&ggasfa, response occurred when the student

correctly imitated the teacher's model within 4 sec; unprompted errors

occurred when the student sakd any word other than the correct word before the

teacher's model; uszatjaALuzz occurred when the student said any word other

than the correct word within 4 sec after the teacher's model; and no response

:rrors were scored when the student did not say any word within 4 sec atter

the model. Only the first response atter the task direction was scored,

(i.e., students were not allowed to self-correct).

Unprompted and prompted correct responses resulted in the teacher saying

'Good,' repeating the word, delivering one token to the student, and

initiating the intertrial interval. Only unprompted corrects were counted

toward criterion performance. Unprompted errors resulted in the teacher

saying "Wait if you don't know", repeating the model, and initiating the

intertrial interval. Prompted and no response errors resulted In the teacher

repeating the model, and initiating the intertrial interval. If students

earned 8 out of 10 possible tokens (pennies), they exchanged them for a

back-up reinforcer, or if less than eight, kept the tokens at the end of the

session. Criterion for mastery of each word pair was 100% unprompted correct

responses for one session when reinforced on a continuous reinforcement

schedule (CRF) and two consecutive sessions of 100% unprompted correct

responses when reinforced on a VR3 reinforcement schedule. .Once a student met

Or:0criterion, probe trials were conducted on the following day regardless of the A.,')4'
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performance of the other group members. Therefore, it was possible for some

students in the group to be receiving instructional trials and other group

members to be receiving probe trials during the same session. This allowed

students to progress at their own pace without being delayed by slower group

members.

Review trials. At the beginning of each instructional session, two

review trials on previously learned target words were delivered to each

student for maintenance purposes. During instruction on the first word pair,

review trials were conducted on words that students knew prior to

implementation of the investigation. Beginning with instruction on the second

word pair however, review trials were conducted on words learned previously

during the investigation. The teacher held up a word card, said, 'Everybody

look," and "(Target student), What word?'. Verbal praisd, a repeat of the

model, and a token were delivered for each correct response. For incorrect

responses, the teacher said, 'No, this word is ' No spelling

attentional responses were used during review trials.

hesmulementsa_slksgoatiguaLLearaing. During instruction, students in

the group had the opportunity to observe words being directly taught to other

group members. Their ability to read words taught to other students was

measured at three different times. First, following the initial probe

condition, all students were pretested on their ability to read the first 8

words scheduled to be taught to each of the other group members. Second, when

a student of the group met criterion on a word pair, all other group members

were given a posttraining test on the two words just learned by that student

and a pretraining test on the two words to be learned next by that student.

And third, after the final probe condition, all students were posttested on

all of the words taught to each of the other group members during the course
2 ()
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of the investigation. All observational learning assessments were conducted

in one-to-one arrangements by the teacher at another time of the day than the

group session. The teacher presented the word card, said, "What wordr, and

waited 4 sec for a response. For both correct and incorrect responses, the

teacher removed the word card and initiated the intertrial interval, (i.e.,

there was no teacher feedback on observational learning words). Verbal praise

for appropriate attending behaviors was delivered on a VR3 reinforcement

schedule.

Measurement of incidental learniqg. During instruction, students were

exposed to information that was not directly taught (i.e., spelling of the

words during attentional cues/responses). Students were assessec on their

ability to spell words in a variety of ways Including (a) receptive

Identification of correct spellings, (b) written spelling, and (c) oral

spelling. Prior to all instruction, students were assessed on their ability

to choose a correct spelling from a choice of eight spellings, and to

correctly print the first 8 target words to be taught during the study.

Posttests were also conducted on these measures following the final probe

condition. Students' ability to orally spell their target words and words

taught to other members of the group was assessed at the same times in the

study as observational learning words. The research associate conducted all

incidental learning assessments exactly as observational learning sessions in

one-to-one settings.

ExPerimental Desian

A multiple probe design across word pairs and replicated with 4 students

was used to evaluate experimental control (Horner & Baer, 1978; Tawney & Gast,

1984). Experimental control was demonstrated when student respond4ng on

targeted words increased only following constant time delay instruction and 261
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not increase on untrained words prior to intervention. The words taught

to e.lh student were placed in pairs of equal difficulty so that differences

in difficulty between the two sets of words were minimized. One member of

each pair was then randomly assigned to the two spelling conditions. Words

from both conditions were equal in that they were of the same grade level and

they had the same number of letters.

Experimental conditions were implemented in the following sequence: (a)

individual pretests conducted on receptive spelling, written spelling, and

oral spelling of target and observational words; individual pretests conducted

on observational words; probe trials conducted on reading of target words in

the group session; (b) two words were taught to each student using a constant

time delay procedure until individual criterion was met; (c) individual pre-

and posttraining tests conducted on other group members' ability to read the

words of the student who had just met criterion and the words that would be

taught next; individual pre- and posttraining tests conducted on the target

and other group members' ability to spell the target student's words just

taught and those to be taught. This sequence was repeated until all targeted

words had been acquired. At the completion of training, individual posttests

were conducted on all observational words taught during the investigation and

on receptive spelling, written spelling, and oral spelling of all words.

Reliability

Reliability assessments on student responding and procedural fidelity

(Billingsley, White, & Munson, 1980) were conducted at least once each week

and/or at least once during each experimental condition by a research

associate (second author). A point-by-point metkod (the dumber of dgreemeats

divided by the number of agreements plus disagret nts multiplied by 100) was .

used to calculate interobserver agreement percentages. For procedural 2f;2
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reliability, the following behaviors were measured: presenting the correct

word, giving the general attentional cue "Everybody look', giving the correct

choral or individual spelling attentional cue (instructional condition only),

ensuring an attentional response, giving the task-direction "What wore',

waiting the correct response interval, providing the prompt when appropriate,

providing the correct consequences, and waiting the intertrial interval.

Procedural fidelity percentages were calculated by dividing the number of

actual teacher behaviors by the number of planned behaviors and multiplying by

100.

Results

Rebuitg

Reliability assessments were conducted during 43% of the probe sessions

and 43% of constant time delay sessions. The mean percent agreement on

student responding during probe sessions was 98,.99.3, 99, and 99.2 for Phil,

Sam, Dennis, and Joel respectively. Thus, for 535.probe trials on which

agreement was assessed, 7 disagreements occurred. During group instruction,

student responding reliability was 99.3, 100, 100, and 99.4 for Phil, Sam,

Dennis, and Joel, respectively. Thus, for 668 instructional trials on which

agreement was calculated, 2 disagreements occurred. Procedural reliability

during probe sessions was 100% for the behaviors of presenting the word,

giving the general attentional cue, ensuring the student's response, and

saying "What word?". Those behaviors less than 100% included: 99.1% (range

90-100%) for waiting the response interval, 99.8% (range 96.6-100%) for

providing the correct consequences, and 99.6% (range 90-100%) for waiting the

intertrial interval. During group instruction, reliability was 100% for the

behaviors of present ig the word, giving the general attentional cue, giving

the correct spelling attentional cue, saying "What word?," and waiting the 23
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intertrial interval. Reliability estimates were 98.9% (range 90-100%) for

ensuring student's attentional response, 98.6% (range 90-100%) for waiting the

response interval and providing a prompt, and 97.6% (range 84.2-100%) for

providing the correct consequences.

Acauisition of Taraet Words

The mean percent of correct responses for Phil and Sam during probe

conditions are shown in Table 1 and for Dennis and Joel in Table 2. For all

students, the mean percent of correct responding on target words was 10% or

less in the probe condition immediately prior to instruction. With the

introduction of the constant time delay procedure, all students met criterion

on all words. Since students learned new words based on an individual

criterion, they each learned a different number of words. Phil learned 8, Sam

learned 14, Dennis learned 6, and Joel learned 10 words in 37, 35, 39, and 45

sessions respectively. Thus, the time delay procedure with the use of

individual and choral attentional responses was effective in teaching target

sight word reading to this group of students.

For 2 students, modifications of the procedure as written were necessary

for students to reach criterion. On word pair I for Dennis and word pairs I

and 3 for Joel, a differential reinforcement procedure was implemented which

involved requiring students to earn 100% correct unprompted responses rather

than 80% correct unprompted responses during a session before they were

allowed to choose a back-up reinforcer. This was implemented because both

students were providing high percentages of prompted correct responses but not

unprompted correct responses. Retraining of the same word pair occurred

immediately following probe conditions for Phil on word pair 2, and Dennis on

word pairs 3 and 4, because their performance on those word pairs did not

maintain on the probe trials that occurred at the end of the probe condition. 264
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No other procedural modifications were made during the investigation. On one

word pair for Phil and Dennis and two pairs for Sam, students were able to

read words before intervention occurred on those words. When this occurred,

those pairs were not taught, and pairs with 0% correct responses during probeb

were taught instead.

Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here

Efficiency of Instruction

The total number of probe and instructional sessions in which students

paitit.ipated ranged from 73 to 79. The average session lengtn was 7 min 6

sec, with a range of 1 min 50 sec to 11 min 17 seconds. Efficiency data in

terms of the mean number of sessions and the mean percent of errors 12 and

_though criterion per word pair for words taught with choral and individual

spelling attentional responses and for all words combined are presented in

Table 3. Data on sessions and errors 12 criterion were based op the first

instructionai session until the choral or individual word met the CRF

criterion. Data for all words combined were based on the first instructional

session until both words siolultaneously met the CRF criterion. Data for

sessions and errors throuoil criterion were based on the first instructional

session until the choral or individual word met the VR3 criterion, and for

both words combined was based on when the choral and individual word

simultaneously met the VR3 criterion. Across all the words learned by all

students, the average number of sessions to criterion per word pair was 4.79

(range 2.57-6.0), and through criterion was 8.16 (range 4.86-13.0). All

students learned their target words with a low mean percent of error to

265
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criterion (mean = 0.17%, range .07%-1.53%) and through criterion (mean

0.13%, range = 0.62-1.0%).

In comparing the efficiency measures based on the mean number and percent

of choral versus individual words, the words taught with an individual

spelling attentional response were taught in a fewer number of sessions and

with a lower percentage of errors on 15 out of 16 comparisons (4 students

times 4 efficiency measures). While differences between the two conditions

were not large, they were consistent across subjects. For indiv,dual

students, differences between the choral and individual words ranged from an

average of 0.5-2 sessions to criterion, C.12-0.86% errors to criterion,

sesbion through criterion, and 0.06-1% errors through criterion. In

thz one exception to these results, choral words required an average of 0.39

fewer sessions through criterion than individual words for Sam.

Insert Table 3 about here

0bserv4t1pnal and Incidental Learning

The percent of net gain on observational words and incidental spelling

that students learned during group instruction are presented in Table 4. Data

on observational word reading was based on pretraining assessments which

occurred immediately before instruction on a word pair and posttraining

assessments that occurred immediately after criterion was met on a word pair.

Sinca, students progressed at their own pace, each student was exposed to a

different number of observational words. Phil was exposed to 30, Sam to 24,

Dennis to 32, and Stephen to 28 observational words. All aLudents learned .

some words taught to other students. Phil, Sam, Dennis, and Joel learned to

read a net gain of 10, 14, 4, and 14 observational words respectively (mean 266
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percent net gain 37%, range 13-59%). When comparing percent net gain of

choral versus individual observational words, mixed results were found. Phil

was able to read more words that were taught chorally, Sam and Joel read more

words taught individUally, and Dennis read the same percent of words

regardless of condition. Overall, no consistent differences in observational

word reading across students between choral and individual words were found.

Insert Table 4 about here

In terms of incidental learning, all 4 students learned to orcily spell

some words, 3 of the 4 students learned to write some words, and ail 4

students learned to receptively identify some correct spellings by exposure to

material that was not directly taught during group instruction. Students'

ability to orally spell words was based on pretraining and posttraining

assessments as described for observational learning measures. Students'

ability to write and receptively identify the words was measured prior to

training on the words and after criterion was met on all words in the

investigation. Across all measures, students were able to orally spell,

write, and receptively identify more of their target than observational words.

When comparing target words taught with a choral versus an individual

attentional response, no consistent differences were found across students on

any of the incidental measures. In addition, no consistent differences across

students were found between choral and Individual observational words in terms

of their ability to write or to receptively identify correct spellings.

However, In terms of students' ability to orally spell observa'cional words,

all students were able to spell more words that were taught with a choral

spelling attentional response than with an individual one. Overall,

'
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comparisons between choral and individual words on all spelling measures

indicated that on the 12 measures (4 students times 3 measures) on taraet

words, 2 out of 12 comparisons favored choral words, 5 out of 12 comparisons

favored individual words, and 5 comparisons showed no differences between

conditions. On 8 out of 12 comparisons on observational_ words, more

information was learned with choral words. 2 out of 12 comparisons had more

information learned with individual words, and 2 comparisons showed no

differences between conditions.

Discussioq

The purpose of this study was (a) to evaluate the effectiveness of a constant

Lime aeiay procedure on sight word acquisition in a small group using an

individual criterion, and (b) to compare the use of a choral and individual

spelling attentlonal response on observational and incidental learning when

constant time delay was being used. Students were measured on whether they

learned to read their target words, words taught to other students, and

learned to spell their words and those taught to other students.

The constant time delay procedure was effective in teaching sight word

reading to all group members. Students' responding levels increased when

intervention was introduced and remained low prior to the introduction of the

delay procedure on 27 out of 31 pairs. On four pairs however, 3 students were

able to identify words that had not been taught. On these words, students may

have been exposed to the words during their ongoing classroom instruction

which occurred both in the resource room and mainstreamed classrooms. These

students could also identify some consonant sounds which may have contributed

to their learning untrained words. No student performed above.67% on these

four pairs.
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The use of the individual criterion enabled students to learn words based

only on their performance, regardless of the performance of the other group

members. Because of this criterion, members of the group learned at their own

pace, thus, some members were able to learn more words than if a group

criterion had been used. One factor that must be considered when using an

individual criterion is procedural fidelity since more than one condition may

occur during a single group session. In this investigation, a classroom

teacher successfully implemented the procedures with high procedural

reliability (mean on each teacher behavior was above 97% correct

implementation) although in 74.6% of tlie group sessions, at leas: two

:iisLcuctional phases ana/or conditioris were being implemented during the same

session. This supports previous research that the constant time delay

procedure can be reliably implemented in one-to-one instructional settings

(Ault, Gast, & Wolery, 1988; Stevens & Schuster, 1987) and extends these

findings to the reliable implementation of the procedure in a small group

arrangement with students with mile handicaps. The teacher in the current

study held a Bachelor's degree in Special Education with certification in

Elementary Education and Learning and Behavior Disorders, had completed a

planned fifth year of graduate work in Special Education, and had 4 years of

teaching experience with students who have mild handicaps.

The effects of the two attentional responses (individual and choral)

were evaluated on students learning their target words, observatioaal learning

(learning other students' words), and incidental learning (learning to spell

the words). The efficiency data indicated that all group members learned all

targeted sight words with a low percent of errors regardless of the type of

attentional response used. These data are similar to other time delay

research in which error percentages are low (Kleinert & Gast, 1982; Stevens & 219
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Schuster, 1987). However, a small but consistent c;ifference existed between

choral and individual attentional responses. Words taught with an individual

spelling attentional response were learned in fewer sessions and with a lower

percent of error. This may have occurred because students were able to

discriminate individual ,-ials as their rget trial more easily than choral

trials, thus increasing their attention ;..) the stimulus. Individual trials

always began with only the target student making the spelling attentional

response. Choral trials began with all students performing the attentiohal

response for their words and for other students' words. It is also possible

that other students' voices during the attentional response in some way

interfered with the target student's attention to the trial; this, of course,

would not occur when only the target student was responsible for making an

attentional response.

Observational learning occurred for all group members. Overall, students

had a mean percent net gain of 37% of all observational words (range 13-59%).

Although observational learning occurred, it did .lot reach high levels. The

use of an individual criterion may have prohibited extensive observational

learning. Since students received new words immediately following mastery, an

opportunity for students to learn observational words through over-learning

trials or additional exposures was not possible. In addition, students were

not told they would be tested on observational words and were not reinforced

for correct responses during observational assessments. Future research

should address the effects of a group versus an individual criterion on

observational learning and reinforced versus nonreinforced assessments of

observational learning. Observational learning did not appear to be affected

by the type of attentional respoose used.
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Incidental learning also occurred to some degree for all members of the

group and across all measures; it was, however less than observational

learning (mean net gain 26%, range 7-49%). Phil, the only student who

received formal spelling instruction during another time of the day, learned

to orally spell at least twice as many words as the other group members. More

incidental learning may have occurred if the other students were more familiar

with spelling. This suggests that teachers should carefully choose incidental

information to place in the trial sequence and researchers should examine the

effects of familiarity of content when it is presented as incidental

information. On the three Incidental spelling measures, for the most part,

students learned more information related to their target words than to

observational words which may indicate again that target words received more

attention than observational words from the students. On these measures,

differences between choral and individual words occurred only on information

learned on observational words. On these words, students on 8 out of 12

comparisons learned more spelling information when observational words were

taught with a choral attentlonal response. Thus, at least for observational

words, the choral response may enhance incidental learning.

Implications of this investigation for classroom teachers indicate that

the constant time delay procedure can be used effectively in a small group

irrangement with students with mild handicaps where the criterion for moving

to new behaviors is based on individual performance. Students will learn both

observational and incidental information when taught in groups. An

experienced teacher was able to reliably implement the procedures when an

individual criterion was used which involved providing more than one

instructional condition per session to different students. This individual

criterion enabled students to progress at their own pace through instruction
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and all students successfully learned using the time delay procedure. In

addition, the data indicated that students may learn slightly more efficiently

when an individual spelling attentional response is used. However, the data

also indicate that at least on observational words, incidental learning may be

enhanced when a choral attending response Is used. Additional research should

address the combined effects of varied attentional responses with

effectiveness and efficiency to determine the best possible combination to

produce the most learning in students.

This study, as with others In the literature, has certain limitations.

Some of these limitations are related to the students, type of content, and

the teacher implementing the procedures. Four early-elementary-aged students

with learninr handicaps were studied in this investigation. Further research

is needed to determine whether these findings would occur with more students,

in larger groups of students, with students of an older age, and with students

who had different handicapping conditions. However, based on the arguments of

Birnbrauer (1981), the results are most likely to generalize to students who

have similar entry levll behaviors; that is, students who had intact vision

and hearing; could stay on-task in a small group setting for 10 minutes; would

wait 4 sec for a prompt from the teacher; would imitate the teacher's verbal

models; would respond correctly to 'What word?" when shown known words; and

would select a reinforcer from an array. The behaviors taught in this study

were Dolch sight words; it Is unclear whether other behaviors would be learned

with similar results. Also, the teacher in this study, as described above,

was well trained and experienced. The use of these procedures with less

experienced teachers may result in different findings. FUrther, in the

present study the procedures were implemented with a high degree of fidelity. -

It is not clear what learning would occur if the procedures were implemented
270 .
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with much less precision. This is an area which deserves considerable

research attention before firm recommendations about the use of the response

prompting procedUres in usual special edUcation classrooms can be made with

confidence.

Two other limitations deserve note. First, in this study, token

reinforcement was provided during probe conditions for attending to probe

trials and was made contingent upon correct performance during training.

Thus, these results are limited to situations where token reinforcement is

available in a similar manner. Second, in this study the two attentional

responses were implemented within the same session. It is unclear what

effects woula have occurred if the two attentional responses had been used in

separate sessions or if only one attentional response had been used. These

are clearly issues for further research.
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Table 1.

rean Percent of Correct Responses During_Probe_Cgnditions CoriPhil and Sam a

Student Word Atten- Words Probe Probe Probe Probe Probe Probe Probe Final
Pair tional Taught I II III IV V VI VII Probe

Cue b 1

Phil 1 C may
saw

0 1 100
1

2 C could 0 0 1100

I laugh 1

3 C start 0 0 0 1 71 1100

I going 1 1

4 C please 0 10 20 0 10 1 71 1 80 83

I pretty 1 1

5 - grow 10 42 40 42 0 0

over
b about 0 0 0 0 0

75

100

100

every
7 work

sing
0 0 0

Student Word Atten- Words Probe Probe Probe Probe Probe Probe Probe Probe Final
Pair tlonal Taught I II III IV V VI VII VIII Probe

Cue b

Sam 1 C fly
ate

2 C walk
very

3 C want
open

4 C hurt
them

5 C far
how

6 C always
before

7 C round
thank

8 your
cold

9 they
were

0 1 1r0

1

0 0 1 90

1

0 10 0 1 90

1

0 0 1 90

1

0 0 1100

0 0 1100 100

0 0 1100 100

1

30 60 50

100

100

75

100

75

0 0

10 down 10 41 20 40 40 20 40 60 25
live

a Vertical and horizontal lineti indicate ;
H,,, .1. b.,

b%
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Student Word Atten- Words Probe Probe Probe Probe Probe Final
Pair tional Taught I II III IV V Probe

Cue b

Dennis 1 C this 0 I 100 50

I here I

2 C out 0 0169 1 70 83
I new I 1

3 C gave 0 0 0 0169 50

I wish 1

4 - warm 0 0 0 67
- upon

5 - soon 0 0
... same

6 by U 0 0 40 50 0

- on

Student Word Atten- Words Probe Probe Probe Probe Probe Probe Final
Pair tional Taught I II III IV V VI Probe

Cue b

Joel 1 C what 0 1 71 100
,
A came I

2 C her 0 0190 83
I old I

3 C like 0 0 0180 83
I then I

4 C just 0 0 0 0 1100 100

I ride 1

5 C much 0 0 0178 83
I show 1

6 - carry 0 0 0 0

where
7 - who 0 0 0

- put
8 - ask 0 0

- why

a Vertical and horizontal lines indicate where training occurred.
b C = choral and °I° = individual attentlonal cues during instruction.
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ffficiencv Data To and Throuah_Criterion by Attentional Remonse and Student

1111clencv Meaaure
Student Attentional Mean Number Mean Percent

Response Sessions Errors TO
TO Criterion Criterion

Phil Choral

Individual

4.75

4.25

1.3

1.18

Sam Choral

IndividUal

All wag5

Dennis Choral

Individual

All words

2.43

2.29

2.57

6.67

4.67

8.67

0.16

0.0

9.07

1.33

0.47

1.53

Joel Choral 4.0 0.8

Individual 3.0 0.52

All words 4.6 0.6

Across Choral
All

Students Individual

4.0

3.26

0.19

0.12

0.17

261

Mean Number
Sessions
THROUGH
Criterion

9.25

9.0

Mean
Percent
Errors
THROUGH
Critecion

0.93

0.55

4.47 0.89

4.86 0.83

4.86 0.83

12.67 1.57

11.67 0.57

13.0 1.0

8.0 0.9

7.4 0.32

9.0 0.62

7.74 0.18

7.47 0.08

8.16 _ad)
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Percent of Net Cain on Observational and Incidental Measures from Pretest to Posttest

Student Attentional
Response

Measure a

Observational Oral Spelling
Word Reading

Target b Observe C

Written Spelling

Target Observe

Receptive Spelling

Target Observe

Phil Choral 46 75 73 25 26 70 27

Individual 20 75 60 50 7 50 42

All words 34 75 67 38 17 60 34

Sam Choral 42 29 25 29 25 24 33

Individual 75 43 17 29 17 27 28

All words 59 36 21 29 21 25 29

Dennis Choral 13 0 6 0 0 20 . 0

Individual 13 33 0 0 0 25 -1

All words 13 17 3 0 0 20 -1

Joel Choral 29 20 7 0 0 72 46

Individual 57 20 0 0 7 72 21

All words 42 20 4 0 4 54 34

Mean Choral 32 31 28 14 13 47 27
Percent
Across Individual 41 43 19 20 8 36 23
Students

All words 37 37 24 17 11 40 24s
a Observational word reading and oral spelling data represent

pre- and post-training assessments. Vritten and receptive spelling
data reprebent pre- and posttest assessments.

b Target = target words
b Observe = observational words
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Abstract

This study investigated the effects of constant time delay (an errorless

learning proceOure) in small-group instruction with aaolescents who have

learning or behavior disoraers. Two attentional responses (specific and

general) were usea, ana two types of praise were employea. one wnicn incluaea

aciditional taw.k information ana one that onlv provided general praise.

Students were taught four sets of information and each of the attentional

responses and praise forms were present in each set. Measures were taxen on

stucle'its performance on target benaviors, observational behaviors (target

bena4lors r..,th2r group members), incidental learning (information proviaea

in cescriptive praise statemEnt), and observational-incidental learning

(information providea in praise statements for other group members). The

results indicate that (a) constant time aelay was reliably implemented ana was

ef;ective in establishing criterion level performcnce, (b) students acquirea

targetea behaviors with alinimal errors. (c) students acauired some behaviors

targeted for c4ther stuaents, (d) students acquired some information presented

in praise statements for their tar44t behaviors. (e) stuaents acquirea some

information presented in praise statements for other group members. (f)

specific attentimEkl responses facilitated maintenance of observational

learning, and (g) specific attentional responses facilitatea acquisition or

incioental information.
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General and Specific Attentional Responses: Acquisition and Maintenance of

Target. Observational. ana Incidental Behaviors

Effective instructional strategies for teaching students with hanaicaps

include constant and progressive time delay (Handen & Zane. 1967), the system

of least :Irompts or increasing assistance (Doyle. Wolery. Ault. & Gast. 1988).

most-to-least prompting (Billingsley & Romer. 1983), and integrated prompting

procecures and stimulus shaping and fading (Ault. Wolery. Doyle. & Gast. !ri

press; Schoen. 1986. When selecting from these procecures, teachers should

cnoose the least intrusive, least restrictive, most parsimonious, most

effective, and most efficient stre.egy. Although intrusiveness,

restrictiveness, and parsimony frequently are assessed througn lcgicai

analyses, the effectiveness ana efficiency of procedures are evaluated through

research. Effectiveness deals witII whether students learn what is taught. anc

efficiency focuses on the relative speed of learning.

Traditionally, efficiency nas seen measurea by calculating the number of

sessions, trials. ana errors; the percent of errors; and the number of minutes

of cirect instruction to criterion. A procedure is more efficient than

another when it requires tewer sessions, trials, errors, or minutes of

instructional time to teach the same behaviors. Efficiency also can be

measurer'. by whether multiple behaviors are learned with the same amount of

instruction. If two strategic3 procuceci the same number ot triais to

criter,Jn. out one strategy resulted in the student also iearning another

aciaptive behavior, then the second would be considerea more efficient.

Group, as compared to 1:1, instructionil arrangements. are recommenced to

increase the efficiency of instruction both in terms of teacher time and the

opportunity to learn additional behaviors through observation (Westling.

Ferrell. E. Swenson, 1982). Although group instruction has peen used with 256
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students having mild to moderate handicaps (Alia, Wolery, & Gast, 1988).

severe and profound handicaps (Faw, Reid, Schepis, Fitzgerald. & Welty. 1981).

and combinations of nandicapping conditions (Orelove, 15'82). additional

research needs to identify factors thd l. will increase oose7vationai learning.

One such variable is students' attention to stimuli taught to other group

members. Ideally, students should attend to the critical features of stimuli

presented to others (Bandura. 1971). Thus. tne cues teacners use to secure

and main'ain students' attention, and the responses students use to indicate

tnat they are attending may De critical variabies to manipulate when

increasing observational learning (LeBlanc & Ruggles. 1982).

Another variable tnat may increase the probability ui learning multiple

behaviors is the event that follows student responding. Teachers frequently

are encouraged to use descriptive rather than general praise statements

(Wolery, Bailey, & Sugai, 1988). Extensive research exists on the effects of

contingent praise ana social attention, but little exists on the effects of

descriptive as compared to general praise. One study was found that comparea

labeled (descridtive) ana unlabeled (general) praise: labeled praise inciudea

naming tne behavior being praised in the praise statement, and unlabeled

included statements such as "good" or "way to go" but dia not name the

behavior (Bernhardt & Forehand. 1975). Labeled praise was more effective in

changing behaviors. No studies were found that aeterminea wnether Denaviors

other than the one being praised could De taugnt by incluaing tnem in the

aescriptive praise statement.

Constant time delay is a parsimonious and minimally intrusive and

restrictive procedure. It has been used to teach food preparation sKiiis

(Schuster, Gast. WolerY, & Guiltinan, 1988). manual sign production (Browaer.

Morris. & Snell. 1981). and sight word reading (Koury & Browder. 1986). It is
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more efficient in terms of trials, errors, and instructional time than the

system of least prompts (Gast, Ault, Wolery. Doyle, & Belanger. 1988) and is

at least as efficient as progressive time aelay (Ault. Gast. & Watery. 1988).

Recently, .t has been used effectively in a group arrangement with

preschoolers (Alig et al.. 1988).

Three research questions were addressed in this study. First, would

constant time delay be effective in teaching adolescents with learning andior

behavior disorders? Second. would specific or general attentional responses

aifferentially affect the acquisition of (a) target behaviors. (b) other group

members arget behaviors (observational learning). (c) behaviors presented in

i.raise statements for the target student (incidental learning).

and (d) behaviors presented in descriptive praise statements fc- other gruuo

members (incidental-observational learning)? Third, would students acquire

information presented in the descriptive praise statements?

Methods

Participants _aria Setting

Five students, two males ana three females. participated in this study.

At the onset. four subjects were involved. but one (Paule.) movea from the

school district and another subject (Mary) was added. Ann was 14-yrs. 11-mos

and diagnosed as having learning disabilities; Tom was 14-yrs. 8-mos ana

clagnosld as behaviorally disordered; Mary was 15-yrs. 2-mos and diagnosed as

'earning disablea: and Charlie was 15-yrs. 11-mos aria alagnosea as

behaviorally disordered. All were placed in a special education resource

room. Prior to the study the following prerequisite sKills were asses'3ea:

tne ability to (a) sit and attend to task stimuli for 20 minutes with thcee

other classmates present. (b) verbally imitate 3-word statements. (c) watt 4

2b8
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seconds for prompt delivery, (d) respond correctly to verbal directions. ana

(e) select a reinforcer.

All probe sessions were conducted in a 1:1 instructional arrangement, ana

all instructional sessions used a group arrangement. Ali sessions occurrea at

a table (2.5 x 6 feet) located in the back of a resource room (24 x 26.25

feet). The instructor ana subjects were situated so that aii stimulus cards

and corresponding responses were visible and audible to all group members.

During the sessions, three other students doing independent seatwork were

Present in the class. The resource room teacher conducted experimental

sessions: d research associate assisted during the teachers absences ana

assessed incidental learninv !hrv...ghouf the study.

Materials

A total of 64 facts, relevant to the subjects' educational curriculum

andior individualized educational program, were presented. Each fact was

printed in black ink, with upper and lower-case letters, on cards (8.5 X 11

inches). The discriminative stimuli were printed on the tront of the cards.

and the back ot the cards contained the correct response, incidental

information (tf provided for that stimulus item). and a prompt to indicate the

required attentional response. Candy bars and soft-drinks were awarded as

reinforcers. Each subject also had a daily performance monitoring chart.

Response_Definitions and Data Collection

Data were collected continuously on the sublects expressive responses.

Also, attending behaviors for all group members were recorded on 10 randomly

selected trials during instructional sessions anti all tridls during probe

sessions. Attending responses were recorded as either "attending" or

"non-attending". When a general attentional response was used. attending was

defined as looking at the card containing the discriminative stimulus. When a

26;)
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specific response was used. it was defined as looking at tne card wnile the

targeted subject orally repeated the discriminative stimulus.

During probe conditions. three responses were scored: Corrects.

Incorrects. or no responses. Corrects were defined as the subject correctly

stating the answer within the 4-sec response interval. Incorrects were the

subject incorrectly stating the answer within the 4-sec response Interval. tig

responses were the subject saying nothing within the 4-sec response interval.

Six possible responses were recorded during instruction. Correct

antLcipatIons were aefinea as tne subject correctly stating the answer %/ithin

the 4-sec response interval. When a general attentional response was used.

the rcsporise .nterval began after the instructor held we he card. InstructeO

the group to look at the card, and read the discriminative stimulus from the

card. When a specific attentional response was used, the response interval

began after the targeted subject had repeated the discriminative stimulus from

the card (following the instructors presentation as with a general

attentional response). Correct waits were the subject correctly repeating the

inswer within 4 sec of the instructor's model. Non-wait eusiu were tne

subject incorrectly stating the answer prior to the delivery of the

instructor's prompt. Wait errors were the subject incorrectly repeating the

answer within 4-sec of the prompt delivery. No responses were the subje.t

saying nothing within 4 sec of the prompt aelivery. Inter.erences resultea

when another subject saia a correct or incorrect answer prior to the targetea

subject emitting a response.

Procedures

General Drocgwes. One 64-trial instructional session was conauctea

daily (five aays per weeK) ana occurrea if at least two subjects were present.

2fj()
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Group instruction was intcasequentlai in natuief, ana the trill presontiti,in

used a combInation concurrent/sequentlai approach :Reid 6 Faveli. 1984).

Four instructional sets were presentea throughout tne course ot Zhe

9tUOY. Each subject had four targeted responses in each ot the tour sets tor

a total of 16 responses. During eacn instructional conaition. a generi .

ttentionai response was used with half ut tne stimu.1 while a specit,c

attentional response was used with tne other half. :n aaaltion. inciaenta

information was proviaea in descriptive praise statements for half of the

stimuli. Thus. each subjects tour targetea behaviors tor eacn set weir

presentea using these tour conditions; specific attentional respo.ise with

incimental information, specific attentional response witno-t inc.aenta,

information, general attentioaal respoil3 with mciaental information. and

general attentional response without incidental information. A total ot 16

stimuius facts (4 per subject) waF presented to the group in each

instructionai conaition ana were were randomly presentea 4 times in eacn

session. All stimuli were presented once, prior to repeating any others.

Also, no subject receivea more than two consecutive turns ana no tact was

presented on more than one successive trial.

Correct responding resulted in verbal praise on a continuous

reinforcement (CRF) schedule that was thinnea to a VR-3 sci.:!dule (praise was

aeliverea on tne average of every three correct responses) atter crItecic;n

Levels were attainea ourIng InstructIonal conoltions ano 4n tne .ast t'.yo

sessions curing the final probe condition (Probe V). For half ot the

behaviors, aescriptive praisc statements contained an aciaitional fact

inciaentai information). incorrect or no responses were ignoreo. ianyloie

reinforcers were delivered at the end of sessions for compliance with the task

and attentionai responses.
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IdentiticatIon of targeted information/facts. A total of 64 facts (16

per instructional condition) were selected for instruction. By sets, the

following type of information was taught: The functions of feaerai offices.

the services provided by local offices/agencies, over-the-counter medications.

and the effects of specific vitamins/minerals on the body. The inciuental

information by sets was the names of the people who headed those offices.

additional services these agencies offerea, and brand names or foods that

contained the drugs or vitamins/minerals, respectively.

Probe Proceaures. Each subject received a minimum of 4 probe sessions.

two assessed targeted behaviors for that subject and two assessed all stimuli

in the study. In the latter sessions, half of the stimuli were assessed

during the first session (32 trials) and the remainder in the second. The

sessions that evaluated only targeted behaviors also contained 32 trials (with

the exception of the final probe condition which had 44 trials). The number

of trials per behavior varied across probe conditions; emphasis (more trials)

was placed on behaviors just trained and on those targeted for training in the

next set.

In all sessions. half of the trials used a general attentional response

while the other half used a specific response. All behaviors were presentea

with both attentional responses auring probe conditions. The attentional

response for each behavior was alternated across probe conaitions.

OoservationaiiInciaental learninci assessments. Acquisition of behaviors

targeted for other group members and of incidental information from

descriptive praise statements was evaluated in 1:1 probe sessions. During

Probes I and V, ail the behaviors taught in the study were assessea with each

subject, while only the behaviors just taught or to be taught in the next

instructional set were assessed in Probes II. III. aria IV.
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General and specific attentional rewonses. During each instructional

set, 8 of the 16 stimuli (2 stimuli per subject) were taught with a general

attentionai response and the otner 8 stimuli with a specific attentional

response. With a general response, the teacher held up the ca:d and

instructed the entire group to look. She then said the targeted subject's

name ana read the discriminative stimulus in the form of a question. The

specific attentional response included the above. ana the instructor toic tne

target student to repeat what she said. If the targeted subject did not

comply with the requested attentional response, he/she was verbally prompted

to do so. Ten trials in each instructional session wvre randomly selected for

r'cortlIng the group's attending behaviors.

Constant time delay. The first session in each Instructional condition

was 32 trials and used a 0-sec delay interval. All subsequent sessions for

that set consisted of 64 trials and a 4-sec delay interval. Each trial began

with tne attentional cue. The response interval (0- or 4-sec) began after tne

targeted subject engaged in the appropriate attentional response and the

discriminative stimulus was read from the card. If the subject haa not

responded within the allocated response time, the prompt was delivered oy tne

Instructor. The prompt Involved both visual and auditory cues: The

instructor showed the back of the card with the answer printed on it and said

the correct answer.

Correct anticipations aria waits resulteo in vernal praise. Half ot the

stimuli presented in the study also received descriptive vernal praise

(Incidental information). Subjects were expected to nave at least 94% (15/16

trials) correct waits and/or anticipations, and at least 80% appropriate

attending behaviors to receive a back-up reinforcer at the end of each

session. Pra...se was delivered on a CRF schedule until the entire group met

21.J.3
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the criteria of 100% correct anticipations, and then was thinned to a VR-3

schedule until a minimum of two consecutive sessions with 100% correct

anticipations occurcea for all group members

Errcrs and no responses were ignored. Differential reinforcement was

provided if a subject's percent of correzt anticipations aid not increase

after three consecutive sessions. Verbal praise was delivered, but the

back-up reinforcer was contingent upon a higher percentage of correct

anticipations.

RevIew trials. Review trials of previously taught stimuli were conducted

prior to each instructional session, beginning with Instruction II. Each

subject received one ceview trial per day using a general attentional

response; praise was delivered for correct responding. Errors or no responses

resulted in the teacher saying, "No", then providing the correct response.

F; MD r ,unentai Des ign

The experimental design was a modification of the parallel treatments

design (Gast & Wolery, in press) which can be conceptualized as concurrently

implemented multiple probe designs (Tawney & Gast, 1984). The constant timm

deiay procedure was used in four separate conditions that were simultaneously

implemented, using all possible combinations of two attentional responses

(general and specific) and praise statements (with ana without incidental

mformation). Instructional conditions were: (a) prooe ail oehayiors in 1;1

sessions; (b) simultaneously implement the four instructional conoitions in

daily group sessions for Set i behaviors; (c) probe, in 1:1 sessions,

behaviors from the set just taught ana the set to be taught: (d)

simLltaneously implement the four instructional conditions in daily g"oup

sessions for the next set to be taught; (e) repeat conditions with Set 3 and
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Set 4 until all behaviors have been taught, ana (f) probe all behaviors taught

in 1:1 sessions.

Reliability

Reliability assessments on subject responding and procedural

implementation (Billingsley, White, 8. Munson, 1980) were conducted by a

trained observer. To calculate dependent measure reliabillty estimates, the

number ot agreements divided by the number of agreements plus clisagreements

multiplied by 100. Procedural reliability estimates were calculated by

oividing the numner of observeci teacher behaviors by the number of planned

behaviors and multiplying by 100. The following behaviors were assesed:

presentiag the ;:s. requesting the group to acteno, securing the

appropriate attentional response from the targeted subject, presenting the

discriminative stimuli, waiting the specified response interval, delivering

the c.fitroiling prompts and consequences correctly, and implementing the 3-5

second intertrial interval.

Results

ReilapiIitY Result:,

Reliability measures were collected during 29 of the 82 (35.4%) probe

sessions and during 21 of the 52 (40.4%) instructional sessions. The mean

percent of agreement on student responding during probe conditions was 99.3%

(r = 98.3% to 100%) and curing instructional conditions was 99.8% (r = 99.4%

*o 100%). During prooe conditions. proceoural reliability for presenting tne

stimuli and cielivering the instructional cue was 100%. Requesting the correct

attentional response was 99.2% (r = 96.9% to 100%): ensuring the targeted

subject complied with the correct attentional response was 96.4% (r = 94.9% to

98.8%): waiting the correct response interval was 99.0% (r = 95.8% to 100%):

consequating student responses correctly was 98.8% (r = 97.5% to 99.6%): ana
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The number of trials. number of errors. and percent of errors to

criterion were analyzed for each subject Dy each of the four attentional

response/feedoack conditions. This analysis indicates that the type of

attentiontil response did not differentially influence the number of trials

(528 for specific ana 532 for general) or the percent of errors (2.7% for

specific ana 2.3% for general) to criterion. The presence of incidental

inzormation in the aescriptive praise statement did not aifferentially

influence the number of trials (536 with information and 524 without), but did

increase the percent of errors (3.2% with information and 1.7% without).

Although the error percentage was nearly twice as high when incidental

information was adaea to the descriptive praise statement, the percent of

errors in both conditions was low.

Observational Learning

When measured, students attended on 98.3% of the trials. ana none were

betow 80% for a single session. Each stuaent learnea some behaviors targetea

for other group members (observational learning). Observational learni 'n on

each set was assessea four times curing the stuav: prior to instruction, wnen

stuaents first reached 100% correct anticipations. in the probe conaition

following instruction, ana at the conclusion of the study. As presented in

Table 2, students learned some but not all of their group memuoers' targetea

responses. Much of that learning occurred before they displayed 100% correct

riticipations on their own targeted responses. However. in most cases.

stuaents increased their observational learning perfc.mance slightly in the

probe conditixl following instruction. Thus, from the first session where a

student performed at 100% correct anticipations until the group met criterion

on that set. some observational learning occurred. When the results are

analyzed by tne type of attentional response. differential effects are notea

2:i C
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waiting the intertrial interval was 99.9% (r = 99.6% to 100%). During

instructional conditions, a mean of 100% agreement was evident for presenting

the stimulus, delivering thr..t instructional cue. and waiting the correct

intertrial interval. Agreement percentages for requesting and ensuring the

correct attentional responses were 99.5% (r = 99.1% to 100%) and 97.7% (r =

96.9% to 100%), respectively; wait:ng the correct response interval was 99.1%

(r = 98.0% to 100%); and consequating correctly was 98.9% (r = 96.9% to

99.3%).

Effectiveness

The percent of correct responses for the group is shown in Figure 1 and

for each probe uondition by type of attentional responses for each student is

shown in Table 1. At the onset of the study (Probe I). correct responding for

all targeted behaviors was 0% across all subjects. This level maintained on

each instructional set prior to training with the exception of Probe II for

Tom who responded correctly to one of his targeted behaviors for the second

instructional set. Implementation of the constant time delay procedure

resulted in criterion level responding on all target behaviors for all

students. The only modifications required for establishing criterion level

responding was the use of differential reinforcement for correct anticipations

only. This change was used for Ann on Set I and Set IV ana for Tom on Set I.

High levels of correct responding were maintainea on all Oenaviors taugnt

througnout the study, even when reinforcement schedules were thinnea. As

shown in Table 1. Mary cid not receive instruction during the first

instructional condition because she joined the g..oup at the beginning of Probe

II after another subject moved away. Similarly, due to a prolonged absence.

Charlie did not receive intervention on behaviors targeted for Set IV.

Insert Figure 1 and Table 1 about here 297
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over time. Initially, performance was essentially equal for ootn types:

nowever, when measured in the probe condition following instruction, students

were more likely to be correct on facts taught with specific attentional

responses. Further, during the final probe, a clear difference is noted in

that all students performed higher on facts taught with tne specific

attentional response.

Insert Table 2 about here

Inciaenval infocmation

Half of Liw titImull included incidental information in the descriptive

praise statement ana half did not. Initially, all subjects had 0% correct

responses on all of the incidental information. They continued at this level

on stimuli that aid not receive incidental information with the exception of

one behavior presented in the second instructional condition. For this

stimulus item, a guest speaker provided the information.

Target [incidental ,nformation. The percent of correct responses on

target incidental information curing the final probe condition are shown in

Table 3. The group had a mean percent of 82.1 (23/28 trials) correct

responses on stimuli that received incidental information. ana 3.1% (1,32

trials) on dehaviors where it was not presented. Students were more tikely to

learn their incicental information if the nehaviors were taught with tne

specific attfmtional response (92.9%, 13/14 trials) than the general attending

response (71.4%, 10/14 trials).

Insert Table 3 about here
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Observed incidental Information. Students performance on incidental

information that was presented to other t,tuaents also was anaiyzed. Students

learned 37 2% (29/78 trials) of the iriciaental information presented to other

students and 2.6% (2/78 trials) of the iNformation that was not presented.

However. for the behaviors taught with the spfcific attentional response, they

porformea at 51.3% (20/39 trials) ana for the general attentional response

they performed at 23.1% (Q/39 trials).

Discussion

The purposes of this study were to (a) evaluate the effects of constant

time delay in a group foraat with adolescents who displayed learning and

behavioral disabilities. (0) the role of attentional responses on

acquisition of target behaviors, observational learning, and incidental

learning. and (c) investigate the acquisition of incidental information from

descriptive praise statements. Based on tne findings of this study, four

statements can be made.

First, the constant time delay procedure was implemented reliably in the

group context. Most ot the research with tris and other errorless learning

procedures has been conducted in 1:1 rather tnan group arrangements. This

study indicates that the procedure can be us'td by an experienced teacher w,th

few procedural errors in small group settings. Whether such implementation

would occur when group size increased. content wds varied. ana tne teacner was

inexperienced is open to study. The constant time delay :n this study,

however, was more complex than usual because it included two attentionai

responses and different feedback for half of the correct responses.

Second, data presented in Figure 1 and Table 1 indicate that tne constant

time delay procedure was effective. In ail cases. criterion level performance

was established which replicates earlier work with tne procedure in

sessions (Ault et ai., 1988: (3ast et al., 1988) ana small group arrangements
2)9
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(Alig et al., 1988). It also extends earlier work with students who have

learning ana behavior disorders; previously spelling (Kinney, Stevens, &

Schuster, 1988; Stevens & Schuster. 1987) and sight words (Precious, 1985)

were taught. Social studies and health content was taught in this study. The

low error percentages ana toe small number of trials to criterion in this

study ace similar to those found In previous investigations. The reliable

implementation and effectiveness of the proceaure suggests that the constant

time aelay procedure is a viable instructional strategi for students with

learning and behavior disabilities. Although the procecure originated from

the literature on the severely hanalc:apped. it appears to have applications to

stuaents with learning oisabliities. Studies compuring i,. v common

instructional procedures with this population arc needed, however.

Thira. the effects of the attentional responses were quite consistent.

The general ana specific attentional responses did not appear to

aifferentially afi.!.rf stuaents acquisition of their target responses.

However, the type of attentional response affected observational ana

incidental learning. Students maintained more of their oiAervational learning

when the behavior was taught with a specific attentional response. This is

consistent with a similar stuay with preschool children and pre-academic

content (Alig et al.. 1988). Students also learned more of the incidental

information from tne descriptive praise statements when the stimuli were

preseatea with the specific a%tentioncil response. Further. stuaents learnea

more of other group members incidental information wnen d specific

attentional response was used. The consistency of these findings is

sucprising because the difference between the two attentional rPc7-4nses was

simply having the student repeat the question i the specific attentional

response condition. Fixther research is needea to inves.igate other types Pt*

31,0
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attentional responses and to identify the effects of fixed or variable

attentional responses.

Fourth, students learned information that was placed in the descriptive

praise statements. This study documents that when information other than the

benavior being praised is placed in the praise statement, students may learn

it incidentally. This study also suggests thaz when the target stimulus is

presented with a specific attentional response, the probability of learning

the incidental information is increased. Further research on this Issue is

needed. For example, could instruction be made more efficient if the content

to oe taught in the near future was presented in the descriptive praise

staLement? Will students learn information in the descriptive praise

statement if a variety of information is presented rather than the same

information on each trial? Can students learn rules (e.g., phonetic rules)

when they are incidentally inserted in the praise statements? What other

variables can increase the amount of learning from the praise statements? The

answers to these ano similar questions should have immediate impact on

teaching practices.

In terms of practical implications from this study, it is clear that the

constant time delay procedure is an effective strategy in small group

instruction with students who have learning and behavior disabilities.

However, comparison with more usual teaching practices are neeoed. It also

appears that the attentional response used in direct instruction may oe a

critical variable in the amount of ubservational and incidental learning that

occurs and maintains. Until the relationships between attentional responses

and such learning is more clearly identified, it is reasonaole to use the

specific attentional response employed in this study.

3 I
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Mualergent of Corlect Repponses for Each Probe Condition Arid Each Skudent

Student
Instruc-
tional Set

Attentional
Response

Probe
I

Probe
Probe
II

ANN
Set I Specific 0 I 100

General 0 1 139

II Specific 0 0

General 0 0

III Specific 0 0

General 0 0

IV Specific 0 0

General 0 0

TOM
Set I Specific 0 i 100

General 0 I 100

II Fpecific 0 17

GenerAl 0 0

III Specific 0 0

General 0 0

IV Specific 0 0

General 0 0

MARY
Set I Specific ........ 0

General --- 0

II Specific --- 0

General 0

III Specific 0

General 0

IV Specific ........ 0

General --- 0

CHARLIE
Set I Specific 0 1 94

General 0 1 94
II Specific 0 0

General 0 0

III Specific 0 0

General 0 0

IV Specific 0 0

General 0 0

Conditionba
Probe
III

100

loo
1 100

J 1_QP

0

0

0

0

100

100

I 100

1 100

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 100

i 100

0

0

0

0

100

50

I 100

1 100

0

0

Probe
IV

Probe
V

100

100

100

IOU

100

75

100

100
i 100 100
I 100 100

0 I 88
0 I 100

100 100

100 100

100 100

100 75
1 100 100

1 100 100

0 i 100

0 1 100

0 0

0 0

100 100

0 100

1 100 100

I 100 75

0 I 100

0 I 100

100

50 ---

100

100

I 100

1 100

0 0

0 0

1 Lines through figures indicates when training waii initiated and completed.
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Table 2

percent of Correct ResPonses on Observational Learnkno Truala, by Sudiect..

allntional Response. ano_Measurement Occasion

Student
Attentional
Response

Initial
Probe

Measurement Occasions
First Session Probe After

at 100% Correct Criterion
Final

Probe

Ann
Specific 0 31.8 57.7 56.8
General 0 36.4 30.8 22.7

Tom
Specific 0 54. 65.4 65.9
General 0 59.1 69.2 59.1

Mary
Specific 0 25.0 50.0 53.1

General 0 12.5 40.0 31.3

Charlie
Specific 0 22.2 27.8 44.4

General 0 22.2 33.3 33.3

Totals
Specific 0 34.6 52.2 57.2
General 0 34.6 44.4 37.7
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Table 3

Percent af Correct ResPomets on Taraeted an0 Observational 104rnina of

LncluteTAal Informatkon by Subiect and Attentional RetiPonse

Student
Attentionai
Response

Type of Inciaental Information
Targeted Information Observational Information

(Provided for the (Proviaed for Other
Students Own Facts) Students' facts)

Ann
Specific 100 54.5
General 100 18.2

Tom
Specific 75 72.7

Generai 75 18.2

Mary
Specific 100 50

General 66.7 50

Charlie
Specific 100 22.2
General 33.3 11.1

Totals
Specific 92.9 51.3
General 71.4 23.1

3 C. '7
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Figure Caption

flCaire 1. Mean percentage of correct responses for the group across

instructional sets. The triangles inalcate the percentage of correct

anticipations and the circles Indicate the percentage of correct waits.
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Abstract

This investigation examined the effectiveness and efficiency of a

system of least prompts procedure in a small group instructional

arrangement. Four primary-aged students in a self-contained public

school classroom for students with moderate handicaps were taught

to read food words found on restaurant menus. In addition,

students' acquisition of incidental information (i.e., the

approximate cost of the food and at what meal the food is normaily

consumed) was assessed across each instructional condition. The

incidental information was presented in the instructional

procedure's prompt hierarchy during instruction. A multiple probe

design across word sets was used to assess the effectiveness of the

system of least prompts procedure in the small group instructional

arrangement. The results indicated that: (a) the system of least

prompts procedure was effective in teaching food dords to each of

the four students in a small group instructional arrangement; and

(b) each stadent acquired some of the non-targeted incidental

information. The results are discussed in terms of designing

efficient small group instructional arrangements while using

effective instructional strategies.
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System of Least Prompts and Incidental Learning in a

Small Group Instructional Arrangement

The system of least prompts is a response prompting procedure

that is effective in teaching a variety of skills to a wide range

of persons with handicaps in one-to-one instructional arrangements

(Doyle, Wolery, Ault, 6 Gast, 1988). Examples include teaching

leisure skills to an adult with severe impairments (Giangreco,

1983), community living skills to secondary-aged students with

moderate disabilities (Cronin 6 Cuvo, 1979), self-care skills to

primary and secondary-aged students with mild and moderate

retardatici (Horner 6 Keilitz, 1975), and a vocational skill to

secondary students with moderate and severe handicaps (Horner 6

McDonald, 1982). The procedure also has been effective in teaching

discrete skills: manual signs (Duker & Mdchielson, 1983);

receptive and expressive identification of pictures (Hupp, Mervis,

Able, 6 Conroy-Gunter, 1986); reading of recipe words (Gast, Doyle,

Wolery, Ault, 6 Farmer, in press); and prepositions, pronouns, and

sentences (Konstantareas, 1984) . Because of this generality, the

procedure is a viable instructional option for teachers of students

with handicaps.

Although the system of least prompts has been used extensively

in one-to-one instruction, few studies have examaned its use in

small group instructional arrangement-, (Alberto, Jobes, Sizemore, &

Doran, 1980) . Small group instruction is a practical alternative

to one-to-one instruction in many classrooms (Reid 6 Fave11, 1984).
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Advantages of this instructional format include (a) improvea use of

teacher time (Westling, Ferrell, & Swenson, 1982), (b) increased

use of an instructional format similar to those found in less

restrictive placements (Fink & Sandall, 1978), and (c) increased

opportunities to interact and learn from peers (Alberto et ai.,

1980). These advantages argue for the use of small group

instruction but do not preclude the use of systematic instructional

procedures. For example, response prompting procedures such as

constant and progressive time delay have been effective in small

group arrangements (e.g., Ault, Wolery, Gast, Doyle, & Martin, in

press; Cybriwsky, Woiery, & ciast, in press; Doyle, Gast, Woierl,

Ault, & Farmer, 1990; Farmer, Gast, Wolery, & Winterling, 1989).

Schoen and Sivil (1989) used .he system of least prompts to teach

self-care skills to dyais of preschonlers. Thus, additional

research is needed to evaluate the system of least prompts in s i.l -

group arrangements.

In addition to effectivenns, the efficiency of instructional

procedures is an important consideration. When compared to

response prompting strategies such as constant (Gast, Ault, Wolery,

Doyle, & Belanger, 1988) and progressive time delay (Bennett, Gast,

Wolery, & Schuster, 1986), the system of least prompts was less

efficient in terms of the number of trials, errors, and minutes cf

instructional time. However, those differences diminish as the

procedure is repeatedly used (Doyle, Wolery, Gast, Ault, & Wiley,

1990). In the Schoen and Sivil (1989) study with preschool dpAs,

3 1S. :3
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che system of least prompts strategy was compared to a constant

time delay procedure. Each of the procedures was effective but

the constant time delay procedure was slightly more efficient.

Another means of evaluating efficiency is to measure the

amount of information learned that is not directly taught. For

example, small group arrangements may increase the efficiency of

instruction because group members may acquire behaviors taught to

othv- students through observational learning (Oliver & Scott,

1981; Orelove, 1982) . Further, with the system of least prompts

students may learn additional informaticn from the prompt levels.

The system of least prompts cousists of a target stimulus, a prompt

hierarchy of least-to-most assistance, and the opportunity to

respond independently at each level of the hierarchy. If a correct

response occurs following delivery of the target stimulus,

reinforcement is provided; if an error or no response occur:, the

prompt that i)rovides the least amount cf assistance is delivered

followed by another opportunity to respond. This sec.auences is

repeated until all of the prompts in the hierarchy have been

delivered or the student makes a correct response. An "underlying

assumption is that less intrusive prompts will acquire control of

the student's behavior" (i.e., the student learns this information

and uses it to make the correct response) (Doyle et aJ , 1988, p.

37). It oay be possible to design prompts in the prompt hierarchy

that would allow students to learn new non-target information.

Gast et al. (in press) taugh',: four secondary-aged students with
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moderate mental retardation to read recipe words using both

progressive time delay and the system of least prompts in

one-to-one instruction. Nontarget information related to the

recipe words was presented in the praise statements following

correct responses with both procedures and as prompts in the system

of least prompts condition. The results indicated that both

procedures were effective in establishing reading of the recipe

words and that students learned some of the related nontarget

information.

The purpose of this study was twofold. First, the

effectiveness of the system of least prompts was evaluated in

teactO.ng menu readillg in a small group arrangement to students with

moderate retardation. S.cond, the study evaluateu whether students

acquired related nontarget information presented in the prompt

hierarchy. The nontarget information consisted of the approximate

cost of the menu item and the meal in which the food was normally

consumed. Specifically, the prompts for some menu words were "it

costs less than a dollar" and "we ec* tt for breakfast"; the

prompts for other menu words were vit costs more than a dollar" and

"we eat it for dinner." Students were assessed to determine

whether they 1e3rned to classify the menu words according to their

approximate cost (i.e., more/less than a dollar) and the meal

(breakfast/dinner) in which thez were normally eaten.
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Participants and Setting

Three males and one female ranging in age from 7 to 9 years

old, enrolled in a public school classroom for children with

moderate handicaps, participated in the study. All students met

the following prerequisite entry criteria: (a) intact auditory and

visual systems (students consistently responded to auditory and

visual stimuli with corrective appliances when necessary); (b)

appropriate attending behaviors in a group (students sat and made

eye contact with the teacher and materials for 15 minutes within

the small group arrangement); (c) previous history with systematic

response proxpting procedures (students waited up to 4 sec for a

prompt and orally imitated an expressive teacher model); and (d)

minimal sight word reading ability (students could identify at

least three survival words). Additional information about each

student is presented in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

.

7

Instructional sessions were comiucted by the classroom teacher

in the subjects' (6.4m x 8.9m) classroom. All subjects were seated

toge.her at a semicircular table located in the back of the

classroom. The instructor and students were arranged so all word

cards were visible and so teacher and student responses were

audible to each member of the group. Students not involved in the
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study participated in their regular classroom activities with the

classroom assistant.

Materials

A total of eight food words found on a local restaurant menu

were selected for instruction. The classroom staff were given the

list of words to ensure that target words were not taught during

classroom activities. Each word was printed in black lower case

letters (i.e., as it appeared on the menu) on the front of white

index cards (10 cm x 15 cm). The back of each word card contained

written instructions for the teacher relati,e to the prompt

hierarchy including the type of incidental information to be

delivered and order of presentation for that food word. A colored

picture for each food word was used for testing the sight word

referent and as one of the prompts in the hierarchy. The pictures

were obtained from a restaurant menu and laminated onto 10 cm x 15

cm index cards. The reinforcers selected as prizes for students

included small candies, crackers, and a variety of children's

stickers. Target words, incidental information, and tde order of

inst,uction are presented in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 about here

Experimental Design

A multiple probe design (Tawney & Gast, 1984) across word

sets, replicated across students, was used to evaluate the
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eff!ctiveness of the system of least prompts procedure.

Differential reinforcement of correct and incorrect responses

during probe trials munimzed the differences between probe and

instructional conditions, increased the probability that students

would respond in the probe condition, and dicreased the probability

that probe data were a deflated representation of the students'

ability to perform the correct response. Individual pretests

occurred to assess students' ability to read the eight targeted

food words and to measure knowledge of the incidental information

assigned to each word. The experimental conditioas were: (a) probe

all target words in one-to-one sessions and assess knowledge of the

incidental information to be presented as prompts with Word Set 1;

(b) teach Word Set 1 with the system of least prompts in the group

until all students reached criterion level responding; (c) conduct

daily individual probe trials on Word Set 1; and (d) probe all

target words and assess acquisition of the incidental information

from Word Set 1 and Word Set 2. This sequence was repeated until

all four word sets had been taught.

Assessnent Conditions

Pretests and posttests. This investigation includci a number

of measures used to select the target words and assess student

knowledge of incidental Information before and after lnst:ntion.

Prior to beginning the investigation and during each subsequent

probe condition, four individual assessment sessions were conducted

for all measures and students. Descriptions of the measures, the

s
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times of assessment, and criteria for selecting words as target

stimuli are shown in Table 3. Students were able to select a prize

prior to beginning the session, to be delivered non-contingent of

performance, following completion of the test sessions. However,

all correct, incorrect, and no responses during the sessions were

followed by the teacher waiting a 3-5-sec intertrial interval and

presentation of the next trial.

Insert Table 3 about here

Probe conditions. Prior to instruction on each set of menu

words, students were assessed on their ability to read both trained

and untrained words. Each student was assessed individually and

received a total of 20 trials per probe session (two trials on each

of the eight target words and two trials on two known line

drawings). The two known drawings were included to ensure that

students received reinforcement cor correct responding during probe

sessions. All probe trials consisted of the instructor holding the

word card in front of the student, presenting the attending cue

("Name, look here."), ensuring the attending response, delivering

the task direction ("What word?"), and providing a 3 sec-response

interval. If the student responded correctly during the response

interval, the teacher confirmed the correct response (e.g., "Good,

that is the word eggs.") and allowed the student to select a

reinforcer. If the student did not respond or responded

3 1)
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incorrectly, the teacher ignored the error, removed the word card,

waited a 3 to 5-sec intertrial interval, and presented the next

trial.

Daily probe trials. Daily probe trials were conducted to

assess whether a student's correct response during instructional

session& was a function of having learned to read the word or a

result of imitating other students' models of correct responses.

Prior to the group session, the teacher approached an individual

student and conducted one trial for each of the two menu words

currently receiving instruction. The daily probe trials were

identical to trials conducted in probe conditions. When the Lwo

individual probe trials were completed, the teacher told the

student that it was time to work and asked the student to go to the

table. This continued until all students were seated at the table.

Review trials. Beginning with instruction on menu words from

the s,:zond word set, each student received one review trial on a

previously learned target word to monitor maintenance of the

learned words. The review trials were conducted after the students

were seated at the table but prior to beginning instruction of

current target words. The review trials were identical to the

probe trials with the exception of the consequent event for errors.

All incorrect responses were followed by an error correction

procedure consisting of a mild verbal reprimand (e.g. "That is

wrong.") and a verbal model of the correct response (e.g., "This

word is eggs.").

3 )
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Instructional Procedures

Group procedures. Eight food words from a local restaurant

menu were targeted for instructica in a small group arrangement

using a system of least prompts procedure. The eight words were

divided into four word sets; each set consisting of two words.

Instruction continued on a word set until all students reached

criterion level responding; that is, 100% correct responding to the

task direction aloae during group instruction and on individual

daily probe trials, one session using a continuous schedule of

reinforcement (CRF), and one session with approximately every third

correct response receiving reinforcement (VR3). One or two group

instructional sessions were conducted each day. If two

instructional sessions were conducted in one day, the minimum time

between sessions was three hours. Group instruction was

intrasequential; that is, instruction was provided to each member

of the group individually without systematic structured interaction

between the students. The target words were presented randomly

within each instructional session of 16 intermixed trials with four

trials presented to each student; two trials on each target word in

a set, across students. Students did not receive more than two

consecutive turns and no target word was presented on more than two

consecutive trials. A general, inactive, group attendiag cue

("Everybody ready?") was presented prior to beginning a student's

instructional trial.

3 0 1
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System of least prompts (SLP). Two words were assigned to

each instructional condition. During each trial, the teacher moved

through a hierarchy of promptr consisting of level 1, the task

direction alone (i.e., "What word?"); level 2, the task direction

paired with a verbal prompt indicating the cost of the item (i.e.,

"What word?" "It costs more (or less) than a dollar.'); level 3,

the task direction paired with a verbal prompt labeling the meal

when the target food is consumed (i.e., "What word?" 'isle eat it for

dinner (or breakfast]."); level 4, the task direction in addition

to a visual prompt showing a picture of the target food (i.e.,

"What word?" picture); and level 5, the task direction paired with

a verbal model of the correct response (i.e., "What word?" "Food

name.").

Prior to each instructional trial the teacher provided the

group attending cue and ensured attending responses from all

students. This was followed by a student's name, presentation of

the attending cue, and delivery of the task direction (e.g., "Name,

look, what word?") . Delivery of the task direction was followed by

the teacher waiting a 3-sec response interval. If the student did

not respond, the teacher repeated the task direction and presented

the first prompt in the hierarchy (the approximate cost) and waited

another 3 sec for a student response. If the student did not

respond, the teacher repeated the task diraction and presented the

second verbal prompt (i.e., told the student when we eat the food)

and waited an additional 3 seconds. Another student "no response"
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was followed by teacher delivery of the task direction, the picture

of the food, and another 3-sec response interval. If the student

still did not respond, the teacher stated the task direction,

modelled the correct. response, and waited 3 seconds.

If the student made an e....ror before a prompt was delivered

(unprompted error) or respo%ded incorrectly after delivery of any

prompt in the hierarchy (prompted error), the teacher said, "No

wait, and I'll help you.", repeated the task direction and

delivered the next prompt in the hierarchy. If the student made

the correct response to the task direction alone (unprompted

corrects) or after a prompt (prompted corrects), the teacner

delivered desci:iptive verbal praise including confirmation of the

correct response (e.g., "Good, that is the word bacon.") and an

edible or sticker. Only unprompted correct responses counted

toward criterion. If an individual student attained criterion on

the target words before other members in the group, the student

remained in the group and received instructional trials as usual.

Reliability

Dependent measure reliability estimates. Reliability

observations were conducted by a research associate twice weekly

and at least once during each experimental condition on student

responses to each trial. A point-by-point method (number of

agreements divided by number of agreements plus disagreements

multiplied by 100) was used to calculate reliability.
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Procedural reliability estimates. The instructor's fidelity

with the experimental procedures in the probe a Astructional

conditions was also assessed (Billingsley, White, & Munson, 1980).

These measures included recording total session length, presenting

the correct word card, delivering the attending cue, securing an

attending response, presenting the task direction, waiting the

specified response interval prior to delivery of a prompt,

delivering the correct prompt, delivering the appropriate

consequent event, and waiting the specified intertrial interval.

The instructor's behavior was observed and compared to a

description of the experimental procedures. Procedurai reliability

estimates were calculated by dividing the number of actual

instructor behaviors by the number of planned behaviors and

multiplying by 100. Estimates were calculated for each condition,

on each behavior, for each student in the group.

Results

Reliability

Interobserver reliability on student responding and the

teacher's adherence to the written description of the procedures

occurred in 32.9% of the probe sessions, and in 31.3% of the

instructional sessions. The mean percentage of agreement on

student responding during probe ind instructional conditions was

100% across al.1 students in the group. In the probe conditions,

the mean percentage of agreement on procedural reliability was 100%

on all behaviors and students. In SLP conditions, the mean

4. 2
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perc ntage of agreement was 100% on all variables across students

except delivering the correct prompt (mean=99.8%, range=95%-100%).

Effectiveness

The mean percentages of correct responding for Tommy, Chris,

Delbert, and Carrie to the eight target words during instructional

and probe conditions, and the order in which the words were

introduced are shown in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Insert Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 about here

For Tommy, Chris, and Delbert the percentage of correct

responding to untrained target words was zero across all word pairs

during the probe conditions. The use of the system of least

prompts procedure in a small group instructional arrangement was

effective in establishing criterion level responding for four pairs

of words for Tommy and Chris. Because Delbert was placed into a

new classroom at another school, he was only taught three pairs of

target words. In the probe conditions immediately following

instruction, Tommy's performance maintained at 100% correct on all

trained words across all probe sessions. For Chris, the percentage

of correct responding was 100% in all sessions from Probes II, III

and IV and 100% in the final th4:-...e sessions of Probe V. Delbert's

percentage of correct responding on trained words was at 100% in

two out of three probe sessions in Probe conditions II,

IV.

b..,

III, and
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For Carrie, the percentage of correct responding to untrained

words was also at zero in Probe I. In the first group

instructional condition, system of least prompts was not effective

in establishing criterion level responding. Therefore, changes

were implemented to teach the first set of words Zo Carrie: (a)

differential reinforcement of unprompted and prompted correct

responses (i.e., only unprompted correct responses were followed

with reinforcement); (b) one-to-one supplemental instruction (i.e.,

Carrie continued to receive instruction during the small group

arrangement using the SLP procedure; however, she also received

individual training sessions using SLP); and (c) wnen tnese changes

were not effective in establishing criterion level responding,

Carrie was removed from the group session and only received

instruction on Word Set 1 in a one-to-one session using a constant

time delay procedure. The implementation of the final change was

effective in teaching the first two words to Carrie and performance

maintained at criterion level in Probe II. Because of the length

of time required to implement these changes, the remaining members

of the group were taught Word Set 2 without Carrie. When

instruction began of Word Set 3, Carrie returned to the small group

instructional arrangement and SLP was effective in teaching two new

words. Her performance on Word Sets 1 and 3 maintained at 100% in

the fourth probe condition. Although Carrie had not received

instruction on Set 2 words, her correct performance on these

untrained words during Probe III was 93%. This increase in

3 C
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performance without training might have been a result of her

exposure to the correct response for each word from Set 2 during

review trials; each word from Set 2 was reviewed a total of 10

times for Tommy, Chris, and Delbert during instruction on Set 3

words. The target words in Set 4 remained at v.!ro until SLP was

implemented the fourth instructional condition. The SLP

strategy in the small group arrangement was effective in teaching

the remaining two words to Carrie. Her performance in the final

two sessions of the final probe was 100% across the 12 target

words.

In each instructional condition, correct responses by the

students transferred from the most intrusive level of information

to prompts that provided less information and finally to the

independent or task direction level of the hierarchy. The number

and type of prompt delivered across students for each instructional

condition is shown in Table 4.

Insert Table 4 about here

Efficiency

Efficiency data summarized in TaLle 5, show the number of SLP

instructional trials, errors, and percentage of errors through the

gmap criterion for individual students. The total number of

instructional trials necessary to teach eight words to Tommy was

168 and 192 to Chris. Delbert learned six words in a total of 96

0...; I
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instructional trials and Carrie was taught four words in the group

instructional arrangement in 88 instructional trials. For Tommy

the total number of errors while learnin,3 to read eight words was

r.wo (percentage of errors 1.2%). Chris was tau;ht eight words

while making nine errors (4.7%). Delbert learned to read six

taiget words with one error (1.0%) and Cdrrie learned four words

with 16 errors (18.2%). Although Carrie made the gre:test number

of errors during instruction on Set 3 (6) and Set 4 words (10), her

errors decreased after learning to use the proe:ddure; the total

number of errors made in the unsuccessful instruction on Set 1

words using the SLP piucedure was 34.

Insert Table 5 about here

Incidental learning

In the pretests that occurred prior to each instructional

condition, correct responding on each of the classification tests

was zero across all students and target words. Data shown in Table

6 indicate the percentage of net gain for each student following

completion of the final instructional condition. Results from the

posttest show that the students were able to classify some, but not

all, of the target words according to both the approximate cost ct

the item (mean=70%, range=50%-100%) and at what meal the food was

normally consumed (mean=81%, range=62%-100%). There were no

differences in the percentages of net gain between posttests
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immediately followir training and the final posttest. A

Chi-square test with an obtained score of .05 and a tabled value of

5.99 (p < .05). showed no significant correlation between the

number of exposures to the incidental information in the prompt

hierarchy and correct classification of the words.

Insert Table 6 about here

Generalization

Prior to instruction, the percentage of correct responding on

the generalization Lusts, receptive identification of the target

words and ma,ching the written stimulus to a photograph of the

referent, was 25% or less across students and target words. In the

posttests following instruction, student performance was 100%

across all words for both the receptive ides ification and matching

tests. Each student maintained 100% correct ,.sponding on these

tests in the final assessment. In addition, the data were analred

to determine if the incidental information learned from prompts in

the SLP hierarchy (i.e., classification of the words by cost and

meal information) was also learned for the photographs. Prior to

beginning the investigation, each student could expressively and

receptively identify the photograph representing the target word.

However, the percentage of correct classification of the

photographs by both the cost and meal incidental information was at

zero across students and photographs. In the final posttest, the
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mean percentage of net gain across the students and eight target

words fcr classification of the photographs by cost information was

68% (range=50%-100%) and by meal information 76% (range=54%-100%).

Before beginning instruction, students also were asked to read

the target food words from the actual restaurant menu, and

expressively label the approximate cost and at what meal this food

was normally consumed. The percentage of correct responding for

each of these tests was also at zero before instruction. Following

completion of the investigation, the mean percentage of correct

reading of the words was 90.6% (range..75%-100%), identification of

L!le cost 65.6% (range-37.5%-100%), and idenciiication of the meal

75% (range=50%-100%).

Discussion

The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the

effectiveness of the SLP procedure in a small group instructional

arrangement and to assess whether students could acquire incidental

information placed in the SLP prompt hierarchy. Based on the

findings of this study, four statements can be made.

First, the SLP procedure in the small group arrangement was

effective in teaching two students with moderate mental retardation

to read eight words, one student to read six words and Carrie to

read four words found on a local restaurant menu. The procedural

modifications made for Carrie were only needed in the initial

instructional condition. The criterion level performance

established with the SLP procedure during group instruction,

3 3
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maintained in subsequent probe conditions and extends information

abcAt the effectiveness of SLP from one-to-one teaching

arrangements ( Doyle et al., 1988).

Second, teachers may increase the efficiency of response

prompting procedures through the systematic presentation of

incidental information. Incidental learning (Stevenson, 1972)

occurs when a student observes and performa behaviors not targeted

for instruction. For example, Becker and Glidden (1970) taught a

motor task, modelled by peers, to a group of males with mild mental

retardation. While simply observing the peers performance of the

target behaviors, students learned the target task (i.e.

observational learning) . In addition, students acquired social

skills emitted by the peers during instruction (i.e., incidental

learning). Although the acquisition of these social skills was not

specifically programmed in their investigation, it may be possible

for teachers to facilitate incidental learning through the planned

delivery of this information during instruction. Gast, Doyle,

Wolery, Ault, and Baklarz (1989) used a constant time delay

procedure to teach a group of students with mild handicaps to read

sight words. In this investigation, the correct spelling of a word

was modelled by the teacher in the antecedeat event (as part of the

attending cue) or in the consequent event (paired with the

descriptive statements tollowing correct and incorrect responding).

The results showed that while learning to read the target words,

students also learned to spell some of the target words. In

331
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another small group investigation using the constant time delay

procedure, Wolery, Cybriwsky, Gast, and Boyle-Gast (in press)

taught four secondary-aged students with mild handicaps to identify

local and national political offices, agencies, and

over-the-counter medications. Incidental information about each

target behavior was presented in the attending cue during

instruction. The results indicated that presentation of this

information not only facilitated the acquisition of the target

behaviors, but also showed that students could learn some of the

incidental information. Doyle et. al. (1990) taught these same

target behaviors to four secondary-aged students with moderate

mental retardation. In this investigation, the incidental

information was presented in the descriptive praise statements

following correct responses. The results from tnis study indicated

that related but non-targeted information can also be acquired when

presented in the consequent events following student responding.

When using the system of least prompts procedure teachers might

also facilitate incidental learning by embedding incidental

information in the prompt hierarchy of the strategy. In this

investigation, the consistent delivery of this information, paired

with the target stimulus, resulted in (a) the systematic transfer

of stimulus control from the prompts to the target stimulus and (b)

students learning that the incidental cost ant! meal information was

equivalent with the target word; that is, the students learned to

classify the topographically dissimilar target words as members of

3:32
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the same stimulus class when the mediator (i.e., the cost or meal

information) was presented in the prompt hierarchy. Future

research should determine whether other types of related

information such as rules or factual information can be learned in

this way.

Third, the data seemed to indicate that when students learned

to classify the target words according to the incidental

information, they also learned to classify the photographs

represented by the target words. The acquisition of the

classification of the target words and photographs was anticipated

based on the transfer mediational lii.cLature (Gast, Vaa Biervliet,

6 Spradlin, 1979; Sidman & Cresson, 1973; Sidman, Cresson, 6

Wilson-Morris, 1974). The ability of the teacher to present

incidental information concurrent with direct teaching of the

target task saved valuable instruction time, thus increasing

classroom efficiency. Students also learned to expressively name

and classify a few but not all of the target words found on the

restaurant menu. Although the mean percentage of correct

responding for the classification of the words on the menu (70.3%,

range=43.7%-100%) was lower than for the word cards used during

instruction (75.5%, range-58%-100%), this could have been due to

the type of test used in measuring the students' classification

responses in the generalization pre- and posttests. In the

generalization tests, students were asked to expressively identify

the cost and time of consumption (e.g., "When do we usually eat

333
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bacon?") as opposed to the receptive tests in the probe conditions

(e.g., "Show me the foods we eat for breakfast.").

Fourth, in addition to finding no correlation between the

total number of exposures to the incidental information and

performance on the classification assessment, there are data to

suggest that there was no relationship between the type of exposure

and posttest classification performance. That is, students did not

have to receive the incidental information on their own trials,

rather they could rely on observation of other students'

instructional trials which included delivery of the pronpt

information. For example, in the first instructional condition,

Delbert was exposed to the cost prompt ,:or the first word set a

total of 49 times. However, he received no cost prompts during his

own trials; that is, he responded with a correct unprompted

response on his first instructional trial for each word from Word

Set 1. This was followed by a 100% net gain in performance in

classification of the first two words by the cost information.

Because each student was learning the same target words and

Delbert's first instructional trial for each of these words

followed another student's trial, he used this opportunity to

observe the other student, including delivery of the incidental

information, and made the correct target response when it was his

turn to respond. Subsequent research should evaluate this finding

by teaching each student in the group different behaviors.

3 3 4
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In summary, by definition of the SLP procedure, all prompts

selected for use in the least-to-most hierarchy should provide the

student with some clue as to the expected target response.

Although the incidental information presented as prompts (i.e., the

approximate cost and meal information) did not initially control

the correct target response nor were students able to classify the

target words according to this information, each prompt eventually

acquired stimulus control over the target response and students

learned to use this information to classify some of the target

words. Therefore, it may be reasonable for teachers to design SLP

instruction so that the beginning or intermediate prompt levels in

the hierarchy consist of unknown information or information not at

criterion levels.

335
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Table 1

Description cf Students.

Name C.A.
Gender

Test Score
Diagnosis

Functioning
Level

Tommy

Chris

9yr 9mo Stanford
Binet

Full Scale
IQ 42;

MA 3-8;
Down
Syndrome;

8yr 6mo WechLIci. Full Scale
Intelligence IQ 40;
Scale for
Children-R;
Vineland; Composite

Score 1-7;

Delbert 8yr 4mo Wechsler Full Scale
Preschool 6 IQ 46;

Primary
Scale of
Intelligence

Carrie 7yr lmo Hiskey
Nebraska
Test of
Learning
Aptitude

Deviation
IQ 60;
MA 3-6;
Down
Syndrome;

Locates #1-7 on calculator;
expressively ident. penny,
nickel, quarter; counts 3
items; reads color and early
survival words; can complete
parts of total task chain of

cleaning up after meals.

Identifies (1)) upper, (5)

lower case letters; reads
(5) survival words; identify
# of items in sets to 7;

expressively identifies
actions in pictures.

Counts 12 items; sequences #

1-6; identifies (6) upper and

lower case letters; reads (1)
color and (2) survival words;

prints first name.

Matches sequences of objects

or symbols; identifies #1-11;
identifies 7 color words and
early survival signs, concept
of one and all; traces name.
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Table 2

Target Stimuli, Incidental Information, and the Order of Instruction

Across Students.

Word
Set

Target
Stimuli

Incidental Information
Prompt Prompt

1 2

1

2

3

4

Bacon

Chicken

Eggs

Soup

Toast

Hamburger

Pancakes

Spaghetti

"It costs less
than a dollar."
"It costs more
than a dollar."

"It costs less
than a dollar."
"It costs more
than a aollar."

"It costs less
than a dollar."
"It costs more
than a dollar."

"It costs less
than a dollar."
"It costs more
than a dollar."

"We eat it for
breakfast."
"We eat it for
dinner."

"We eat it for
breakfast."
"We eat it for
dinner."

"We eat it for
breakfast."
"We eat it for
dinner."

"We eat it for
breakfast."
"We eat it for
dinner."
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Table 3

Descri tion of Assessment Measures and Order in Which They Occurred.

Measur: TYPE
Description Word
Selection Criteria Set

Pre-
Test

Probe Probe Probe Probe Probe
1 2 3 4 5

Post-
Test

Expressive: TARGET
Oral identification 1 x x x x x x x

of written word on card 2 x x x x x x x

and menu; ("What word?") 3 x x x x x x x

0% across students 4 x x x x x x x

Receptive: GENERALIZATION
Point identification 1 x x x x
of written word; 2 x x x x

("Give me .") 3

4

x

x
x x

x (

x

x25% or < across students

Comprehension: GENERALIZATION
Match written word to 1 x x x x
picture/referent of 2 x x x x
the word; ("Find same.") 3 x x x x

25% or < across students 4 x x L x

Receptive: GENERALIZATION
Point identification 1 x x x x

din/break (pictures); 2 x x x x

("Give ma din/break.") 3 x x x x

record the % correct 4 x x x x

Receptive: GENERALIZATION
Point identification 1 x x x x

of cost (pictures); 2 x x x x

("Give me > or < $?") 3 x x x x

record the % correct 4 x x x x

Receptive: CLASSIFICATION
Point identification 1 x x x x
of din/break (words); 2 x x x x

("Give me din/break.") 3 x x x x

record the % correct 4 x x x x

Receptive: CLASSIFICATION
Point identification 1 x x x x
of cost (words); 2 x x x x
("Give me > or < $?") 3 x x x x

record the % correct 4 x x x x
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Table 4

The Number and Type of Prorats Delivered Across Students for Each

Instructional Conditicn.

Word
Set

Target
Word Prompt 1

Cost

Incidental Information
Prompt 2 Prompt 3

Meal Picture

*rompt 4

Model

1 bacon 20 16 14 0

chicken 29 24 19 1

Total 49 40 33 1

2 eggs 8 2 2 0

soup 4 2 2 1

Total 12 4 4 1

3 toast 12 11 7 4

hamburgers 3 2 2 1

Total 15 13 9 5

4 pancakes 16 16 8 1

spaghetti 14 14 11 1

Total 30 30 19 2

3 .1 5
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Table 5

The Number of Individual Trials and Errors, and the Percent of

Errors Through Criterion, For All Students and Each Instructional

Condition.

Word Student Efficiency Variable
Set Number of Number of Percent of

Trials Errors Errors

Set 1 Tommy 48 0 0%

Set 2 Tommy 28 1 3.5%
Set 3 Tommy 32 u 0%

Set 4 Tommy 60 1 1.7%

Set 1 Chris 52 2 3.8%
Set 2 Chris 36 2 5.6%
Set 3 Chris 44 0 0%
Set 4 Chris 60 5 8.3%

Set 1 a Delbert 40 0 0%
Set 2 Delbert 28 0 0%

Set 3 Delbert 28 1 3.6%

Set 3 b Carrie 44 6 13.6%
3et 4 Carrie 44 10 22.7%

Total Across Instructional Conditions ard Students

Set 1 3 students 140 2 1.4%
Set 2 3 students 92 3 3.2%
Set 3 4 students 148 7 4.7%
Set 4 3 students 164 22 13.4%

Total 544 34 6.2%

Delbert was placed into a new classroom following Probe IV.
Carrie did not reach criterion level responding in the small

group instructional format with SLP on Set 1 words and she did not
receive instruction on Set 2 words.

3.16
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Table 6

The Percentage of Net Gain in Correct Classification of Target

Words by Incidental Information Presented in the Prompt Hierarchy

for Each Student.

Student Word Incidental Information

Set Prompt 1/Cost Prompt 2/Meal

Tommy 1

2

3

4

75% 100%

50% 100%

50% 100%

0% 0%

Chris 1 100% 100%

2 100% 100%

3 100% 100%

4 0% 12.5%

Delbert 1 100% 100%

2 100% 100%

3 100% 100%

Carrie 1 100% 100%

2 0% 12.5%

3 37.5% 67.5%
4 25% 0%
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Instructional effectiveness for Tommy: Percentage of

correct responding during the probe conditions and daily probe

trials are represented by the closed circles. The percentage of.

unprompted correct responding during system of least prompts

instructional conditions are represented by the open triangles.

Figure 2. Instructional effectiveness for Chris: Percentage of

correct responding during the probe conditions and daily probe

trial: are represented by the closed circles. The percentage of

unprompted correct responding during system of least prompts

instructional conditions are represented by the open triangles.

Figura 3. Instructional effectiveness for Delbert: Percentage of

correct responding during the probe conditions and daily probe

trials are represented by the closed circles. The percentage of

unprompted correct responding during system of least prompts

instructiona, conditions are represented by the open triangles.

Figure 4. Instructional effectiveness for Carrie: Percentage of

correct responding during the probe conditions and daily probe

trials are represented by the closed circles. The percent.,,.2 of

unprompted correct responding during system of least prompts

instructional conditions are represented by the open triangles.

The percentage of unprompted correct responding during the

one-to-one supplemental system of least prompts sessions from the

first instructional condition are represented by closed triangles.
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The percentage of unprompted and prompted correct responding in the

constant time delay sessions are represented by open triangles and

circles, respectively.
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Appendix L

Gast D. L. Doyle, P. M., Wolery, M., Ault, M. J. & Baklarz, J. L. (1990).
. it.1 . matto 0 f *

Unpublished manuscript, Lexington, KY: Department of Special Education,
University of Kentucky.
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Abstract

This investigation e:.aminec the effecti of cresenting incidental

infcrmation in the consezuent e.ents following student responses to

target stimuli. Pour primar.,-aged students from a classroom for students

with multiple hardicape were taught to name photographs of buildings and

places o4 interest in the local communit., using a constant time delay

procedure. In addition, the students' acquisition of incidental

irformation related to each of the pnotographs was assessed. The

incidents.: stimL7i included the street address and/or an activity

corducted at the building or place. During Instructional conditions, the

teacher presente the incicental stimuli as part of the conseduent evert

icildwing a student's response. A multiple probe design was used to

assess e.perimental :3ntrol 34 acquisition of both target and incidental

stimuil. The results indicated tnat: (a) three students learned to na.ne

12 pc:tographa and one st-uoert learned tc name three photographs; (b)

cresentation of incidenta: stimuil in the conseduent events resulted in

three students acquiring some of tne non-tarleted incidental inftrmatic7.:

and (c) tre t.pe ard amount of incidental stimuli learned i,as consistent

across participants and irstroT.tional condItions. These findings are

discuased ir terna of designing efficient :nstructipn for stnts
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Incidental Information

3

Adquis:tion of Incidental Irformaticn Presented in Consequent E.'ents

-he need +or the design and :mplementatior of effective and

e;ficlent instru:tion in classrooms for students with handicaps is wel

documented in the litera:ure (Wdlery, Bailey, & Sugai, 19E3 . Although

npt required by law to produce results once the reduirements of the law

are met (Turntull, 1990) , we as educators should still be i.,cccuntatle

-21& e4fects or' c-r instructional eiftwts (Woler/ & Gast, 199...)). .o

accdmplis tnis, a teacher operationalices the "tes-_" cractices

A==r,ent, asnagemert :4 =t)cx-t neha.:tr, monitoring of v:udent

Ler*: .1.snce, maragement of :nstrdt17.: and selentidn of tne MCV:

azc-corlate telore t: oe tra:ned. additic-, he or must sele:t

tne -test" trccedure to teach new tera.icre. The literature snos that

d:Brent strategies are effective; thst is, learning has occurred

wrer these orcced...res were used tc teach a -.sriety teha..Iore to a wide

-67;le ,74 st.dents C) -Z

r..rnte cr t-ocedures in:Iding enazIng (

s,etem of leas-. proicts (Lny:e, Wc'er., A,lt, ! Gast, 19E3,,

rcet-tc-:sast promcting

;

), errnr cn:-.rectior )

t1-.E. delay (I-an7er Zare, 178E) -igrt resol in the student acquir:ng

cens-.1crs targeted for 1-.itructldn, further e.sluation 1E needed be;:re

thE °.est°

One inE-y in wricn th.s can ne dcne lE to e-amine the sificier:, cf a

oE-rticuh.s,- trocec..:r (W7,1Er. Gael, meseJ-es o;

effid:er, inclucs the recidit, 04 ad:iisit:dr1 (e.g., tt-e nurner 0 tr:s
3 GO
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number or Percentage of errors to criterion), or the savings in teacher

time ie.g., number of minutes of dire:t instruction). An analysis ci the

efficie-.cy of a procedure based on these measures can only be

accomplished through the comparison o: one procedure to anothe-. Ault,

wolery, ano Gast (15S9) summarized investigations that compared

one effective procedure to another anO each study reported at least one

of these typical measures of efficiency. When using typical measures tc

evaluate procedures, one stategy is said to be "more efficient" than

another if it results in the same amount of learning but with less effort

dy the student (Wolery & 5ast, 199D). Although valuat'e factors to

consider wren seleting an instructional strategy, other measures of

efficiency car be eaminec. One s,..ch measure, termed broad learring b,

Wolery and Gast (199), is the acquisition of beha.,iors not targeted fcr

direct instruction.

Eroad learning can be broken down into two types of learning;

coser,ational and incidental. Observational learning is the acquisit

o: bena.lors for which otner students are receiving direct instruction

a'tnough the obEerver has received no direct instruction or programrec

n

consequences far responding (Eardura, 1971). Incidental learning refers

tc the acquisition o= non-target benabiors present curing instruction

there is rc-J direct instruction ad no programmed consequences ic,r

responding (Stevenson, 1972'. Although obser,ational learning t,oically

occ-..rs in small group instructiora arrangements when students are

dif;erent teha,-iors, inciden%al learning can occ-..r in small

grpuo or one-co-one arra-gementE. In terms p; eva.uating a procedure

Paseo. jn ro6J: leer-fling, student responses to incidental and
361
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te target beha,..iors. With each type of broad learning, the acquisition

of the non-target behaviors wculd result in more efficient instruction;

that is, the student learns additional informatlor with little effort b,

tne teacner. Cbservationa' learning has been measured in a variety of

investigations ( ). However, there is a paucity of researcn in

even simple demonstrations of the acquisition of incidental behaviors

during iratruction with effective procedures (Doyle, Gast, Wolery, Ault,

° Wile), 1990).

A few inestigations have demonstrated that incidental learning can

be facilitated through ths systematic presentation of stimuli not

targeted for :nstruction somewhers in the trial secuences of constant

time delay, pro;:-Essive time delay, and the system of least prompts. F:r

e,ample, Alig-Cyoriwsy, Wolery, Gast (1990) and Wolery, Ault, Gast,

Doyle, ri!ls (1930! taught sight worcs to students using constant time

dela) while presenting the correct spelling of the targeted stimuli as

part of tre atterding cue. Other investigations taught students the

target teha.lors with the constant time delay procedure while preserIti-g

the Inc:dental stimuli ih thE consedueht e.ents (Gast, Woler Mcrris,

Meyer, 19cF); Wise, 1989). Results showed that the in each

invest.;atioh, stucents we.-E aPle to learn some of thE incidertal

stimuli. In addition, students have acquired incidental stimuli when

presented in the proGressive time delay tria: sequence (Stinson, Gast,

Wolery, Czliins, 19E?). When the system of least prompts procedure has

used to train target beha::ors, students ha..e acquired incidents'

Et1mL1 presented in t:.-e prompt hierarchy Do)le, Gast, Wolery, Aut,

Meier, :9F6 and in the conseq,ent events 4o1 1owihg stwient responses

Gast, Ddyle, Woler., Ault, Farmer, in press).
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Altho,gh thEse inv'estigetions nave demonstrated that students can

acquire some incidental information, additional research is needed to

deterrine i Et...dents :an acouire multiple numters or types of stimuli

w:tn a .ariety of procedures. Keel and Gast (in press, ard Shelton,

3aEt, Woery, 671C: Winterling presented two t;pes of information wher

using constant time delay to teach sight words to students with mild

dela,(s. In each investigation, correct spelling of the word was

presented in tne attending cue and the definition of the target word Alas

delivered in the consequent events following correct student responses.

FesultE showed that in both studies students learned fewer spellings than

In crder t: aqd to e.cisting research that demonstrates teac!-,er

eeection of 'Pest' instructional progedures should be based on not

the effecti-.eness and efficiency as assessed by typical measures, but

a so 1- terms of broad learning, the purpose of this investigation was

two-fold. First, coLid students learn two incidental stimuli when tncse

EtImuli were oresente: in the conseoLent events following all student

reEponies and sedord, :ould students acquire two different types of

inci:Ent stimuli when presented in the consecuont eventE cD4 the

conetart 1MEE delay trial secuence7
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Methods

Participants and Settin:

Four males evith mild mental retardation, ranging in age from 8 -tears

ic mohths to '3 years B months, from a public school classroom for

students with multiple handicaps, participated in the study. Parental

permission was obtained prior to the investigation. All participants

E.; hib ited the fol 1 owing entry sk ills: (a) intact auditory and visual

systems (students conaistentl y responded to auditor/ and visual sti1

with corrective appl iances when necessary); (b) aporopriate atteneing

beha.iors in a grout, (students sat and made eysi contact wih the :.eacher

and materials +or :C. min..,tes within the small group arrangement ; tc

ore. 10-E histor, war. the constant time ela?' procedure (stuoerts waited

up tc 4 sec for a prompt and orally imitated an eNpressive teacher

rriode; ; and (c1; atility to state incidental information related tc at

least two known non-target photogrnhs of local places cr ouildings,

addition, to continue in th r. stud? following instruction on the -First set

ci onotographs, students were required to demonstrate that the/ had

learne: a minim..,n oi G'VE Piece of incidental irr;ormation about each

target stimulus. A more detailed descrittion of the four students is

peerte i Tatle 1.

Insert Tab', E 1 abo,t here

E--.d vote EEBEIDE were conducteo b, the claasroom

'..eachar in tne studenta' kc.4 m 8.9 m) claasroom. Al 1 st_tdents were

seated together at a Z.c.) m , fr.1 rectangular tatle located in the3o
U

tack ci the claesroom. The tea:her and students wero arranged so that



al. word cards were visble and a'l student responses were audible to

ea:n member in the grop. Students not involved in the stud-,

pertic:peteo in regu'ar classroom activities with the instructional

eseistant.

Meteria's

Twel,e photographs of local places of interest were selected as

target stimuli. Each 35 mm terget photograph was taped to a 10 cm x 15

cm white index card. The back of each photograph contained written

instructions for the teacher; that is, the t/pe of incidental information

tc te delivered and the order for o-esenting the incidental stimuli.

F,e1-4orcers included e variety o4 small candies :Snickers, M s,

:.i:ttses, etc.) Target photographe, tne order of instruction, and the

inzioental stimuli are preeented in Table 2.

Insert Table Z about here

Liperlmert.,l Desin

A multiple probe design (Tawne, Gast, 1'7S4! across four sets of

three ptztographs and replic?tet across studerts was ..;;ed to EvE.1,E,tE thE

e"edti.ehess of constant time de:ay and presentation of incidente'

sta-11 in the coseouent e.ents follong studer,t responding.

irdlidual pretests occurred to assess students abili t. to

neme t'E 1: tErgeted protogrEphs and tp measure familiarity with

inolde,tal infc,rmatl:r. presented w:th each cf the pnotogrEchs.

pretests, e,psrimenti conditions KE'"E imolemente: in this orde,:

prcoe ell ta-get photographs in indi..idue' sessions and essess p.ncoledge

v4 tr-1e 1ric1aent_al stim.j i o be preser.::::: with tre irst .set 06 ri r
DO



dnotographs cFnoto Set 1); (b) teach Photo Eet 1 with constant time delay'

ir a sma.1 group instructional arrargement until all students reach

critericr le.el res-ding and conduct daily individual robe trials or

these stihuli; and (c orote all target phctograpts and assesa

acquieltion of the ircidental stimuli presented with Photo Eet 1 and the

stimuli to be presented with Photo Set 2. This sequence of conditions

was repeated until all fcur sets cf photographis had been taught.

Assessrert Conditions

Pretests an: poettests. A research associate used a number of

meaeures to sele:t the target photograPhs and assess students'

a:zuisitich of indldenta7 stimu'i prior to Probe 1, following each

instructic-al condition, and 4Clowing the Final Probe. Des:riptins of

the tests, tne times c4 assessment, and criteria fcr selecting target

photographe are srowh in Table 3. All student responses &ring test

sessichs were followeo b.) the instructor waiting a 3-5-sec intertrial

inte-.al and oresenting the next triaC. Prior to beginning a test

session, studente selected a prize that was delivered non-cp-itingent of

perfcrmah:e followirg completio-: of the SEE-7:10M.

Insert Table 3 about -erp

Probe 'conditions. Prior to instruction on ean set of photoco-aphl,

studehts were CIESESSEJ in three indi.idual prone sessions on their

a:ilit, nse the 12 photographs. E:-ch student received a tota'

triale per session (tv.p trials or each i tne 12 target pnotographs).

brobe trie.e consisted Lri the teacher ci,,kcing a ohotc;raph or the

table in front a student, presenting the attending cue '"El 'cok
3 f; 6



here.'), ehsuring the attending respohse, delivering the tas), direction

"What is tnis7"), and prolding a 4-sec response inteval. All stLdent

resporses durirg arobe conditions were followed by the teacrer waiting

the 3-5-sec intertrial interal and presenting the ne-t trial. Following

inoi.itual probe essslons, each stuceht received the prize selected prior

ta beginning the session, non-contingent of performance.

Dail/ Probe trials. Dail*) probe trials were conducted to assess

whether a stAent's correct naming of a target photograph in the group

instructional arrangemert was a function of having learned the photograph

c- a result of imitating other st.tdents' models of the correct rescanse.

T. daily probe trials were identical to trials conducted in the probe

corditians. The teacher aparcadhed an indi\idual student and conducteo

one tris1 on each cf the three target photographs currently rezeiving

instruction. When the three individual probe trials were completed, the

teacner told the student to go to the table for instruction. This

cohtihLed until all studehts were seated at tne tat!e.

Instruct:a-al ra:edu.-es

General p-oceures nd groLp arrargeme-ts. The 1: target

phctbgraphs v.ers divioed into four sets; each set consisting of tnree

p?-atograona. Each set was taLgnt in a small g-aup instructional

arrangelsnt using s, 0-1-seo constant time delay procedure. All stude-ts

wE-e taught t-is sa7le set of target photographs. As shown in Table 2, one

or two incidental stin.,11 W..?re assigned to each pnotograph: (a) a street

-:- each ta-get ohotograon lr Fota Est 1; (b the street aoaress

and a- acti:it, or noto Set :; two activities were presented .;:ir

t:-get p'-.otoq-aon ir Photc Set 3; and (d) Photo Set 4 real:oatec the
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second instructional :ondition with delivery of the street name followed

by an acti..ity.

The target photograchs were randomly presented within each

Instructional eession with trials [resented to each of the stucents;

twp trials on each of the three target photographs across students. A

student did not receie more than two consecutive turns and no photograph

was presented on more than two successive trials. Instruction continued

until all studets reached criterion leiel responding on each photograph

in a set. That is, three sessions of 1:)0% correct responding to the task

direction alone ty all students or the three dail unreinforced probe

t-ials as well as 1n correct reszonding during group instructional

sessions; one seseion ueing a cont,nuous schedule of reinforcement (CR7),

and tw: sessions with appro.<imately every third correct response

re:eiving descriptive verbal praise (VE3). If an individual student

reacned criterion before other members of the group, that student

remained in the small group arrangement and received instructional trials

as usual

C:n=tant time A constant time delay procedure with a 4-sec

cela, inter.al WSE used to teach all photographs to criterio A

modal naming tne targut photograph was the controlling prompt. Frior to

ins-ructiona. SesSIOrIBI the stLIcents selecteo a prize to be deliverec

nor-contingent cf performance at the end of the session. The initial

instr,ctione. session for ea:h set was condu:ted using a 0-sec dela-,

inter.a . Eecn instructional trial consisted cf the teacher

se:ur.ng the attention a student L.', calling his name, presenting the

test dire:tion (i.e., "What Is tt-is7"), and modeling the corre:t .-esponse

(e.g, "Commonwea'th EteCiu(. ."). Following the first instructional
368



sessi:n, the delay interval was increased to 4 sec and remained there

through all sotsequent sessions.

In:idental stimuli. Correct responses which occurred before

the promtt (uno-ompted corrects) or following the teacher's

model (Prompted corrects ) were reinforced with descriptive vertal praise

and confirmation of the correct response (e.g., "Good, that is

Commonwealth Stadiom."). In addition, the teacher delivered one or two

incidental stiffr.li (the address and/or acti.ity) related to the

photograph "It is on Alumni Drive ard we watch football there.u).

Only unprompted correct responses counted towsrd criterion. If the

stceht mace ar incorrect r-se before the prompt (unprompted error)

or at.;ter the teacher's mcdel (prompted error), the teacher said "Wr;-g.",

Ceiered the correct response (e.g, "This is Commonwealth Stadium."),

and state: the incidental information (i.e., "It is on Alumni Dri.e and

we watch 'cotball there."). If the student did not respond following

deliver/ of tne model (no response) , the teacner waited a 3-5 se:

intertrial interval and presented the ne:t trial.

;e.lev; Trials. Beginring witn instruction on the second set to;

target photcgrachs, eacn Etudert received one review trial or a

pre:iously learned photogrpoh to monitor aaintenance o4 learned target

Feiew trials occurred a*ter all students were seated at tne

table. Tne trial sequence was itentifa t.L: that ,aed during 4-sec- dela,

instructional trip's.

Dependent meas,:re reliat:lit, Reliabilit, assessments

were conductef by a research 6SSO7i6te twice weeily and at least C7,:e

ring e:Crl experimental condit:on for eact- etudent. A pcint-b.y-pcint
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method inumoer of agreements divided by number of agreements plus

disag.-eements multiplied by 100: was used to calculate inter-obse-ver

agreement percentages.

Indene7dent Teasure reliability estimates. The teacher's fidelit'y

with the e.:oerimental Procedures outlined for both probe and small group

constant time delay instructional sessions also was assessed

(Eillingsley. Wr.te, . Munson, 1980). These measures included recording

total sessior time, presenting the correct target photograph, delivering

the attencirg cue, ensuring an attending response, presenting the tasi

direction, waiting the specified resconse interval, delivering the

r,rompt, de'l.ering corrept conEeo,ent events, and waiting the specified

inte-trial interal. The teacher's be-,aior was observed and compared to

a description of tJ.e e4Jerimental strategies. Frocedural reliability

estimates were calculateO by dividing the number of actual teache-

bena.iors by the number of planned behaviors and multiplying by 100.

Estimates were calculated for eacn condition, on each of the above

beha.lors, for eap!n student in the grouo.

REBUltE

cs'iat.lit,

Inte-observe- rellatrity az=e.mert on student respcnding ard t'e

tEECer E e.e:utL, cf th w-Itten deEdrIzticns cf; the procedures

occu-P-e in .'. of the probe sessions and In 53% of the instructiona'

seiscrs. The mean percentage ci agreement on student responding norIng

c;r:ce an: InEtructic-al conditio-s was 1Cr:% acrpEs al st.udentE in t-e

ir the prote conditions, '_re MEC") percentage o4 agreement 0.

prcceoural rellapilit we.E 10% on all bel-a.lors. In dorsi...ant time del

870
co7c:tions, the mean percentage of egreement was :0% o- all independent



measLres except deliery of the a:propriate consequent event (mean=95.1%,

range="44.0%-10(i%) and recordirg the duration of instructiona1 sessions;

the teacher recorded the total session length in WA of the instructional

sessions.

Ef;ectiveness

The mean percentages of correct responding to the target photographs

for :1-y, Varce, Chad, and Darrel during instructional and probe

conditions, and the crcer in which the ph to sets were introduced are

shown in Figures I, 2, 2, and 4, respectively.

Insert Figures 11 2, 31 and 4 about here

D,J-ing the initial probe condition, the percentage of correct

responding to target photograpns was zero across all photo sets and

pE.rticipants. The use of a corstant time delay- instructional procedure

in a small group arrangement was 0.fective in establishing criterion

le.el responding for Photo Set I across the four studerts. In the second

orcoe condition, periormarce maintained at on photographs from Set I

e:ross all probe sessions and participants. P1though Darrel was taught

to name the first set of target photographs, he did not acduire the

Ircicental stimuli and was not a member of the group during subsequent

instructional conditions.

Fcr L'av, Vance, and Cnadi the percenta;s cf correct responding tc

untrainsfd target photographs from Photo Sets :, 3, and 4 remained at :E!-Co

until the constant time delay procedure was implemented in instructioral

con:itions. Tne procedure was effedtive in establishing criterion 'EVE.

performance for the three remaining sets of target stimuli for
371



Vance, and Chat. In the final probe condition, criterion leve'

responding to the 12 target photographs maintained for Jay and Vance

across four probe sessions. Chad resbondeC at 100% in the last three

sessions of the final probe.

Efficienc,

Eificiency data included the total number of instructional sessions,

errors, the percentage of errors, and amount tot direct instructional time

across students through the group criterion. The total number of

sesslors for the four students throgt the group criterion oh Phot:, Set 1

was nine. In the neAt three instructional conditions where three

stuoehts were taught to name a total of !Jane photographs, the tote'

number of sessions was 31; 15 sessions for Set 2, 10 for Set 3, and 6 for

Set 4. The use of the constant time delay procedure in a small group

instructional arrangement was near errorless in establishing criterion

level responding. The total nuaoer and percentage of errors made by foJr

oarticipahts on Photo Set 1 was eight (3.8%), although Darrel made six of

these un:romoted errors. In the ne..t three instructional conditions,

Je Vance, ano Chao only made a total of three unprompted errors (F.%::

one error (.4%; in Set 2, two errors (1.1%) in fiet 3, and zero erro-s in

Set 4. The number of minutes necessar., to teach Photo Set 1 to four

stude-ts Wis 47. The total n-aber pi minutes of direct instructionel

time through the group criterion across Photo Sets 2, 3, and 4 was 1;

67, 45, and 17.41 respecti..ely.

:ncidentel Les-ring

The mean percentages of correct responding to inciPenta stimu'i

prior to and following instructior for Jay, Vance, and Chad are presented

in Table 4. In the tests tnat occurred prior to eac- instructional 372



concition. (i.e., participants were ased to name the incidental stimulus

when v.own the p-,stograph), the percentage of correct responding was zero

for all oarticipants. During instruction on Photo Set 1, the teacher

deliered one Incidental stimulus (i.e., the address) per target

ohotograph. Following instruction, the mean percent of correct na-lirg of

the address was 10( % for Ja,, Vance, and Chad; Darrel did not acquire the

adcress for ani of the target photo;raphs. While training Photo Set 2,

two unlike Inc:dental stimuli (i.e., one address and one activity) were

presented for each target photograph in the consequent events. As

measured in the probe condition following instruction, Jay, Vance, ana

Zhao or', learned to identify the activit). Therefore, while teachins

Pr.:to Set 2, twc similar incidental stimuli two activities) were

oresentec. Tnis resulte: in Each of the students acquiring two pieces of

like stimuli for each target photograph. The fourth instructional

condition replicated trainins of Photo Set Z; two unlike indidental

stimuli were delivered. Following instruction, the results were

icertioal to '-'hoto Set 2; that is, participants learned the activity

related to each Eet 4 photograoh, but not the address.

Insert Table 4 about here

F.:Enera:Ication

:n the final posttest, particioants were told a street address or an

activity. enc. a:els:, to name the tar;et placs corresponaing to the

incicental stimulus. The resu'ts were loentical to the percentages of

correct responding tc inaident a. stimuli in the probe conditions. ja.,

%a-7e, arc C!-.ad were able to name the target places taugnt In ti-,e first
373



instructional condition when given the address. Tne percentage of

correct naming of the target places when presented with the address from

Sets 21 3, and 4 remained at zero across participants. The percentage of

correct naming di the target place when presented with an activity was

1(0% acrpss target ';hotographs and participants.

Following completion of the investigation, participants also were

asl.ed on one trial to receptively identify a target place when the

teach.er named the address. The participant was presented with six

photographs of local places of interest. The teacher named the address

and asked the student to point to tne correct place. The mean percentage

ci corre:t res:ndir; on this test maintained at 100% for phttograps

from ;hot: Set 1. However, the Percentage of correct responding td the

incidenta; address stimu71 increased for two of the three participants in

Sets 2 and 4. Chad pointed to one of the photographs from Set 2 (33%;

and two of the photographs from Set 4 (66%) when the teacher named the

address, Vahce pointed to one photograph from Set 2 (33%) and one

photograph 4rom Set 4 (32 when presented with the street address.

Discussipn

in.estigation taught students to name photographs of loci,'

tuilcinas and pla:es of interest i. a smsll group nstrctiona.i

arrargement using a constant time delay procedure. The places o;

interest were selectec based on teacher recommendations that we target

tnat co-ld be integrated into future community-based trainir.;

oP;ortor.tiz. Four statements can IDE made based cr. the findings

ihiestigati:n. First, the constant time de;,:i procedure, along with tne

deli,ery of incidental stimZi, was reliadly imclemented in a smal' grp.to

arrangemert t) the classroom teacher. Second, cchstant 374
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time dela- was effective in teaching three students to name 12 target

photographs, and one student to name three photographs of local places.

Third, the combination of the instructional procedure and small group

instruction resulted in rapid acquisition and near errorless learning of

the target stimuli. Each target photograph required an average of only

19.5 trials and .28 errors per student through the group criterion.

Although Photo Set 2 required more sessions through criterion than Photo

Set 1, there were two e;:tended school vacations during instruction on the

second set of phdtcgraohs which could have contributed to the tctal

minutes of direct instructional time. In addition, the number of

sessions (b. and errors (0) decreased ty the fourth instructional

concition as Jay, *:'ance, and Chad learned to use the procedures to

.acquire tne target photographs.

Fourth, three of the students learned a minimum of one piece of

incidental information about each target stimulus when presented in the

cdnsequent e:ents followin student responding. This replicates earlier

investigations which placed incidental stimuli in the consequent events

when teaching sight words (Dcyle, east, Wolery, Ault, & Farmer, 199:;

) An additional resesrch question of this investigation

was W,Ether stutents could acquire twb pieces of incidental inforfration.

Two Inyestigations (Keel t Gast, in press; Shelton, Gast, Wolery, &

Winterllng, i. press taught sight words in small group arrangements.

DL:ring lnstr..Actional conditlor, two tJes of incidental stimuli were

presented; corrept spellihg of the target word in the antecedent portion

cf the tr:al seq._ence and the target word's definition in the conse.weit

event fc.lov.ir; correct stuoent responses. ThE results 4rom each stud/

showed tnat although students learned sbme of the spelling ir:formatkon, 375



the percentages of net gain were greater for the word definitions

presented in tne consequent events. In this investigation, the three

students demonstrated that it was possible to learn twc pieces of

incidental information. However, thei only learned two pieces when

similar stimuli were presented (i.e., two activities in training Photo

Set 3). The students failed to acquire the street address of any of the

target photographs when it was presented along with the activity in the

conseouent events during instruction of Photo Sets 2 and 4. Although

thei demonstrated that they could learn the address for each target

phctog-aph presented in the first instructional condition, the main

of the target place was alreadi "Known" to each of the students

as measured :n the pretest. The results of these investigations might

indicate that student acquisition of more than one piece of incidental

information is dependent on (a) the similarity of the incidental stimuli

(e.g., eisier tc learn two "like" pieces of information) , and/or (t)

ensuring that two or more incidental stimuli are of equal difficulty

(e.g., the acti,ity information was "easier to learn", had more "meaning"

or was of greater "interest" to the students than the address).

In acdition, during instruct:on on Photo Sets 2 and 4, the two

dissimilar incidental stimuli were aiways delivered in the same oroer;

that is, tne teacher presented the adorsss then the activity ("It is on

Alumni Drive, and we watch football there.". Although the order of

r-ssentation did mc,t e4fect the nquisition of two like types of stimuli

Photo Set 2, it could have a4fected learning when two or more unliie

ty'oes wzee systeffs.tically delivered. :f there had been time aAailable

for continuation of this iriestigation, other instructional conditions

ccld ha:e e,:amined tne effects of presenting :a) two addresses (e.g.,
376
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target places located at intersections of major streets), or (t) one

address and one activity (e.g., reverse the order of presentation) on the

acquisition of incidental stimuli.

Future research should examine whether the acquisition of more than

one piece of incidental information is dependent on the number, the

similarity, the "relevance", or the order of delivery of the stimuli.

Future investigations also should look at how these variables effect

students with more severe handicapping conditions. Although not examined

D4' this study, further questions could include how the incidental

presEntation of future target stimuli during current instruction effects

future lea-ning (Wolery, DWel Gast, Ault, Meyer, & Stinson, in press' .

F,7- E.:sample, could these three students have acquired the street

addresses presented during current instruction more efficiently (e.g., SE

measured by the number of trials, errors, or minutes of direct

instruction time to criterion) thRn addresses of other known buildings or

claces of interest The res,lts of this inovestigation and others that

have included the presentation of incidental stimuli, have practical

imolications for teacners and other classroom personnel. That is, the

acouisition of information "incidental" to the targeted behaviors

increases the efficiency of instru:tion in that the teacher is dgettir;

something r nothing".
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Tab's 1

Descriotion of Students

Student C.A.
Name yr ',no

Test
Name

Score
Diagnosis

Functioning
Level

9yr/2mo Stanford-
Binet
intelligence
scale

Vance 9,r/6mo Wechsler
Intelligence
Scale for
Children-R

Chat 80./Emo

IQ 52;
speech and
language
delayed

IQ 75;
speech and
language
delay.ed

Wechsler 10 63;

Intelligence speech and
Scale for language
Children-R delayed;

hearing
impaired

Darre Bir/6mo We&-sler
Intelligence
Scale fo,
Children-R

IQ 50;

LD;

soeech and
language
delayed

Reads 25 survival words;
reads 1st grade passage
and answers questions;
given word, can identify
snort vowel and final
sound; sums addition
facts to 10; identify
groups of coins to $1.00;
writes words on large
line paper; time to 5 min.

Reads 1st grade Dolch
words; reads 1st grade
passage and answers
questions; given word, can
identify short vowel
sound; copies lower case
cursive letters; writes
5 words on small lined
paper; sums and subtracts
1 digit numbers to 18.

Reads primer sight words;
reads 1st grade passage
and answers questions;
given word, can identify
short vowel, initial, and
final sound; sums addititn
facts to 10; groups coins
up to $1.00.

Reads primer Doloh words;
copies name; names and
gives value of coins; can
identify 20 items in set;
giien consonants, can
sa. sounds; names numbers.
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Table 2

Target Protogr'aohs, the Order oi Instructior and the Incidental Stimu'i

Across Students

Phcto Target
Set Photograph

Eet Turfland Mall
1 Good Sa7r.aritan Hospital

Le4ington Library

Set Rupp Arena
2 Le,fington Ice Center

2ommo7.oea1 th Stadium

Incidental
Address

Stimuli
Activity

Harrodsburg Rd.
Mawell St.
East Main St.

West High St.
Eureka Spring Dr.
Alumr.i Dr.

Set Living Arts and Science N/A

: Humane Society N/A
Health Department

Set Y.M.C.A.
4 Triangle Park

Par 3

East High St.
West Main St.
Mason-Headlee Rd.

N/A
N/A

N/A

Watch Basketball Games
Ice Skating
Watch FoottlW Games

Art and Science Class
Buy Pets, Find Lost Pets
Free Medecine, Get Shots

Swimming
Loo; at Fountains
Play Putt-Putt
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Table 3

Description of Entr. Target. Incidental. and Generalization Tests and

Order in Which They Occorred

Test Photo Conditions
Description Set Pre- Probe Probe Probe Probe Probe Post-
Selection Criteria Test 1 3 4 5 test

Epressive: ENTRY
Oral identification of 1 x

2 non-target actiities;
:What do we do here") 3

across stAer.ts 4

ExpressIve: ENTRY
OrAl identification of 1

non-target addresses;
("W!-,et St1 is on7")

4 Aacr oss students

EAL,-wEsivE: TARGET
Ora identification
of target potograps;
("What lE thie")

0% across studerts

-

3

4

X

X

X

X x

X X X

S_..., X X :.

IS X XS I

I

E.prissi,..e: INCIDENTAL
Oral icenti4idation of
target p'oto address;

1

.x

"What St. :s on7") 3 . I
I

aord.= =tudents 4

Ccressi.vel INCIDENTAL
Cral identification of
target on:to acti.ity:

1 X

What do we do here") 3

()% acrtss st...dents 4

:..pre. GENERAL124TION
Oral i.c. of Target
coace t.v addres.:("What

1

2

x

..

:,

clads- is on Et.") 3 x

C!. atr:ss stoderts 4

::::peeSSI:e: GENERALIZATION
Cral i.d. of Target 8

plate ty activity:
(wor..ere do we si.ste")

-

across studer.ts 4

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Table 4

The Mean Percentage o Correct Responding to the Incidental Stimuli

Across Students

Incidental Photo Pre- Probe I Probel Probel Probe! Probe! Post-
Stimuli Set Test .

. I 2I3I4ISItest
I

address 1 0% 0% I 100% 100%
I

address n
,. 0% 0% I 0% 0%

activity 0% 0% I 100% 100%
I

activity n
..) 0% 0% I 100% 100%

act:,.ity 0% I 100% 10)%
I

atdress 4 0% 0% 0% C%
acti\,it-, 0% C% I 100.4; 100%
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Figure Caption

Figure 1, The mean percentages of unprompted correct responding to the

target stimuli for ai. The closed triangles indicate correct responses

during probe concitions and in daily probes prior to constant time delay

instruction. Tne open triangles indicate unprompted correct responses

during constant time delay instructional conditions.

Figure 2, The mean percentages of unprompted correct responding to the

target stimuli for Vance. The closet triangles indicate correct

responses during probe conditions and in daily probes prior to constant

time dela,- instruction. The open triangles indicate unprompted oc!-rect

responses during consta-it time delay instrIxtional conditions.

Figure C. The mean percentages of unprompted correct responding to the

target stimuli for :had. The closed triangles indicate correct responses

during probe conditions and in daily probes pricr to constant time delay

instruction. The ocen triangles indicate unprompted correct responses

during cunstant time celay instructional conditions.

Figure 4. Tne mean percentzges of unprompted correct responding to the

tar;et stimuli for Darrel. Tne closed triangles indicate correct

responses during probe :conditions and in oaily probes prior to constant

time delay instruction. The open triangles indicate unprompted corrept

responses &ring constant tine delay instructional conditions.
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Appendix M
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mental retardation. Unpublished manuscript, Lexington, KY: Department of
Special Education, University of Kentucky.
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Abstract

The use of choral and individual responding was evaluated in three

experiments in teaching word reading to students with moderate mental

retardation. A small group arrangement was used to compare a choral

responding condition in which all students responded in unison, with an

individual responding condition in which students responded in turn, one

at a time. In Experiment I, a model-lead-test procedure was used to

teach community-sign word reading and the effects of the conditions were

compared when the number of exposures per stimulus was equal across

conditions but the number of opportunities to respond was greater in the

choral condition. In Experiment 11, a model-lead-test procedure was

used to teach community-sign word reading when the number of exposures

per stimulus was greater in the individual condition but the number of

opportunities to respond was equal across conditions. In Experiment

III. a model-lead-test procedure was used to teach students to read

names of local places. The most effective conditions from Experiments I

and II were compared. An adapted alternating treatments design was used

in all e,:periments. In Experiment I, the results indicated that the

chorel condition was the most effective condition for 3 of the 4

students, and the individual condition was the most effective for all

students in Experiment II. In Esperiment III, when these most effective

conditions were compared, only slight differences in effectiveness and

efficiency were found. Implications for classroom instruction and

future research are discussed.
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Comparison of Choral and Individual Responding

During Small Group Instruction

Although students with moderate mental retardation are

traditionally taught in one-to-one instructional arrangements, recent

research indicates they can effectively learn discrete and chained tasks

in small groups (Doyle, Gast, Wolery, Ault, & Farmer, 1990; Gast,

Wolery. Morris, Doyle, t Meyer, 1990; Schoen & Sivil 1989; Wolery, Ault,

Gast, Doyle & Griffen, in press). In addition, several advantages exist

with group instruction such as (a) allowing students access to more

normalizing conditions cf learning in groups (Brown, Holvoet, Guess, &

1980); (b) making maAmum use of teacher time (Fink & Sandall,

1920); :c) developing interaction s[ills among ....lro.tp members (Alberto,

! 7:-a-. : an c;portunity for

ct.ser.iati:-al learning either in the form of learning other students'

target informiition or learning information that is presented

incidentally during a session but not specifically targeted for

acquisition (Bandura, 1986; Farmer, Gast, Wclery, & Winterling, 1989;

Gast, Doyle, Wolery, Ault, & Faklarz, in press; Orelove, 198;

Stevenson, 1972). A gro4 instructional arrangement also affords the

teacher some increased flexibility in structuring instrJctional sessions

that is not possible when one-to-one instructional arrangements are

used. Collins, Gast, Ault, and Wolery (in press) discuss many variables

to consider that can increase flexibility cf instruction when teaching

students with moderate to severe handicaps in a small group. These

include: (a) manipulating the size of the instructional group; (b) using

homogeneous or heterogeonous student groupings in terms of age or

functioring level; (c) teaching the same or different tasks to students
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within the same group; (d) specifically structuring peer interactions

during instructional sessions (Brown et al., 1980); (e) using

group-oriented contingencies (Litow & Pumroy, 1975) ; (f) using a

predictable or unpredictable sequence of trial presentation (Ault,

Wo7ery, Gast, Doyle, & Martin, 1990), and (g) using choral or individual

responding to the attentional cue (Cybriwsky, Wolery, & Gast, in press;

Wolery, Ault, Gast, Doyle, & Mills, in press) or target response

(Sindelar, Bursuck, & Halle, 1986). Most of these variables have not

been investigated thoroughly, thus firm recommendations can not be made

as to the most effective way to conduct small group instructional

sessions.

Cne of these variables, choral and individual responding, refers to

students in the group respondin; in unison when the teacher gives a

signal or individually when indicated by the teacher. In a review of

the literature, Greenwood, Delquadri and Hall (1984) present research

whinh indicates that increased opportunities for students to actively

respond results in increased academic gains. One way for teachers to

increase students' opportunities to respond is to use a choral

responding format in instructiunal sessions, With choral responding,

every student in the group responds on every trial. The DISTAR program,

a widely .,Ased and effective instructional program, uses choral

responding extensively (Engelmann, & Bruner, 1968), Heward, Courson,

and Narayan (1929i also support the use of choral responding as a way to

increase active student responding. Despite these recommendations,

little empirical es.ide,...e eits to support the use of choral rather

than individual res_ponding. In a study conducted toy Sindelar et al.
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(1986), choral and individue student responding was compared when

teaching sight word reading to students with mild handicaps. Results

indicated that students learned to read the words taught in the choral

responding condition at a slightly faster rate and maintained a greater

percentage of these words in follow-up testing. The authors do state,

howe.:er, that the results may be due to the fact that students had more

opLtun:ties to respond in the choral responding condition than in the

individual responding condiiton. The purpose of this study was to

evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of a choral and individual

responding condition in teaching community-sign word reading in an

attent to extend the current Vnowledgf. on effectively teaching students

with moderate retardation in small group arrangements.

EXPERIMENT I

The purpose of E.periment I was to evaluate the effectiveness of

choral ahd individual responding when the number of exposures per

stimulus was equal across the two conditions but the number of

opprtunities to respond was greater in the choral condition.

Method

.i..-ticibants and Setting

FoL,r students, 2 males and 2 females, enrolled in a self-contained

Cassroom for students with moderate mental handicaps participated in

this investigation. The classroom was housed within a regular public

b-Jildirg. Prerequisite slills eJlibited by all students

:n:lcded: (a) adeoL.ate aJc!itc,r.y and visual abilities to see and hear

stim.11 preE.ented; (tH ability to sit and attend to stimuli in a small

group i'-rangement for a minimum of 15 minutes; (c) ability to imitate

ve!'bal mc:JE,ls; (d) ability to respond within : sec of a
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teacher signal (i.e., finger snap); and (e) ability to differentially

respond in an individual condition (i.e., respond only when the teacher

says the student's name), and a choral condition (i.e., respond on every

trial in unison with others). Additional information on individual

subjects is included in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

All instructional sessions were conducted by the students'

classroom teacher at a kidney-shaped table located in the back of the

6.4 x S.9m classroom. Students sat in the same seat each session and

were seated so that the stimuli, teacher directions, and the other

students' responses could be easily seen and heard. During the

instr:Actional sessions, other class members not participating in the

study were involved in individual activities and were supervised by the

instructional assistant.

Materials

Eight community-sign words were targeted for instruction; four to

be taught using choral responding conditions and four to be taught using

individual responding conditions. The target words were hand printed in

blab. ink on 10 x 15 cm index cards. Words to be taught in the choral

condition were printed on white cards and words to be taught in the

individual condition were printed on green cards. Plastic chips (5 x

1.5cm) were used as tokens and students selected one edible (i.e.,

canc!:, cracPerB, cooVies) from an array following each instructional
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Procedures

General procedures. One sma:: session was

conducted each day if all members of the group were present. A

model-lead-test procedure was used to teach the community-sign words and

all students in the group learned the same words. The choral responding

condition (i.e., students responded in unison when the teacher

signalled) was alternated daily with the individual responding condition

(i.e., individual students responded in turn when signalled by the

teacher). Words were assigned to the two conditions so that both sets

of four words were as equal in difficulty as possible. The words were

equalized by number of syllables, number of words in a community-sign,

and the student's ability to receptively identify a photograph that

portrayed the meaning of the sign. They were then randomly assigned to

one of the two '.inditions. The specific words taught in the choral

condition were Nurse, Post Office, Step Down, and Employees Only.

Individual condition words were Doctor, No Diving, Wet Floor, and

Private Property.

Frobe procedures. Prior to each instructional session, daily

probes were conducted with each student in an one-to-one instructional

arrangement. Each probe consisted of two blocks of four trials; one

block of each of the four choral words and one block of each of the four

indiv,dual words. The blocks of choral and individual words were

randomly alternated daily with blocks being presented in the same

sequence in no more than two consecutive sessions. Within each block,

the specific words were randomly alternated daily. During probe trials,

the teacher presented a word card, said "Look," ensured the student

looted at the card, said "What word?", waited 3 sec for a response,
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recorded the response during a 2-5 sec intertrial interval, and

presented the next trial. Following each probe session, students were

thanked and told they would participate in their group session shortly.

Responses were scored as (a) correct- the student said the correct word

within 3 sec of "What word?", (b) incorrect- the student said any word

other than the correct one within 3 sec of "What word?", or (c) no

response- th* student did not say any word within 3 sec of "What word?".

All responses resulted in the teacher removing the card and waiting the

intertrial interval. A group criterion was used to determine when to

stop training. Training was stopped when all students reached 100%

correct responding on words assigned to the choral or individual

condition during probe trials for one day. Individual criterion for

4
each student was considered met when a student responded correctly on

all choral or individual condition words for one probe session.

Choral and individual responding conditions. Prior to each

instructional group session, the teacher told the students whether they

would be responding chorally or individually. In the choral responding

condition, all students in the group responded in unison when the

teacher provided a signal of snapping her fingers. In the individual

responding condition, individual students responded in turn from the

teacher's left to right when she said their name and snapped her

fingers.

Model-lead-testprocedure. The community-sign words targeted for

instruction were taught using a model-lead-test procedure in a small

group arrangement. During instructional sessions, the four words

assigned to each condition were taught at the same time and conditions

were alternated daily. For 4 days prior to Christmas break, two
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sessions a day were conducted with the choral and individual conditions

being alternated daily between morning and afternoon sessions. This was

done because the teacher was told that 1 student would be leaving the

classroom after Christmas althou9h she did not. In both conditions, 16

trials were presented with each stimulus presented 4 times. In the

choral condition, each student had 16 opportunities to respond (4 per

stimulus) while in the individual condition each student responded only

4 times (1 per stimulus). Thus, for an individual group member, the

number of exposures (i.e., the number of times a student saw a stimulus

presented either to himself or to another group member) was equal across

conditions, but the number of opportunities to respond (i.e., the number

of times the teacher asked a student to respond per stimulus) was

uneual across conditions.

The first four trials of the first instructional session of both

the choral and individual conditions were model trials. All remaining

trials were test trials. During mudel trials the teacher hell up the

word card, said "Everybody look," and ensured the students looked at the

card. She then said "Everybody get ready" (choral condition) or

"(Student's name), get ready" (individual condition), immediately

modeled the correct response, and snapped her fingers as a signal for

the students to respond. Correct imitations of the model were followed

by the teacher saving '6,;:lr1." and repeating the target word. All

rea:aining trials were test trials in which the teacher held up the word

card, said "Everybody look," ensured the students looked at the card,

salid "Everybody get ready" (choral condition) or "Studdnt's name, get

ren14" (individual condition), waited 3 sec, and snapped her fingers as

a signal for students to respond. Three kinds of individual student
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resoonses were recorded during both choral and individual instructional

trials. First, a correct response was defined as the student saying the

correct word within 2 sec of the signal to respond. Second, an

in:orrect response was defined as the student saying any word other than

the correct one within 2 sec of the signal to respond. And third, a no

response was defined as the student not saying any word within 2 sec of

the signal to respond. During the individual condition, when correct

responses occurred, the teacher said, "Good" and repeated the target

word. For incorrect responses the teacher said "No, you need to say

(target word)," and for no responses the teacher said, "You need to say

(target word)". During the choral condition, when all students in the

group made a correct response, the teacher said, "Good" and repeated the

target word. When at least 1 student made an incorrect response or a no

response, regardless of the responses of the other group members, the

te?:her said, "No, everybody needs to say (target word)". Following

each instructional session, students received one token that they

exchanged for backup reinforcers at the end of the day as part of the

ongoing classroom management system. They were also allowed to choose

one edible from an array.

Review tr4a1s. When one group of choral or individual words met

criterion in the probe sessions, students received review tr'.als on

those words during the scheduled instructional session until criterion

was met on the other group of words. Review trials consisted of

presenting one trial on each of the four stimuli. These trials were

conducted and scored exactly like instructional test trials. The group

of words tnat did not meet criterion continued in instruction for a

maimum of 5 additional sessions. If criterion was not achieved by the
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fifth session, these words were taught using the other condition until

criterion was met.

Exderimental Design

An adapted alternating treatments design (Sindelar, Rosenberg, &

Wilson, 1985) was used to compare the effects of the choral and

individual responding conditions. Two treatments were applied to

different, but equally difficult behaviors, and were alternated across

days. Criterion was based on probe data which was collected daily and

preceded each instructional session.

Reliability

Relability assessments on student responding and procedural

fidelity (Billingsley, White, & Munson, 1980) were conducted at least

once a week during probe, choral, and individual conditions. Teacher

behaviors that were measured during probe procedural reliability

assessments included the teacher: presenting the correct stimulus,

saying "Loa," ensuring the student attended, saying "What word?,"

waiting 3 sec, providing the correct cons^quences, and waiting the

intertrial interval. Behaviors measured during instructional procedural

reliability assessments included the teacher: presenting the correct

stimulus, saying "Everybody look," ensuring students looked, saying

"Everybody get ready" '-horal condition) or "(Student's name), get

readv" (individual condition), giving the model (model trials only),

waiting 3 sec (test trials only), snapping her ringers, providing tle

correct consequences, and waiting the intertrial interval.
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Results

Reliabilitv Estimates

Interobserver reliability on student responding and procedural

fidelity was conducted during 33% of the probe sessions for Drew, Betty,

and Colin, and 31% of the probe sessions for Andrea. Reliability

estimates during instructional conditions were collected during 30% of

the choral responding sessions for all students, 42% of the individual

condition sessions for Drew, Betty, and Colin, and 45% of the individual

sessions for Andrea. Student responding reliability estimates were

calculated usin'l tt-e point-by-point method (the number of agreements

divided bv the number of agreements plus disagreements multiplied by

100). The mean percent of agreement on student responding during probe

sessions was 94 (range 75-100), 98 (range 75-100) , 93 (range 75-100),

and 96 (range 88-100) for Andr.ea, Drew, Betty, and Colin, respectively.

Student responding reliability was also collected during instructional

sessions although only the probe data were used to determine criterion.

The mean percent of agreement on student responding during choral

condition sessions was 96 (range 94-100) for Andrea, 93 (range /5-100)

for Drew, 93 (range 81-100) for Betty, 96 (range 81-100) for Colin, and

was 100 for all students during individual condition sessions.

Procedural reliability was calculated by dividing the number of teacher

behaviors observed during a sessiin by the number of teacher behaviors

that should have occurred as writtun in the procedures and multiplying

by 100 (Billingsley et al.. 1980). Across all students in probe

sessions, mean re'iability estimates were 100% for all teacher behaviors

except for giving the attending cue (mcian=97%, range=85-1007.), giving

the instructional cue (mean=97%, range=98-100%), ant. waiting 3 sec
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(mean=99.6%, range=98-100%). During group instructional sessions,

reliability estimates were 100X for all teacher behaviors except for .

providing the correct consequences (mean=96%, range=89-100%) in the

choral condition and ensuring attending (mean=99%, range=94-100%), and

waiting the intertrial interval (mean=96%, range=94-100%) in the

individual condition.

Effectiveness and Efficiency

The percent of correct responses across probe sessions for all

students are shown in Figure 1. The closed triangles represent

performance on choral condition words and the open circles represent

performance on the individual condition words. The model-lead-test

procedure using choral responding was effective in teaching 4

community-signs to all students without modification of the procedures.

In the individual responding condition, the model-lead-test procedure

was effective in teaching 4 community-signs to an individual criterion

to Andrea, Betty, and Colin without modification although Andrea's

rpo-ding did not maintain at criterion levels on 1 word after the

also left the study following

session 31 due to an extended illness. For Drew, an individual

criterion was not met on 1 word in the individual responding condition,

so during group instruction the individual words were taught using

choral responding until criterion was reached. This required four

sessions for Drew to meet the individual criterion and one additional

session for the group to meet the group criterion.

Insert Figure 1 about here
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Data from an equal number of choral and individual sessions were

analyzed to determine the relative efficiency of the two conditions.

Data from the first seven sessions conducted with each condition were

used to compare the conditions since the eighth and all additional

sessionB of the choral condition were review trial sessions. These data

are presented in Table 2. Following seven sessions with each condition,

students had an equal number of 112 total exposures to stimuli in each

condition and an unequal number opportuntities to respond with 112 in

the choral condition and 28 in the individual condition. With this

number of exposures and opportunities to respond, all students had

responded correctly on 4 words during probes on choral words. On

individual condition words during probe sessions, Andrea and Drew

correctly read 3 community-sign words, Betty variably read 3-4 signs and

Colin correctly identified all 4 signs. Thus, the choral condition was

slightly more effective than the individual condition. The number of

errors during instructional sessions ranged from 13-24 in the choral

condition and 2-14 in the individual condition, however, the percent of

errors in the choral condition was lower or equal to the individual

condition for all students except Colin becauSe of the greater number of

opportunities to respond in the choral condition. Although choral and

individual sessiors had an equal number of trials, the individual

sessions too; 9 minutes less than the choral sessions.

Insert Table 2 about here
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Discussion

In Experiment I, choral and individual responding conditivns were

compared. The number of exposures per stimulus was equal but the number

of opportunities to respond per stimulus was unequal across conditions.

The results indicated that the choral condition was slightly more

efficient for 3 of 4 students when the data were compared for an equal

number of sessions. The choral sessions took slightly more time than

the individual sessions although the sessions had the same number of

trials. This may have been because the teacher took a few more seconds

each trial to score all students' responses in the chorcl condition as

compared to 1 student's response each trial in the individual condition.

Since the choral condition may have been more efficient because the

number of opportunities to respond was greater than in the individual

condition, Experiment II was conducted.

Experiment II

The purpose of Experiment II was to compare the effectiveness and

efficiency of a choral and individual responding condition when the

number of opportunities to respond per stimulus was equal and the number

of exposures per stimulus was unequal across conditions.

Method

Participants and Setting.

The same students, setting, and instructor that participated in

Experiment I also participated in Experiment II.

Materials

Eight community-sign words were identified to be taught during

Epleriment II; four to be taught in the choral condition and four in the

individual condition. Words were hand printed on index cards; white

31J8
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cards for choral words and green cards for individual words as in

Experiment I. All other materials were identical to Experiment I.

Procedures

General procedures. As in Experiment I, one small group

instructional session was conducted each day using P model-lead-test

procedure. The choral responding condition was alternated daily with

the individual responding condition. The words were randomly assigned

to the two conditions once they had been equalized in terms of number of

syllables, number of words, and the students' ability to receptively

identify a pictorial represention of the community-sign. The words

taught during the choral condition included Automotive, No Admittance,

Information, and Restaurant. Words taught in the individual condition

included Operator, No Trespassing, Flammable, and Prohibited.

Probe procedures. Daily probe trials were conducted prior to

instructional sessions. Students received probe trials in individual

sessior,s and the block of four choral conditiu. words was randomly

altL,rnated with the blacJ of four individual condition words daily.

PrpceCes were identical to those used in Experiment I.

Choral and individual responding conditions. These conditions were

the same as in Experiment I with students responding either in unison or

individually. The teacher stated the condition in effect prior to

beginning each session.

Mcdel-lead-test procedure. The model-lead-test procedures were

identical to those used in Experiment I except for the number of trials,

e:nposures, and opportunities to respond presented during an

instructional session. In this experiment, the number of opportunities

to respond per stimulus was equal across conditions, but the number of
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exposures was unequal. That is, in the choral condition, a total of

eight trials were presented a session with each stimulus presented

twice. The individual condition sessions consisted of 32 trials with

each stimulus presented 8 times. Therefore, each student in the group

had 2 opportunities to respond per stimulus across conditions while they

were exposed to each stimulus 2 times in the choral condition and 8

times in the individual condition.

Ecperimental Design

As in Experiment I, an adapted alternating treatments design was

used to compare the effects of the choral and individual responding

conditions. The use of each condition was alternated daily with a group

of four words of equal difficulty being taught in each condition.

Peliabilitv

Reliability assessments on procedural fidelity and student

responding were conducted as in Experiment I. The same teacher

behaviors as stated in Experiment I were also measured in this

experiment.

Results

Reliability Estimates

Reliability estimates were calcuated as in Experiment I.

Assessments on student responding and procedural fidelity were conducted

during 37% of the probe sessions, 53% of the choral responding sessions,

and 20% of the individual responding sessions. Mean student responding

reliabiltv during probe sessions was 99% (range 88-100%) for Andrea,

100% for Drew, 99% (range 88-100%) for Betty, and 100% for Colin. Mean

student responding reliability estimates during choral responding

sessions were 92% (range 71-100%) , 97% (range

4C0

88-100%), 97% (range

.r2Alt
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88-1007.), and 97% (range 83-100%) for Andrea, Drew, Betty, and Colin,

respectively. During individual responding sessions, student responding

reliability was 100% for all students. Procedural reliability estimates

were 100% across all teacher behaviors and students in probe sessions

except for teacher waits intertrial interval (mean=99.77,

range=99-10%). During choral and individual responding sessions,

reliability estimates were 100% for all teacher behaviors except teacher

provides correct consequences (mean=97(, range=75-100%) in the choral

condition and (mean=98.9%, range=96-1000 in the individual condition,

and teacher waits intertrial interval (mean=98%, range=88-100%) in the

choral condition, and (mean=99%, range=97-100%) in the individual

mdition.

iffectiveness and Efficiency

The percent of correct responses for all students are shown in

Figure 2. The closed triangles represent performance on choral

condition words and the open circles represent performance on the

individual condition words. The model-lead-test procedure using choral

responding was effective in teaching 4 community-sign words to Colin,

and variable correct responding on 2-3 words to Andrea, Drew, and Betty.

The individual responding condition was effective in teaching 4 words to

all students. Some modifications of the procedures as written occurred

to increase correct responding. On session 24, an error correction

procedure was implemented in which the te7.Lner, follcwing an incorrect

or no response, said "No, you need to say (correct response)"

(individual condition) or "No, everybody needs to say (correct

response)", (choral condition) and then required students to repeat the

correct response either individually or chorally depending upon the

401
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conditon in effect. In addition, following 15 sessions conducted with

individual and choral responding conditions, instruction was stopped

even though the group criterion had not been met in the choral

condition. This was done because an equal number of sessions hrd been

conducted with both conditions and the individual condition had been

shown to be the most effective condition.

Insert Figure 2 about here

The number of sessions to an individual criterion in the individual

condition was 7, 7, 14, and 2 for Andrea, Drew, Betty, and Colin,

respectively. Colin, the only student to meet criterion in the choral

condition, required 6 sessions to criterion and Andrea, Drew, and Betty

still had not met criterion after 15 sessions of instruction in the

individual condition. Data were analyzed from the 15 choral and 15

individual sessions in terms of number of exposures and opportunities to

respond, number and percent of errors, and minutes of direct instruction

time. These data are presented in Table 2. An equal number of

opportunit393 to respond (120) in each condition was presented with an

unequal number of exposures in the choral condition (120) and individual

condition (474). With 120 exposures and opportunities to respond in the

choral condition, during probe sessions, Andrea responded correctly on 1

sign, Drew had variable correct responses on 1-2 signs, Betty had read 2

signs, and Colin had learned all 4 signs. With 474 exposures and 120

opportunities to respond in the individual condition, Andrea, Betty, and

Colin had learned 4 signs and Drew had learned 3-4. It should be noted

that Betty had 456 e;:posures and 114 opportunities to

402
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respond because she was required to leave the group early during one

individual session because of misbehavior. Across students, the number

of errors during choral condition instructional sessions ranged from

26-56 and from 11-62 in the individual conditions. Since the

oppc,rtunities to respond were equal across conditions, the percent of

error can be L.-spared. Percentages of error were 10-20% lower in the

intzvidua 1 cv-idition for all students egcept Betty who had a percent of

error that was 4% lower in the choral condition. =

instructional time, the indiviudal sessions took aporoximatelv 2,5 times

longer to conduct than the choral sessions, but the individual sessions

had 32 trials compared to choral sessions which had only S trials per

session.

Discussion

In Experiment II, choral and individual responding conditions were

compared when the number of opportunities to respond per stimulus was

equal across conditions (i.e., two per stimulus), but the number of

exposures per stimulus was unequal with two per stimulus in the choral

condition and eight per stimulus in the individual condition. The

results indicated that the individual condition was more effective than

the choral condition with only 1 of the 4 students meeting criterion in

the choral condition aTter 15 sessions of instruction. Since the

Ihdiv1duE.1 condition may have been more effective and efficient due to

ges.F.ter numt.Jer of opportunities tu respond, Experiment III was

conducted.

EXPERIMENT III

The purpose of Experiment III was to compare the most effective and

e4ficient conditions from E:iperiments I and II. The choral condition,

4C3
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in which students had four exposures and four opportunities to respond

per stimulus each session, was compared to the individual condition, in

whibh students were exposed to each stimulus eight times and had two

opportunities to respond per stimulus each session.

Method

Participants and Setting

Three subjects from Experiments I and II, Andrea, Drew, and Colin

participated in Experiment III. A fourth subject, Jarrod, replaced

Betty since she was leaving the classroom. Jarrod was 7 yr 2 mo old.

He obtained an ID score of 51 as measured by the Stanford-Binet. Jarrod

was diagnosed as moderately mentally handicapped and was nonambulatory

as a result of spina bifida. He was able to read a few safety symbols

and perform simple workshop tasks. He comm._,-.1:ated by speaking in

complete sentences.

Materials

In this experiment, eight phrases which contained the names of

places in the students' local community were identified to be taught;

four with choral responding procedures and four with individual

responding procedures. The phrases were written in black ink on white

cArds for those taught in the choral condition and green cards for those

taught in the individual condition. All other materials used were

identical to Experiment I.

PP-ocedurc's

General procedures. As in Experiment I, one small group

instructional session was conducted each day if all students were

presen'. A model-lead-test procedure was used to teach students to

expressively read phrases which were the names of local places. The two

404
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instructional conditions, choral and individual responding, were

alternated across days. Once the phrases were equalized as to

difficulty in terms of the number of words in a response and the

student's ability to receptively identify a photograph of the place,

they were randomly assigned to a condition. The four phrases taught in

the chpral condition included Cildren's Palace (toy store) , Rupp Arena

(basketball arena), Health Department, and Triangle Park (city park).

The phrases taught during the individual condition included Turfland

Mall (shopping mall) , Festival Market (dining and shopping facility),

Commonwealth Stadium (football arena) , and Humane Society (animal

shelter).

Fr'obe procedures. Individual daily probe trials were conducted

each day prior to instructional sessions. The eight phrases were

presented in blocPs of four trials of choral and individual stimuli and

the blopks were randomly alternated daily. All other procedures were

identical to Experiment I.

Choral and individual responding conditions. The choral and

individual responding conditions consisted of students responding in

unison (choral condition) or individually as called on by the teacher

(individua! condition) as in Experiment I.

Model-lead-test _procedure. The model-lead-test procedures were

ini-tical to tho: (...sed in Experiment I except for the number of trials,

eposures, and opportunities to respond presented during an

instructional session. In this experiment, the most efficient

conditiL,ns from E:periments I and II were compared. The choral

conditior, was implemented as in Experiment I. That is, 16

trials were presented each session, in which eacn student had 4

4(,5
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opportunities to respond per stimulus and 4 exposures per stimulus. The

individual condition was implemented exactly as in Experiment II, in

which 32 trials were presented each session. Each student had 2

opportunities to respond and 8 exposures kal" stimulus.

E..cerimental Design

An adapted alternating treatments design was used to compare the

effects 04 the choral and individual responding conditions.

Reliability

Reliability assessments on student responding and procedural

fidelity were collected at least once per week and were conducted as in

Experiment I.

Results

Rliatility Estimates,

Reliability assessments on student responding and procedural

fidelity were calculated as in Experiment I and were collecLed during

29% c+ the probe sessions, 43% of the choral responding sessions, and

29% of the individual responding sessions. Mean student responding

reliability was 100% for all students in probe, choral responding, and

if,dividual responding sessions. Procedural reliability was also 100%

fo, all teacher behaviors in all conditions.

Effectiveness and Efficiency

The percent of correct responses for all students are shown in

Figure 3. Ths closed triangles represent performance on choral

condition words and the open circles represent performance on individual

condition words. Due to time limitations because of the end of the

schocl year, seven se5sions in each condition were conducted before the

experiment ended. The total number of exposures across seven sessions

4(6
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was 112 in the choral condition and 224 in the individual condition;

number of opportunties to respond was 112 in the choral condition and 56

in the individual condition. The comparison data are presented in Table

2. The choral condition was effective in teaching all 4 names of places

to Andrea and Colin, a variable 2-3 phrases to Drew, and 1 phrase to

Jarrod. The individual condition resulted in Colin correctly reading 4

phrases, Andrea and Drew reading a variable 3-4, and Jarrod reading no

phrases during probe sessions. Only slight differences between the two

conditions were found and no modifications of the procedures as written

were made. The mean number of errors across students was 26 in the

choral condition and 25.5 in the individual condition. Percent of error

was lower across students in the choral condition but the choral

condition also presented students with twice the number of opportunities

to respond. The choral condition also took 25 less minutes of

instruction time although only 16 trials per session were presented in

this condition compared to 32 trials per session in the individual

condition.

Insert Figure 3 about here

Discussion

The model-lead-test procedure was effective in establishing

criterion level responding for 2 students in the choral condition, and 2

students in the indi qdual condition, although 1 student's responding

did not maintain at criterion levels. The two most effective and

efficient u_inditions from E;;periments I and II were compared and only

slight differences were found in terms of the superiority of one

467
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condition over another. The two conditions were compared based on data

from seven sessions. Because of the end of the 5.chool year, the effects

of the conditions later in instruction were not able to be compared.

General Discussion

The purposes of these experiments were to compare the effects of a

choral and individual responding condition when (a) the number of

exposures per stimuli were equal across conditions, (b) the number of

opportunities to respond were equal across conditions, and (c) the two

most effective and efficient conditions from Experiments I and II were

implemented. In Experiment I, when exposures were equal across

conditions but opportunities to respond were greater in the choral

condition, the choral condition was slightly more effective. Using

tri.qitional efficiency measures, the minutes of instructional time were

less in the individual condition probably because the teacher took more

time to score all group members' respooses. The percent of errors were

not compared because the number of opportunities to respond was much

greater in the choral condition. In Experiment II, when opportunities

to respond were equal, but exposures were greater in the individual

condition, the individual condition was more effective and the pet'cent

of error wE..s substantially lower for 3 of the 4 students. The

individual sessions took longer to conduct due to the larger number of

trials. In Experiment III, when the most effective conditions from

Experiments I and II were compared (i.e., the choral condition from

Experimnt I and the individual condition from Experiment II), only

slight differences in effectiveness were found. Based on these results,

a specific recommendation for teachers to use choral or individual

responding cannot be made. It appears, however, that the number of

408
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exposures and opportunities to respond did play an important role in

student respon-ing. When either of these variables were increased,

students responded more effectively. Even when students were exposed to

stimuli but were not asked to respond, the increased number of exposu.'es

seemed tn increase correct responding. In Experiment I when the ratio

of opportunities to respond in the choral condition to opportuntities to

respond in the individual condition was 4:1, the choral condition was

more effective. Additionally, In Experiment II, when the ratio of

exposures in the c ',al condition to exposures in the individual

condition was 1:4, the individual condition was more effective.

However, in Experiment III, when the ratio across conditions of

exrosures and opportunities to respond was reduced to 1:2, slight

diffe.-ences were found. Therefore, it apoears that when the number of

eposures or opportunities to respond are much grepter in one condition

over anotler, students learn more effectively when they have more

exposures cr rPsr.onses, rege.rdless if choral or individual responding

occur.

Implications for classroom instruction are that tuachers should be

aware of the number of e;:posures and opportunities to respond that

studerts receive in an instructional session and increase these whenever

possible for maximum learning. Choral or individual responding are both

effe.:tive when students have encogh exposures or opportunities to

respond, a!thouTin a choral responding condition always needs some type

cf inUividual aseessnent component to insure each studeat's progr9c.'s in

T , i.. s- .
- pc::rt.J.nities to

by '_,E1".; resper.din, since thE number of trials in a

session does mit havi: to be greatly increased ia in individual

41,9
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condition. Future research should examine variables that would lead to

more efficient learning, including the optimum number of exposures and

opportunities to respond, optimum number of trials in a session, the

relationship of choral and individual responding to exposures and

opportunities to respond, and the effects of active student responding

coopared to observational exposures of target stimuli.
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Table 1

Description of Students

Name C.A. Test Score
Gender Diagnosis

Functioning Level

Andrea 10yr 7mo Wechsler Full scale Reads many recipe,
Female Intelligence IQ 48; food, and survival

Test for Down syndrome words; performs
Children-R complex cooking

chains; speaks in
complete sentences.

Drew 12yr 11mo Kaufman Full scale Reads survival and
Male Assessment IC 48 food words; performs

Battery for simple workshop
Children chains; speaks in

complete sentences.

Betty llyr 4mo Stanford- Full scale Reads survival and
Female Binet IQ 42; food words; performs

Down syndrome; simple workshop
Attention chains; speaks in
Deficit 2-4 word phrases.
Disorder

Colin 13yr 4mo Stanford- Full scale Reads many r...cipe,

Male Binet IQ 33; food, and sJrvival
Down syndi -ne; words; performs
Unilateral complex cooking
hearing loss chains; speaks in

2-3 word phrases.
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A'able 2

lEfficiency Data for Choral Responding and Individual Responding Conditions

'EXPERIMENT!

32

'Condition Trials Exposures OTRI Exposures DIR Total Total I Stimuli Mastered Number/Percent of Errors Minutes of
per per per per per 0 Exp 0 OTR

sessior session session stimulus stimulus

per per

session session

Instruction

Student
Andrea Drew Betty Colin Andrea Drew Betty Colin

Choral 16 16 16 4 4 112 112 4 4 4 4 13/12% 23/21% 24/21% 15/13% 35

Individual 16 16 4 4 1 112 28 3 3 3-4 4 7/25% 6/212 14/50% 2/71 26

EXPERIMENT II

:omdition Trials Exposures OTR Exposures OTR Total Total 1 Stimuli Mastered Number/Percent of Errors Minutes ofper per per per per I Exp I OTR
session session session stimulus stimulus

per per

session session
Student

Andrea Drew Bett din Andrea Drew Bett Colin

Instruction

loral 8 E 8 2 2 120 120 1 1-2 2 4 33/28% 46/38% 58/48% 26/22% 44

Adividual 32 32 8 8 2 474b 120c 4 3-4 4 21/182 21/187 62/52% 11/92 112d

'FERMENT III

ondition Trials Exposures OTR Exposures OTR Total Total 1 Stimuli Mastered Number/Percent of Errors Minutes ofper per per per per I Exp 1 OTR
session session session stimulus stimulus

per per

session session

Student

horal 16 16 16 4

ldividual 3: 32 8 8

Instruction

Andrea Drew Jarod Colin Andrea Drew Jarrod Colin

4 112 112 4 1-3 1 4 14/13% 20/18% 53/49% 15/13% 44

2 224 56 3 2-4 0 4 25/451 18/32: 47/84% 12/21% 69

Opportunities to Respond

Petty had 456 exposures because she was required to leave one session early due to misbehavior
Betty had 114 opportunities to respond because she was required to leave one session early due to misbehavior
Betty had 114 minutes of instruction because she was required to leave one session early due to misbehavior
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. The percent of correct responses for each student on

community-sign words taught with choral and individual responding

conditions. Probe sessions are labeled along the abscissa. Dashed

lines indicate a 1-4 weekday break between sessions. Break lines

represent an interruption in instruction of at least 1 school week.

Fl9ure 2. The percent of correct responses for each student on

community-sign words taught with choral and individual responding

conditions. Probe sessions are labeled along the abscissa. Dashed

lines indicate a 1-4 weekday break between sessions. Break lines

represent an interruption in instruction of at least 1 school week.

Fi.gure 2. The percent of correct responses for each student on names of

local places taught with choral and individual responding conditions.

Probe sessions are labeled along the abscissa. Dashed lines indicate a

1-4 weekday break between sessions. Break lines represent an

interruption in instruction of at least 1 school week.
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Appendix N

Ault, M. J., Wolery, M., Gast, D. L., Doyle, P. M., & Meyer, S. (1990).
Comparison of specific and peneral Attentional responses durino small arpup
instruction. Unpublished manuscript, Lexington, KY: Department of Special
Eck:cation, University of Kentucky.
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Abstract

The use of a general and specific attentional response was evaluated in

taaching discrete tasks (i.e., safety symbol identification, numeral

identification, and photograph identification) to 4 students witn

moderate mental retardation. A constant :ime delay procedure was used

in a small group instructional format. A general attentilnal response

in which students were rLquired to simply look at the stimulus before

responding, was compared with a specific attentional response condition

in which students were required to match the target stimulus before

responding. An adapted alternating treatments design was used to

compare the conditions. The results indicated that all students learned

all responses in both conditions. Efficiency data in terms of sessions,

errors, and instructional time to criterion were compared. The general

condition was more efficient in terms of sessions to criterion for of

the 4 subjects with the specific condition being slightly more efficient

for the fourth. The two conditions were essentially equal in terms of

percent of errors to criterion for all subjects. The general condition

resulted in less direct instructional time for the group because of the

additional time required to perform the specific attentional response.

Observational learnin9 (i.e., students' ability to name other students'

target stimuli) was also measured. Three of the 4 stAdents learned more

observational stimuli that were taught in the specific attentional

resnse condition while 1 student learned more of the stimuli taught in

the gene-al attentirgiel response condition.
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Comparison of General and Specific Attentional Responding

During Small Group Instruction

The constant time delay procedure has been shown to be an effective

and efficient instructional strategy in both one-to-one ,And small group

instructional arrangements. In small groups, it has been used

successfully in teaching both discrete and chained tasks to students

with handicapping condi.:ions ranging from severe to mild (Doyle, Gast,

Wolery, Ault, & Farmer, 1990; Gast, Wolery, Morris, Doyle, & Meyer,

1990; Schoen & Sivil 1989; Wolery, Ault, Gas.t, Doyle & Griffen, in

press; Wolery, Cvbriwsky, Gast, & Boyle-Gast, in press). One way to

enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of this procedure may be to

increase students' attention to the stimuli prior to the delivery of the

task direction. Researchers have noted the importance of attention in

effective teaching practices (Becker, Engelmann, & Thomas, 197.17:1 Wolery.

Bailey, & Sugai, 1988). Use of an attentional cue and response p-ior to

the delivery of the task direction allows the teacher to evaluate

whether students are attending to the target stimuli (Collins, Gast,

Ault, & Wolery, in press). Several types of attentional cues and

responses can be used by the teacher. An attentional response can first

be defined by the response required of the student; whether it is active

or inactive. An active attentional response requires the student to

actively perform a response (i.e., direct their eyes toward a stimulus

card, trace their finger over a stimulus) . An inactive attentional

response does not require the student to perform an active response

ki.s., the teacher says, "Let's begin," the teacher writes a word before

the student is asked to read it). Attentional responses are also

defined by being general or specific. A general attentional response

tr3
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refers to the student being asked to attend to the stimulus in general

(i.e.1 tea-her says "Loa " "Eyes on card" before asking student to

respond). A specific attentional response rsquires the student to

attend to the relevant characteristics of the stlmulus (i.e., match the

stim-_Ous, sa, the letter names of a stimulus, or trace the stimulus

before responding). Both general and specific attentional responses can

reouire an active or inactive response from the student. In a study

conducted by Wolery et al. (in press), an actives general attentional

response was compared with an active, tpeLific attentional response in

teaching four sets of information to adolescents with learning and

repuired students to ook at

t'-e target sti/_lus before resporlding, while the specific response

reouired students to repaat tr e. 4ar7J direction before responding.

Results indicated that acquisitor of target stimuli was not

di44erentia1lv affected by the general or specific attentiohal response1

but the specific attentional response d d facilitate the maintenance ol

observational stimuli and acquisiton of related, non-target behaviors.

In ancther study, Alig-Cybriwsky, Wolery, and Gast (1990) compared an

active, general attentional response with an active, specific

attentional response with preschoolers with developmental delays in

thing sight word reading. The general response required students to

lc.ok at the stimulus before being asPed to read it. The specific

attentional response required students to say the letter names after the

teacher before being asl:ed to read the word. The results indicated that

the ant:on of ta.-get stimuli was not differ.entially affected by the

type of attentional response used, but students were able tc;
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e;:pressively read and receptively identify more of the other group

members' words that were taught with a specific attentional response.

The purpose of this investigation was to compare the effectiveness and

efficiency of a constant time delay procedure used with an active,

general attentional response versus an active, specific attentional

response on the acquisition of target and observational behaviors.

Method

Participants and Setting

Four students, 3 males and 1 female, enrolled in a self-contained

classroom for students with moderate mental handicaps participated in

this investigation. The classroom was housed within a regular public

Echool building. Prerequisite skills exhibited by all students

included: (a) adecuate auditory and visual abilities to hear and see

stimuli presented; (b) ability to sit and attend to stimuli in a small

group arrangement for a minimum of 15 minutes; (c) ability to imitate an

e;.pressive tea:her model; (d) ability to wait at least 4 sec for a

prompt from the teacher; and (e) ability to match the target stimuli.

Additional information on individual subjects is included in Table 1.

Insert Table I about here

All instructional sessions were conducted by the students'

class,%2om teacher at a semicircular table located in the back of the

6.4m x B.cm classroom. Students sat in the same seat each session and

were seited so that the stimuli, teacher directions, and the other

students' responses could be easily seen and heard. During the

instructional sessions, students in the class not participating in the
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st...cv were involved in individual.activities and were supervised by the

instructional assistant.

Mate-ials

Si different stimuli were targeted to be taught to each student.

Carrie an:1 Chris learned safety signs and symbols, Brandon learned to

name photographs of clothing, and Jarrod was taught to name numerals.

'or each student, three stimuli were to be taught using a general

attentional response and three stimuli were to be taught using a

specific attentional response. In addition, two known stimuli were

identified for each student. The safety signs and symbols were

professionally printed on 10 x 15 cm white cards and either contained

wc:rds ohh, svmtols only, words and symbols, were in color, or in black

:n white depending on the sign. The photographs were in color on 20cm x

7.T.5cm cards, and the numerals were hand-printed in black ink on 10 15

cm white indeL cards. The stimuli used as distractors in the matching

taEk of the specific condition were identical to the target stimuli for

Brar:don and JarrLd. For Chris and Carrie, a variety of distractors were

used in an attempt to emphasize the relevant characteristics of the

stimuli. All distractors were in black and white regardless of the

c:lor c4 the tarQst stimulus. The words and/or symbols on some

distra-dtors were also reduced in size or were in a different position on

stimulus card than on the target stimulus. The distractors to be

used were choseh randomly each trial. For Carrie, Jarrod, and Chris,

oennies Were used as toi.ens and a clear, plastic cup was used as a

co-,tainer to hold the toiene. Lrandon ri.:eived a choice of a small

entle instesd of pehnie.c... All students chose One bac1-uo reiniorcer at

4 1'
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the end o4 eadh session 4rom a box containing small p:edes of candy,

crackers, sticl:ers, trinkets, etc.

Procedures

General procedures. Two small group instructional sessions were

conducted each day; one session using a general attentional response and

one session using a sPecific attentional response. Sessions were

conduzted if at least 3 of the 4 group members were present and were at

least 4 hours apart. A constant time delay procedure was ;.;scid to teach

each student in the group a different set of stimuli. Stimuli were

assigned to the two conditions so that both sets of three stimuli were

as equal in difficulty as possible. The safetysign symbols were

equalized bv number of syllables, number of words in a response, and

whether the stimulus contained a symbol only, words only, or both. The

photographs were equalized by the student's ability to receptiveiy

identify, the stimuli. The numerals were equalized by the student's

ability to receptively identify the written numerals and the number set.

After the stimuli were equalized, they were randomly assigned to one of

the two conditions and are listed in Table 1. Other students' target

Et:q.uli served as observational learning stimuli.

Faseline, Prior to instruction, group sessions were conducted to

4he students' performance on the identification of the target

stimuli for a minimum of three sessions or until responding was stable.

Baseline sessions consisted of a total of 32 trials in which students

recei,ec' 1 trial on each of their target and known stimuli. Trials were

oreserted in an unpredictable sequence with no student receiving

consecutive trials. Du-ing baseline sessions the teacher said "Are you

to the ehtire group, waited for an affirmative response from all

4" 7
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students, held up the stimulus card, said "(Student's name), look,"

ensured the student looked at the card, said "What's this?," waited 4

seqonds (silently counted "1001, 1002," etc.), recorded the student's

response, provided the appropriate consequences, and waited 2-3 sec

intertrial intery-1 before delivering the next trial. Responses were

scred as (a) correct- Studer+ said the correct response within 4 sec of

"What's this?", (:0 incorrect- student said a word other than the

correct one within 4 sec of "What's this?", and (c) no response- student

did not say any word within 4 sec of "What's this?". When a correct

response occurred, the teacher said, "Good," repeated the correct

response and delivered one token or edible. When incorrect or no

rponses occurred, the teacher waited the intertrial interval and

Cellyered the ne;-t trial.

General and specific attentional response conditions. Prior to

eacn instructional group session, the teacher told the students whether

tey would bo using a general or specific attentional response during

the session. In the general condition, students were required to look

at the stimulus before the teacher provided the task direction. In the

specific condition, students were required to match the stimulus from a

sample of two distractors before the teacher provided the task

directiDn.

Constant time delay procedure. The target stimuli were taught

using a constant time delay procedure in a small group arrangement.

During instructional sessions, the three stimuli assigned to each

:ohntior. for E.sach studer.t were taught concurrently. Conditions were

random' alternated across morning (,nd afternoon sessions with a

condition t.eing presented the same time of day for no more U.:an 2

42S
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consecutive sessions. In both conditions, a total of 36 trials were

presented during a session. For each student, each target stimulus was

presented 3 times and trials were presented in an unpredictable

sequence. No student received consecutive trials and no one stimulus

was presented consecutively. The first instructional session in both

conditions was conducted using a 0-sec delay. All subsequent sessions

were conducted using a 4-sec delay. The controlling prompt was the

teacher providing a vocal model of the target response. During the

0-sec delay session the teacher explained the condition in effect, said

"Are you ready?" tc the entire group, waited for an affirmative response

from all students, said "(Student's name) , look" (general condition), or

placed two distractors on the table held up the target stimulus, and

said "(FtAent's name, find same" (specific condition), ensured the

student loosed (general condition) or matched correctly (specific

condition) , said "What's this?," immediately said the correct response,

provided a 4-sec response interval, provided the correct consequences,

re:orded the response, and waited the 2-5 sec intertrial interval before

presenting the next trial. During all subsequent 4-sec delay sessions

the teacher explained the condition in effect, said "Are you ready?" to

the entire group, waited for an affirmative response from all students,

said "(Student's name), look" (general condition), or placed two

distractors on the table held up the target stimulus, and said

"(Student's name), find same" (specific condition), ensured the student

looked (general condition) or matched correctly (specific condition),

said "What's this'." waited 4 sec by counting silently ("1001, 1002,"

etc.) before providing the controlling prompt if needed. provided the

4 2 14
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correct consequences, recorded the response, and waited the 2-5 sec

intertrial interval before providing the next trial.

Five t.lpes of student responses were scored including: (a)

unprompted correct responses- the student said the correct response

before the teacher prompt, (b) prompted correct responses- the student

said the correct response after the teacher prompt, (c) unprompted

errors- the student said a word other than the correct response before

the teacher model, (d) prompted errors- the student said a word other

than the correct response after the teacher model, and (e) no response

errors- the student did not say any word within 4 sec after the teacher

model. For both types of correct responses, the teacher said "Good,"

repeated the correct response, and delivered one edible or token. For

unprc,mpted errors the teacher said "Wrong, let me tell you if you don't

know," and modeled the correct response. For prompted errors the

teacher said, "Wrong," and modeled the correct response. For

no-response errors the teacher modeled the correct response. Only

unprompted correct responses counted toward criterion. A group

criterion was used in both the general and specific condition. Students

were reouired to. ..imultaneously obtain 100% correct unprompted responses

fcr 1 session while reinforced on a continuous reinforcement schedule

(crz.P: followed by 2 sessions of simultaneous 100% corrrect unprompted

respcnses while reinforced on a variable ratio of 3 schedule (VP3).

ttials. When criterion was met in one condition before the

oter, eview trials were conducted during one of the scheduled

. while instruction contimJed, as usual in the othe.-

t:la:s cc--;sisted of each student receiN.ing one trial

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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on ea:h of their three stimuli in a small group arrangement. These

trials were conducted and scored exactly like 4-sec constant time delay

trials.

Meesurement of observational learning. During instructional

sessions, each student observed a total af nine stimuli being taught to

the other members of their group. The ability of each group member to

identify these observational stimuli was (a) assessed after the last

baseline session but prior to any instructional session and (b)

following the final instructional session. Each student received 1

trial on each of the stimuli taught to the other members of the group in

individual sessions. The teacher presented the card, said "(Student's

lp:. ," ensured the stude- lool-ed, said "What's this'," waited 4

seconds. and recorded the rescionse. Wh e7. a correct, incorrect, or no

response occurred, the teacher waited the intertrial interval and

provided the next trial. Students were given descriptive verbal praise

on a YR3 schedule for looking at the cards, sitting still, etc. to

maintain attention.

Experimental Design

An adapted alternating treatments design (Sindelar, Rosenberg, &

Wilspn, Ic'8 t:. was used to compare the effects of the general and

speci.Cic attentional response conditions. Two treatments were applied

to different, but equally difficult behaviors, and were alternated

acrosE days. Following the baseline condition, each student learned two

groups of stimuli; one with the specific attentional response condition

and one with the general attentional response condition. The conditions

were randomly assigned to morning or afternoon sessions with the same

431
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condition being used at the same time of day for no more than 2

consecutive days.

Reliability

Relability assessments on student responding and procedural

fidelity (Billingsley, White, & Munson, 1980) were conducted at least

once a weel. during both bafieline and instructional conditions. Teacher

behaviors that were measured during procedural reliability assessments

included the teacher: explaining the condition in effect to the group

(instructional conditions only) ; saying "Are you ready?;" waiting for an

affirmative response from all gro,ip members; presenting the correct

stimulus; saying "(Student's name),, look," (baseline and general

condit:on); or placing distractors on the table, holding up the stimulus

and saying "(StAent's name), find same," (specific condition); ensuring

the stAent looted or matched; providing the task direction of "What's

this?;" waiting 0 sec (first instructional session) or 4 sec (baseline

and all other instructional sessions) and providing the prompt if needed

(instructional conditions only); providing the appropriate consequences,

and waiting the intertrial interval.

Results

Emtifl.ates

Interobserver reliability on student responding and procedural

flielitv was conducted during 33% of the baseline sessions, 24% of the

gEnsr-al attentional response sessions, and 26% of the specific

attent,br,itl response sessions. Student responding reliability estimates

were c.-.lculated using the point-by-point method (the number of

agreements Ol,ided b the number of agreements plus disagreements

mu)tiplied by 100). The mean percent of agreement on student responding
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during baseline sessions was 97 (range 88-100) across all students.

During instructional sessions, the mean percent of agreement on student

resing was 10() in the general condition and was a mean percent of 98

y-ange 89-100) in the specific condition. Procedural reliability was

calculated 1:). dividing the number of teacher behaviors observed during a

session ty the number of teacher behaviors that should have occurred as

written in the procedures and multiplying by 100 (Billingsley et al.,

1980). Mean reliability estimates were 100% for all teacher behaviors

in the baseline condition. In the general condition, reliebility

estimetes were 100% for all teacher behaviors except for saying

"tSt...Oe-:t's name), look" (mean=99%, range=93-100%), and waiting 4 sec

(mear,==7, range=92-10) . In the specific condition, reliability

est:retes were 10(7.i% for all teacher behaviors ecept for exp'aining the

c:_nd:tior in effect prior to the session imear=e8Z, range=0-100%),

. tr..? C:1-rECt (meen=99%, range=94-100%, t'ne

sz:-.roc-iate consequences (mean=q9%, range=94-100%), and waiting the

intertrial interN.al (mean=94, range=97-100%).

Effectiveness and Efficiency

The percent of correct responses for all students are shown in

Fig..,re 1. The open circles represent performance on general attentional

response condition stimuli and the closed triangles represent

oer+o-mance on the specific attentional response condition stimuli.

During the baseline condition, responding was 0% for all students across

ell The constant time delay procedure with a general

ettentional response was effective in teaching 3 stimuli to criterion

to each student without modification of the procedures. Using a

Ei..EC1+1C attention1,1 responsi-, the constant ti

433
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e"ective in teaohing 3 stimuli to criterion levels to each student with

stLdents requiring a modification of the procedures as written in

or-d.ar ra:ee responding to criterion levels. Beginning on session 23

fo- Chris and session 24 for Brandon of the specific condition, a

d:fierential reinforcement procedure was implemented. With this

m:dification, Chris received a penny plus praise and Brandon received an

edible plus praise when they emitted an unprompted correct response.

Prmpted correct responses resulted in the teacher delivering praise

on7v. In addition, they were required have 8 out of 9 unprompted

correct responses before they received a back-up reinforcer at the end

of the session. This resulted in an increase in unprompted correct

responses, PA did nct result in criterion level responding. Finally,

BeEEIOn 26 the same differential reinforcement procedure was used

e,cept the students were reauired to earn 100% unprompted correct

responses before they received a back-up reinforcer. This resulted in

100% unprompted correct responses for both boys. An additional

modification of the group procedures was made beginning with session 29

where group sessions were conducted if at least 2 of the members of the

grc.uc v*re present due to extended absences of Carrie and Brandon.

Insert Figure I about here

To tne relwiive efficiency of the two conditions, data from

trE general and specific attentional response conditions were calculated

1!: te.. E of number of se2ssions, percent of errors, and instructional

time to criterion. T: compare individual student responding tc,

criterion, data from ea:h condition were based on the first

434
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Instructional session until each individual student received 100%

unpronted correct responding while reinforced on a CRF schedule for 1

sesslon. These efficiency data are presented in Table 2. In terms of

numbe- of sessions to criterion, the general condition was more

eient than the specific condition for Brandon, Jarrod, and Chris,

with Carrie reaching criterion in the specific condition 2 sessions

beore reaching criterion in the general condition. In terms of percent

of errors to criterion, only slight differences between conditions

occurred ranging from a 0-3% difference in error percentages across

students. For all students, the general condition required less

instructional time to criterion as a result of the additional time

redulred for students to complete the matching attentional response in

the sbec:.fic condition. The average session length was 6 min 34 sec in

the general condiiton as compared to 12 min 48 sec in the specific

condition.

Insert Table 2 about here

Dt.se-.ational Learning

The oercent of other students' stimuli that each student learned

th-ough observation are presented in Table 3. Carrie, Jarrod, and Chris

were able to identify some of the other students' stimuli in the

prs-teEt because of the variety of the stimuli that were taught to the

members of the group. All students learned some stimuli that they

oser.si being tau9ht to others but were not directly taught themselves.

For of tkie 4 students, PrsAdon, Carrie, and Chris, a greater percent

r.:4 net gain was found on stimuli taught in the specific condition.
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Jarrod appeared to learn more stimuli that was taught in the genera:

condition.

Insert Table 3 about here

Discussion

The p,...rcose of this study was to compare the effects of the general

and soecific attentional response conditions on the acquisition of

target and observational behaviors. The results indicated that the

:onstant time delay procedure using both conditions was effective in

teticr.:nc all stimuli to all subjects. Efficiency data indicated that

4.2.e geheral condition resulted in fewer sessions to criterion ;or 3 out

oi 4 stude-As, the percent of errors across conditions were relatively

ed:El . and the general condition required less instructional time to

crite.-ion for all students. In terms cf observational learning, 3 out

of 4 students had a higher percent of observational learning on stimuli

that were taught in the specific attentional response condition.

In this study, the specific attentional response did not appear to

enha%e leErning over that of the general attentional response. One

pL.tentia' e.7.,1aation for this is that students had previously learned

tz atted t: the relevant dimensions of the instructional stimuli.

Thys. the soeci4ic attentional response did not cause them to focus more

attentich on those dimensions. The data in this study would suggest

that tez,:herz: r.hould use general attentional respnses rather than

EClt.IC attehtional responses; however, two qualifications are

Pert:r.t. Firt, in previous studies when students were displaying

acquisition with a general attentional response, the use of a
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specific attention response resulted in rapid learning (cf., Doyle,

Woler), Gast, Ault, :34 Wiley, 1990). Thus, specific attentional

responses may be usefal remediation strategies when general attentional

responses do not appear sufficient. A hierarchy of attentional

cues/responses may be proposed which range from little response required

ti the student andlittle attention being called to the relevant

characteristics of the stimuli to direct action being required by the

student and clear focus placed on the relevant dimensions of the

stimulus. Four levels of this hierarchy include (a) general inactive

CUES ("It'S time to learn." - no response required from student) ; (b)

general active cues "(Student's name), look." student required to loc;!.:

at stimuluE before proceeding with the trial); (c) specific inactiNve

CUE= teacher matches target stimuli or names letters in word to be read

stuOe-t watches), and (d) specific active attentional cues (student

rEQuired to match or name letters bricx to reading word). When lower

m,:re atteht::-' c,es:responses are ineffective, the higher

level cies/responses r.e be a useful remediation stratgey.

Ms second qualifistion about specific attentional cues relates to

their apparant effect on observational learning. In this studi, as in

others (Alig-C;briwsky et al., 1990; Wolery et al., in press) , the

spec:41c attentional cue/response appeared to facilitate observational

learning. The e,:planetion for this may be that with the specific

attentional cue, the stimulus being taught was present in the learning

eriviro,7ment for lon9er periods of time. The specific attentional

response condition in this study required considerably longer sessions

than geheral attentional response condition. This is attributable

to the time required to perfqrm the matching response. Thu.s, while the
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matchan3 response was being performed, the stimulus for the target child

was e.:posef for a longer duration to his/her peers than when the general

attentional response was being performed. Regardless of the

explanation, specific attentional responses appear to facilitate

observational learning. Whether the enhanced amount of observational

learning justifies the use of specific attentional responses waits

further erperimentation.

Implications for classroom teachers suggest that if the main

objectivs of the instruction is for students to learn their target

stimuli only, then the use of the specific attentionA response may not

be apprpriate considering the additional instructional time required to

implement the procedure. However, for students who are not progressing

in an instructional program, or if the Leacher is interested in students

learning observationally, a specific attentional response may be

beneficial. Future research should focus on establishing assessments

which would identify students that would benefit from the use of a

specific attentional response. The efficiency of instruction could then

be increased for these students by using a specific attentional response

fron the beginning of instruction before a remediation procedure becomes

necessary. In addition, for students who appear to learn well

regardless of the use of an attentional response, many variables of

atter.ticnal cues and responses should continue to be examined in terms

of their effeots on target and observational learning. These include

(al teacher versus peer presentation of the attentional cue, (b) a

choral or iniivich_.al attentional response, (c) an active versus an

inactive attentional response, (d) using the same attentional response

on each trial versus iir),ing the attentional responses required, and (e)
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maniplating the difficulty and/or length of the attentional response.

Until more research is conducted, teachers should evaluate whether their

students gain benefits that outweigh the increased instruction time

required to use a specific attentional response.

1 '3" tY
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Tale 1

Zss:rictior. cf Student: and List of Target Stimuli

Nee
er

C11(4111 Target Stimuli

Bereral Specific

attentional attentional

Response Response

Condition Condition

Test Score

Diagnosis

Functioning Level

Brandon 7yr 3mo gloves boots None No score Recognizes first

Mals pajamas scarf available available; name, matches colors

tie shorts Down syndrome and rictures,

toilets independently;

dresses independently

except fasteners;

speaks in one word

utterances

Syr :mc No Trespassing Restrooms Stanford- MA Reads survival signs

Femi'e Emergency Fire Department Binet 4yr 10mo; and days of week; writes

Police Railroad Down syndrome name; identifies upper and

lower case letters, numerals

1-20, coins; speaks in 2-4

word phrases

larrod 6yr Bmc 2 4 Stanford- Full scale Copies name; identifies

Male
c
: 6 Binet IQ 51; 1/2 of alphabet, coins,

7 9 Spina Bifida numerals 1-10, uses

calculator (enters

price, subtracts from

total); speaks in complete

sentences

Chris 9vr 7mo School Crossing Bike Crossing Wechsler Full scale Writes name; reads

Male Keep Out No Swimming Intelligence IQ 40 survival signs and days

Danger Do Not Enter Test for of weel, identifies 1/2

Chilren-R o4 alphabet, numerals

1-20; speaks in

complete sentences
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Table 2

Efficlency Data for General and Specific attentional Response Conditions for each Subject

Condition Sessions to Criterion Percent of Errors to Criterion Direct Instruction

Time to Criterion

Subject: Brandon Carrie Jarrod Chris Brandon Carrie Jarrod Chris Brandon Carrie Jarrod Chris

General attertional Response

10 7 19 11 6 3 2 4 ihr2im lhr3m 2hrlIm Ihr26m

Spe6ifi: attentional Response

15 21 24 3 2 3 3hr35m Ihr29m 4hr39m 5hr12m
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Table 3

Percent of Correct Responses and Percent of Net Gain on Observational Words

Student
Condition

Pre-test Post-test Percent Net Gain

Brandon
General

Specific

0

0

0

11

0

11

Carrie
General 67 100 33

Specific 33 78 45

Jarrod
General nn 100 78

Specific 11 78 67

Chris
General 78 78 0

Specific 44 89 45
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. The percent of unprompted correct responses for each student

on target stimuli taught with general and specific attentions] response

conditions. Sessions are labeled along the abscissa. Dashed lines

indicate a 1-4 day break between instructional sessions. Break lines

represent an interruption in instruction of 5 days or more.
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Appendix 0

Instructional Manuals and Mochiles:

Doyle, P. M. Collins B. C., Gast D. L. Ault M. J., & Wnlery
(1990).
yith moderate to severe disabilitiee. Unpublished Instructional
Module, Lexington, KY: Department of SPecial Education, University of
Kentucky.

v .t - *
-

M.

Doyle P. M., Winterling, V., Gast, D. L., & Wolery, M. (1990). ?Iodide:
- I - II - #

time delay. Unpublished Instructional Module, Lexington, KY
Department of Special Education, University of Kentucky.

Collins, B. C., Gast, D. L. Ault, M. J. & Wolery M. (1990). Anal)
I I 1 -

moderate to severi_hAngium. Unpublished Instructional Manual,
Lexington, KY: Department of Special Education, University of
Kentucky.

Winterling V. Gast D. L., Doyle, P. M., & Wolery, M. (1990).
ntI - I I - 411, I

Linigulgjja. Unpublished Instructional Manual, Lexington, KY:
Department of Special Education, University of Kentucky.
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INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES:

SWILL GROUP INSTRUCTION: GUIDELINES FOR TEACHERS OF STUDENTS WITH
MODERATE TO SEVERE HANDICAPS

EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT SMALL GROUP INSTRUCTION: THE USE OF CONSTANT
TIME DELAY

Group Errorless Teaching Strategies Research Project

Department of Special Education

University of Kentucky

1990
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MODULE:

SMALL GROUP INSTRUCTION: GUIDELINES FOR TEACHERS OF STUDENTS WITH
MODERATE TO SEVERE HANDICAPS

Patricia Munson Doyle

Belva C. Collins

David L. Gast

Melinda Jones Ault

Mark Wolery

Group Errorless Teaching Strategies Project

Department of Special Education

University of Kentucky

1990
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Module: Small Group Instruction: Guidelines for Teachers of Students
with Moderate to Severe Handicaps

Patricia Munson Doyle

Belva C. Collins

David L. Gast

Melinda Jones Ault

Mark Wolery

Group Errorless Teaching Strategies Project

Department of Special Education

University of Kentucky

1990

This product is available from David L. Gast, Ph. D., Principal
Investigator GETS Project, currently at 570 Aderhold Hall, University of
Georgia, Athens, GA 30602. To cover printing, a $2.00 charge is
requested.

Preparation of this module was supported by the U.S. Department of
Education, field-initiated Grant Number G008730215. However, the
opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect the policy of the U.S.
Department of Education, and no official endorsement should be inferred.
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Modul e:

Small Group Instruction: Guidelines for Teachers of
Students with Moderate to Severe Handicaps

Competencies:

1. Learners will describe the findings when small group instructional
arrangements are used.

2. Learners will describe the components that should be considered when
using small group instructional arrangements.

3. Learners will design an effective small group instructional
arrangement with a specific population.

Rational:

A review of the literature indicated that small group instructional
arrangements are a viable alternative to 1:1 instruction because (a)
more than one student can receive instruction at a time, (b) small group
instruction requires less personnel time, (c) small group instruction is
a "less restrictive" teaching arrangement, (d) small group arrangements
increase interactions between peers, and (e) students may acquire
information targeted for other members of the group through
observational learning. Given that small group instructional
arrangements may be as effective or possibly more efficient than 1:1
teaching arrangements, teachers of students with moderate to severe
handicaps should be able to first define the components that make up
small group instruction and design the most effective and efficient
arrangement for their population.

Ob'ectives:

1. To describe small group instruction.
2. To describe the findings of investigations that researched the

effectiveness of this instructional arrangement.
3. To describe the components that ensure the efficiency of small group

instructional arrangements.
4. To design an effective and efficient small group instructional

arrangement.

Prerequisites:

Learners should have knowledge and performance competencies related to
systematic teaching and data collection during 1:1 instruction.



Evaluation Procedures and Criteria:

Instructors should develop their own evaluation procedures and criteria.

Learning Activities and Alternatives:

1. Read and summarize the following review documents related to small
group and 1:1 instructional arrangements:

Alberto, P., Jobes, N., Sizemore, A., & Doran, D. (1980). A
comparison of individual and group instruction across response
tasks. Journal of the Association for Persons with Severe
Handicapi717-7157293.

Brown, F., Holvoet, J., Guess, D., & Mulligan, M. (1980). The
individualized curriculum sequencing model (III): Small group
instruction. Journal of the Association for the Severely
Handicapped, 5(4), 352-367.

Favell, J. E., Favell, J. E., & McCimsey, J. F. (1978). Relative
effectiveness and efficiency of group versus individual training
of severely retarded persons. American Journal of Mental
Deficiency, 83, 104-109.

Fink, W. T., & Sandall, S. R. (1978). One-to-one versus group
academic instruction with handicapped and nonhandicapped
preschool children. Mental Retardation, 16, 236-240.

Handleman, J. S., Harris, S. L. (1983). A comparison of one-to-one
versus couplet instruction with autistic children. Behavior
Disorders, 9, 22-26.

Koegel, R. L., & Rincover, A. (1974). Treatment otpsychotic
children in a classroom environment: I. Learning in a large
group. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 7, 45-49.

Mulligan, M., Guess, D., Holvoet, J., & Brown, F. (1980). The
individualized curriculum sequencing model (I): Implications
from research on massed, distributed, or spaced trial training.
Journal of the Association for the Severely Handica ed, 5(4),
25-33 .

Oliver, P. R., & Scott, T. L. (1981). Group versus individual
training in establishing generalization of language skills with
severely handicapped individuals. Mental Retardation, 19,
285-289.
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Singh, N. N. (1987). Overcorrection of oral reading errors: A
comparison of individual- and group-training formats. Behavior
Modification, 11, 165-181.

Storm, R. H., & Willis, J. H. (1978). Small-group training as an
alternative to individual programs for profoundly retarded
persons. American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 83, 283-288.

Westling, D. L., Ferrell, ICI & Swenson, K. (1982). Intraclassroom
comparison of two arrangements for teaching profoundly mentally
retarded children. American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 86,
601-608.

2. Read the following research articles that illustrate the
effectiveness of small group instructional arrangements:

Alig, C., Wolery, M., & Gast, D. L. (in press). Use of a constant
time delay procedure in teaching preschoolers in a group format.
Journal of Early Intervention.

Doyle, P. M., Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., & Farmer, J. A.
(1990). Use of constant time delay in small group instruction: A
study of observational and incidental learning. The Journal of
Special Education, 23, 369-385.

Doyle, P. M., Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., & Meyer, S.
(1989). The effective use of the system of least prompts in a
small group instructional arrangment. Manuscript submitted for
publication.

Farmer, J., Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., & Winterling, V. (1989). Small
group instruction for students with severe handicaps: A study of
observational learning. Manuscript submitted for publication.

Fajardo, D. M., & McGourty, D. G. (1983). Promoting social play in
small groups of retarded adolescents. Education and Training of
the Mentally Retarded, 18, 300-307.

Faw, G. D., Reid, D. H., Schepis, M. M., Fitzgerald, J. R., & Welty,
P. A. (1981). Involving institutional staff in the development
and maintenance of sign language skills with profoundly retarded
persons. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 14, 411-423.
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Frankosky, R. J., 6 Sulzer-Azaroff, B. (1978). Training trainable
mentally retarded adolescents in delay behavior. Mental

Retardation, 18, 45-47.

Gast, D. L., Wblery, M., Morris, L. L., Doyle, P. M., 6 Meyer, S.
(1990). Teaching sight word reading in a group instructional
arrangement using constant time delay. Exceptionality, 1, 81-96.

Schepis, M. M., Reid, D. H., 6 Fitzgerald, J. R. (1987). Group
instruction with profoundly retarded persons' acquisition,
generalization, and maintenance of a remunerative work skill.
Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 20, 97-105.

Shelton, B. S., Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., 6 Winterling, V. (in

press). The role of small group instruction in facilitating
observational and incidental learning. Language, Speech, and
Hearing Services in School.

Winterling, V. (1990). The effects of constant time delay, practice
in writing or spelling, and reinforcement on sight word
recognition in a small group. Journal of Special Education, 24,
101-116.

Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., Gast, D. L., Doyle, P. M., & Griffen, A. K.
(in press) . Teaching chained tasks in dyads: Acquisition of
target and observational behaviors. Journal of Special
Education.

3. Read the following research articles that investigated components of
small group instructional arrangements:

Alberto, P., Jobes, N., Sizemore, A., & Doran, D. (1980). A
comparison of individual and group instruction across response
tasks. Journal of the Association for Persons with Severe
Handicaps, 5, 285-293.

Ault, M. J., Wolery, M., Gast, D. L., Doyle, P. M., & Martin, C. P.
(1990). Comparison of predictable and unpredictable trial
sequences during small group instruction. Learning Disability
Quarterly, 13, 12-29.

Boyer, A. (1987). Effects of a constant time delay procedure on the
written spelling of mildly_handicapped and gifted students.
Unpublished manuscript, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY.
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Browder, D. 14., Snell, M. E., & Wildonger, B. A. (1988). Simulation
and community-based instruction of vending machines with time
delay. Education and Training in Mental Retardation, 23,
175-185.

Brown, F., & Holvoet, J. (1982). Effects of systematic peer
interaction on the incidental learning of two severely
handicapped students. Journal of the Association for the
Severely Handicapped, 7-771-5721.

Brown, F., Holvoet, J., Guess, D., & Mulligan, M. (1980). The
individualized curriculum sequencing model (III): Small group
instruction. Journal of the Association for the Severely
Handicapped, 5(4), 352-367.

Doyle, P. M., Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., & Meyer, S.
(1989). The effective use of the system of least prompts in a
small group instructional arrangment. Manuscript submitted for
publication.

Favell, J. E., Favell, J. E., & McCimsey, J. F. (1978). Relative
effectiveness and efficiency of group versus individual training
of severely retarded persons. American Journal of Mental
Deficiencx, 83, 104-109.

Horst, G., Wehman, P., Hill, J. W., & Bailey, C. (1981) . Developing
age-appropriate leisure skills in severely handicapped students.
Teaching Exceptional Children, 14, 11-15.

Kohl, F. L. (1981). Effects of motoric requirements on the
acquisition of manual sign responses by severely handicapped
students. American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 85, 396-403.

Marchetti, A. G., Cecil, C. E., Graves, J., & Marchetti, D. C.
(1984). Public transportation instruction: Comparison of
classroom instruction, community instruction, & facility grounds
instruction. Mental Retardation, 22, 128-136.

Sindelar, P. T., Bursuck, W. D., Halle, J. W. (1986) . The effects
of two variations of teacher questioning on student performance.
Education and Treatment of Children. 9 (1), 56-66.

Wilson, P. G., Cuvo, A. J., & Davis, P. K. (1986). Training a
functional skill cluster: Nutritious meal planning within a
budget, grocery list writing, and shopping. Analysis and
Intervention in Develo mental Disabilities, 6, 179-201.
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Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., Gast, D. L., Doyle, P. M., & Mills, B. M.
(in press). The use of choral and individual spelling
attentional responses in teaching sight word reading during small
group instruction. Remedial and Special Education.

Wolery, M., Cybriwsky, C., Gast, D. L., & Boyle-Gast, K. (in press).

General and specific attentional responses: Acquisition and
maintenance of target, observational, and incidental behaviors.
Exceptional Children.

4. Talk with and observe teachers who are experienced in effective and
efficient use of small group instructional arrangements.

5. Write a paper that describes the components (e.g., a list of,
definitions of, and importance of) that make up small group
instructional arrangements.

6. Write a paper that describes how to teach a specific skill to a
particular population in a small group instructional arrangement.

Content Outline:

This outline relies on information presented in the manual Small Group
Instruction: Guidelines for Teachers of Students with Moderate to
Severe Handicaps (Collins, Gast, Ault, & Wolery, 1990) and is suggested
that this module be used along with the above manual and suggested
readings.

1.0 Introduction to Small Group Instruction

1.1 Advantages of small group instructional arrangements (a)

more than one student can receive instruction at a time, (b)

small group instruction requires less personnel time, (c)

small group instruction is a "less restrictive" teaching
arrangement, (d) small group arrangements increase
interactions between peers, and (e) students may acquire
information targeted for other members of the group through
observational learning.

1.2 Definition of small group instruction - a minimum of 2 and no
more than 10 students taught by an instructor at the smae tin)
and in the same setting.

6
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1.3 Purpose of the Module:
1.3.1. To describe small group instruction.
1.3.2. To review the findings of research using small group

instructional arrangements.
1.3.3. To describe the components that make up a small group

instructional arrangebent.
1.3.4. To describe the rationale for selection of components

that make up small group instructional arrangements.

2.0 Group Composition

2.1. Select the number of students to be taught in the
group based on (a) handicaps,. (b) experience, (c)

attending skills, and (d) session duration.

2.2. Select the type of students, i.e., homogeneous or
heterogeneous group. Include description and
rationale of each type of group composition. For
example, a homogeneous group might be defined as a
group of students with similar diagnostic latclls
and/or age ranges of no more than 2 years. This type
of group would enable the instructor to teach similar
tasks. However, a hetergeneous group may be the only
option available to the teacher and might increase the
probability that students will acquire behaviors not
targeted for taeir instruction while observing other
members of the group.

2.3. Select the type of tasks. The teacher may choose to
teach each member in the group the same task and the
same stimuli, the same task but different stimuli,
different task with the same stimuli, or different
tasks along with different stimuli in the same
instructional setting. The selection should be based
on the type of students in the group, the task
difficulty, ease in implementation, and whether the
teacher would like group members to acquire other
students' information through observation.

2.4. Define entry criteria for selecting students for group
instruction e.g., (a) appropriate social behaviors,
(b) instructional control, and (c) minimal performance
on skills to be taught. Teachers should be aware that
failure to consider the above criteria may result in

7
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one group member adversely effecting the performance
of other members in the group.

2.5. Select the group arrangement (a) intrasequential -
individual instruction for each group member with no
structured interaction between members, (b)

intersoquential - the teacher plans for, provides
opportunity, and reinforces interactions between group
members, (c) tandem - the teacher begins teaching in a
1:1 arrangement and gradually increases the group
size, and (d) 1:1 supplement the teacher begins by
teaching in a small group arrangement, however he or
she adds 1:1 instructional sessions as students make
errors in the group session. The teacher must select
the type of arrangement based on ease of
implementation, type of group, whether you want
increased peer interaction3, experience of the members
in the group, and task difficulty.

2.6. Select criteria for conducting a group session, or how
many students should be present? Although arbitrary,
the teacher should make the decision (a) prior to
beginning instruction, (b) based on absenteeism, and
(c) the importance and type of skill being trained.

3.0 Procedures to be Used

3.1. Select the instructional strategy to be used in the
small group arrangement based on (a) effectiveness,
(b) efficiency, and (c) parsimony. Research findings
indicate that the constant time delay strategy may be
the prc'edure of choice for use in a small group
instructional arrangement.

3.2. Select the type of attentional cue that will precede
delivery of the task direction and ensure that
students are attending within the small group
arrangement. Specific attentional cue options include
(a) a general cue - students are simply asked to look
at or orient toward the task stimulus, or (b) a

specific attending cue - students are required to
attend to the relevant characteristics of the task
stimulus. The type of attentional cue is dependent on

8



student and task characteristics, and if the teacher
is interested in investigating whether students can
acquire information incidental to the target task.

3.3. Select the number of students who will be required to
respond to the attending cue (a) individual
attentional response requirement - only the student
who is receiving a trial is required to attend to the
task stimulus, or (b) require a choral attentional
response - teacher ensures that all members of the
group, regardless of who is receiving a trial, are
attending to the task stimulus. The selection of the
type of attentional response requirement is dependent.
on whether the teacher is interested in the group
members acquisition of other students target tasks.

3.4. Determine presentation of the discriminative stimulus.
For example, the teacher must attend to seating
arrangements in order to ensure that all group members
can (a) hear the task direction and/or other members,
and (b) see the task stimuli and/or other members'
responses. The teacher should adapt the physical
environment or materials to ensure that the
effectiveness of the procedure used in small group
arrangements is not compromised by these variables.

3.5. Select the type of trial presentation. Some of the
options include (a) predictable - during group
instruction with individual trials, each group member
has the opportunity to predict when his or her trial
will occur because the teacher always presents
instructional trials in the same student order, or (b)
unpredictable - the teacher randomly selects the
student order in which trials are presented. Teachers
should select based on ease of implementation
(predictable) versus increasing the probability that
students will attend during other students trials
(unpredictable). Other decisions include (c) the
number of trials to be presented, (d) whether this
number should be constant or vary across sessions or
group members, and (e) the trial format or whether to
select massed, spaced or distributed trials. These
decisions are abitrary and based on student and task
characteristics.



3.6. Select either choral - studer:s respond in unison, or
individual - one student responds while other group
members watch, responding. Teachers should consider
that during choral responding, students are
continually active during the instructional session,
however, you still must take the time to test
individually for acquisition of the target tasks.

3.7. Define the consequences that will follow student
responses in the small group instructional
arrangement. The teacher can decide the type of
reinforcer to follow correct responses (e.g.,
tangibles or social praise), and (b) the type of event
to follow errors (e.g., error correction, ignore,
etc.).

3.8. Select the type of criterion (a) individual - each
group member moves at his or her own pace as the
teacher presents new stimuli as target stimuli are
acquired, independent of other member's responding, or
(b) group - individual students are not presented with
new behaviors until al members of the group are at
criterion level performance. The teacher selects the
type of criterion based on type of students in the
group and the type of tasks selected for instruction.

4.0 Measuring Learning

4.1. Measure effectiveness through (a) pre- or post-tests,
(b) trial-by-trial, or (c) permanent products.

4.2. Measure efficiency through data on (a) number of
sessions, (b) number of trials, (c) number of errors,
(d) minutes of instructional time, and (e)
observational learning.

4.3. Summarize the data from the small group instructional
arrangement to monitor progress of individual group
members.

4.4. Measure generalization and maintenance of information
learned in the small group instructional arrangement.

10
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5.0 Management of Group Behavior

5.1. Select contingencies to follow the occurrences of
inappropriate behavior in the group. The teacher may
select (a) independent group contingencies - students
receive consequences based on their own performance,
(b) interdependent group contingencies - all students
receive reinforcement based on performance of the
group, or (c) dependent group contingencies where
all students in the group are reinforced dependent on
one or more selected members. Selection is based on
both task and student rtaracteristics.

11
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tt.:

Modul e:

Effective and Efficient Small Group Instruction: The Use of
Constant Time Delay

Competencies:

1. Learners will describe the findings when constant time delay is used
in a small group instructional arrangement.

2. Learners will describe the steps for using constant time delay in a
small group instructional arrangement.

3. Learners will design a small group instructional arrangement using
the constant time delay procedure.

Rationale:

A review of the literature indicated that small group instructional
arrangements are a viable alternative to 1:1 instruction (Brown &
Holvoet, 1982). However, once the teacher has selected this
instructional arrangement, his or her next decision is the selection of
a systematic instructional strategy that will prove effective in smell
groups (Brown, Holvoet, Guess, & Mulligan, 1980). The constant time
delay strategy has been found to be effective in small group
instructional arrangements (Cybriwsky, Wolery, 6 Gast, in press; Doyle,
Gast, Wolery, Ault, 6 Farmer, 1990; Winterling, 1990. Therefore,
because of the effectiveness of the procedure with a variety of
populations in teaching a number of different skills, teachers of
students with moderate or severe handicaps should be able to implement
constant time delay in a small group instructional arrangement.

Objectives:

1. To describe the constant time delay strategy.
2. To describe the findings of investigations that rese,arched the

effectiveness and efficiency of constant time delay in small group
instructional arrangements.

3. To describe the steps for using constant time delay in small group
instructional arrangements.

4. To design an effective and efficient small group instructional
arrangement using the constant time delay strategy.



Prerequisites:

Learners should have knowledge and performance competencies related to
systematic teaching and data collection during 1:1 instruction.

Evaluation Procedures and Criteria:

Instructors should develop their own evaluation procedures and criteria.

Learning Activities and Alternatives:

1. Read and summarize the following review and research documents
related to small group instructional arrangements:

Brown, F., Holvoet, J., Guess, D., fi Mulligan, M. (1980). The
individualized curriculum sequencing model (III): Small group
instruction. Journal of the Association for the Severely
Handicapped, 5(4), 352-367.

Collins, B. C., Gast, D. L., Ault, M. J., & Wolery, M. (in press).
Small group instruction: Guidelines for teachers of students
with moderate to severe handicaps. Education and Training in
Mental Retardation.

Favell, J. E., Favell, J. E., S McCimsey, J. F. (1978). Relative
effectiveness and efficiency of group versus individual training
of severely retarded persons. American Journal of Mental
Deficiency, 83, 104-109.

Fink, W. T., & Sandall, S. R. (1978). One-to-one versus group
academic instruction with handicapped and nonhandicapped
preschool children. Mental Retardation, 18, 45-47.

Oliver, P. R., & Scott, T. L. (1981). Group versus individual
training in establishing generalization of language skills with
severely handicapped individuals. Mental Retardation, 19,
285-289.

Storm, R. H., & Willis, J. H. (1978). Small-group training as an
alternative to individual programs for ptofoundly retarded
persons. American Joutnal of Mental Deficiency, 83, 283-288.

Westling, D. L., Ferrell, K., & Swenson, K. (1982) . Intraclassroom
comparison of two arrangements for teaching profoundly mentally
retarded children. American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 86,
601-608.
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2. Read and summarize the following documents related to constant time
delay:

Ault, M. J., Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., & Doyle, P. M. (in press). A
data collection and graphing method for use in teaching chained
tasks with the constant time delay procedure. Teaching
Exceptional Children.

Ault, M. J., Wolery, M., Doyle, P. M., & Gast, D. L. (1989).

Comparative investigations of instructional strategies for
students with moderate and severe handicaps: A literature
review. Exceptional Children, 55, 346-356.

Billingsley, F. F., & Romer, L. T. (1983). Response prompting and
the transfer of stimulus control: Methods, research, and a
conceptual framework. Journal of the Association for the
Severely Handicapped, 8TITT-3=172.

Gast, D. L., Wolery, M. Ault, M. J., Doyle, P. M., & Alig, C.
(1988). How to use time delay. (U.S. Department of Education,
Grant NO. G008530197). Lexington, KY: Department of Special
Education.

Handen, B. L., & Zane, T. (1997). Delayed prompting: A review of
procedural variations and results. Research in Developmental
Disabilities, 8, 307-330.

Schoen, S. F. (1986). Assistance procedures to facilitate the
transfer of stimulus control: Review and analysis. Education
and Training of the Mentally Retarded, 21, 62-74.

Wolery, M., & Gast, D. L. (1984). Effective and efficient
procedures for the transfer of stimulus control.
Childhood Special Education, 4(3), 52-77.

3. Read the following research articles that illustrate the
effectiveness and efficiency of constant time delay in small group
instructional arrangements:

Cybriwsky, C., Wolery, M., & Gast, D. L. (in press). Use of a
constant time delay procedure in teaching preschoolers in a group
format. Journal of Early Intervention.
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Doyle, P. M., Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., 6 Farmer, J. A.
(1990). Use of constant time delay in small group instruction: A
study of observational and incidental learning. The Journal of
Special Education, 23, 369-385.

Farmer, J., Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., 6 Winterling, V. (1989). Small
group instruction for students with severe handicaps: A study of
observational learning. Manuscript submitted for publication.

Gast, D. L., Doyle, P. M., Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., 6 Baklarz, J. L.
(in press). Small group instruction for students with multiple
handicaps: The acquisition of sight words and related but
non-targeted information with a constant time delay procedure.
Education and Treatment of Children.

Gast, D. L., Winterling, V., Wolery, M., 6 Farmer, J. A. (1990).

Teaching first-aid skills to students with moderate disabilities.
Manuscript submitted for publication.

Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., Morris, L. L., Doyle, P. M., 6 Meyer, S.
(1990). Teaching sight word reading in a group instructional
arrangement using constant time delay. Exceptionality, 1, 81-96.

Schoen, S. F., & Sivil, E. 0. (1989). A comparison of procedures in
teaching self-help skills: Increasing assistance, time delay,
and observational learning. Journal of Developmental Disorders,
19(1), 57-72.

Shelton, B. S., Gast, D. L., Wolery, M., & Winterling, V. (in

press). The role of small group instruction in facilitating
observational and incidental learning. Language, Speech, and
Hearing Services in School.

Winterling, V. (1990). The effects of constant time delay, practice
in writing or spelling, and reinforcement on sight word
recognition in a small group. Journal of Special Education, 24,
101-116.

Wolery, M., Ault, M. J., Gast, D. L., Doyle, P. M., & Griffen, A. K.
(in press). Teaching chained tasks in dyads: Acquisition of
target and observational behaviors. Journal of Special
Educatior.

wolery, M., Cybriwsky, C., Gast, D. L., & Boyle-Gast, K. (in press).

General and specific attentional responses: Acquirition and
maintenance of target , observational, and incidental behaviors.
Exceptional Children.
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4. Talk with and observe teachers who are experienced in the use of
constant time delay.

5. Talk with and observe teachers who are experienced in effective and
efficient use of small group instructional arrangements.

6. Write a paper that describes the steps that comprise the constant
time delay procedure.

7. Write a paper that describes bow to teach a specific skill to a

particular population in a small group instructional arrangement
using the constant time delay procedure.

Content Outline:

This outline relies on information presented in the manual Effective and
Efficient Small Group Instruction: The Use of Constant Time Delay
(winterling, Gast, Doyle, & Wolery, 1990) and it is suggested that this
module be used along with the above manual and suggested readings.

1.0 Introduction to Use of Constant Time Delay in Small Group
Instructional Arrangements:

1.1. Decision-making by teachers includes (a) preparations for
instruction (e.g, behaviors to be taught, number of
students), and (b) how to teach the behaviors to the
students.

1.2. Decision-making based on (a) effectiveness and (b)
efficiency.

1.3. Purpose of the Module
1.3.1. To review the findings of research using small group

instructional arrangements.
1.3.2. To describe the constant time delay procedure.
1.3.3. To describe the use of constant time delay in small

group instructional arrangements.

2.0 Rationale and Supporting Research:

2.1. Small group instructional arrangements are effective
alternatives to 1:1 instruction. When compared to 1:1
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instruction, small group instructional arrangements are
equally effective in establishing a variety of new skills to
varying populations.

2.2. Small group arrangements can increase the efficiency of
classroom instruction in terms of efficient use of (a)
teacher and staff instructional time, (b) increased
opportunities for less restrictive teaching environments and
peer social interactions, and (c) greater probability that
students may learn other students target information.

2.3. Constant time delay has been an effective and efficient
strategy when used in a small group instructional
arrangement for students ranging in age from preschool to
adult, with handicaps ranging from developmental delays to
severe mental retardation, and in teaching both chained and
discrete skills.

3.0 Description of Constant Time Delay:

3.1. Definition of time delay - a response prompting strategy
involv.ag the simultaneous delivery of a target stimulus and
a controlling prompt for a limited number of trials,
followed by trials where the target stimulus is presented
but the controlling prompt is delayed for a "constant"
period of time.

3.2. Examples illustrating the implementation of the proceciure
and terminology.

3 . 3 . Definitions of the five types of student responses that can
occur within a small group instructional arrangement when
using the constant time delay procedure.

3.3.1. Unprompted correct responses - correct responses that
occur before delivery of the controlling prompt; these
count toward criterion.

3.3.2 Prompted correct responses - correct responses that
occur after delivery of the controlling prompt.

3.3.3. Unprompted incorrect responses errors that occur
before delivery of the controlling prompt.

6
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3.3.4 Prompted incorrect responses - errors that occur after
delivery of the controlling prompt.

3.3.5. No responses - occur when the student does not respond
after delivery of the prompt.

4.0 Teaching a New Skill to a Group of Students Using Constant Time
Delay:

4.1. Select the students, and identify the target skill. These
selection procedures are dependent on student handicapping
conditions and task characteristics such as: same-task,
same-stimuli; same-task, different-stimuli; different-task,
same-stimuli; or different-task, different-stimuli.

4.2. Plan the instructional program. These decisions include:

4.2.1. Select the number of trials per student and session.
Options include (a) the number of trials to be
presented, (b) whether this number should be constant
or vary across sessions or group members, and (c) the
trial format or whether to select massed, spaced or
distributed trials. Again, this decision is dependeLt
on both the population and che skill to be trained.
If the skill is difficult or each student is learning
a different skill and/or different stimuli, the
teach3r may find it necessary to conduct a greater
number of trials per student than if all students in
the group are learning the saoe task and/or the same
stimuli.

Select the type of trial presentation (a) predictable
- during group ihstruction with individual trials,
each group member has the opportunity to predict when
his or her trial will occur because the teacher always
presents instructional trials in the same student
order, or (b) unpredictable - the teacher randomly
selects the student order in which trials are
presented. Teachers should select based on ease of
implementaticn (predlctable) versus increasing the
probability that students will attend during other
students ,:rials (unpredictable).

4



4.2.3.

4.2.4.

4.2.5.

4.2.6.

Select the type of target response requirement; either
choral - students respond in unison, or individual -
one student responds while other group members watch,
responding. Teachers should consider that during
choral responding, students are continually active
during the instructional session, however, you still
must take the time to test individually for
acquisition of the target tasks.

Select contingencies to follow occurrences of student
responses in the group. The teacher may select (a)
independent group contingencies - students receive
consequences based on their own performance, (b)

interdependent group contingencies - all students
receive reinforcement based on performance of the
grout), or (c) dependent group contingencies - where
all students in the group are reinforced dependent on
one or more selected members. Selection is based on
both task and student characteristics.

Ensure attending. This can be accomplished through a
number of methods including (a) simply presenting an
attending cue to each student prior to his or her
trial and waiting until that student orients toward
the target stimulus, or (b) presenting an attending
cue and waiting for each student in the group to
orient toward or look at the target stimulus. The
teacher also might add specific consequences for
correct attending responses to the target stimulus,
such as (a) reinforcing individual students for
attending to their stimuli, (b) reinforcing a specific
student for attending to other students target
stimuli, or (c) reinforcing only if all students are
attending to target stimuli.

Select the task direction - a stimulus, usually
verbal, that tells the students to perform the target
behavior, and determine presentation of this
discrimine4ve stimulus. For example, the teacher
must attend to seating arrangements in order to ensure
that all group members can (a) hear the task direction
and/or other members, and (b) see the task stimuli
and/or ether membars' responses. The teacher should
adapt the physical environment or materials to ensure
that the effectiveness of the procedure used in small

8
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4.2.7.

4.2.8.

group arrangements is not compromised by these
variables.

Identify the controlling prompt; a prompt that will
ensure that students perform the target response
correctly. In a small group instructional setting,
the controlling prompt may vary across students
dependent on type of skills being trained (e.g., if
each member of the group is learning a different task,
than the controlling prompts might include a model, a
gesture and a physical prompt), and the
characteristics of the students (e.g., if three group
members are imitative and one member is not, than the
controlling prompt might be a physical prompt guiding
a correct response for the non-imitative student which
serves as a model for the remaining three group
members).

Identify the number of simultaneous trials at the
0-sec delay interval. This is determined by (a) the
number of behaviors being trained, (b) the task
difficulty, (c) the experience of the students in the
group, and (d) the handicapping conditions of the
members in the group.

4.2.9. Determine the length of the prompt delay interval.
Although 4 and 5 seconds are common delay intervals,
they should be adjusted to the learning
characteristics of the students in the group; students
with short latencies should receive short prompt
intervals and students with long latencies might be
allowed more time to respond. It should be noted that
although a teacher can vary the length of the delay
interval across group members, the procedure is much
easier to implement if all students in the group can
wait the same amount of time for delivery of the
controlling prompt.

4.2.10. Select the consequences which will follow each type of
student response. Both unprompted and prompted
correct responses should be reinforced on a continuous
schedule of reinforcement. This schedule of
reinforcement should be thinned as learning is
e3tablished. Errors and no responses can be followed
wit a variety of consequent events including (a)

9
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ignoring, (b) mild verbal reprimands, (c) error
correction, or (d) a short in-seat tine out.

4.2.11. Establish a reasonable criterion: (a) individual
criterion - each group member moves at his or her own
pace as the teacher presents new stimuli as target
stimuli are acquired, independent of other member's
responding, or (b) group criterion - individual
students are not presented with new behaviors until
all members of the group are at criterion level
performance. The teacher selects the type of
criterion based on type of students in the group and
the type of tasks selected for instruction.

5.0 Measuring Performance: Monitor individual performances in the
group and make adjustments as needed (Gast, Wolery, Ault, Doyle, &
Alig, 19881 pages 31-33! Winterling, et al., 19901 pages 23-24).

5.1. Measure effectiveness: daily data should be collected on
the five possible types of student responses when using
constant time delay.

5.2. Types of data collection sheets can be found in two manuals
(Collins, Gast, Ault, & Wolery, 1990, pages 35-37; and
Winterling et al., 19901 pages 30-32).

5.3. Measure efficiency through data on (a) number of sessions,
(b) number of trials, (c) number of errors, (d) minutes of
instructional timc, and (e) observational learning.

5.4. Summarize the data from the small group instructional
arrangement to monitor progress of individual group members.
Visual representations of group time delay data sheets can
be found in Collins, et al., 1990, pages 39-40; Winterling,
et al., 1990, pages 34-36.

5.5 Design a systematic group instructional arrangement using
the constant time delay strategy for either a discrete or
chained task. Refer to Winterling et al., 19901 pages 8-23.

10
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Small Group Instruction: Guidelines for Teachers of

Students with Moderate to Severe Handicaps

Introduction

Belva C. Collins, David L. Gast, Melinda Jones Ault, Mark Wolery

Traditionally, students with moderate to severe handicaps have been

taught in 1:1 instructional arrangements. Whether this is the most

effective and efficient way to teach these students has not been

validated. A viable alternative to 1:1 instruction 4.s teaching in small

groups. Group instruction may actually be more advartageous than 1:1

instruction because (a) teachers can instruct more than one student at a

time, (b) less classroom personnel and instructional time is required,

0.1 b6u...;en6s may pe preparea to iunction in les restrictive

environments which frequently use group arrangements (Fink & Sandall,

1978), (d) students may learn to interact appropriately with peers

(Alberto, Jobes, Sizemore, & Doran, 1980), and (e) students may learn

additional information from observing other members of the group

(Westling, Ferrell, & Swenson, 1982). For our purposes, small group

instruction is defined as at least 2 and no more than 10 students being

taught by 1 instructor.

To make recommendations on how small groups should be designed, the

current literature was reviewed and studies conducted at the University

of Kentucky were examined. The literature reviewed focused on

acquisition studies which involved students with moderate to severe

handicaps. From this literature, a number of components were identified

that should be considered when designing small group instructional

programs (Collins & Gast, 1988). The body of research has not examined

all of these components satisfactorily and sufficient investigations
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have not been conducted to determine the best way to facilitate

acquisition in small groups. Therefore, the purpose of this

manuscript is to inform teachers of students with moderate to severe

handicaps about decisions that need to be made when developing small

group instructional programs. A secondary purpose is to provide

recommendations pertaining to each of these decisions. The following

questions address the components of small group instruction that should

be considered by teachers.

How Will Groups Be Composed?

Some of the first decisions teachers must make when designing small

group instruction relate to the composition of the group. The teacher

must consider what students will be in the group, how many students will

u4 taugnL, what tab):4 will Ue 64.4yht., dnu huw gruup memotLd will

interact.

size. The size of the group is one of the first decisions

that teachers need to make. Of the studies reviewed, the maximum number

of students taught in a small group was 7 (Winkler, Arnold, & Russell,

1987). However, most investigations included 2-4 students (Alberto et

al., 1980; Brown & Holvoet, 1982; Favell, Favell, & McCimsey, 1978; Faw,

Reid, Schepis, Fitzgerald, & Welty, 1981; Frankosky & Sulzer-Azaroff,

1978). The teacher, when making a decision on the number of students to

include in a group, should consider the following variables: (a) the

handicapping conditions of the students; (b) the students' experience in

group settings; (c) the students' command of appropriate group skills,

(i.e., ability to sit and attend, appropriate social skills); (d) the

type of task to be taught; and (e) session length. For example,

students with more severe handicaps, may have limited experience in

Am
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groups, may not be able to sit for long periods of time, may not possess

the necessary social skills (e.g., standing or sitting in close

proximity to others, turn-taking, compliance) and may have longer

responding times. In such cases, the teacher may want to involve a

smaller number of students in the group to shorten session length and to

instruct all members of the group adequately. On the other hand,

students who have some group experience and possess the necessary

pre'...equisite skills may be able to function as a member of a larger

group.

Homogeneous/heterogeneous groupings. Based on the student

population of the classroom and the tasks identified to be taught, the

teacher must decide if homogeneous or heterogeneous groupings will be

usea. tur the purpose ot this manuscript, nomogeneous groupings were

defined as groups containing students with the same diagnostic label

and/or with an age span of no more than 2 chronological years;

heterogeneous groupings were defined as groups containing students who

function at different levels and/or have age spans of greater than 2

chronological years. For example, Alberto et al. (1980) taught

self-help and language skills to students who all had severe handicaps

and who ranged in age from 6-8 years, while Favell et al. (1978) taught

word recognition to students whose ages ranged from 9-25 years and whose

disabilities ranged from moderate to profound levels. An advantage of

homogeneous groupings for the teacher may be the ease with which the

group is conducted since it is more likely that all students in the

group will learn the same type of task and will have the same skill

level. However, identifying a group of students that are similar in age

and handicapping conditions may be difficult and unrealistic, especially
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if students participate in groups in least restrictive or community

settings. Conducting a group with a heterogeneous population may be

more difficult since students will probably be learning a variety of

skills, but students may have a greater opportunity to learn additional

information by observing the other group members.

Task selection. Students in the group may all be working on the

same type of task using either the same stimuli or different stimuli.

Alternatively, each student in the group may be learning a different

type of task, again with either the same stimuli or different stimuli.

An example of "same task, same stimuli" was used by Doyle, Gast, Wolery,

Ault, and Meyer (1989) when they taught all students in the group to

read the same words off a menu from the community. Kohl (1981) used a

oome Ldbx, 6ifrereac stimull- Lomat when eacn student in a group was

taught to ma:wally sign different stimuli. "Different task, same

stimuli" was used by Horst, Wehman, Hill, and Bailey (1981) in teaching

leisure skills to adolescents with severe handicaps; each student in the

group learned to perform a different leisure skill with the same

stimuli, a frisbee. Finally, Brown and Holvoet (1982) used a "different

task, different stimuli" format in teaching clerical skills to students

with profound mental retardation; each student learned a different

clerical skill using different materials. Obviously, the needs of the

group should be assessed to determine what tasks will be taught. When

different tasks or stimuli are used, students have the potential to

learn what is being taught to other members of the group (Wolery, Ault,

Gast, Doyle, & Mills, 1989). This is not pwAible when all members of

the group are using the same stimuli. The teacher should realize that

teaching the same task or same stimuli to group members increases the
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ease with which the group is conducted and may affect how quickly

students learn.

EELELEEL5Aria. When choosing students to be members of the group

the teacher should ensure that each member has the skills necessary for

successful participation. These might include appropriate social

behaviors (Marchetti, Cecil, Graves, & Marchetti, 1984), eye contact

with the'teacher and stimuli (Alberto et al., 1980), compliance to task

requests (Faw et al., 1981), and minimal performance on skills to be

taught (MacDonald, Dixon, & LeBlanc, 1986). It is important for the

teacher to identify prerequisite skills needed for the task to be taught

and for inclusion in a group, and then to assess these skills before

beginning the group. Failure to do so may adversely influence the

perzormance vi otner group members. Some students may need to be taught

some prerequisite skills before becoming a group member.

Group arrangements. Groups may be organized in four different

wav, intrasequential, intersequential, tandem, and 1:1 supplement

(Brown, Holvoet, Guess, & Mulligan, 1980). First, in an intrasequential

c,roup arrangement; the teacher provides instruction to each member

individually within the group setting without structuring any

interaction between group members. For example, Wilson, Cuvo, and Davis

(1986) taught meal planning skills to students with multiple

disabilities. The teacher modeled for the entire group and then gave

feedback to each individual student. Second, in an intersequential

group arrangement, the teacher provides instruction and specifically

structures or reinforces interactions between group members. Wolery,

Ault, Gast, Doyle, and Griffen (1989) taught chained tasks to students

with moderate handicaps in dyads. Students were prompted to provide
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attentional cues and reinforcement to each other. Third, in a tandem

group arrangement, the teacher begins instruction in a 1:1 format and

systematically increases the group size. Koegel and Rincover (1974) used

a tandem group arrangement in teaching language skills to students with

autism. Initially, two students were present in the group and the

teacher systematically increased the group size until 8 members were

present. And fourth, when a 1:1 supplement is used, the teacher

provides instruction in one of the above group arrangements and then

conducts 1:1 sessions to provide extra practice on the skill. A 1:1

supplement arrangement was used by Faw et al. (1981) teaching manual

signing to students with profound handicaps. Instruction occurred in a

croup, and students received 1:1 instruction when incorrect responses

occurred during tne group session. No comparisons of these types of

group arrangements appear in the literature; Oust no empirically based

recommendations exist for guiding the teacher in choosing the most

effective and efficient arrangement. However, each has its advantages.

An intrasequential group arrancrment is the least complex type of

arrangement and, therefore, it may be used with ease by teachers or

teaching assistants who may be inexperienced in =ducting group

instruction. The use of an intersequential group arrangement would be

useful for te...thers who have a heterogeneous group population since peer

tutoring interactions can be specifically structured. In addition, this

arrangement may facilitate attention co task since group members are

interacting with others in the group as well as being imtructed on

their own stimuli. The tandem group arrangewnt is ideal for teachers

who have students who do not have the prerequisite skills tc participate

in a group or for students who are unfamiliar with group instruction.

tiro
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By using the tandem arrangement, the teacher can form successful groups

by systematically increasing the size of the group as students develop

the necessary skills. The 1:1 supplement arrangement provides the

teacher with increased flexibility since 1:1 instruction can be provided

in addition to group instruction for those students who do not learn or

whose learning is inef*icient in a group.

Criteria for conducting a session. After teachers have wade all of

the decisions concerning group composition, they must establish the

criteria of attendance to be used to hold the session. In other words,

the teacher should decide how many of the students in the group should

be present to conduct the instructional session. This decision is

important for teachers but critical for researchers who are studying the

eifivacy or small. group Instruction, particularly if observetional

learning is under investigation (Bandura, 1971). For the teacher this

is an arbitrary one that should be made prior to beginning instruction.

If the teacher decides that all students must be present before the

group will be held, then it is possible that many days may elapse

without instruction for thosl students who are present at school. On

the other hand, proceeding without group members may cause the students

who are present to progress more rapidly than the absent student to the

point where the absent student would not be able to successfully rejoin

the group. In this case, the teacher may need to use a 1:1 supplement

arrangement on the retur of the absent student.

Another option would be for the teacher to use the days in which

students are absent to review material with the present students and

introduce new stimuli only when the entire group is present. When

students are being taught different tasks and/or different stimuli, then
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more absences may be accepted than when students are being taught the

same task and same stimuli. The teacher should determine in advance the

criteria that will be used which will make the most efficient use of all

members' instructional time.

What Procedures Will Be Used?

Once teachers have made all the necessary decisions concerning how the

group will be formed, they are now ready to plan for instruction. This

involves consideration of the instructional strategy, attentional cue,

presentation of the discriminative stimulus, trial presentation, choral

and individual responding, teacher consequences for student responding,

and individual or group criterion.

Instructional strategy. One of the first decisions teachers should

make wild6 ilist.ruct.ionai strategy W11.1. be used during small

group instructional sessions (Wolery, Ault, & Doyle, in press) . In

determining the instructional method the teacher should consider the

effectiveness of the strategy, the efficiency of the strategy, and the

principle of parsimony. Effective instructional procedures that have

been used in small group instruction include the system of least prompts

(Doyle et al., 1989; Schepis, Reid, & Fitzgerald, 1987) prompt and fade

(Fajardo & McGourty, 1983; Koegel & Rincover, 1974), error correction

(Brown & Holvoet, 1982; Favell et al., 1978), progressive time delay

(Browder, Snell, & Wildonger, 1988; Farmer, Gast, Wolery, & Winterling,

1989), and constant time delay (Gast, Wolery, Morris, Doyle, & Meyer, in

press; Doyle, Gast, Wolery, Ault, & Farmer, in press). In determining

the efficiency of each of the procedures, the teacher should consider

variables such as the trials, sessions, instructional time, and errors

to criterion, and the amount of additional observational information
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that is learned by students. Observational information refers to

information not directly taugtit to a student, but that the student

observes being taught to others. In addition, teachers should select

instructional strategies on the basis of parsimony (Etzel & LeBlanc,

1979). This principle states that when two or more solutions are

correct, then the simplest solution should be used. For example, the

least complex strategy or the strategy with which the teacher is the

most familiar should be used over other strategies. The effectiveness

and efficiency of these instructional strategies have not been compared

by researchers in small grcup arrangements, however comparisons have

been made with 1:1 arrangements (Ault, Wolery, Doyle, & Gast, 1989).

Data from these studies indicate that response promoting strategies

(i.e., system of least prompts, time deiay) were more effective and

efficient in terms of errors to criterion than error correction

strategies. Time delay procedures were more efficient in terms of

trials, sessions, errors, and instructional time to criterion than the

system of least prompts (Godby, Gast, & Wolery, 1987; Doyle, Wolery,

Gast, Ault, & Wiley, in press) . In addition, constant time delay is

more parsimonious than progressive time delay since only one prompt

delay interval is used. Although these comparison results are from 1:1

rather than group instructional arrangements, one might conclude that

similar results would be found. Therefore, based on the effectiveness,

efficiency, and the principle of parsimony, and given that students

possess the necessary prerequisite skills, the constant time delay

procedure may be the procedure of choice when determining an

instructional strategy to use in a small group format. A more detailed
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review of instructional strategies within small group arrangements has

been conducted by Gast, Doyle, Winterling, and Wolery (1989).

Attentional cue. When teaching in a group, the teacher may choose

to use an attentional cue, that is some cue that precedes the delivery

of the task direction or material presentation that ensures the

attention of the student to the instructional stimuli. A general

attentional cue can be used in which group members are simply asked to

attend to the stimuli in general (e.g., "Eyes forward", "Look at this"),

or a specific attentional cue can be used in which group members are

required to attend to the relevant characterist:xs of the stimuli (e.g.,

students ma.c.ch the numeral before naming it, or calls the letters of the

word in sequence before reading it). A specific and general attentional

,.= QUalpdtc4 Li Aliy, Wolery, and east (1988) i ceaciliny signt wore

reading to a group of preschoolers with developmental delays. The

general cue consisted of the teacher asking the student to look at the

stimulus cards. The specific cue entailed the teacher saying the letter

names of the words and requiring the students to repeat them prior to

reading the word. Results indicated that students learned to read

their target words regardless of the use of a general or specific

attentional cue. Students were able to expressively read and

receptively identify some of the other group members' words. This

occurred most often for those words taught with a specific attentional

cue rather than those taught with a general cue. When the goal of the

group is to facilitate observational learning, the teacher may want to

use a specific attentional cue. Regardless, some type of attentirmal

cue is important for ensuring student attention during group
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instruction. The teacher also needs to decide if the attentional cue

will be presented to only the student whose turn it is or to all members

of the group on each trial. For example, Wolery et al. (1989) taught

students with mild handicaps to read sight words. A specific

attentional cue that was presented to the target student (i.e., only the

target student responded) was compared to an attentional cue presented

to all students at the same time (i.e., students responded chorally).

The specific attentional cue consisted of the teacher orally spelling

the word and the student repeating the spelling. Results indicated that

no consistent differences across students were found between individual

and choral attentional responses in terms of students' ability to read

the target and observational words and spell target words. However,

:ts %..CrAz.LQLduLly kftZt #11)1 to speil wore observational woras taught

with a choral attentional response than with an individual response. It

is difficult to make a recommendation since this component of group

instruction has not been studied extensively. Until more data are

available, however, the teacher may want to deliver a specific

attentional cue to all students since it is possible they may learn

additional information that is presented in the cue, and attention to

task may be facilitated. One should keep in mind, however, that specific

attentional cues that require a student response is likely to slow the

instruction and lengthen the session time.

Presentation of the discriminative stimulus. After delivery of the

attentional cue, the teacher should now present the discriminative

stimulus (SD) or the signal for students to respond. With group

instruction, the teacher should closely attend to how students are

seated or positioned in the group. If an widitory SD is used, the
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teacher must ensure taat all students can hear adequately. Likewise,

all students must be able to easily see the stimulus materials.

Students should also be able to see and hear each other respond

especially if stimuli can be learned through observation. Students

should be positioned so that they are not too crowded, but close enough

together so they do not have to strain to see, hear, or touch the

stimuli if necessary. Some options that teachers can use to ensure

optimal responding include seating students around a horseshoe-shaped

table with the teacher seated on the opposite side of the table (Gast et

al., in press); having students stand on the same side of a table while

the instructor models motor responses on the table top (Wolery et al.,

1989), presenting flashcards to the entire qroup (Dovle et al., in

press), using a blackboard to present stimuli to all students (Boyer,

1987), and providing each student with their own set of materials if

individual responses during the group are needed such as the use of

"magic slate" boards or paper and pencil for writing tssks (Keel & Gast,

1989; Winterling, 1989).

Trial presentation. Fo...lowing delivery of the task direction, the

teacher now needs to decide how the trials will be presented. Decisions

the teacher must consider include such things as

predictable/unpredictable trial sequence, the number of trials presented

per student, and the trial presentation format. First, if the teacher

has students respond individually, a decision should be made whether

trials will be presented so that students in the grcup can predict or

not predict when they will receive a trial. Obviously, if the teacher

presents trials in a round-robin fashion (e.g., always presents trials

to students in order from left to right), some students may be able to
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predict when it will be their turn. On the other hand, if the teacher

randomizes trial presentation, students cannot predict when they will

receive a turn. In a study conducted by Ault, Wolery, Gast, Doyle, and

Martin (1988), students with mild handicaps were taught to read words

under two conditions; a predictable trial presentation condition was

compared to an unpredictable trial presentation condition.

Resultsindicated that no substantial differences between the two

conditions occurred in terms of attention to task and students' ability

to read observational words. Predictable and unpredictable trial

presentations have not been compared with students with moderate or

severe handicaps. Until more data become available on this component of

group instruction, teachers may want to use an unpredictable trial

.quenc L.e 16 way help Lacilitate attentiwl, tnc.ceDy ennancing

acquisition and observational learning. On the other hand, if

predictable trial presentation formats are easier to implement for the

teacher, they should be chosen. Until more research is conducted,

teachers should present trials based on personal preference and analyze

the effects with their own students.

Second, the teacher should decide how many trials will be presented

each session. This should include the number of trials each individual

student will receive and/or the number of trials for the entire group.

If students respond individually during the session, the session length

will naturally increase as the nurner of trials presented to each

student increases. In addition to determining the number of trials, the

teacher should decide if the number of trials will be constant or

variable across instructional sessions. Four possible ways that trials

can be manipulated during sessions are presented in Table 1. Of these,
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constant trial presentations may be the easiest for a teacher since the

teacher always delivers the same number of trials to each student and

summarizing the data is also simplified. Variable trial presentation,

although slightly more complicated, gives teachers flwibility during

instruction. Examples of variable trial presentations may occur when a

teacher (a) chooses to present extra trials to a student who makes an

error or needs extra help (Faw et al., 1981: Gaylord-Ross, Forte,

Storey, Gaylord-Ross, & Jameson, 1987), (b) teaches skills that are

variable by their nature (i.e., the number of trials presented during a

grocery shopping activity is dependent on the number of items on the

shopping list) (Gaule, Nietupski, & Certo, 1985), and (c) sets a time

limit on a session causing the number of trials to vary (Browder et al.,

Constant and variable number of trials within and across sessions in
small group instruction

CO'iSTANT
ACROSS
SESSIONS

VARIABLE
ACROSS
SESSIONS

CONSTANT WITHIN SESSIONS VARIABLE WITHIN SESSIONS

Each student in the group
receives the same number of
trials during a session and
that number of trials is used
every session.

Each student in the group
receives the same number of
trials during a session, but
the number of trials used
changes each session.

Each student in the group
receives a different number
of trials, but the number
of trials received remains
the same each sessioa.

Each student in the group
receives a different number
of trials, and the number
of trials received changes
eacn session.
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Third, the trial presentation format should be selected. Trials

can be presented in a massed, spaced, or distributed format (Mulligan,

Guess, Holvoet, & Brown, 1980). For purposes of this manuscript, massed

trials are defined as each student receiving trials that occur so

closely together that no behavior can be expected to occur between them.

Massea trials have an intertrial interval of less than 10 seconds. Use

of massed trials was reported by Brown and Holvoet (1982) in teaching

clerical skills to adolescents with profound handicaps. The teacher

presented three massed trials to one student on his targeted behaviors

before presenting three massed trials to the next student. Spaced

trials refer to trials that are presented so that an individual student

has a rest period, pause, or noninstructional activity that occurs

oetween trials frum the sane program. The intertrial interval is equal

to or greater than 10 seconds. Fajardo and McGourty (1983) used spaced

trials in teaching social/leisure skills to a group of students with

moderate, severe, or profound handicaps within the context of playing a

table-top game. Students recived trials when their turn naturally

occurred in the game. Distributed trials refer to an individual student

receiving trials on one or several different skills between trials from

the same program. Writing skills were taught in thj.s format c.o a group

of elementary students with learning disabilities (Stromer, 1977).

Students worked on specific writing assignments with trials preseated

only at intervals when a letter reversal occurred.

To present trials in a massed trial format, the teacher can use

choral responses from the students or deliver massed trials in sequence

to individual group members. Teachers may choose to deliver massed

trials using choral responding if their students perform better with

499
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fast-paced instruction or are not able to wait appropriately between

trials. When all students are learning the sage target behaviors,

massed choral responding can decrease the session length. Massed trial

formats can also be used in which the teacher chooses to present several

trials to one student before presenting trials to another student. This

may increase the session length and the length of time a student must

wait for a turn to respond, but it allows the teacher to present

different target behaviors to each student, thus, creating an

opportunity for observational learning to occur. Finally, massed trials

may offer a format for teachers to present repeated corrective trials to

an individual student following an error.

Spaced trials can also be delivered using either a choral response

trvw ull sLuuents or an individual .-e-:p...)nse tx.om eacn student in tne

group. Several advantages exist when using spaced trials. First, the

teacher has an amount of intertrial time available to rearrange

materials for the next trial or to allow students time to consume

reinforcers. Also, when students are responding individually,

observational learning opportunities are created as students watch each

other take turns. Teachers may be the most familiar with this format

since it is probably the most widely used group arrangement implemented

in classrooms.

The distributed trial presentation format has not been widely used

in small group instruction in the research literature, however, it does

present several advantages for th9 teacher. A teacher who is teaching

functional skills may find that distributed trials are a good option

since these skills usually occur during the natural routine of the day.

For example, students are usually required to wash hands before lunch

5
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and after each bathroom visit. The teacher may choose to teach this

skill during those times. Some additional planning time may be involved

in distributed trial format since the teacher must identify times during

the day when instruction on a naturally occurring event can take place

for several students at the same time. If the teacher chooses to use a

distributed trial format during a single session, several target

behaviors will be taught. For example, students may receive distributed

trials of name-writing interspersed with instruction on another content

area. The teacher may need to explore various ways of using distributed

trials due to limited research regarding the use of this format in small

groups. It is possible that the distributed trial fornat may prove to

be the most natural way to teach during the school day and may be

=speLicilly userul in racIlltaLing generalization.

In operationalizing the use of massed, spaced, or distributed

trials, the teacher may choose a combination of these formats. For

example, some teachers may choose to begin with massed trials and then

deliver distributed trials during a generalization phase of instruction.

The choice of one format over another is an arbitrary decision to be

made by the teacher depending upon the success of the students in the

classroom with each format.

Choral and individual responding. An important variable ta

consider when designing group instruction is how the teacher will have

the students respond. Students can respond in unison (i.e., chorally)

or individually while the other students watch. Few research studies

have investigated the use of choral versus individual responding as a

component of groups. However, Sindelar, Bursuck, and Halle (1986) did

compare a choral with an individual response in teaching sight word
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reading to students with mild handicaps. The results indicated that

choral responding resulted in the students learning more words, even

though the difference between the two responding conditions was minimal.

If the teacher chooses to use choral responding, all students in

the group would be learning the same stimuli, so c?portunities for

observational learning would not be present. During sessions using

choral responding, students are always actively involved and the

opportunities for each student to respond are increased. Of course, the

teacher must at some time test students individually to determine

mastery of skills (Heward, Courson, & Narayan, 1989). If the teacher

chooses to have students respond individually, :here will be times

during each session in which each student is not actively involved. If

students are learning difterent stimuli, they will nave the opportunity

to learn non-targeted information by watching the other members of their

group.

Conse uences for res ondin . To keep students motivated to respond

and to give them feedback on the correctness of their response, teachers

should plan what consequences will be delivered following each type of

student response. The teacher may choose to deliver verbal feedback

only, or verbal feedback plus individual reinforcers identified for

subjects (e.g., activity, tangible, edible). These consequences may be

delivered following each correct response or at the end o. an entire

session and to the target student only or to the entire group.

Likewise, the teacher should plan consequences for incorrect responses

or for failure to respond. The teacher can ignore the error (i.e., say

nothing), provide a mild reprimand (i.e, say "No," or "Wrong"), model

the correct response, model the correct response and have the target

5'2
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student repeat it, model the correct response and have the entire group

repeat it, provide massed trials on the stimuli receiving the error,

conduct a brief in-seat time-out (e.g. 10 seconds), or use a combination

of two or more of these consequences. Since comparisons have not been

made on the preferred consequence to use following correct and incorrect

responses, teachers should rely on their best judgment concerning the

consequences they will use. Group instruction provides an advantage

over teaching students in a 1:1 format in that students can observe the

consequences delivered to their peers for correct and incorrect

responses; this may positively affect their own responding.

Individual and group criterion. As with all instruction, the

teacher needs tr, decide what criterion will be used to determine when

scuctenLs have mastered a skill. in group instruction, tne teacner can

decide to set an individual or a group criterion. When an individual

criterion is used, each student receives instruction on a behavior until

s/he meets the set criterion. For example, Krantz, Zalenski, Hall,

Fenske, and McClanahan (1981) taught verbal and written language skills

to students with autism. When a student attained 90% accuracy, the

difficulty of the task was increased for that student. In contrast,

when a group criterion is used, all members of the group must meet the

criterion as a unit before the skill is considered mastered. Fajardo

and McGourty (1903) taught students with mild to profound handicaps to

play a game using a group criterion. All students were required to

receive tLree correct unprompted responses on the game before a new game

was introduced to the group. When the teacher uses an individual

criterion, there are both advantages and disadvantages. Students in the

group are allowed to progress at their own pace and more information can
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be taught to these students that learn faster than other membe..7s of the

group. Alternatively, observational learning may be minimized since the

number of trials presented on each stimulus varies depending upon the

acquisition rate of the student. The management of an individual

criterion may also be more difficult since the teacher must closely

monitor when each student meets criterion and change stimuli

accordingly. In addition, some students may be receiving instruction on

a continuous reinforcement schedule while some are on a variable

reinforcement schedule; still others may be receiving probe or baseline

trials. This all adds to the complexity of using an individual

criterion. Group criterion, on the other hand, is less complex since

all students remain on the same reinforcement schedule and learn the

bwat Labk ut1..L eveLywie meets criterion. some tasks nat.uraily ieria

themselves to group criterion. For example, tasks such as game playing

or vocational skills may bs dependent upon the participation of all

students in the group in order for the task to be completed. Althougn

observational learning may be facilitated by using a group criterion,

students who progress faster than other members of the group may receive

repeated trials on a task they have mastered, thus deterring them from

learning additional information. Teachers should decide, based on the

characteristics of the group members, the size of the group, the task

being taught, and their experience in group instruction, which criterior.

will best enable their students to meet with success.

How Will Learning Be Measured?

When designing instructional programs, the teacher should measure if

students are learning with the chosen procedures, how well they are
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learning, and if they are able to use the information learned outside of

the 0,-..zific training setting and procedures.

Effectiveness measures. Obviously, the most important variable to

measure in any type of instructional program is how effectively each

indi7Ldual member of the group learns individull target behaviors.

Reseamners have collected these data in similar ways incluang:

pre-and post-test measurement (Livi & Ford, 1985), trial-by-trial

recording (Gast et al., in press), or through the use of permanent

products s':tromer, 1977). Teachers can collect data during small group

instruction for each individual member and/or for the entire group. It

is recommended that the teacher ensure that data on the performance of

individual members are collected regularly in order to mitke sure that

all ;,4mbes of .11e group are progressing. Lesta sneets taat can be used

by the teacher during small group instruction are included in Appendix

A. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the intervention being used,

teachers may wish to evaluate student learning by using an experimental

design (Tawney & Cast, 1984), and at the very least should collect

baseline data prior to implementing the intevention (e.g., AB design).

Experimental designs tnat have been used by researchers include: an AB

design (Storm & Willis, 1978), multiple probe design (Farmer, et al.

1389), and multiple baseline. design (Brown & Holvoet, 1982).

Efficiency measures. Throughout group instruction, other measures

can and should be collected. Teachers should collect efficiency

measures to determine how well students are learning with the procedures

and to determine which procedures make the best use of teacher and

student time. For example, the teacher can measure how efficiently

stude'ts Ilarn a target behavior in terms of the number of sessions
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(Marchetti et al., 1984), trials (Oliver & Scott, 1981), errors (Singh,

1987), and minutes of instructional time (Kohl, Wilcox, & Karlan, 1978)

to criterion. Another way to measure efficiency is to evaluate whether

students learn additional information during the use of group

instruction. That is, students may not only learn target information,

but information being taught to other members of the group (i.e.,

observational learning) as well. If this occurs, the teacher's time has

been well spent since students have learned information without direct

teacher instruction. For example, when teaching students with moderate

har4icaps to read words, Singh (1987) zompared individual with group

instruction. During instruction, each student read a different passage

in a book. Results indicatel that following group instruction, students

were to some of z.1*,e words Lauyht Lu ui utner members w. cneir

group. Teachers should collet,: efficiency data on several of their

instructional programs so that comparisons can be made regarding which

of the programs makes the most efficient use of both teacher and student

time.

Summarizing data. As with all instruction, data should be

summarized using measures such as percent or correct responses, number

of steps completed correctly, etc.. It is always important to graph

data so that a visual representation of the data is continually

availat:1.e wh.i.ch allows the teacher to quickly recognize when a change in

the prugram is needed. Data for each group member ar well as the entire

group should be collected (Franzini, Litrownik, & Magy, 1980) and

graphically displayed. When the data from the entire group are

summarizeo, the teacher must calculate a mean of all group members'

respon:As. While it is necessary to have individual graphs to monitor
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the performance of each student, grcup graphing is useful when a group

criterion is used, for public posting, for monitoring group

contingencies, and for comparing group data in order to make

instructional decisions (Westling et al., 1982; Franzini et al., 1980).

Appendix B contains examples of data in which the performance of the

group is graphed or summarized.

Generalization and maintenance. Generalization and maintenance

measures should also be collected to ensure that students can use the

skills they have learned in novel situations and maintain them over

time. Evaluation of these data will indicate if further programming is

necessary. To assess how well students can use what they have learned

in other environments, the ability of students to use their acquired

iJellavlor snoulu e measured in tne presence of otter peopie thrantz et

al., 1981), in other settings (Keogh, Faw, Whitman, & Reid, 1984; Krantz

et al., 1981), and with other materials or tasks (Handleman & Harris,

1983; Krantz et al., 1981) . Maintenance checks can be collected after a

specified number of sessions, days, weeks, or months. The research

literature most frequently reports maintenance checks collected at 2

week intervals (Collins & Gast, 1988).

How Will Group Behavior Be Managed?

The teacher needs to plan bel:re the first group session is held, how

inappropriate behaviors of students will be systematically managed if

they occur during the instructioral vtssion.

Group contingencies. To enstae that students in the group

demonstrate appropriate behaviors, the teacher should have a plan for

managing inappropriate behaviors that may occur. Independent,

interdependent, or dependent group contingencies are all options the
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teacher may want to consider (Kerr & Nelson, 1989; Litow & Pumxoy,

1975). First, independent group contingencies refer to those

contingencies in which students receive reinforcement based on their own

behavior. For example, when Krantz et al. (1981) tauglit a group of

elemr.tary students with autism to describe objects, tokens and points

were delivered on an individual basis when students sat quietly while

others responded. Second, interdependent group contingencies refer to

those contingencies in which all students receive reinforcement based on

a specified level of group performance. This might include all group

members individually reaching a set criterion or the average of all

group members' performance meeting a set criterion. An interdependent

group contingency was used by Gersten and Maggs (1982) in teaching

lally6;u9t 41,1.1 Lesdilly skills oo stuuens viitn moderate nandicaps. All

students were required to attend and respond before receiving a token

and progressing to a new task. Third, dependent group contingencies

refer to those contingencies in which all students in the group receive

reinforcement based on the performance of one or more selected group

members. Winterling (1989) taught word reading to a group of students

with mild handicaps. On the average of every third trial, one student

was random4 selected and scored as attending or not attending. If the

student was attending, s/he earned one penny for the entire group. At

the and of the session if an adequate number of pennies had been earned,

these pennies were traded for a back-up reinforcer for all members of

the group.

Group contingencies can be used by the teacher to facilitate

appropriate social behaviors in the group and/or to facilitate attention

to task during the group session. Teachers should assess group members

s s
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for appropriate social and attentional behaviors when deciding if a

group management contingency will be needed. Independent group

contingencies may be used by teachers if they prefer to reinforce each

student based on individual behavior. This contingency, however, does

not structure any interactions between the members. If an individual

student is especially disruptive (e.g., responds out of turn, hits,

kicks, refuses to participate, inappropriately socializes with others),

specific contingencies should be developed for that individual. This

may include reinforcing students for appropriate attending, ignoring the

inappropriate behavior, reinforcing others for appropriate behavior,

issuing a warning, providing an in-seat time-out procedure, using a

response cost procedure, or removing the student from the group. With

au interdependent cou6Ingent4, sume group interactlon takes place.

Teachers may choose to use this contingency if they desire to develop

group interaction skills, although it is possible that some students may

be penalized for the inappropriate behaviors of others. Dependent

contingencies may also be used when group interaction is important.

This may be especially useful when only one or two students in the group

are not attending or are behaving inappropriately. The teacher runs the

risk of putting undue pressure on those students, but this risk may be

outweighed by the social reinforcement students will receive from the

other group members for appropriate behaviors. There are no

"hard-and-fast" rules for the most appropriate contingency to use.

Teachers should make a decision based on their own experience and the

student characteristics of the group.
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Discussion

Since an adequate amount of research has not been conducted on all

components of group instruction, many of the decisions made by teachers

must be based on their own judgment and experience. The purpose of this

manuscript was to make teachers aware of the decisions that need to be

made when designing group instruction and to provide recommendations

based on an analysis of current "best practice" methodology and the

research literature, when possible. Because group instruction provides

several advantages over individual instruction to both teachers and

students, it is worthy of consideration as a viable format to use in the

classroom. It is important for teachers to consider each of the

components invki.ved in conducting group instruction and to

sysLewcwis.ally Implement group Instructional proyLamb Lc) ensure tne

success of their students. A checklist, for use by teachers when

designing group instruction, that summarizes these components is

included in Appendix C.

Future research shocd be conducted to assess tilt', best means of

conducting instruction in small group formats. Comparison studies of

the components of group instruction should be conducted to determine the

most effective and efficient way to conduct small groups. Until this

research has been conducted, teachers should select group components

based on the recommendations of this manuscript and their own experience

with what is the most useful for them and the most effective with their

students. They should then incorporate the findings of research into

their daily practice as data become available.
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APPENDIX A

GROUP DATA SHEETS
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This is an example of a data sheet to be used during instruction of a
group of 4 students. This data sheet can be uaed with several
instructional strategies such as error correction, model-lead-test,
most-to-least prompting, prompt and fade, and system of least prompts.
When using error correction or model-lead-test, the teacher would simply
indicate student responses with a "+" for correct responses, a "-" for
incorrect responses, or a "0" for no responses. For procedures such as
most-to-least, prompt and fade, and system of least prompts, the teacher
would record the prompt level that was required for the student to emit
a correct response for each stimulus or step in the task analysis.

Group Data Sheet

Instructor Strategy. Condition

Start time Stop time : Total Time min sec Behavior

Observer Reliability % Session Date

TRIALISI IIS2 1183 I I

I II II Il

IStimuiusiS.RespondinglIStimulusIS.RespondinglIStimulusIS.Responcingll

S4 II

!I

StimulusIS.Respondingll

!Task 1

lAnalysisI

liTask 1

IlAnalysisi

1lTaqk I

Analysis!

I Task :

II AnalysisI II

1
I I I 1 I I

2
I I I I I ! : I

3 I
I 1 I ri

4 I i I II II

5 ;
I I I I I

6
I I I

1

I I

7
11 I I I I i!

8
I I I I il

9 11
I II I 'I

10
I II iI

11 I II I 1 I

12
I I I I II

SUMMARY DATA

'SUBJECT I IISUBJECT I I SUBJECT I II SUBJECT I
!I

ICorrectsI

I

ilCorrectsi

II I

I

I

CorrectsI

I

II CorrectsI

II

II

1

MEAN IIncorrcti

% I
1

!iIncorrctl

II I

I

I

IncorrctI

I

II Incorrcti

II 1

;1

il

INoResonsl

I I

IINoRespnsi

II I

I

I

NoRespnsl

I

II NoRespnsl

II I

,I

II
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This data sheet is designed specifically to be used with a system of
least prompts vocedure when the teacher is instructing 3 students. The
teacher fills in the students' names in the order in which trials will
be presented and then checks what prompt level was needed for the
student to respond correctly on each trial.

Teacher:

SYSTEM OF LEAST PROMPTS GROUP DATA SHUT

SessLon: Date: / /

Condition: Strategy:

Start time Stop time Total time

Trial Student Stimulus
Indep Prompt

1

Prompt
2

Prompt
3

Promptl
4

1

2

3

4 .11
7

8

9

10

11

12

'SUMMARY DATA
JIM 1Indep1Prompt1Prompt1Prompt1PromptI

1 I 1 I 2 1 3 1 4 I

IN= IN= IN= IN.. IN= I

%I %I

TAMMY 1Indep1PromptiPrompt/?romptIPrompt1
1 1 1 I 2 I 3 1 4 I

IN= IN= IN= IN= IN= 1

1 %I %I %I 561 %I

ELLEN 1IndeplPrompt1PromptIPromptIPromptl
1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 I

INst 1N 1N IN2B IN- I

%I

GROUP MEAN 1Indep1Prompt1PromptIPromptIPrompt1
1 1 1 1 2 1 3 I 4 I

IN= IN= IN= IN= IN= 1

I %I %I %I %I %I
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This data sheet is designed to be used with a group of students who are
being taught a discrete task with a time delay procedure. The teacher
fills in the students' names in the order in which trials will be
presented and then indicates if a correct, incorrect, or no response
occurred before or after the prompt.

INSTRUCTOR SESSION DATE / /

CONDITION STRATEGY

START TIME : STOP TIME : TOTAL TIME :

Trial Student Stimulus
Delay
Interval

Student
Responding

BEFORE IAFTER
1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

SUMMARY DATA

JOE #/% Corrects
#/% Incorrects
#1% No Response

MARY #1% Corrects
#111 Incorrects
#/% No Response

STEVE #1% Corrects
#/% Incorrects
#/% No Response

JOHN #1% Corrects
#/% Incorrects
#/% No Response

GROUP #/% Corrects
#/% Incorrects
#/% No Response

KEY: + = correct, = incorrect, 0 = no response
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To teach a discrete task using a time delay procedure, the teacher may
choose this data sheet. ThA sheet can be used with 5 subjects. The
teacher places tia students' names across the top of the sheet and
indicates if a correct, incorrect, or no response occurred before or
after the prompt.

TIME DELAY GROUP DATA SHEET

tructor Strategy Condition Session Date

.:Lart time Stop time : Total Time min sec Behavior

Observer Reliability 1

.R:ALIS1 1152 1153 11 $4 1155

lefcre'AfterilStimuiusiBefore!AfterliStimuilsIBeforelAfter!I Stimilluefore.After'IStimulusIBefore!After:1

il 11

1 II 11 11 11
.1
1,

;

z.

1 1 I I 11 !I 11

I I 1 1 1 1 I 1 11

11 11 1 1 _.... 11 I

._

I 1_ .

.1 I 11 I I 11 !I

11 11
I I II '

11 11
1 I I; 11

I I 11
1 1 11 11

II II !I 11 11

II II II II II

II II II II II

il II II !I Il

II 11 II ; II

I' II II II

!I II II iJ II

!I II II :1 II

II 11 11 11 11

11 11 11 11 II

.:MARY DATA

Corrects;Before!AfterlICorrects1BeforelAftirlICorrectsIBeforelAfter11 CorrectsIBeforelAfterl:CorrectsIBeforeIAfter11

I 1 11 1 1 I 1 1
: :1

1 I !I

1IncorrctIBefore1AfterlIIncorrctIBefore1AfterlIIncorrctIBefore1After11 IncouctIBefore1AfterliIncorrctIBeforelAfterli

% 1
1

I II
I

1 II I 1 11 1 1 II I 1 11

NoRespnsIBeforelAfterlINoRespnsIBeforelAfterlINoRespnsIBeforelAfter11 NoRespnsIBeforelAfteriINoRespnsIBeforelAfterli

1 1 11 1 1 11 1 1 11 1 i 11
I 1 II

+ = correct; - = incorrect; 0 = no response
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A chained task can be taught using the time delay strategy with this
data sheet. This particular data sheet is used when teaching in dyads
with one student observing while the other is being instructed. The
teacher indicates if a correct, incorrect, or no response occurred
before or after the prompt for each step of the task analysis.

Student

TIME DELAY DATA SHEET

Instructor Date Session Observer

Start time Stop time

Delay

Total time min sec

Task Condition/Phase

TASK ANALYSIS

1.

BEFORE AFTER COMMENTS

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

I.
S.

SUMMARY DATA Corrects

Incorrects

No Response

Student Delay Task

TASK ANALYSIS

9.

BEFORE AFTER COMMENTS

13.

14.

15.

16.

SUMMARY DATA Corrects

Incorrects

No Response It= #-

%

Key: + = correct; - = incorrect; 0 = incorrect; T - topography;
D duration; S = sequence
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APPENDIX B

VISUAL PRESENTATION OF DATA
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This line graph displays the mean performance of a group of students
involved in e tine delay instructional program. The closed triangles
represent the group's mean performance on daily probes. Open triangles
represent the mean percent of unprompted correct responses and open
circles represent the mean percent of prompted correct responses during
time delay training. This graph would be an appropriate display when a
group criterion is used.
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Another visual display of group data can be accomplished by plotting
individual students' data on the same graph. Each student's data is
represented by a different symbol. This allows the teacher to be able
to monitor each student's individual performance while at the same time
being able to monitor how each member of the group is progressing
compared to the other members. This type of graph should probably not
be used with more than 2-3 students since more than 2-3 symbols on the
same graph could be confusing. This graph would be an appropriate
display when a group or individual criterion is used.

16 -
# of

14 -
independent

12 -
responses

10-

8 -

6

4 -

2

o-

Baseline Instruction

1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 1 1

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
11111111111

Sessions

1 1

1 = Mary 1

1 = Joey 1
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An adaptation of a cumulative charting system can be used to monitor the
performance of a group of students. The mean percent of correct
responses on which the students in the group performed on steps of the
task analysis is recorded. This charting system would be appropriate
only when a group criterion is used.

Task Shirt folding Members of group Joe, Pam, Heloise

Instructor P. S.

4. Grasp/fold in
thirds.

3. Grasp/fold in
thirds.

2. Grasp/fold top /
to oottom.

1. Pidue siiirt in iv
basket.

Session/Date I 1

V7.5. IA.90

2 1 3

1- 0/17/17://17/1
21, 1,501,8 Veo V tool

/ "r rY
400 XIX X X )(

752 )1. XX XXXI
X P X X

4 I 5 I 6 1 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 lii 121

1

T - training in progress, X - assessed, criterion met, = assessed,
criterion not met, 0-100 = mean % of correct responses
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Checklist of Components of Group Instruction

COMPONENT OF GROUP INSTRUCTION ITEACHER RESPONSES
I (Write or circle)

Group Composition

How many students will be in the group?

How will the group be composed in terms of age?

How will the group be composed in terms of
diagnosis?

Will the same or different task(s) be taught to
each student?
List the specific tasks.

rail the same ur dlizennt stimuli be ustui
with each student?
List the specific stimuli.

List the specific entry skills needed by each
student to participate in the group.

How will the group be organized?

How many students must be present in order to
conduct the group session?

Instructional Procedures

Homogeneous or
Heterogeneous

Homogeneous or
Heterogeneous

Same or
Different

bame or
Different

Intrasequential,
Intersequential,
Tandem, or
1:1 supplement

What is the specific instructional strategy that
will be used to teach the tasks?

What type of attentional cue and response will
be used?

None, Specific,
or General

527
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COMPONENT OF GROUP INSTRUCTION TEACHER RESPONSES
(Write or circle)

Who will be required to give an attentional
response?

Describe the specific attentional cue and
that will be used.

How will the SD be presented to the group?
(Consider auditory/visual presentation, physical
setting, materials)

How will trials be sequenced?

How many total trials will be delivered in the
session?

How many trials will be delivered to each student
Uuring a bzsion?

How many trials will be delivered to each student
each time it is his/her turn to respond?

What trial presentation format will be used?

How will the group members respond on target
stimuli?

Specifically, what will the teacher do following:

Correct responses?

Incorrect responses?

NN Responses?

Will an individual or a group criterion be used?

What is the specific criterion?

Target student or
All students

Predictable or
Uapredictable

Massed, Spaced,
or Distributed

Chorally cr
Individually

Individual or
group
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COMPONENT OF GROUP INSTRUCTION ITEACHER RESPONSES
I (Write or circle)

Measurement and Evaluation

What type of data will be collected to determine
if students are learning?

What experimental design will be used?

How will the teacher monitor how well students
are learning?

How will student response data be summarized?

How will generalization by assessed?

How frequently will maintenance data be
collected?

Pre- Post-
testing,
Trial-by-trial
recording,
Permanent
products, Other

AB, Multiple
probe, Multiple
baseline, Other

Number of
sessions to
criterion,
Number of trials
to criterion,
Numheripercent of
errors cu
criterion,
Minutes of
instruction time
to criterion,
Other

Line graph, Table,
Cumulative
chart, Other

Across persons,
Across setting,
and/or Across
materials, Other

Group Management

What type of contingency will be used to manage
group behavior?

Independent,
Interdependent,
Dependent, or
None
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Effective and Efficient Small Group Instruction:

The Use of Constant Time Delay

Vincent Winterling, David L. Gast, Patricia M. Doyle, Mark Wolery

Introduction

Teachers should give careful attention to the acquisition of

new behaviors when providing instruction to students with

disabilities. Teaching new behaviors requires decision-making by

teachers on at least two levels. First, teachers must prepare

for instruction. They decide the type of behavior to be taught,

the number of target behaviors, and the number of students who

will be taught. For example, a teacher may decide that she will

teach an academic behavior such as sight word recognition to

three to four students in a small group instructional

arrangement, or to teach photograph identification to one student

in a one-to-one arrangement. Second, once teachers identify the

target behaviors and arrange the instructional format, they must

decide how to teach the behaviors by selecting an instructional

strategy. Wolery, Ault, .Joyle, and Gast (1986) define an

instructional strategy as a systematic approach for providing

instruction that addresses what occurs before and after a student

responds. A teacher's decisions in preparing for instruction and

selecting an instructional strategy should be based on measures

of effectiveness (e.g., Has the student learned a new behavior

when taught with a particular instructional strategy?), and

efficiency (i.e., Will the use of a particular small group

533
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instructional arrangement free the teacher to train additional

skills that she might have otherwise been unable to teach?).

The purpose of this paper is to describe the use of the

constant time delay procedure in small group instructional

arrangements. It is a "how-to" guide for using the constant time

delay (CTD) strategy, with students of varying ages and ability

levels, in small groups. First, a rationale for the use of group

instruction for students with disabilities is presented; followed

by a description of the constant time delay procedure. Finally,

the procedure is illustrated within the context of small group

instruction.

Rationale and Supporting Research

Historically, decisions regarding whether to teach students

in small groups or in one-to-one contexts were dependent on the

clinical judgement and professional preparation of the classroom

teacher. The teacher assessed the "readiness" skills of the

students and the types of behaviors to be taught and made a

decision. The prevailing zeitgeist and an absence of research

tended to support the notion that students with mild handicaps

could participate in small groups while students with more severe

handicaps were best instructed in one-to-one arrangements.

Recently, however, an emerging research base has provided

support for the use of small group instructional arrangements for

students with more severe handicaps. This support has come from

two sources. First, a number of studies involving students with

moderate and severe handicaps which compared one-to-one

y
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instruction to small group instruction have found that effective

learning can occur in small group arrangements (Favell, Favell, &

McGimsey, 1978; Oliver & Scott, 1981; Storm & Willis, 1978;

Westling, Ferrell, & Swenson, 1982). Second, several studies

have found that group instruction has been effective in teaching

language and academic skills to students with severe handicaps

(Oliver, 1983), moderate handicaps (Doyle, Gast, Wolery, Ault, &

Farmer, 1990; Gast, Wolery, Morris, Doyle, & Meyer, in press) and

expressive language skills to preschoolers with various

developmental delays (Cybriwsky, Wolery, & Gast, in press).

Group instruction has also been used to teach tasks in other

skill domains. For example, Wolery, Ault, Gast, Doyle, & Griffen

(1989) taught pairs of primary-aged students with moderate delays

domestic and vocational skills, while Schoen and Sivil (1989)

taught self-help skills to pairs of preschoolers with

developmental delays. Based on the results of the aforementioned

studies, it is clear that small group instructional arrangements

represent a viable alternative to one-to-one instruction for

many, if not most students with moderate and severe handicaps.

While a number of investigations have demonstrated the

effectiveness of small group instruction, some investigators have

suggested that small group instruction also increases the

efficiency of classroom instruction in several ways (Brown &

Holvoet, 1982). First, small group instructioral arrangements

may increase the probability that students will generalize skills

(Brown, Holvoet, Guess, & Mulligan, 1980). Second, small groups
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can be a more efficient use of teacher time, that is, the teacher

is able to provide additional direct instruction of target

behaviors to more students (Brown et al., 1980; Fink & Sandall,

1980; Smith & Meyers, 1979; Snell, 1983; Storm & Willis, 1978).

Third, small group instruction provides the opportunity to

increase the amount of information acquired by students through

observational learning. For example, several recent

investigations have shown that group members will acquAre their

own target behaviors and some of the target behaviors taught to

their peers (Doyle et al., 1990; Farmer, Gast, Wolery, &

Winterling, 1990; Gast et al., in press; Shelton, Gast, Wolery, &

Winterling, in press; Winterling, 1990). The interpretation of

these findings suggest that by programming for observational

learning it may not be necessary to provide direct instruction on

all target behaviors.

Description of the Constant Time Delay Procedure

The previous discussion suggested that small group

instructional arrangements are a viable alternative to one-to-one

instruction when teaching new skills to students with

disabilities. The decision to use a small group arrangement,

however, does not preclude the individualization of instruction

or the use of systematic instructional strategies (Brown et al.,

1980). The use of a near-errorless response prompting procedure,

constant time delay, is an example of a systematic instructional

strategy that can be easily implemented in small group

instructional arrangements.
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In the constant time delay procedure, the teacher delivers

both a task direction (i.e., information that tells the student

to respond, such as "What word is this?" or the printed word in

context), and a controlling prompt (i.e., information that

ensures that the student will respond correctly, such as the

teacher verbally modeling the correct response). Initially, the

task direction and the prompt are presented to the Student at the

same time. These instructional trials are called zero-second

delay trials because the teacher does not allow the student the

opportunity to respond before the prompt is delivered. For

example, Ms. Andrews is teaching Barry to identify kitchen

utensils. She presents the task direction "Find the spatula,"

and immediately points to the spatula in the kitchen drawer.

Because Ms. Andrews has identified a controlling prompt for Barry

(i.e., a point), she knows that Barry will respond correctly when

she points to the spatula. However, because she wants Barry to

find the kitchen objects without her assistance, Ms. Andrews

begins to "fade" her prompt after a predetermined number of zero-

second teaching trials. This is accomplished by inserting a

specified amount of time between the task direction and delivery

of the prompt. This type of instructional trial is referred to

as a delay-trial because it allows the student time to respond

before assistance is delivered. For example, Ms. Andrews

presents the task direction, "Find the spatula" but now she waits

four seconds for Barry to respond before pointing to the correct

object as she counts silently to herself, "one-one thousand, two-
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one thousand, three-one thousand, four-one thousand" etc. She

continues to wait the same amount of time on all remaining

instructional trials; that is, the time inserted between the task

direction and the prompt stays "constant" until Barry

consistently finds the kitchen utensil before the prompt is

delivered.

Five different responses are possible when using the

constant time delay procedure. There are two types of correct

responses and three types of incorrect responses. An unprompted

correct response or "anticipation" occurs when the student

responds correctly during the delay interval that has been

inserted between the task direction and prompt. A prompted

correct response or "correct wait" is defined as the student

waiting silently for the prompt if he does not know the correct

answerand then responding within a reasonable amount of time

after the prompt has been delivered. Although the objective of

the constant time delay procedure is to teach the student to

respond correctly before delivery of the controlling prompt, both

types of correct responses (i.e., unprompted and prompted) should

be reinforced during instruction. However, only unprompted

correct responses count toward criterion. If the student

responds incorrectly before the teacher has the opportunity to

deliver the prompt then the student has made an unprompted

incorrect response or "non-wait" error. An incorrect response

made after the delivery of the controlling prompt is a jammoted

incorrect response or "wait" error. Finally, a no-response error
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occurs when the student does not respond within a reasonable time

following delivery of the prompt. The consequences that follow

each type of correct or incorrect response are dependent upon the

characteristics of the student and the target behavior.

Descriptive praise and a tangible or token reinforcer frequently

are provided for correct responses. Incorrect responses may be

corrected, ignored, or the student may be reminded to wait for

teacher assistance if he doesn't know the correct response.

Constant time delay has been used to teach a wide variety of

skills to persons with a variety of learning handicaps (e.g.,

Ault, Gast, & Wolery, 1988; Browder, Morris, & Snell, 1981;

Schoen & Sivil, 1989; Stevens & Schuster, 1987). Constant time

delay has been shown to be effective in teaching receptive,

expressive, and signed language tasks (Ault, Gast, Wolery, Doyle,

& Eizenstat, 1988; Browder et al., 1981; Gast, Ault, Wolery,

Doyle, & Belanger, 1988; Kleinert & Gast, 1982; Wo7ery, Gast,

Kirk, & Schuster, 1988), and functional adaptive behavior skills,

including banking (McDonnell & Ferguson, 1989), bedmaking (Snell,

1982), sandwich-king (Schuster, Gast, Wolery, & Guiltinan,

1988), and self-help skills (Schoen & Sivil, 1989).

In summary, the constant time delay procedure har been

effective and efficient in teaching different types of responses

in near-errorless fashion in small group instructional

arrangements. For example, it can be used to teach discrete

behaviors; that is, behaviors that consist of a single response.

Discrete responses might be receptive tasks such as Barry
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pointing to the spatula in the drawer, or as an expressive

behavior, such as a student reading a community-referenced sight

word. The constant time delay procedure also can be used to

teach complex skills which have been task analyzed (i.e., chained

tasks). In the section that follows several small group

instructional programs which use the constant time delay

procedure are described. The first program describes how to

teach a discrete receptive response to three students during a

small group instructional arrangement. In the second program, we

describe how to teach an expressive sight word recognition task

within the context of a group. In the third program, teaching a

chained task in a small group instructional arrangement is

described. In each instructional program the critical decisions

facing the teacher are outlined, followed by a description of the

way in which the constant time delay instructional trials are

presented. Each program is accompanied by a sample data

collection sheet to record students' responses.

Teaching a Receptive Task to a Group of Students usina a Constant

Time Delay Procedure

Select the students and identify the taraet skill. Three

students, all female, were selected from a classroom for

preschoolers with moderate mental retardation. The three girls,

Carries Jessica, and Maria ranged in age from 3 years-3 months to

4 years-6 months. Each student was able to sit at a table for a

period of 10 minutes without engaging in disruptive behaviors,

make eye contact with the teacher, follow simple verbal
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directions, and imitate gestures. All students previously had

received systematic instruction in one-to-one teaching contexts.

The students could not receptively identify photographs of common

objects found in their environments. The speech pathologist

suggested that this was an important behavior for later language

development. The teacher, Mr. Juarez, did not have time to

conduct one-to-one instructional sessions with each of the three

students so he decided to implement a small group teaching

activity in which he would teach the three students to identify

two objects depicted in photographs.

Planning the small group instructional program. After Mr.

Juarez identified the students and decided which skill he would

teach, he made several other decisions to ensure the successful

implementation of the instructional program. These included:

(a) deciding whether to use a predictable or unpredictable trial

sequence, (b) whether to have students respond individually or

chorally, (c) selecting the photographs to teach and the number

of trials per photograph, (d) ensuring student attention

throughout the instructional session, (e) specifying consequences

for student responses, (f) identifying a controlling prompt, (g)

selecting the time delay tnterval and the number of zero second

delay sessions, and (h) establishing a reasonable criterion. The

decisions made by a teacher in planning and implementing a small

group instructional program are summarized in Appendix C. (A

more comprehensive discussion of the planning and decision-making

process for small group instructional programs is provided by
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Collins, Gast, Ault, & Wolery, in press.)

Mr. Juarez was concerned that the students had never

received instruction in a small group instructional arrangement,

and that he was going to be teaching a difficult task. Thus, he

selected an unpredictable trial sequence. This type of trial

sequence ensured that opportunities to respond were randomly

alternated among the students throughout the session. Mr. Juarez

hoped that the students might be more attentive throughout the

session if they didn't know when it would be their turn. Mr.

Juarez selected 10 photographs of household items the students

regularly used (e.g., knife, bowl, plate). He decided to teach

the same two photographs to all students, and to use the

remaining eight photographs as distractors. That is, photographs

that were presented along with the target photographs during

instruction that would ensure that the student was discriminating

the target photo from among the other three photos. Because the

students were able to sit for periods of no longer than 10

minutes, Mr. Juarez decided that three trials per target

photograph for each of the students (a total number of 18 trials

per session) would be sufficient to teach the new skill, and

could be scheduled daily without difficulty.

Ensuring that the students remained attentive throughout the

instructional period was a concern for Mr. Juarez. Thus, in

addition to the unrredictable trial sequence, he included several

other procedures. First, he decided to use a group attending

cue. That is, before the presentation of each instructional
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trial, he stated "Everybody look" and required eye contact from

each student. Second, he provided supplemental reinforcement on

the average of every third instructional trial to those students

who attended to the students whose turn it was. That is,

immediately after Mr. Juarez provided consequences for responding

to the photographs, he wnuld praise each student who was

attending (e.g., "Maria, I like it when you watch Jessica and

Carrie working."). It is important to note that procedures to

ensure attention are not always necessary. They are, however,

useful adaptations to ensure the attention of students with more

severe handicaps or students who have had little previous

experience in small group instructional arrangements.

As with any systematic instructional program, clear

consequences for student performance should be specified. These

include reinforcement for correct performance and some type of

corrective when errors occur. Mr. Juarez knew from previous

experience that providing stickers to his students was an

effective reinforcer. Thus, he provided descriptive verbal

praise and a sticker to the students for each correct response

during the instructional sessions. Although the constant time

delay procedure is described as near-errorless, student& may make

mistakes on about 54 of the trials. Mr. Juarez decided he would

respond c.o errors in the following manner. If a student made an

error during the first two sessions at four second delay, he

would tell the student to "wait if you don't know the answer,"

and then provide error correction. During error correction Mr.

5 4 3
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Juarez would model the correct answer and the student would

imitate his model. The student would receive a brief statement

indicating correctness (e.g., "Right."). Errors in subsequent

sessions would be managed by using the error correction procedure

alone.

Mr. Juarez's next decisions concerned the selection of a

controlling prompt, the number of zero second sessions, and the

selection of a delay interval. To identify a controlling prompt,

Mr. Juarez conducted brief individual screening sessions. During

these sessions, he presented objects and told the student to "Do

what I do." For example, he asked the student to "Point to the

scissor'," and modeled the pointing response for the students.

All students consistently imitated the pointing response.

Therefore, he selected a model as a controlling prompt because

all of the students successfully imitated him. Because the

students were preschool-age and had never been exposed to

constant time delay procedures, Mr. Juarez elected to conduct two

zero-second delay sessions. He decided to use four-second delay

trials in all subsequent sessions because the students could

respond correctly to other known tasks within four seconds. A

final issue that needed to be addressed was to establish a

reasonable criterion. Mr. Juarez dacided to adopt a conservative

criterion in order to ensure the students had learned the

behaviors. Thus, he decided to provide instruction until all

students in the group had attained 100% unprompted correct

responding for two consecutive sessions when reinforced each time

54 4
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they made a correct response (continuous reinforcement), followed

by one session in which all students performed at 1004 unprompted

correct responding when reinforced approxiMately every third time

they made a correct response (intermittent reinforcement).

Constant time delay instructional trials. Instruction began

with the zero-second delay trials on two photographs. At the

beginning of each zero second trial, Mr. Juarez stated,

"Everybody look." When all students were looking at him, he

presented a target photograph among the three distractors to one

of the students. He then asked the student to point to the

target photo ("Maria, point to the fork."). Immediately

following the task direction, Mr. Juarez pointed to the

photograph of the fork. The student then imitated Mr. Juarez and

pointed to the correct photograph, at which time she was

reinforced with descriptive verbal praise and a sticker. The use

of zero-second delay trials was repeated for all of the students

on all trials in the first two sessions.

Because all of the students made 100% prompted correct

responses in the first two sessions, Mr. Juarez began his next

session (the third session) by inserting a four-second delay

interval between the task direction and the delivery of the

controlling prompt. These sessions were very similar to the

zero-second delay trials, except that after providing the general

attention cue ("Everybody look") and the task direction ("Maria,

point to the fork"), Mr. Juarez counted, "One-one thousand, two-

one thousand, three-one thousand, four-one thousand" to himself

545
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before he modeled the correct answer. Mr. Juarez provided

consequences to the members of the group based on their

responses, as he had done during the zero-second delay trials.

After each instructional trial, Mr. Juarez recorded the student's

response on a data sheet designed for the receptive task he was

teaching. An example of a data sheet for teaching a receptive

task in provided in Appendix A. This was followed by presenting

an instructional trial to another student in the group. The

session continued until each student had received six

instructional trials (i.e., three trials on each of the two

photographs). Mr. Juarez continued to provide four-second delay

trials each session until all of the students met the criteria he

established at the outset of the instructional program. An

example of a graph which can be used for visually displaying data

that is collected during an instructional session is provided in

Appendix B.

Delay

Select the students and identify the target skill. Ms.

Smith had two male and two female students (Jon, Michael,

Sabrina; Cheryl) aged 10 years-1 month to 11 year-2 months, with

moderate to severe mental retardation, who were participating in

community based instruction. Hodever, there were a number of

sight words that the students frequently encountered in community

settings that they were consistently unable to recognize despite

repeated exposures. Before deciding which of the sight words to

r. A (
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teach her students, Ms. Smith conducted a prescreening session.

The prescreening session confirmed her suspicion that of the

approximately 20 community-referenced sight words the students

frequently encountered, her students could recognize

approximately two of the words. Thus, Mt. Smith decided to teach

five different unknown words to mgh student in a small group

instructional arrangement.

Planning the small group instructional program. After she

had determined the words that each student would be taught, Ms.

Smith decided to use an unpredictable trial sequence. In

addition, the target words for each student were alternated daily

to ensure that the order of the words would be different. She

used tbe unpredictable trial sequence for two reasons. One, like

Mr. Juarez, Ms. Smith wanted to ensure her students were

attentive to each instructional trial. Two, she thought that if

the students attended to the instructional trials given to their

peers, then they might learn additional words through

observational learning.

To facilitate student attention and observational learning,

Ms. Smith used a group attending cue (e.g., "Everybody look"),

and she instituted a dependent group attention contingency. This

contingency specified that each student would have five trials

(also presented in an unpredictable sequence) on which Ms. Smith

would note whether the student was attending when she gave the

group attending cue (i.e., "Everybody look"). If the student was

attending on his respective instructional trials then he could
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earn additional reinforcers for the entire group.

Ms. Smith decided to provide three trials on each of the

five words she was teaching to the four members of the group.

This meant she would be presenting a total of 60 trials per

session. Given the number of trials in each session, Ms. Smith

took snme extra time to prepare her instructional materials. She

made separate index cards for all of the target words (a total of

60 cards). Having each word on an index card saved time during

instruction because the cards only had to be shuffled once each

session. She saved extra time during instructional sessions by

listing each student's name and target word in the random order

they would be presented during instruction on the data sheet.

She recorded each student's response on the expressive task data

sheet after each instructional trial throughout the session. A

data sheet for an expressive task is provided in Appendix A.

Ms. Smith also decided to use token reinforcement and

descriptive verbal praise during instruction. After each trial

on which the student responded correctly, Ms. Smith stated,

"Good, that is the word Pepsi," and gave the student a penny.

Pennies could be used to purchase items Ms. Smith knew each

student found reinforcing, including free time. When a student

made an error, Ms. Smith told the student he was incorrect, and

to wait for her to provide the answer if he didn't know the

answer.

Ms. Smith's students could verbally imitate all of the

target words consistently. Thus, a verbal model of the target

5.1"i
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word was used as the controlling prompt throughout training. Ms.

Smith provided one 60-trial session at zero second delay and all

%Isequent sessions consisted of four-second delay trials.

Fina.ly, she employed a criterion that specified individual and

group performance. This type of criterion specified that each

student had to achieve an individual criterion of one session at

100% unprompted correct responses when reinforced each time he

made a correct response. When all students had achieved the

individual criterion, the group criterion specified that all

students in the group had to perform at 100% unprompted correct

responses when reinforced on the average of every third correct

response. He adopted this type of criterion to ensure the

students had learned the words before conducting generalization

training in the community.

Constant time delay instructional trials. Instruction began

with one session at zero second delay. During this session, Ms.

Smith provided the general attention cue ("Everybody look"),

presented the word card to an individual student, asked "What

word is this?", and then immediately stated the correct response.

After the student imitated the correct response, Ms. Smith

provided descriptive praise and a penny. She repeated this for

the 60 trials that comprised the first session.

Beginning with the second session and for all subsequent

instructional sessions, Ms. Smith used four second constant time

delay trials, which were conducted, in the following manner. Ms.

Smith provided the attention cue, presented the word card to a
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student, and asked, "What word is this?" She then counted four

seconds (e.g., "One-one thousand, two-one thousand," etc.) to

herself. If a student responded within the four second interval,

he was reinforced with descriptive praise and a penny. If the

student did not respond within four seconds, Ms. Smith modeled

the correct response, and the student imitated her model within

five seconds. The student was reinforced with descriptive praise

and a penny. When a student responded incorrectly, he was told

that the response was incorrect and asked "to wait if you don't

know the answer." This was followed by presenting an

instructional trial to another student in the group. The session

continued until each student had received 15 instructional trials

(i.e., three trials on each of the student's five target words).

Ms. Smith continued presenting four-second delay trials until all

students had achieved both the individual and group criteria. An

example of a graph which can be used for visually displaying data

that is collected during an instructional session is provided in

Appendix B.

Teaching a Chained Task to a Group of Students using a Constant

Time Delay Procedure

Select the students and identify the taraet skill. Mr.

Jones had three students (Billy, Ralph, and Freddy) aged 16-18,

with severe mental retardation who were employed at a local

business. Because the students worked during the lunch hour, his

students needed to bring their lunch to the job site. This

provided an opportunity to teach his students to make a sandwich.

a7ri
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Mr. Jones wanted his students to learn to use a variety of

sandwich materials, thus he decided to teach the students to make

three different sandwiches. After he decided what sandwiches to

teach his students to make, he developed task analyses for each

sandwich. The task of making sandwiches was a difficult one for

his students, therefore, each step in the task analyses consisted

of a small amount of information to ensure that the students

could learn in a reasonable amount of time.

Planning the small group instructional program. Because Mr.

Jones wanted the students to perform the behaviors of each task

analysis in sequence, he elected to use a predictable trial

presentation; that is, one in which trials were always presented

in the same order. To ensure that the students remained

attentive throughout the teaching sessions, Mr. Jones required

that the students make a choral response on each step of the task

analysis. In choral responding the teacher presents the task

request to all students in the group and all students respond in

unison. Finally, due to the difficulty of the task, Mr. Jones

decided to teach the task as a backward chain. He did so for the

following reasons. First, when the task analyses for the three

sandwiches were completed, he found that in order to make each

step sufficiently discrete, he would need to teach approximately

twenty to twenty-five steps for each sandwich. He decided that

teaching this much new information in each session probably would

be too difficult for his students resulting in a high percentage

of errors. Thus, teaching one step at a time would be easier for

551
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his students to learn and therefore was a more reasonable

approach. Second, because he was teaching this skill in a group

instructional arrangement, it would be easier to collect data on

one training step as opposed to 20-25 steps. Third, Mr. Jones

decided to capitalize on the use of backward chaining by having

the students practice each step leading to the target step during

each instructional trial, in the hope that this practice would

facilitate acquisition of future steps. The students performed

one complete task analysis each day. When the target step was

acquired by each student in the group, they began training on the

next (i.e., second to last) step. This continued until they had

learned all steps in the task analysis. Mr. Jones then began

instruction on the next type of sandwich.

Before selecting a model as a controlling prompt, Mr. Jones

conducted several screening sessions in which he asked the

students to perform individual steps of non-targeted food

preparation skills. During these sessions, he assessed the

students' abilities to imitate his behavior. The results of

these screening sessions revealed that two of the three students

could correctly imitate Mr. Jones' behavior. However, the third

student imitated Mr. Jones inconsistently. As a result, Mr.

Jones decided that he would use a model as a controlling prompt

for two of the students and a physical prompt for the third

student. During instructional sessions, instead of modeling the

behaviors of the sandwich making skills for the group to Imitate,

Mr. Jones used the student who required a physical prompt as the
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model for the other students. That is, he provided a physical

prompt to the one student who required it, and the other students

were instructed to imitate the behavior of the student receiving

the physical prompt.

Consequences for performance included the use of

reinforcement for correct responses and error correction for

incorrect responses. Correct performance on all training steps

was reinforced with descriptive praise (e.g., "Good, you spread

the mayonnaise on the bread."). If a student made an error on a

training step before the prompt, he was told to "wait Itt you're

not sure what to do," and the correct step was modeled for the

student. Following the teacher's model of the step, the student

Imitated the teacher's model. Errors on non-training steps were

ignured and the teacher arranged the student's sandwich materials

to facilitate completion of the next step.

Mr. Jones elected to use a group criterion to evaluate the

students' performance of the sandwich-making skills. The

criterion specified that the students had to perform for two

consecutive days at 100% unprompted correct responses when

reinforced for each correct step, followed by one day at 100%

correct whn reinforced on the average of every third correct

response and finally respond at 100% unprompted correct responses

when reinforced only at the end of the tasks (e.g., after 25

steps).

Constant timcsillsujinfatniatriama_trislia. The zero-second

delay instructional trials were conducted in the following
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sequence. The teacher presented the task direction, the student

who required a physical prompt was guide4 through all of the

steps in the chain, and the students imitated that student.

Immediately following the completion of the next to the last

ste.p, Mr. Jones delivered the controlling prompt for the target

step. The students imitated the behavior of the student who

received the physical prompt. Following completion of the task

analysis the students were reinforced with descriptive praise.

During five-second delay trials, the steps were modeled as

described above. However, immediately following the completion

of last non-training step, Mr. Jones began counting to himself

(i.e., one-one thousand, two-one thousand, etc.) before he

provided the controlling prompt. During five-second delay

trials, Mr. Jones provided consequences in the following order.

First, he provided reinforcement to the students who made an

unprompted correct response. These students received descriptive

verbal praise. Second, students who made unprompted errors, and

those waiting for a prompt, received consequences at the same

time. The students who made an incorrect response were told to

wait and received a correction trial which served as the

controlling prompt for the students waiting for assistance. Ms.

Smith recorded data on the students' responses on a data sheet

for chained tasks (see Appendix A for an example) after the last

student received consequences on each training step. Training

proceeded in this sequence until all students had met the group

criterion for each sandwich. An example of a graph which can be
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used for visually displaying data that is collected during an

instructional session is provided in Appendix B.

1II - II II f " 9 - f II -

Implementing systematic instruction in small group

arrangements occasionally may prove problematic. Some problems

are specific to conducting group instruction (Collins et al., in

press), and some are specific to the use of constant time delay

procedures (Schuster & Griften, in press; Snell & Gast, 1981;

Wolery, Ault, & Doyle, in press). Problems that might be

encountered when implementing group instruction may include the

selection of students with disruptive behaviors, those who lack

prerequisite skills or who attend school infrequently, the

identification of a skill which is too difficult for some group

members, and the use of ineffective consequences for performance.

Solutions for these types of problems can be addressed by

carefully assessing prospective group members prior to their

inclusion in the group and by employing systematic instructional

practices (e.g., Snell, 1987; Wolery, Bailey, & Sugai, 1988).

Problems that might be encountered with the use of the constant

time delay procedure include a high percentage of unprompted

errors (i.e., more than 25% of the total amount of the student's

responses for a session), a high percentage of prompted errors,

and the failure to make unprompted responses. Unprompted errors

can be managed by reminding many students to wait if they do not

know the correct response, providing negative consequences for

failing to wait, or by shortening the delay interval. For some
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students wait training may be necessary (Snell & Gast, 1981).

High percentages of prompted errors indicate the need to

reevaluate the controlling prompt and identify one that ensures

correct responses. Students who fail to make an unprompted

correct response often need to be taught that it is okay to make

a response if they know it. Some students may require a change

in the way consequences are delivered. That is, the teacher may

want to tell the student that rewards will only be provided to

students who respond before the prompt is provided (i.e.,

differential reinforcement of unprompted and prompted correct

responses). This latter contingency should be used only when the

teacher is certain that the student has acquired the target

behavior, but for some reason resists making an unprompted

correct response.

Summary

In summary, teaching students in small group instructiona:

arrangements of three to five students with constant time delay

can be a successful approach tc providing instruction to students

with a variety of handicapping conditions. The examples of

instructional programs and the data sheets that are provided in

this paper are based on actual instructional programs that have

been successfully implemented by teachers. Thus, after some

initial adaptation by the classroom teacher, these programs can

be implemented successfully by most teachers.
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APPENDIX A

GROUP DATA SHEETS
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This is an example of a data sheet for a receptive language task conducted in a small group
instructional arrangement. This data sheet uses Before and After columns to record student
responding when using constant time delay to teach a receptive task. Prior to the instructional
session, the teacher would complete the situational information (e.g. teacher's name, session
number). This would be followed by placing a "x" in the attending column when supplemental
reinforcement for attending will be given to all students. The delay interval column will tell the
amount of time between the task direction and the prompt. The "Sd" column is the target object
and "Distractors" indicate the choices that the student can select from. If the student responds
correctly before the pnimpt, record a "+" in the Before column; an incorrect response before the
prompt is recorded by placing a "-" in the Before column. If the student responds correctly after
the prompt a "+" is placed in the After column; if an error is made after the prompt, the teacher
records a "-" in the After column. If the student makes no response after the prompt, the teacher
should record "o" in the After column. At the end of the session, each type of response would be
counted and the percentage calculated.

Teacher

Session Number

Date / /

Session Time

k Tr.

N

Attn.

Cue

Delay

Inter-
vial

Student name:
CARRIE

Response Studetu name:
JESSICA

Response Student name:
MARIA

Response

Sd Distmctors
Bef Aft

Sd Distractors
Ref Aft

Distractors
Bef Aft

1 fodc c o hat bowl
, ..-

2 X knife coat bowl plate
3

I -. .

fork cup coat plate
4

5 X
6

etc
.

AS

18
. I a

Total Number
of Each Response
Type

Correct Bef Correct Aft Correct Bef Correct Aft Correct Bcf Correct Aft
Errors Bef Errors Aft Errors Bef Errors Aft Errors Bef Enors Aft

No Rcs tal.,_
Correct Afe Correct Bef

No Respon
Conect Aft Comet lief

No Respon
Correct A ftTotal Percent

of Each Response
Type

Cormct Bef
Ermrs Bef Errors Aft EMS Bef Errors Aft Errors Bef Errors Aft

No Respon No Respon No Respon_
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This data sheet is designed to be used with an expressive task (e.g., sight word reading) conducted
in a small group instructional arrangement. This data sheet uses columns for each type of response
that can occur during the instructional session. The teacher begins by recording the motional data
(e.g. name, date, etc.). In addition, the teacher records the stimulus and the student who will
receive the trial in the order they will be presented. The teacher then places a "x" in the attending
column indicating when supplemental reinforcement for correct attending during another student's
trial should be provided. Also, the teacher records the delay interval to be used on each trial.
When a student responds during instruction the teacher places a check in the appropriate column.
After the session, the number of checks from each column are summed and divided by the number
of trials to determine the percentage of each type of response for each student.

Teacher

Start Time

Task:

Date

Stop Time

Procedure

Total Time

TRIAL STUDENT STIMULUS Atm.
Cue

Delay

.

Unpro
COM

Prom.
Corr.

Unpro.
Enor

Prom.
Error

No
Res .

o n XIT

IMIIIII

HMI
i N tq 7T1 EPS I

KRIM N'TER

TELEPHONE
MERGENCY

a rma OSPITAL
7 Cheryl PUSH X
8 John FIRE
9 Sabrina PULL

Hon
etc.
60 Michael EMERGENCY X
Student: Total Number of Each Response Type

Percent of Each Response Type

t ent: o um r o c esponse ype

Percent of Each Response Type

ent: ot: um . r o esponse ype

. Percent of Each Response Type

Student: Total Number of Each Response Type

Percent of Each Response Type
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This is a sample data sheet for chained tasks taught with the constant time delay procedure in a
small group instructional arrangement. Although the narrative describes teaching sandwich making
using backward chaining, this data sheet can also be used with forward or total task pnsentation.
The teacher initially completes the situational data at the top of the form followed by recording the
steps in the task analysis. The teacher then records the delay interval to be used for the steps in the
task analysis. For example, in the first instructional session when using backward chaining,the
teacher simply models steps 1-24, records "o" in the delay column for step #25 and provides the
controlling prompt for that step. This would be followed by recording the student response on
step #25 ONLY. If the student responds correctly before a prompt a "+" is placed in the Before
column. If the student responds correctly after the prompt, a "+" is placed in the After column.
Incozrect responses before the prompt are recorded with a "-" in the Before column; incorrect
responses after the prompt with a "-" in After column; and no response after the prompt is recorded
by placing a "o" in the After column. At the end of each session, thz teacher sums the total number
of each response type and calculates the percentage for each student in the group.

Teacher Date

Session Time

Steps in Task Analysis Delay
Interv.

Student Name:
BILLY

Student Name:
RALPH

Student Name:
FREDDY

: e ore 4 : e ore .I : e ore
wilimmEEEEE2

et meat c eese mayo
3 Knife from drawer

I n 77: . ag
5 Remove 2 .teces

. at on counter -----
ose re _. ,

. eturn to cabinet
I . n mayonnaise

10. Dip knife in mayo
etc.
25. Knife in sink

--
#= ----#=----

%
SummazyData Cor-

rects
#=

% % % %
Incor-
rects

#=
% %

#=
% %

#= #
% %

o
Res ..

=
% % %

5 f;
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APPENDIX B

VISUAL PRESENTATION OF DATA
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This line graph displays the mean performance of a group of students
involved in a time delay instructional program. The closed triangles
represent the group's mean percentage of correct unprompted responses
during the daily session. The open triangles represent the mean
percentage of correct prompted responses. This graph can be used with
both the receptive and expressive constant time delay programs.

100-

90-

80-

70-
mean Percent
of Unprompted 60-
Correct
Responses 50-

40-

30-

20-

10-

0-

Baseline Constant Time Delay

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Sessions
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This graph is a visual display of data from the sandwich making task for

Billy (B), Ralph (R), and Freddy (F). Each student's data is represented

by a different symbol. Following the small group instructional session

with constant time delay, the teacher transfers the sum of correct

responses BIFORZ the prompt found on the data sheet for each student.

This number is placed in the total corrects column on this figure then

plotted with the appropriate symbol. Although this graph allows the

teacher to monitor individual as well as compare student performance, it

probably should not be used with more than 3-4 students since this number

of symbols on one graph could be confusing.

25:

20-

15-

Number of
Unprompted
Correct
Steps 10-

0/01,

5:

0-

Baseline Instruction

Session/Trial
Student
Total Corrects
Date

1 1 2 1 3 4 1 5 1

8IRIFIBIRIFIBIRJF BIRIFIBIRIFI
ololoIoIoloIdo-101_010Ial
di? //6 :? //7 la bplo I a /4/ I a /gal

6 1 7 1

BIRIFIBIRIFIBI
)10/IsIalsI7IGI
a 47.31A 47910?

8 I 9 1

RIFIBIRIF1
71/dI ?papr

/.78,

I 41 16 41 -Billy
0.--t) 0 ...Ralph 1

1.0-0-0 -Freddy 1

568
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APPENDI X C

TEACHER DECISIONS FOR SMALL GROUP INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

5 9
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Component of Group Instructicn Teacher Decision

Select students

Prerequisite skills

Instructional trial sequence

Student responses

Identify task, select stimuli

Attention (individual)

Attention (group)

Consequences for performance

Procedure

Controlling prompt

Time delay interval

Number of zero-second sessions

Criterion

5 7()

Identify homogeneous or
heterogenous students.

Identify students with
good attendance, minimal
disruptive behaviors,
previous experience with
systematic instruction
and delay, reliable wait
response, attending
behaviors, work for 10-20
minute sessions.

Predictable or
unpredictable.

Individual or choral.

Same task, same stimuli;
different task, different
stimuli; functional,
chronologically age-
appropriate.

General or specific
attention responses.

Independent, dependent,
or interdependent.

Correct, incorrect, no-
response.

Constant time delay.

verbal, model, gesture,
physical.

Specify time delay
interval.

Specify number of zero-
second sessions.

Individual, group, or
both.


